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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 

Het ontrafelen van de vroegste geschiedenis van de Aarde, die een ouderdom heeft van 4600 miljoen 

jaar, wordt bemoeilijkt door het ontbreken van gesteenten die bewaard zijn gebleven uit de 

allervroegste periode. De oudst bekende gesteenten (4000 miljoen jaar) op Aarde, uit de ArchaYshe 

periode (4000 tot 2500 miljoen jaar), zijn bovendien verstoord door latere tectonische gebeurtenis

sen. Er zijn echter twee plaatsen op aarde waar ongestoorde gesteenten uit de jeugd van de Aarde, 

zijn te bestuderen, namelijk het Kaapvaal Craton in Zuid Afrika en het Pilbara Craton in West 

Australie, waarvan het laatstgenoemde het onderwerp van deze promotie is. Deze cratons bestaaan 

voornamelijk uit granieten en vulkanische gesteenten, ook weI groenstenen genoemd, met ouder

dommen tussen de 3600 en 2800 miljoen jaar. Hiervan zijn de groenstenen in het algemeen bijzon
der rijk aan een verscheidenheid van ertsen. Zo wordt een groot deel van de gouderts voorkomens 
op Aarde in ArchaYsche groenstenen gevonden. 

Een van de belangrijkste geologische problemen in het ArchaYcum is het gebrek aan kennis omtrent 
de tectonische (deformatie) processen die zich in deze tijd in de Aarde afspeelden. Zo moet de tem

peratuur in de mantel van de Aarde in het ArchaYcum hoger zijn geweest dan tegenwoordig. Dit 

maakt het onzeker of plaattectonische processen, zoals die nu plaatsvinden, waarbij platen lithosfeer 
langs elkaar bewegen, plaatselijk naar beneden worden gedrukt (subductie) en elders worden aange

maakt (mid-oceanische ruggen), ook al actief waren in dit vroege stadium van de ontwikkeling van 

de Aarde. Geologisch onderzoek van deze mid ArchaYsche gebieden kan belangrijke randvoorwaar

den verschaffen voor geodynamische modellen van tectonische processen in het midden ArchaYcum. 

Tijdens deze promotie is de vroegste geologische geschiedenis van het Pilbara Craton onderzocht. 
Hierbij is vooral gekeken naar de deformatie en de goudmineralisatie in het oostelijk deel van het 
Craton, met name in de Shaw Batholiet en de Coongan Groensteen Gorde!. Er is bovendien veel 

aandacht besteed aan de datering van deze gebeurtenissen met behulp van verschillende isotopische 

daterings methoden, die gebaseerd zijn op het radioactief verval van verschillende elementen in min
eralen van het gesteente. Met deze methoden kunnen bepaalde gebeurtenissen met grote 

nauwkeurigheid (beter dan 10 miljoen jaar) gedateerd worden. 
Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat er in de 800 Ma durende ArchaYsche evolutie van de oostelijke Pilbara 

een drietal belangrijke deformatie fasen onderscheiden kunnen worden die als voigt samen te vatten 

zijn: 

I Een WSW-ENE gerichte extensie fase, tijdens uitvloeing van de oudste groep vulkanische ges

teenten, de Warrawoona Groep, en intrusie van granodiorieten, 3470-3450 Ma geleden. Tijdens 
deze extensie fase onstonden koepelvormige structuren, vergelijkbaar met recente core-compex

en, met graniet in de kern omgeven door vulkanische gesteenten. 

2 Een E-W gerichte verkortings fase, gelijktijdig met de eerste klastische sedimenten tussen 3300 

en 3200 Ma geleden. Hierbij zijn de oudere vulkanische gesteenten geplooid en over elkaar 

geschoven, waardoor de stratigrafische opeenvolging verstoord en in bepaalde gevallen tectonisch 

verdubbeld is. 
3 Tijdens ccn van de laatste fasen van ll1agrnatische activiteit, ca. 2930 Ma, ontstond het 

grootschalige (>100 km lengte), noord strekkende sinistrale Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex. 
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Samenvatting 

In de west Pilbara onstond rond diezelfde tijd de even grootschalige E-W strekkende dextrale 

Sholl Shear Zone. Deze grootschalige schuifzones en een aantal kleinschalige structuren zijn te 

verklaren in een NE-SW gericht compressie veld 

De goud mineralisatie van een van de belangrijkste goudmijnen in het Pilbara Craton, de Bamboo 

Creek Mijn, is gesitueerd in ultramafisch gesteente, in een groenschist facies schuifzone en heeft een 

ouderdom tussen 3400 en 3300 miljard jaar. Dit betekent dat dit het ouste beschreven goud

voorkomen op Aarde is. De mineralisatie en daaraan gerelateerde hydrothermale alteratie waren 

waarschijnlijk gerelateerd aan de extensie fase, of vonden kort na de extensie fase plaats. De temper

atuur en druk omstandigheden en de chemie van de alteratie zijn vergelijkbaar met die van de zeer 

grote, laat Archalsche, goud voorkomens in het Yilgarn Craton (zuidwest Australle). 

De bovengenoemde ouderdommen van de deformatie tasen zijn verkregen door middel van een 

combinatie van U-Pb SHRIMP dateringen van zirkoon en 4°Ar/39Ar dateringen van voornamelijk 

hoornblende. Deze geochronologische studie gafbovendien nog een aantal andere resultaten: 
] De grijze gneissen in het centrale deel van de Shaw Batholiet vormen niet het basement van de 

Warrawoona Groep, maar hebben kristallisatie ouderdommen die vergelijkbaar zijn met het het 

bovenste deel van de Warrawoona Groep. 

2 De thermische evolutie van de oostelijke Pilbara is voor een groot deel bepaald door contact 

metamorfose, mogelijk tijdens deformatie, als gevolg van graniet intrusie. Er is echter een groep 
Argon atkoelingsouderdommen, tussen 3300 en 3200 miljoen jaar, die gerelateerd zijn aan een 

regionale groenschist- tot amfibolietfacies metamorfe fase, die optrad tijdens de E-W compressie. 
De structurele ontwikkeling, waarbij de extensie en compressie richtingen over een groot gebied 

constant waren, is een indicatie dat de deformatie gerelateerd was aan processen die te maken hebben 

met bewegingen in of langs plaatgrenzen. Deze structurele ontwikkeling is echter niet in overeen
stemming met eerder voorgestelde modellen, waarin er van uit werd gegaan dat de deformatie 

vetoorzaakt werd door puur gravitatieve processen, waarbij granitisch gesteente in vaste of vloeibare 
vornI, ten gevolge van het verschil in dichtheid tussen granieten en vulkanisch gesteente, opstijgt in 

de aardkorst. 

Hoewel de structurele ontwikkeling van de oostelijke Pilbara, met extensie, compressie en strike-slip 

deforlllatie, vergelijkbaar is met de structurele ontwikkeling van grote laat Archalsche provincies 
(Yilgarn, Superior), is de tijdsduur waarbinnen de structurele en magmatische fasen voorkomen 

langer in de Pilbara: 500 llliljoen jaar vergeleken met IOO- ISO miljoen jaar in de Yilgarn Province. 

De structurele en magmatische onwikkeling van het Kaapvaal Craton in Zuid Atrika, die grotendeels 

gelijktijdig plaatsvindt met het Pilbara Craton, verschilt in de details van timing en opeenvolging van 

de vroegste structurele tasen. Hierdoor is het onzeker of deze twee mid Archalsche cratons eens deel 

uit hebben gemaakt van een mid Archalsch continent. 

Delen van de structurele, magmatische, llletamorte en sedimentologische ontwikkeling van het 

Pilbara Craton zijn vergelijkbaar met llloderne plaattectonische settings. Hoewel de gegevens niet in 

tegenspraak zijn met interactie van lithospherische platen, is er geen direct bewijs gevonden vom een 

van de meest cruciale onderdelen van de huidige vorm van plaattectoniek, namelijk subductie van 

oceanische lithosfeer. Hierdoor kan de geologie van deze gebieden nog steeds niet zander meer gein

terpreteerd worden in termen van huidige plaat tectonische processen. 
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Abstract 

The Pilbara Craton is one of only two well preserved mid Archean granitoid-greenstone terrains on
 

Earth. Its geology offers important constraints to geodynamic models of tectonic environments in the
 

Mid Archean.
 

This mainly structural study concentrates on the Coongan Greenstone Belt and Shaw Batholith in
 

the well exposed and oldest rocks of the eastern Pilbara. It shows that the 800 Ma Archean evolu


tion (from 3.6 to 2.8 Ga) of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrains consists of a number of struc


tural and magmatic events.
 

The main structural events are:
 

An ENE-WSW directed extensional event, during deposition of the mainly volcanic 

Warrawoona Group at ca. 3.46 Ga, in which a core-complex type geometry of granitoid domes 
developed. 

2	 An E-W directed compressional event, constrained between 3.3 and 3.2 Ga, during deposition 

of the volcano-clastic Gorge Creek Group. Thrusts and folds in the greenstones disrupted the 
stratigraphy and cause repetition of stratigraphic units. 

During the final stages of magmatic activity (ca.2.93 Ga) a craton scale north trending sinistral 

strike-slip system, the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex, developed in the eastern Pilbara, as 
a response to NE-SW directed compression. The E-W trending dextral Sholl Shear Zone in the 

western Pilbara developed at approximately the same time (2.96 Ga, Smith et aI., in press) and is 

interpreted as a conjugate to the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex. 
One of the major gold deposit in the eastern Pilbara, the komatiite hosted Bamboo Creek Deposit 

is situated in a greenschist £,cies shear zone. The minimum age of the gold mineralization, as deduced 
from cross cutting relations with the northern Mt. Edgar Batholith, is ca. 3300 Ma. The mineraliza
tion is thought to be related to the late stages of the extensional event at ca. 3.4 Ga (Pb-Pb model 

age). The geochemistry of the alteration associated with the gold mineralization in the Bamboo 
Creek Deposit is similar to late Archean gold deposits in ultramafic hostrocks in the Yilgarn Craton. 

The above ages were constrained by a combination of U-Pb SHRIMP and 4'Arfl'Ar dating. The 

geochronological study also revealed that: 

1 The grey gneisses and diorites in the central Shaw Batholith are not the basement to the 

Warrawoona Group, but have crystallization ages similar to those found for the Warrawoona 

Group (3.47-3.45 Ga). 
2	 Much of the thermal evolution of the eastern Pilbara can be understood in tenus of contact meta

morphism, possibly during deformation, due to granitoid intrusion. However, a group of cool

ing ages between 3300 and 3200 Ma are inferred to be related to a regional greenschist-amphi

bolite £,cies metamorphic event, associated with the E-W compressional phase of deformation. 

The structural development of the eastern Pilbara is inconsistent with purely gravitational tectonics,
 

such as solid state diapirism, as the main cause of deformation.
 

Although the structural development (extension, compression, strike-slip) can be compared to the
 
structural devdoprncnt of m'!ior late Archean provinces (Yilgarn, Superior), the ti,lie span over
 

which this sequence of structural and magmatic events occur is much larger in the Pilbara, i.e. ca.
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Abstract 

500 Ma as compared to 100- ISO Ma in the Yilgarn Craton.
 

The structural and magmatic evolution of the Barberton Mountain Land, which developed broadly
 

during the same time as the Pilbara, differs in details of the timing and sequence of structural events,
 

making it less likely that they were once part of one single terrain.
 

Parts of the structural, magmatic, metamorphic and sedimentological development of the Pilbara are
 

similar to present day tectonic settings. However, there is no direct evidence that subduction of
 

oceanic crust, which is one of the most critical aspects of present day plate tectonics, did occur in the
 

eastern Pilbara between 3.5 and 2.8 Ga.
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

I. I Preamble 

The Archean period (4000-2500 Ma) is one of the more enigmatic periods of the Earth's evolution. 

The oldest preserved rocks on Earth stem from this period, as does the oldest evidence of life and 

water on Earth. Much about the Archean is, however, still unknown. One of the main questions that 

has dominated studies in Archean terrains is when plate tectonic processes, as we know them in the 

present Earth, started to operate and whether or not they were active in the Archean (Condie, 1981; 

Kroner, 1981; Windley, [984; Nisbet, [987; Condie, [994). 

In geological studies of the Phanerozoic, the uniformitarian approach is usually adopted when inter

preting geological data. The plate tectonic setting is commonly used as a key to understand geolog

ical processes that occurred in the past in a particular terrain. For example, an ophiolite complex is a 

reliable indication for oceanization, thick turbidite sequences usually form in trenches associated with 

subduction and at continental margins and calc-alkaline volcanism is a good indication for a volcanic

arc setting with subduction of oceanic crust. 

This uniformitarian approach can not be used as rigorously in Archean terrains because there still is 

no consensus on whether the current style of plate tectonics was actually active. The reason for this 

uncertainty is not only based on theoretical considerations such as an expected higher heat produc

tion in the Archean, but also on differences observed in the Archean rock record. In many respects, 

including rock types, geochemistry of rocks, degree of alteration, intensity of deformation and large

scale geometry, Archean terrains are different from modern terrains (see Chapter 2). 
The question of whether or not present day style plate tectonic processes operated in the (mid) 

Archean is one of the central themes of modem Archean geology. As a consequence it is the topic 

that underlies much of the research presented in this thesis. 

Major mineral deposits are known to occur in late Archean (3.0-2.5 Ga) terrains such as the Yilgarn 

Block in Western Australia and the Superior Province in Canada (Figure 2.1). This has prompted an 

increased research effort in those terrains leading to a multi disciplinary data set (structural, geo

chemical, geochronological and geophysical) that is consistent with a slightly adapted present day 

plate tectonic model (Myers, 1995; Card, 1990; Calvert et aI., 1995). 

For the earlier mid Archean (3.5-3.0 Ga), of which the Kaapvaal Craton in South Africa and the 

Pilbara Craton in Western Australia (Figure 2.1) are the only two well exposed and undisturbed 

examples, this is not yet clear. The Kaapvaal Craton contains significant high grade gold deposits and 

has recently been studied in detail using a variety of techniques, c.f. de Ronde & de Wit (1994) for 

a summary. The present study is concerned with the Pilbara Craton. It is aimed at providing better 

constraints on the geodynamic processes active in the mid Archean using a combination of detailed 

structural field studies and isotopic dating. It is part of a research project involving structural, sedi
mentological, mineralization and geochronological studies of the Pilbara Craton that began at 

Utrecht University in 1992. 
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Chapter I 

1.2 Aims and organization of this thesis 

1.2.1 Aims 
This study concentrated on the eastern Pilbara granite-greenstone terrain, because that is the part of 

the Pilbara with best outcrop conditions and where most of the previous geochronological work was 

concentrated. This provided the basis ofa temporal framework for the initial structural studies under

taken in the course of this research. 

The principal, underlying aim of this study is to answer fundamental questions regarding mid 

Archean tectonic regimes by studying the tectonothermal evolution of the Pilbara Craton. Were the 

lithospheric plates rigid enough to allow plate tectonic processes to take place, and is there direct geo

logical evidence for present day style plate tectonic processes in the Pilbara Craton? To answers these 

questions the following objectives were formulated: 

To provide a structural and kinematic framework for the mid Archean evolution of the eastern 

Pilbara. 

2 To determine whether the structures can be explained by (solid state) diapirism, as previously 
proposed for the ovoid batholiths of the eastern Pilbara (Hickman, I 983). 

3 To determine the relation between structural and magmatic events. 

4 To determine the relation between gold mineralization and the structural evolution of the east

ern Pilbara. 
5 To analyze the kinematics of craton scale shear zones 

6 To provide isotopic age constraints for the structural and thermal evolution of the early conti 

nental crust as exposed in the eastern Pilbara 

7 To determine how the tectonothermal evolution of the Pilbara compares to the contemporane

ous Kaapvaal Craton and the late Archean cratons (Yilgarn and Superior). 

1.2.2 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is organized in three introductory Chapters, five Chapters presenting the data and con


clusions based on these data, and a final Chapter with a general discussion on the geological impli


cations arising from this study.
 
In Chapter 2, an overview of the principal observations and models concerning the specific problems
 
in Archean geology is given. Much of the discussion on Archean processes hinges on a relatively small
 
number of key observations. The interpretation and significance of the evidence used in different
 

models is continuously changing as more data becomes available.
 

Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the geology of the Pilbara. The data that are available from
 

different sources are discussed, emphasizing the eastern Pilbara.
 

In Chapter 4, the structural evidence for an early (ca. 3.46 Ma) extensional phase in the eastern
 

Pilbara is presented. This deformation phase was not previously recognized and has major implica


tions for the interpretation of the evolution of the Pilbara granite-greenstone terrain.
 

In Chapter 5, the details of the geometry of the compressional structures in the Coongan Greenstone
 

Belt are presented. In the second part of the Chapter, evidence for similar compressional structures
 

from other greenstone belts is presented.
 
Chapter 6 contains the results ofa detailed analysis of the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex, a cra

14 



Introduction 

ton scale late Archean strike-slip zone. Kinematic data from other crustal scale lineaments in the
 

Pilbara Craton are integrated in a model for these late Archean structures.
 

Chapter 7 documents the geochemical and structural data collected from the Bamboo Creek Deposit,
 

a greenschist facies shear zone hosted gold deposit.
 

In Chapter 8, the geochronological data (U-Pb SHRIMP and 'OArf3'Ar) are presented that were used
 

to constrain the main structural events recorded in this study.
 

In Chapter 9, the data and inferences fi-om this study are combined and compared with data and
 

interpretations of other workers in the Pilbara Craton. The tectonothermal evolution of the Pilbara
 

Craton is compared to other Archean cratons and the implications of this study for mid Archean tec


tonic regimes are discussed.
 

1.2.3 Nomenclature and method 
For the greenstone belt stratigraphy in the Pilbara the major subdivisions as defined by Horwitz 
(I990) are used, i.e. The Pilbara Supergroup which consists of the Warrawoona Group, Gorge Creek 

Group and Whim Creek Group, and the Mt Bruce Supergroup with the basal Fortescue Group. This 

is equivalent to the stratigraphic divisions in megasequences by Krapez (1993), except for the Whim 

Creek Group, which Krapez (1993) subdivided in the Roebourne Megasequence and the Mt. Negri 

Megasequence. 

The names of the greenstone belts and granitoids are those defined by Hickman (I983), except for 
the Coppin Gap Belt, which is the northern part of their Marble Bar Belt (see Figure 3.1 for names. 

The term gneiss is used for felsic igneous rocks which show compositional banding. A foliated gran

ite is not considered to be a gneiss under this definition. The term migmatic gneiss is used for com

positionally banded felsic igneous rocks that show macroscopic evidence for partial melting. The 

term granitoid is used as a general term for all felsic and intermediate igneous rocks, whereas the term 
granite is restricted to the composition as defined by Streckeisen (I974,1976), in the Pilbara only the 

late to post-tectonic granites. The abbreviation BIF is used for Banded Iron Formation. 

For fault and shear zones the classification of Sibson (1977) is used (protomylonite, mylonite and 

ultramylonite). Kinematic indicators are named after White et al. (I986) for shear band cleavages 
(shear-bands =: R-shears =: C'-type shear-bands =: Extensional Crenulation Cleavages) and after 

Passchier & Trouw (I996) for porphyroclasts (a and (j clasts). SL fabric is used as an abbreviation for 

a foliated and lineated fabric. The term terrain is used for the geographic area, the Pilbara granitoid

greenstone terrain, the term terrane is used in the sense of a tectonostratigraphic terrane. 

Mapping was done on various scales. The Shaw Batholith was mapped on 1: roO.ooo scale, using 

available (Royal Australian Survey Corps) topographic maps and satellite images produced at the 

University of Utrecht. The greenstone belts were mapped using [:40.000 black and white aerial pho

tographs, and in some cases more detailed, [:25.00 and [:5000, colour aerial photographs (Coongan 

belt and Bamboo Creek Mine). Grid references in the text and figures for sample locations refer to 

the Australian map grid with 1 km intervals. 

Stereoplots of structural data are always lower hemisphere equal area plots. Contours are determined 

by counts on a sphere. Plots were made using the Stereoplot program by N. Mancktelow. 
With relation to ages, Ma is used when the age can be estimated to better than ro Ma, Ca for ages 
that are more loosely constrained or to indicate a time span of more than 100 Ma. 
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Chapter 2 

Archean geology: what IS different? 

2. I Introduction 

The Archean period, from 4.0 to 2.5 Ga, is defined as the period containing the earliest rock record 
on Earth. It has been the subject of a long-standing debate regarding the processes active in this early 

period of Earth history. Two major issues in this debate have been the growth of continental crust 

and when modern style plate tectonics started. In this Chapter a short review will be given of the 

data available in the Archean rock record and proposed models for early Earth evolution, to serve as 
a background to this study of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain. The emphasis will be on the 

data available in the rock record on mid Archean granitoid-greenstone belts, and the differences with 
modern terrains. In various extensive reviews (Condie, 1981, 1994; Kroner, 1981, 1982, 1984, 1991; 

Windley, 1984; Nisbet, 1987; de Wit & Ashwal, 1996), the broader subject of Archean geology, its 
implications and controversies have been documented. The evolution of the atmosphere and hydros
phere is an important issue in Archean geology, but is beyond the scope of this Chapter. It has been 

discussed by Nisbet (1987, 1995) and Des Marais (1994). 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic map, showing the main mid- and late Archean provinces, and regions that contain early 
Archean fragments. 

Only a small part of the continents consist of Archean rocks and those Archean fragments consist 

mainly oflate Archean terrains (Nisbet, 1987, see Figure 2.1). This causes a serious sampling prob

lem, as discussed in detail by Condie (1981) and Nisbet (1987). The Archean rocks that have been 
preserved may have formed in a particular tectonic setting, resulting in their preservation, and there
fore may not be representative ofgeneral processes active on Earth in the Archean. The data set from 
the oceanic crust, that has provided the key to our current understanding of plate tectonic process
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es, is completely lacking in Archean terrains. Within the Archean data set, there is strong bias toward
 

late Archean terrains, which are aerially more extensive and contain a significant part of the Earth's
 

mineral resources.
 

A number of models on the cooling of the Earth and its effects on the mantle and lithosphere geo


dynamics have been proposed in the past. With better understanding of current mantle and lithos


phere geodynamics, the interaction between plate tectonics, plumes and convection, and improved
 

numerical modeling techniques, these early Earth models have become more and more refined.
 

Ultimately these models should agree with the limited data available on the Archean.
 

2.2 The Archean rock record 
2.0 I 

2.2.1 Oldest relics pre-4.0 Ga 
The oldest rock record, summarized in Figure 2.2, starts 

Stable Cratons 

with four zircons from the Mt. Narryer Sandstone in the 

Yilgarn (Australia), which have been dated between 4.] 

Ma and 4.2 Ma (U-Pb, Froude et al., ]983; Kinny et al., 2.5 I 
]990). The Mt. Narryer Sandstone itself is ca. 1000 Ma ] :~- ~~~?~~T-I~;=:---

Hamersley greenstoneyounger than the 4.2 Ga zircons. Assuming that the zir terrains 
X Yilgarn, 

K-granites Superior Provincecons are of terrestrial origin, they indicate that there was 

sialic crust present at 4.2 Ga. Although more >4.0 Ga zir 3.0 

cons have been found recently (i.e. Nelson, 1996), no magmatic events in 
ovoid granltoid
greenstone terrains rocks of this age have been found. Diamonds Kaapvaal,lithosphere 
Pilbara] >150kmThere is general agreement that the earliest cmst must 

have been oceanic, whereas continental rocks are 'second 3.5 

hand' rocks (c.f. Taylor, 1989), formed during remelting of 

oceanic cmst 
Age

By analogy with the moon, the Earth is likely to have (Ga) ] Acasta Gneiss 3962±3 Ma 
Itsaq Gneiss 3822±5 Mabeen subject to intense meteorite bombardment until 3.8 

4.0 
Ga (Grieve, 1990). The lack of preserved rocks older than 

4.0 Ga may indicate that older continental cmst was recy _ Mt. Narryer zircons 4276±6 Ma 

cled back into the mantle, possibly as a response to this 
Figure 2.2 Summary of the Archean rock bombardment (Taylor, 1989), or that continental rocks 
record, see text for dicussion. 

were extremely rare prior to 4.0 Ga (de Wit & Hynes, 

1995). 

2.2.2 Archean terraitlS 4-0-2.5 Ga 
Archean terrains can be divided in three types: I) gneiss terrains, 2) granitoid-greenstone terrains and 

3) cratonic basins. 

2.2.2.1 High grade gneiss terrains 
The oldest rocks, ca. 4.0-3.9 Ga, are granitoid-gneisses and occur in Greenland (Itsaq Gneiss) and in 
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Canada (Acasta Gneiss & Nain Province). The overview of the oldest rocks by Nutman et al. (1996) 

shows that they are invariably overprinted by later (3.3. to 2.6 Ga) amphibolite to granulite facies 

metamorphism and are usually strongly deformed, making recognition of the earliest characteristics 

difficult. Lithologies are predominantly tonalitic and granodioritic (i.e. high Na-granitoids) with 

minor granites, supracrustal rocks, gabbros and ultramafics. Slightly younger, but otherwise similar 

gneisses occur in China (Anshan Complex, 38ro Ma, Song et a!', 1996) and in Western Australia 

(Narryer Gneiss Complex, 3730 Ma, Nutman et al., 1991) and as enclaves in the Ancient Gneiss 

Complex in South Africa (3640 Ma, Compston & Kroner, 1988). 

2.2.2.2 Granitoid-greenstone terrains 
The second type of Archean terrain, granitoid-greenstone terrains, do not occur before, or are not 

preserved, until the mid Archean at ca. 3.5 Ga. They typically consist of granitoid-gneiss domes bor

dered by keels of volcano-sedimentary sequences (greenstones). The large-scale outcrop pattern of 

the granitoid-greenstone terrains is generally linear for late Archean terrains (e.g. Yilgarn Craton, 

Superior Province) but is ovoid for mid Archean terrains such as the Pilbara Craton (Figure 2.2). 

Granitoids 
The granitoid domes generally consist of early, variably deformed, tonalite-trondhjemite-granodior

ite (TTG) suites, with enclaves of gabbro-diorite complexes, metavolcanics and metasediments. The 

TTG suites are intruded by late to post-tectonic higher K-granitoids (monzogranite, adamellite). This 

pattern of evolution toward higher K-granitoids in the final stages of cratonization is found in all 

granitoid-greenstone terrains (Condie, 1981), but the volume oflate K-granitoids is more abundant 
in cratons which stabilized at ca. 2.7 Ga than in the older cratons (Ridley, 1992). 

The TTG suites have been proposed to have formed by a variety ofprocesses (Martin, 1994) includ

ing fractional crystallization of basaltic melts, alkali metasomatism and partial melting of a variety of 
sources (mantle, amphibolites, eclogites and tonalites). Most recent research favors an origin by par

tial melting of garnet-bearing amphibolite or hornblende eclogite, a model that is supported by both 

geochemical and experimental data (Martin, 1994; Rapp & Watson, 1995; Winther, 1996). 

The origin of late monzogranites is less problematic as they can be modeled as partial melts of pre

existing TTG suites (Condie, 1981; Sylvester, 1994). 

Greenstones 
Greenstone belts typically consist of three to four volcano-sedimentary sequences, each a few km 

thick, divided by (angular) unconformities (Condie, 1994). The lower sequences are dominated by 

volcanic rocks, but the upper sequences commonly have a large component of clastic sediments 

(Hunter & Stowe, 1996). The volcanic rocks in greenstones are predominantly basalts «18% MgO), 

estimated by Condie (1993) to constitute 55% of greenstone belt volcanics. Felsic volcanic rocks 

(dacites and rhyolites) and ultramafic volcanic rocks, komatiites (> 18% MgO, Arndt & Nisbet, 1982) 

are the two other main components of the volcanic sequences of greenstones. Andesitic volcanic 

rocks occur in some late Archean greenstone belts (Superior Province, e.g. Cousineau & Dimroth, 

1982), but are rare in mid Archean greenstone belts. Due to the lack of intermediate volcanic rocks, 
the volcanic sequence in greenstones is frequently called a bi-modal sequence. 
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Before going into the chemical characteristics ofvolcanic rocks in greenstone belts, it has to be noted 

that they are often intensely altered (carbonate alteration and silicification) and generally metamor

phosed under greenschist facies conditions. The alteration makes geochemical studies of volcanic 

rocks difficult, especially causing misinterpretation of discrimination diagrams relating bulk geo

chemistry to tectonic setting (Kroner, 1982). 

Various groups of basalts have been recognized in greenstones, which are classified on the basis of 

MgO concentration and chondrite normalized La/Sm ratio, which is a measure of LREE enrich

ment. Low-Mg « 9wt% MgO) basalts are referred to as tholeiites, Fe-rich tholeiites (Arndt et aI., 

1977) and calc-alkaline basalts if they are strongly LREE enriched (Sylvester et al., 1996). Various 

groups can be distinguished in high-Mg basalts, also called komatiitic basalts (9-18wt% MgO), 

including siliceous high Mg-basalts (Sylvester & Attoh, 1992), with more than 51% SiOz • The abun

dance of subgroups show that greenstone basalts are a diverse group. The high-Mg basalts may have 

been derived directly from the mantle, with no differentiation on the way. In contrast, the low-Mg 

basalts must have been contaminated by crustal components or originated from an enriched mantle 

source (Arndt & Jenner, 1986; Barley, 1986; Sylvester et al., 1996). The REE patterns of Archean 
tholeiites show similarities to those of basalts occurring in oceanic ridges, oceanic plateaus and back

arc basins, depending on the LREE enrichment (Ludden, 1989; Thurston, 1994), but are enriched in 

Ni, Fe and Cr, and show subtle clifferences when compared to modern basalts (Cattell & Taylor, 

1990). This means that they can not easily be assigned to a specific tectonic setting on the basis of 
trace element chemistry. The higher Ni, Fe and Cr was interpreted by Arndt (1989) as a result of 

deeper decompression melting due to a hotter mantle. 

Basalts are commonly pillowed, indicating subaqueous extrusion, and high-Mg basalts contain 

spinifex textures much like komatiites, but with clinopyroxene and amphibole as the spinifex phase 

instead of olivine as in komatiites (Sylvester et al., 1996). Another unusual texture that is very com
mon in Archean basalts are mm- to cm-sized felsic bodies, called ocelli. Their origin is not yet under

stood (Sylvester et aI., 1996). 

Komatiites, although a subordinate component of the typical greenstone belt sequence, take a promi

nent place in the discussion on Archean geology. They exhibit the very unusual spinifex texture of 
large (up to 0.5 m) bladed crystals of olivine or pyroxene. These spectacular rocks were first described 

by Viljoen & Viljoen (1969). Originally komatiites were all thought to be extrusive rocks, with the 

spinifex texture forming during rapid cooling. However, in recent re-examinations firm evidence 

was found for spinifex textured komatiitic sills (Arndt, 1994). Komatiites occur throughout the 

greenstone sequence and are not restricted to a basal position (McCall, 1981). 

Komatiite melts are generally accepted to be the result of a relatively high degree of partial melting 

of a deep mantle source (Arndt, 1994). The high degree of partial melting is generally taken as evi

dence of a higher average mantle temperature. The estimates of the Archean mantle temperature 

based on the komatiite composition vary from 400-500°C hotter than at present, if komatiites are 

assumed to represent the overall mantle (Sleep, 1979; Nisbet & Fowler, 1983; Vlaar, 1986), to 100

300°C hotter than present if komatiites are assumed to represent hotspots (Sleep & Windley, 1982; 
McKenzie, 1984; Campbell & Griffiths, 1992). Campbell et al. (1989) suggested that the tholeiites 

result from melting in the cool head of a starting plume, whereas komatiites are produced by melt
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ing the hot conduit.
 

Grove & de Wit (1995) propose an alternative interpretation of the origin ofkomatiites, and regard
 

komatiites as the result of melting of hydrous mantle at temperatures similar to present. The typical
 

spinifex textures of komatiites in this view are regarded as ultramafic pegmatites and therefore as
 

intrusive rather than volcanic rocks.
 

Komatiites are not restricted to the Archean, but are much more abundant then than in later peri 


ods, with a few minor occurrences in the Proterozoic and Phanerozoic (McCall, 1981). Only one
 

Phanerozoic komatiite (maximum MgO 19% ) has been described, at Gorgona island (Echeverria,
 

1980).
 

Felsic volcanic rocks (dacites and rhyolites) consist of thick, often short flows, due to the high vis


cosity ofSi-rich melts, and pyroclastic deposits. The felsic volcanos were generally partly submerged,
 

unlike modem continental counterparts (Sylvester et aI., 1996; Barley, 1993), producing mass-flow
 
deposits around the volcano. The felsic volcanic rocks are commonly similar in age and composition
 

to granitoids (TTG-suites) making up the batholiths in the granitoid-greenstone terrains (Halberg &
 

Giles, 1986; de Wit et al., 1987; Bickle et aI., 1993), and occur episodically, with intervals of 10-80
 
Ma.
 

Felsic volcanics can be subdivided in two groups (Condie, 1976). One has low concentrations of
 

HREE and moderate to strongly fractionated chondrite-normalized REE patterns (La/Yb 10-100X
 

chondrite), and the other has higher concentrations of HREE and moderately fractionated chon

drite-normalized REE patterns. The first group formed by partial melting ofbasaltic rocks at lower


to sub crustal depth in the gamet-stability field and the second group formed by a similar process at
 

shallower depth or by fractional crystallization of andesitic melt (Wyllie et al., 1996; Rapp, 1996)
 
Intermediate to felsic assemblages of greenstone belts have been compared by many authors to island
 

and continental magmatic arcs on the basis of their geochemical similarity to present day calc-alka


line suites (Glikson, 1972; Bickle et al., 1983; Nisbet, 1987; Barley et al., 1984). However this inter

pretation is regarded as unreliable by other authors because alteration and contamination of basaltic
 

rocks can produce secondary calc-alkaline trends (Kroner, 1982; MacGeehan & McLean, 1980).
 

Sediments in lower greenstone sequences are thin, usually chert units, capping mafic to ultramafic
 

volcanic succession. These are interpreted by Lowe (1994) as oceanic intraplate depositional systems.
 

More mature clastic sediments in the upper greenstone sequences are thought to be related to oro


genic/accretionary processes (Lowe, 1994; Eriksson et al., 1994).
 

One of the most crucial problems in granitoid-greenstone terrains concerns the basement to the
 

greenstone sequences. Are the greenstones deposited on an underlying sialic basement or are green


stones the ophiolites of the Archean ? Contacts between granite-gneisses and greenstones are almost
 

always sheared or are intruded by younger granitoids (Nisbet, 1987; Bickle et al., 1994).
 

De Wit et al. (I987b) describe a ca. 3.5 Ga greenstone sequence as an ophiolite complex (The
 

Jamestown Ophiolite Complex), which was subsequently abducted onto another terrane. However,
 

Bickle et al. (1994) conclude that there is no good evidence for an ophiolitic origin of greenstones
 
and does not accept the ophiolitic interpretation by de Wit et al. (I987b). Their conclusion is based
 
on the lack of the lower part of the typical ophiolite complex, which consists of a sheeted dike com
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plex, gabbro and ultramafic cumulates, in greenstone sequences.
 

In some greenstone belts there is very reliable evidence that greenstones were deposited on conti 


nental crust from older xenocrystic zircons in the volcanics. These include ca. 3.4 Ga zircons in the
 

Z.7 Ga Kambalda sequence in the Yilgarn (Compston et aI., 1986) and a 3.7 Ga zircon in the 3.45
 

Ga felsic volcanic of the Warrawoona Group in the Pilbara (Thorpe et aI., 199Z).
 

Primitive ocean basin like greenstone sequences that lack evidence for a sialic basement, are alterna


tively interpreted as juvenile island arcs or as oceanic plateaus and hot spot islands due to plumes
 

(Abbot & Mooney, 1995).
 

2.2.2.3 Diformation and metamorphism 
Structural and metamorphic studies were carried out on high grade gneisses and granitoid-greenstone 

terrains. However, the general lack of pelitic rocks in Archean terrains make metamorphic studies 

difficult. A third source of metamorphic information comes from xenoliths of the lower crust in 
Southern Africa that are brought up in younger kimberlites. 

High grade gneisses are intensely deformed and the original rock types have been transposed to a foli
ation parallel layering. TTG granitoids tend to intruded parallel to the layering and are also deformed. 

Several authors (Myers, 1980; Park, 1980) have stressed the original subhorizontal orientation of the 

gneissic foliation and some describe nappe-like large recumbent folds. The horizontal foliations have 

been variably explained by thrusting, extension and gravity spreading. Choukroune et al. (1995) 

describe domal structures in the gneisses of the Dharwar Craton (India) which they attribute to 
diapiric deformation. 

Metamorphism of gneiss terrains is usually of the high temperature, low pressure type with anti 

clockwise P-T-t paths (Percival, 1994). High pressure, low temperature metamorphism is extremely 

rare in Archean rocks. Eclogites were found in boudins in the late Archean (z.6 Ga) Snowbird tec

tonic zone in the Superior Province (Percival, 1994). Other Archean examples of blueschists or 

eclogites from surface rocks have not been described. 

The above is in contrast to data available from Archean eclogitic xenoliths in kimberlites from South 

Africa and Siberia. Some of these xenoliths contain diamonds with inclusions of garnet which have 

been dated at 3.Z-3.3 Ga (Sm-Nd, Boyd & Gurney, 1986; Richardson et al., 1984), indicating a rel
atively cool (900-1zoooq lithosphere at 150-Z00 km depth. Recently, oxygen isotope evidence was 

found for an Archean oceanic (Jacob et al., 1994) or continental crustal (Daniels et aI., 1996) origin 

of these diamondiferous eclogites, indicating Archean subduction-type processes. The major uncer

tainties in interpretations from the xenoliths arise from the age constraints. A Sm-Nd age of 3.Z-3.4 

Ga of garnet inclusions in diamonds does not necessarily mean that either the diamond or the xeno

lith is that age. 

Structures in granitoid-greenstone terrains were originally explained by (solid state) diapirism 

(MacGregor, 1951; Gee et al., 1981; Hickman, 1984; Anhaeusser, 1984). This is an especially appeal

ing model to explain the circular outcrop pattern of the Pilbara and Zimbabwe Cratons. However, 
more detailed structural studies of granitoid-greenstone terrains showed a more complex structural 
evolution. Thrust structures are now widely recognized to be an important structural component in 
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greenstone belts (de Wit, 1982; Boulter et al., [987; Kusky, 1989, 1990; Swager et al., 1990; Chown 

et aI., 1992). Hammond and Nisbet (1992) and Williams and Whitaker (1993) related major shear

zones in the Kalgoorlie terrain to core-complex type extension controlling greenstone deposition and 

granitoid intrusion. Late stage extensional structures, post-dating thrusting, have recently been 

described for various terrains Games & Mortensen, 1992; Kusky, 1993; de Ronde & de Wit, 1994). 

Metamorphic studies of granitoid-greenstone terrains are few and biased toward higher grade 

domains. In general the metamorphic isograds are zonal around, and increasing toward, granitoid

gneiss terrains rather than toward individual plutons. This pattern is interpreted by Ridley (1992) as 

an indication of vertical movement rather than contact metamorphism. Most P-T estimates of peak 

metamorphic assemblages in greenstones are close to the aluminium silicate tripple point (600°C, 4 

KHar, Grambling, 1981; Ridley, 1992). P-T-t parhs are difficult to determine, but examples indicate 

prograde metamorphism at constant pressure (Bickle & Archibald, 1994; Wong, 1986). 

The complex contact geometries of granitoids and greenstones and overprinting relations have led to 

a variety of genetic models for the overall development of granite-greenstone terrains ranging from 
solid-state diapirism to subduction related accretionary models (e.g. Nisbet, 1987). A group of mod

els propose deposition of greenstones on a pre-existing continental crust with subsequent deforma

tion rhrough solid-state diapirism (e.g. Gee et aI., 1981; Hickman, [984; Collins, 1989; Delor et a!', 

1991; Jelsma et aI., 1993; Boulhallier et al., 1993) or regional compression (e.g. Nisbet, 1987; 

Snowden, 1984). 
Choukroune et al. (1995) propose an entirely diapiric origin of the structures in mid Archean ter
rains with regional compressional structures becoming more important toward the end of the 

Archean. Other models portray greenstone belts as allochthonous remnants of accreted oceanic crust, 

marginal basins and island arc material, with supracrustals forming contemporaneously with regional 

compressional deformation (de Wit, 1982; Barley et al., 1984; de Wit et aI., 1987, 1992; Kusky, 1989, 

1990; Hoffman, 1991). Extensional models for greenstone generation include early extension along 
continental rifts (Henderson 1981,1985; Easton, 1985; Park, 1982; Williams & Whitaker, 1993), back

arc basin extension (Windley, 1984; Fyson and Helmstaedt, 1988), and late-orogenic extension due 

to the collapse of thickened crust Games and Mortensen, 1992; Kusky 1993). 

2.2.2.4 Cratonic Basins 
Mid Archean gneiss terrains and granitoid-greenstone terrains of the Pilbara and Kaapvaal Cratons 

are covered by relatively undeformed late Archean sedimentary/volcanic successions that developed 

in a syn-rift and stable shelf setting (Eriksson and Fedo, 1994). Examples of such sequences are the 
Pongola and Witwatersrand Supergroups in South Africa and the Mt. Bruce Supergroup in the 

Pilbara Craton. These have cumulative thicknesses up to II km, possibly indicating the Earth's first 

major phase of basin development following the Mid Archean. 

2.2.] Mineralization in Archean terrains 
Archean terrains are some of the most richly mineralized areas on Earth. A recent overview of 

Archean mineralization is given by Groves & Barley (1994). The most highly mineralized Archean 

terrains are the granitoid-greenstone terrains, with large VMS Cu-Zn deposits, komatiite Ni deposits, 
lode-gold deposits and the 'cover' successions with large iron-ore provinces and the highly mineral
ized (Au-U) Witwatersrand Basin. High grade gneiss terrains are poorly mineralized, apart ±rom rare
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metal pegmatites.
 
Most classes of mineral deposits are non-uniformly distributed in time (Woodall, 1988; Barley &
 

Groves, 1992). This is especially apparent for lode-gold deposits, which show a large peak in the late
 

Archean (ca. 2750) which is only rivaled by modem Pacific Rim gold deposits (Groves and Barley,
 

1994). Mid Archean greenstone belts generally host smaller gold deposits.
 

2.2.4 Other constraints to early Earth evolution 

2.2.4.1 Geochemical constraints 
Nd model ages (TDM) of crustal igneous rocks are assumed to reflect the age of first extraction of 

melt from the mantle. On the basis of N d model ages it can be concluded that at least 50-60% of the 
continental crust was in place at ca. 2.6 Ga. (Taylor & McLennan, 1995). 

The Sm/Nd isotopic composition of early Archean rocks has been used to constrain the geochemi

cal characteristics of the Archean mantle (Bowring & Housh, 1995). The results indicate that the ear
liest mafic to ultramafic rocks (3.9 Ga) on Earth were derived from a mantle source that was already 
depleted (with a high Sm/Nd ratio) by extraction of an earlier (oceanic) crust. This is taken as evi

dence for the existence of an extensive earlier crust. However, this earlier crust or relicts of it have 
not been found yet on the Earth's surface. This is explained by assuming that it was recycled back 
into the mantle by subduction related processes (Bowring & Housh, 1995; Jacobson & Dymek, 
1988). A recent independent evaluation of the Nd isotopic composition by investigation of Hf sys
tematics of zircons from the same rocks, failed to verifY the scale and variability of the Archean man

tle depletion (Vervoort et al., 1996). The implication is that the Nd systematics of the 3.9 Ga gneiss
es are affected by later metamorphic events and are not a reliable record of early crust and mantle 
processes. 

REE patterns in fine-grained sediments, and especially the presence or absence of the Eu anomaly, 

record an averaged signature of igneous events in the upper continental crust. Compared to the very 
consistent post-Archean REE pattern in fine-grained sediments the Archean record shows some 
abrupt changes from 3.2 to 2.5 Ga (Taylor & McLennan, 1995). The Eu anomaly is lacking in most 
Archean sediments and they show little enrichment in LREE, in contrast to post-Archean sediments, 
indicating an episodic change in the upper crustal composition at the end of the Archean. The lack 
of negative Eu anomalies in Archean sediments is strong evidence that intracrustal melting, whereby 

Eu is left in residual plagioclase in the lower crust, has only taken place to a limited extent in the 
Archean. The change in Eu and LREE signatures in the late Archean sediments may be related to 

emplacement ofK-rich granitic rocks (Taylor & McLennan, 1995). 

2.2.4.2 Geochronological constraints 
The available geochronological data from crustal rocks show time periods when large areas of con
tinental crust were formed, alternating with periods when no or little crust was formed. This was first 

noted by Moorbath (1978) and it is confirmed as more precise dates became available for Archean 

rocks. Peaks of dates in crustal rocks appear to occur at ca. 3.9 Ga, 3.5 Ga, a major peak at 2.7 Ga, 
L8 G", 1.3 G" "nd 0.7 G" (Stein "nd Hofin"nn, 1994). The dating record is still incomplete and may 
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change as more precise dates become available. 

2.2.4.3 Geophysical constraints 
Seismic reflection data are available from the Yilgarn Craton and the Superior Province (Drummond 

et aI., 1993; Calvert et aI., 1995). General characteristics are a ca 35 km thick, dominantly felsic crust 

with greenstones that are relatively shallow (not deeper than 6-9 km) and have a flat, probably struc

turally defined, base. This confirms earlier geophysical data on the Transvaal Craton (Stettler et al., 

1988; de Beer & Stettler, 1988). Granites have a flat, sheetlike geometry, with a limited depth extent. 

In the Superior Province, a dipping seismic reflection that extends 30 km into the mantle was inter

preted as a relic 2.69 Ga subduction zone (Calvert et aI., 1995). 

A worldwide review of seismological data for Precambrian provinces (Durrheim & Mooney, [991, 

1994) has shown that Archean crust is thinner (27-40 km) than Proterozoic crust (40-55 km) and lacks 
a basal high velocity (>7 km/s) layer. This trend was previously noted for the Precambrian crust of 

Australia (Drummond & Collins, 1986; Drummond, 1988). Seismological data also indicate (Beghoul 

& Meren, 1992) that the lithosphere is appreciably thicker under Archean provinces (260-300 Km) 
than underneath Proterozoic provinces (240-280 km). 

Durrheim & Mooney (1994) explain these features in a model in which the higher temperature of 
the mantle results in high partial melting of the mantle at the MOR, producing komatiitic melts and 
leaving an ultradepleted mantle lithosphere which is less dense than the surrounding lithosphere. The 

lower density of the Archean mantle lithosphere makes it stable and not prone to delamination and 

recycling in the asthenosphere, thereby preventing underplating of a high velocity basaltic layer at 

the base of the crust. 

Heat flow measurements from Archean and Proterozoic terrains indicate that Archean cratons are 
characterized by low heat flow (ca. 40 MW1m2 ). The heatflow increases away from Archean cratons 

in Proterozoic provinces to ca. 80 MW1m2 (Morgan, [984; Nyblade & Pollack, 1993). This appears 

to be a consistent pattern worldwide. Nyblade and Pollack (1993) show that this pattern can be 
explained mainly by deflection of the heat flow by the thicker Archean lithosphere with possible 

additional effects of a high crustal heat production in Proterozoic crust. 

2.3 Thermal evolution, Archean dynamics and crustal growth models. 

The Earth has two primary sources of heat: continuous radioactive decay, principally from 'OK, "8U, 

'''U and '''Th, and primeval heat sources, such as secular cooling of the Earth and heat produced by 

core segregation during accretion of the Earth at 4.56 Ga (Taylor & McLennan, 1995). The relative 

importance of the two remains an outstanding question. Estimates vary from contributions of 20% to 

50% of the primeval heat sources. The heat produced by radioactive decay has decreased markedly 

since the Archean (Figure 2.3): at 3.5 Ga the heat produced was approximately three times higher 

than it is today (ONions et al., 1978). 
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Figure 2.3 Heat production from the significant radioactive nuclides available in the Earth. K, Th and U values 
are extrapolated from present crust and mantle abundances. AI and Pu values are estimated from nucleosynthe
sis theory, using stable isotopes in the Allende meteorite (after O'Nions et aI., 1978; Hall & Hughes, 1990) 

The subsequent cooling of the Earth, geodynamic processes and the separation of the continental 

crust from the primitive mantle are intimately related subjects that have been discussed and modeled 

intensively over the last 15 years (for an overview see Nisbet, 1987 and Taylor and McLennan, 1995). 
In the seventies an intense discussion started on the subject ofplate tectonics in the Archean (McCall, 

1981). The discussion was largely based on a limited field data base and models on the thermal evo


lution of the Earth were not yet available.
 

In the eighties, when plate tectonic models for the Archean gained acceptance, especially among geo

chemists (Nisbet, 1987), there was a larger input of quantitative models on the evolution of the early
 

Earth. Komatiitic lavas, at that time interpreted as whole mantle witnesses, indicated a substantially
 

higher mantle temperature (Bickle, 1986). This led to the idea that the extra heat was dissipated by
 

increased spreading activity, defined as total ridge length x average spreading rate (Bickle, 1978;
 

Nisbet & Fowler, 1983; Hargraves, 1986).
 

Nisbet & Walker (1982) raised the possibility that a buried magma ocean existed in the Archean man


tle, based on the possibility that komatiitic melts could be denser than olivine. There is general agree


ment that a magma ocean existed in the moon at ca. 4.4 Ga (Shirley, 1983, Walker, 1983; Warren,
 

1985). This magma ocean led to the formation oflunar anorthosites and caused a strong fractiona


tion of Eu, with enrichment in the plagioclase rich anorthosites and depletion in other lithologies.
 

There is no evidence for massive volume of Archean anorthosites, or an early fractionation ofEu in
 

the Earth. Therefore the existence of a shallow terrestrial magma ocean is unlikely (Simon, 1990).
 
In a hotter mantle, pressure release melting starts at a deeper level, producing a larger volume ofmelt,
 

resulting in a thicker oceanic crust and a strongly depleted harzburgite zone in the mantle lithosphere
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(Sleep & Windley, 1982; Vlaar, 1986; McKenzie & Bickle, 1988). Some calculations indicate that the 

Archean oceanic lithosphere remains stably stratified and subduction of the oceanic crust did not 

occur (Hoffman & Ranalli, 1988; Davies, 1992; Vlaar et aI., 1994). Hoffman & Ranalli (1988) pro

pose a delamination model, with obduction of the upper part of the oceanic crust. According to 

Davies (1992) this is only possible for an oceanic crust that is not too thick. A second model that has 

been proposed is the 'drip' model in which the lower part of the oceanic lithosphere, which is too 

soft to be plate like, becomes instable due to density increase during conversion to garnet-granulite 

and eclogite (Campbell & Griffiths, 1992; Davies, 1992; Vlaar et al., 1994). 

de Wit & Hart (1993) propose a model in which the hydration of the oceanic crust at the MOR 

plays a major role. In this model the pre-4.0 Ga MOR stood Olit above the sealevel, preventing 

hydration. The earliest dry crust is assumed to have been completely recycled back into the mantle. 

Between 4.0 and 3.0 Ga, after drowning of the MOR, an obduction dominated tectonic process was 
active. TTG suites are considered to be the melting product of the stacked hydrated oceanic crust. 

After ca. 3.0 Ga a modern style plate tectonic process with subduction took over, characterized by 

shallow subduction of oceanic crust. 

Stein & Hofmann (1994) propose a model in which the crust grew episodically. Their model assumes 
that the Earth alternated between two modes of convection and dynamic evolution. In the first 

mode, called the Wilsonian period, plate tectonics operate in the present day manner. The upper 
mantle is isolated from the lower mantle. In the second mode, called MOMO period, there is sig

nificant exchange between lower and upper mantle (mantle overturn), with plumes originating from 
the core-mantle boundary causing major crustal growth as oceanic plateaus and continental flood 

basalts and/or underplating. The MOMO mode is regarded as the main crustal growth period 

(Figure 2.4). 

Wilsonian Periods MOMO Periods 

arc mar 

Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of the MaMa (Stein & Hofmann, 1994) and Wilsonian (Wilson, 1966) con
vection modes. Left, during Wilsonian periods, with plate tectonic operating much like at present, with opening 
and closing of oceans, subduction of oceanic crust, and mantle convection with isolated upper and lower man
tle. Plumes originate from the base of the upper mantle. Right, during the mantle overturn (MaMa) episodes, 
accumulated cold material descends from the 660 km boundary layer into the lower mantle, and multiple 
plumes rise from the core-mantle boundary. This is the period during which massive crustal growth occurs. 
Subduction cannot occur because the oceanic crust is too thick and does not become instable. (adapted after 
Stein & Hofmann, 1994; Davies, 1995) 
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Davies (1995) explores this idea using a thermal evolution model incorporating parametrized con

vection and two criteria for breakdown of layering causing mantle overturn. This model results in 

episodic behaviour of the mantle with long (> 100 Ma) intervals oflayering (plate tectonics) and short 

periods (> IO Ma) of mantle overturn (plumes and cold drips). Due to the rapidly cooled upper man

tle in this model, plate tectonics could have developed at an early stage, but would have ceased dur

ing the hot mantle overturn periods. During the overturn periods large volumes of unsubductable 

mafic crust is produced in a short time and accumulates into thick piles with both oceanic plateau 

and island arc characteristics. 

Continental crustal growth models, that have been proposed over the last 25 years, describing the 

differentiation of the crust from the primitive mantle, reflect the discussion on the processes active 

in the early Earth (Figure 2.5). 

Two basic groups of models can be distinguished. The first group of models (Hurley & Rand, 1968; 

Veizer &Jansen, 1979; McLennan & Taylor, 1982) are largely based on the preserved geologic record, 
with very little or no crustal growth prior to 4.0 Ga and a steadily increasing rate of crustal growth 

or episodic crustal growth, with a peak in the late Archean. 

The second group of models (Fyfe, 1978; Armstrong, 1981; Reymer & Schubert, 1985) advocate 
rapid crustal growth prior to 4.0 Ga and a more or less steady state since. This can only be achieved 

if the crust is continuously being recycled by plate tectonic processes. This type of model is largely 

based on the Sm/Nd isotopic record and freeboard constraints, which are both considered to be less 

stringent than previously thought (Taylor & McLennan, 1995; Vervoort et aI., 1996). General agree
ment has not yet been reached on the most likely continental crustal growth model. 

Figure 2.5 Various crustal growth models (from Taylor & McLennan. 1985). Models include those of Hurley and 
Rand (1969), Fyfe (1978), Veizer and Jansen (1979), Armstrong (1981), McLennan and Taylor (1982), Raymer and 
Schubert (1984). 

Age (Ga) 
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2.4 Synthesis. 

In the last years studies of Archean terrains have increasingly been interpreted in modern style plate 

tectonic settings. This is especially well documented for late Archean terrains such as the Yilgarn 

Craton and the Superior Province. In these cratons there is good evidence, based on geochronolog

ical data, for terrane accretion (Myers, 1995; Jackson & Cruden, 1995). However, apart from the 

inferred late Archean subduction zone in the Superior Province (Calvert et a!., 1995), there is little 

direct evidence for subduction zones, such as found in most modern type accretionary zones in the 

form of high pressure mineral assemblages. Although modern day plate tectonic processes, such as 

subduction, seem to be supported by data in the late Archean this is not so clear for mid Archean 

terrains.
 

This is important because models for Archean geodynamics invariably indicate that subduction of
 

oceanic crust in an Earth with a hotter mantle is not possible (Hoffman & Ranalli, 1988; Davies,
 

1992; Vlaar et al., 1994).
 

The rock record does show some important differences between Archean terrains and Proterozoic
 

terrains, the most important being the abundance ofkomatiites, the bimodal character of greenstone
 
sequences, the extensive alteration of greenstone sequences, general low pressure metamorphic
 

assemblages, thickness and structure of the Archean lithosphere, large volume of mineral deposits in
 

the late Archean, especially lode gold and the lacking Eu anomaly in Archean fine-grained sediments.
 
In contrast, the early Proterozoic is characterized by crustal stability and intracratonic basins (Kroner,
 

1982), mafic dyke swarms, layered mafic to ultramafic intrusions (Hall & Hughes, 1993) and large
 

anorthosite complexes (Ashwal, 1993)
 

For most greenstone sequences it is still uncertain in what type ofsetting they formed. Interpretations
 

vary from ophiolite complexes, island arcs, oceanic plateaus, hotspot islands to continental flood
 
basalts. There may not be one characteristic type of setting for all greenstone belt sequences (de Wit
 
& Ashwal, 1996).
 

The interpretation ofstructures in granitoid-greenstone terrains is still a major point of discussion and
 

is generally polarized in an interpretation involving only gravity induced structures versus an inter


pretation involving regional stress fields (extension and compression).
 
In order to resolve the many outstanding problems in interpreting Archean terrains and especially
 
mid Archean terrains, integration of detailed field data (structural, stratigraphic and metamorphic),
 

geochronologic<tl and geochemical data is needed as well as quantitative models on early Earth
 

dynamics and thermal evolution.
 

If the episodic models by Stein & Hoffman (1994) and Davies (1995) are a realistic description of the
 

evolution of the mantle and lithosphere dynamics, the main question governing Archean geology
 
should be rephrased. Instead of: 'Were modern day tectonic processes active in the Archean and if
 

not, when did they start?', it should be: 'Were there alternating periods in Earth history with and
 

without modern day plate tectonic processes, and when did they occur ?'
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Introduction to the geology of the 

Pilbara 

3. I Introduction 

The Pilbara Craton consists of a granitoid-greenstone terrain unconformably overlain by the rela


tively undeformed Fortescue Group, the basal sequence of the Hamersley Basin (Figure 3.1). The
 
granitoid-greenstone terrain, which contains ovoid outcrops of granitoids surrounded by greenstone
 

belts, formed between 3.5 and 2.8 Ga, whereas the base of the Fortescue Group was dated at 2.77
 

Ga (Arndt et al., 1991). This thesis is concerned with the granitoid-greenstone terrain; the Fortescue
 

Group is therefore regarded as late cover.
 

This Chapter is aimed at providing an overview of the geological data available for the Pilbara thus

far. It is not an exhaustive review of all data available on the Pilbara but provides a base for the fol


lowing Chapters. Detailed data in relation to the studied areas are given in the introduction of each
 

Chapter where necessary.
 

Although the Pilbara Craton is generally seen as one of the best exposed Archean Cratons, large parts
 

in the western Pilbara are covered by Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments (Hickman, 1983, Figure
 

3.1). The eastern Pilbara is well exposed although deeply weathered in places, and consequently most
 
workers have concentrated on this part of the granitoid-greenstone terrain.
 
Much of the initial mapping in the 1970's and 1980's was done by the Geological Survey ofWestern
 

Australia, producing 1:250.000 scale lithological maps covering the whole Pilbara granitoid-green


stone terrain. The results of this mapping work are described in an overview by Hickman (1983).
 

Other workers in the Pilbara have concentrated on the geochronology, stratigraphy and geochem


istry of the volcanics and granitoids (e.g. Thorpe et aI., 1992; Bickle et al., 1989,1993; Barley, 1993).
 
On the contrary, metamorphism, structural relations and kinematics have received little attention
 

(e.g. Bickle et aI., 1985; Wijbrans & McDougall, 1987). 

3.2 Lithologies and geochronology 

3.2. I Lithostratigraphy and geochronology of greenstones 

Three established stratigraphic subdivisions are recognised for the supracrustal in the Pilbara: the 

Warrawoona Group, the Gorge Creek Group and the Whim Creek Group (Hickman, 1983; 

Horwitz, 1990). Recently, Buick et aI. (1995) showed that locally a separate, older succession under

lies the upper Warrawoona Group, called the Coonterunah Succession. See Figure 3.1 for the distri
bution of stratigraphic groups and locations of dated samples, and Figure 3.2 for an overvieW' of iso

topic dates and important stratigraphic subdivisions. The Warrawoona Group is the most widely 
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Figure 3.1 Interpretative geological map of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain based on Hickman (1983)
 
and Krapez (1993), showing the distribution of granitoids and the four main stratigraphic divisions in the
 
supracrustals. U-Pb and important Pb-Pb dating (indicated with references below) sample locations are shown.
 
Letters refer to the following authors: a=Pidgeon (1978a), b=Pidgeon (1978b), c=Wiliiams et al.(1983),
 
e=Pidgeon (1984), f=McNaughton et al.(1988), g=Bickle et al. (1989) Pb-Pb whole rock, h=Wiliiams & Collins
 
(1990), i=Thorpe et al.(1990), j=Arndt et al. ( 1991), k=Thorpe et.al. (1992), I=Bickle et al. (1993),
 
m=McNaughton et al. (1993), n=Horwitz & Pidgeon (1993), o=Buick et al. (1995), p=Nelson (1996), q=Smith et
 
al. (in press).
 
CDB= Corunna Downs Batholith, CLB= Carlindi Batholith, CWB= Caines Well Batholith, KB=Karratha Batholith,
 
MEB= Mt. Edgar batholith, MU= Muccan Batholith, SB= Shaw Batholith, YB= Yule Batholith, CB= Coongan Belt,
 
CGB= Coppin Gap Belt, K= Kelly Belt, MB= Marble Bar Belt, MSB= Mt. Sholl Belt.
 
Inset above shows generalized geological map of the Pilbara showing the distribution of the granitoid-green

stone terrain, the Hamersley Basin (Fortescue Group) and the area covered by younger (Mesozoic and Cenozoic)
 
sediments.
 
Inset below shows tectonostratigraphic division in domains (1-5) of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain
 
according to Krapez (1993)
 

recognised part of the succession in the eastern Pilbara. It comprises of high Mg pillow basalts and 

massive tholeiites, subordinate peridotitic komatiites, minor chert units, BIF's and clastic sediments. 

Felsic volcanics of the Duffer Formation divide the Warrawoona Group into a lower TaIga TaIga 
Subgroup and an upper Salgash Subgroup (Figure 3.2). Geochronological data suggest deposition of 

the Warrawoona Group between 3475 and 3435 Ma (Thorpe et al. [992). The felsic volcanics of the 

Duffer Formation give U-Pb single zircon ages consistent within error of the conventional U-Pb zir

con age of 3452±16 Ma (Pidgeon, 1978a; Thorpe et aI. 1992; McNaughton et al., 1992). However, 
Hamilton et al. (1981) dated a suite of samples from the North Star Basalt Formation with the Sm

Nd whole rock method at 356o±32 Ma. This may be an indication that the base of the Warrawoona 
Group is older than 3.5 Ga. Recent ion microprobe data by McNaughton et al.(1993) show that 

there are still inconsistencies in the dates for the individual members of the lower Warrawoona 
Group, but all are in the above range. 
The upper Warrawoona Group unconformably overlies the Coonterunah succession, which contains 

mainly mafic volcanics and minor felsic volcanic rocks, of which a rhyolite was dated at 351 5±3 Ma 
(U-Pb, SHRIMP, Buick et aI., 1995). The Gorge Creek Group, which consists mainly of clastic and 

BIF units, pillow tholeiites, and minor peridotitic komatiites, unconformably overlies the 

Warrawoona Group. The lowermost unit of the Gorge Creek Group, the felsic volcanic rocks of the 

Wyman Formation, has been dated at 3325±4 Ma by conventional and ion-microprobe U-Pb meth

ods (Thorpe et aI., 1992; McNaughton et aI., [993). The upper age of the Gorge Creek Group is not 
well constrained, but is indirectly dated at ca. 3260 Ma (Vearnecombe et aI., [995). In the Shay Gap 

area, in the north eastern Pilbara, an unconformity was described (Dawes et al., 1995) between the 

foliated Muccan granitoid, dated at 3443±6 Ma (U-Pb, SHRIMP, Nelson, 1996), and the ElF unit 

in the lower Gorge Creek Group. 

The youngest of the four major stratigraphic subdivisions is the Whim Creek Group, constrained 

between ca.3 roo Ma and 2900 Ma (Horwitz and Pidgeon, 1993) and which is best developed in the 

western Pilbara. The precise date of this unit from felsic volcanics in the Whim Creek area, at 311 2±6 

Ma (Horwitz & Pidgeon, 1993), is now confirmed by more recent dates in the Mt. Sholl area of fel

sic volcanics (3 rr 8±3 Ma rhyolite, 3rr 5±5 Ma felsic tuff and 3I25±4 Ma dacite, U-Pb single zircon, 
Nelson, [996). The clastic sediments in Lalla Rookh Basin are thought to belong to this group 

(Krapez and Barley, 1987). 
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Figure 3.2 Stratigraphic column showing the main stratigraphic subdivisions and isotopic dates.
 
a=Pidgeon (1978a), b=Pidgeon (1978b), c=Williams et al.(1983), d=Froude et.al.(1984), e=Pidgeon (1984),
 
f=McNaughton et al.(1988), g=Bickle et al. (1989), h=Wiliiams & Collins (1990), i=Thorpe et al.(1990), j=Arndt et
 
al. ( 1991), k=Thorpe et.al. (1992), I=Bickle et al. (1993), m=McNaughton et al. (1993), n=Horwitz & Pidgeon
 
(1993), o=Buick et al. (1995), p=Nelson (1996), q=Smith et al. (in press).
 

The originally proposed layer-cake stratigraphy (Hickman, 1983) in the Pilbara is no longer thought 

to be an accurate description of the supracrustal sequence. More detailed local studies showed major 
lateral facies variations in volcanic and sedimentary units (Lowe, 1983; Buick, 1985; DiMarco & 

Lowe, 1989; Horwitz, 1986, 1990). Facies variations and distribution of stratigraphic units may be 

related to major N-S trending lineaments that, according to Krapez & Barley (1987) and Krapez 

(1993), divide the Pilbara Craton in 5 tectonostratigraphic domains, with stratigraphic sequences 
becoming younger toward the west over these lineaments (Figure 3.]). 

Geochemical studies of volcanic rocks in the Pilbara suffer from the general problem in greenstone 

belts: hydrothermal alteration and low grade metamorphism (Hickman, 1981; Barley, 1993). Barley 

(1993) interpreted the geochemical pattern of the Duffer Formation and sediments in the 

Warrawoona Group as part of a shallow water supra subduction volcanic arc setting. This is mainly 

based on the calc-alkaline type geochemistry of the Duffer formation. Mafic and ultramafic volcanics 

of the Warrawoona Group show a more oceanic type geochemistry (Glikson & Hickman, 1981) but 

are not unequivocal (Barley, 1993). The often large stratigraphic thickness oflow grade hydrother

mal metamorphism was interpreted by Barley (1993) as indicative of an island arc type environment. 

The Warrawoona Group sediments contain stromatolite-like structures that, if they are biogenetic, 

are among the oldest evidence tor life on Earth (Lowe, 1980, 1983, [994; Buick et aI., 1981) 

The only felsic volcanic of the Gorge Creek Group, the Wyman Formation, is a rhyolite, and is best 
explained by melting ofsialic crust (Hickman, 1983), whereas thc rnafic volcanics of the Gorge Creek 
Group have island arc or continental affinities (low Ti02 and high K2 0, Hickman, [983). 
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3.2.2 Petrogenesis and geochronology ofgranitoids 
The granitoid batholiths in the eastern Pilbara cannot be described as simple dome structures. They 

comprise several plutons intruded during different episodes of the evolution from about 3500 Ma to 

2850 Ma, and in turn contain enclaves of a variety of rock types. Two well studied granitoid com

plexes in the eastern Pilbara are the Shaw Batholith (Bettenay et aI., 1981; Bickle et aI., 1985, 1989, 

[993, see also Figure 4.2) and the Mount Edgar Batholith (Collins, 1989,1993; Williams and Collins, 

1990). The two batholiths have much in common in geochemical and geochronological terms. 

Evidence for a basement pre-dating the Warrawoona Group is presented by McNaughton et 

aI.(1988) who identified relics of an anorthositic-gabbro suite dated at 3578±4 Ma with the V-Pb zir

con method in the western Shaw Batholith. 

HigWy defornled granodiorite gneisses with numerous greenstone enclaves occur in the western 

part of the Shaw Batholith. Their less deformed equivalents occur along the northern margin of the 

batholith and are considered to represent the oldest intrusive rocks in the Shaw Batholith (Bickle et 

aI., 1993). The latter consist of granodiorites to tonalites that have been referred to as the North Shaw 

Suite (Bettenay et aI., 1981, Bickle et al., 1993). The granodiorite gneisses have been dated at 
3470±25 Ma (V-Pb, Williams et aI., [983), whilst the North Shaw Suite yielded similar emplacement 

ages around 3470 Ma (Pb-Pb WR: 3468±)3, 3422±57, Bickle et aI., 1993; Pb-Pb WR: 3499±22, 

Bickle et al., 1983, V-Pb conventional: 3417±40, Pidgeon, [978b; V-Pb single zircon: 3467±6, 

3493±4, McNaughton et al., 1988). These coincide with an age of 3459±18 Ma (V-Pb, Thorpe et 
al., 1992) for the North Pole Batholith 20 km to the north and the 3468±4 Ma age of the Carlindi 
Batholith (V-Pb, single zircon, Buick et aI., 1995). Sm-Nd isotopic systematics of this ca. 3460 Ma 

group of rocks imply derivation from a heterogeneous source that includes crustal and depleted man

tle components (Bickle et al., I993). A somewhat younger intrusive age of 343 1±4 Ma has been 
reported for the South Daltons Pluton in the western Shaw Batholith (V-Pb single zircon, 

McNaughton et aI., I993). This age is similar to emplacement ages from trondhjemitic and tonalitic 
gneisses in the Mt Edgar Batholith (J448±8 Ma, 3443±IO Ma, 3429±I3 Ma, V-Pb single zircon, 
Williams & Collins, 1990) and the 3443±6 Ma age of the Muccan granitoid (V-Pb, single zircon, 

Nelson, I996). 
Widespread variably foliated tonalite/granodiorites in the Mt Edgar Batholith, yield V-Pb single zir

con ages of 3304±IO Ma and 33 14±13 Ma respectively (Williams & Collins, 1990). A similar age was 

obtained from the Boobina Porphyry in the Corunna Downs Batholith (3307±19 Ma, V-Pb, multi 
zircon, Pidgeon, 1984). Slightly younger ages are recorded in the Moolyella granodiorite in the Mt. 

Edgar Batholith (328o±20 Ma V-Pb, Pidgeon, [978b) and in the Strelley Batholith (3238±4 Ma, V

Pb, single zircon, Smith et aI., in press). 

Most batholiths in the eastern Pilbara were subsequently intruded hy late- to post-tectonic granodi

orite-adamellite plutons. In the Shaw Batholith these have been dated with the Pb-Pb whole rock 

isochron method. These include the weakly foliated porphyritic granite, leuco-adamellites at 

2943±46 Ma, the Garden Creek Adamellite at 3007±48 Ma and the Cooglegong Adamellite at 

2847±34 Ma (Bickle et al., I989). Sm-Nd isotopic compositions of the late plutons suggest that they 

were largely derived from the 3.) to 3.3 Ga crust (Bickle et aI., 1989). 

Granitoids in the west Pilbara Mt. Sholl area have been dated recently by Smith et aI. (in press) at 

326r±4 Ma, 3 r r4±5 Ma and 3024±4 Ma. 
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The granitoids in the western Pilbara are intruded by the layered ultramafic Munni Munni Complex, 

which has been dated at 2925±16 Ma (V-Pb, single zircon, Arndt et a!', 1991) 

3.2.3 Synthesis ofgeochronology 
The V-Pb geochronological data (Figure 3.2) show that there were two major rock-forming events 

in the supracrustals during the mid-Archean of the eastern Pilbara: at ca. 3460 Ma and ca. 3300 Ma. 

They, in turn, can be related to plutonic events through coeval episodes of volcanism: the ca. 3460 

Ma granodioritic-tonalitic plutonism is coeval with deposition of the upper Warrawoona Group and 

the ca. 3300 Ma tonalitic plutonic event is coeval with felsic volcanics of the Wyman Formation. 

During these two events, but especially the 3460 Ma event, a large portion of granitoids as well as 

supracrustal rocks in the eastern Pilbara were formed. These events are separated by more than 60 

Ma of apparent quietude in which no new crustal rocks were formed. In the eastern Pilbara these 

early events are followed by a major thermal event between 3.0 and 2.85 Ga, related to late- to post
tectonic granitoids. In the west Pilbara the oldest ages are 3260 Ma granitoids, followed by 3 IOO Ma 

granitoids and volcanics and 3000 Ma granitoids (Smith et a!', in press). Clearly the timing of major 

magmatic events is not synchronous in the east and west Pilbara. 
Although these observations are based on a relatively small number of precise dates it does indicate 
that the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain evolved during magmatic, and possibly related structur

al, events whose time span was short in comparison with the total period of evolution of the grani

toid-greenstone terrain between 3.5 and 2.8 Ga. 
The geochronology in the western Pilbara is likely to show a different pattern. Although data are 

insufficient, the main magmatic event appears to have taken place around 3.1 Ga. 

After cratonization the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain is intruded by a NNE trending dolerite 
dike system, the Black Range dike swarm. The dikes have not been directly dated but their age is 

constrained between 2.85 Ga, the age of the Cooglegong Adamellite which is intruded by the Black 
Range, and the Mt. Roe Basalt at the base of the Fortescue Group at 2.77 Ga (Arndt et a!', [991). 

The dolerite dikes may have been the feeder dikes to the Mt. Roe Basalt, but field relations are 

unclear. 

3.3 Structural and metamorphic events 

Workers in the western Shaw area (Bickle et al., 1980,1985; Boulter et aI., [987) recognised two early 
structural events. The first event resulted in the high strain fabric in the gneisses and greenstone 

intercalations, thought to be caused by deformation in an overthrust belt. The second event result

ing in recumbent folding and thrusting in greenstone sequences up to the Gorge Creek Group. 

Bickle et al.(1985) described the earliest deformation features as post-dating the emplacement of the 

South Daltons Pluton (343 I±4 Ma) and the lower Gorge Creek Group, which was thought to have 

been deposited around 3325 Ma. From 4'ArrAr dating of metamorphic hornblendes, Wijbrans and 

McDougall (1987) inferred a timing of deformation and regional metamorphism prior to 3200 Ma 

tor the Western Shaw area. All sediments and structures were then folded around N-S trending 
upright folds during a third deformation phase (DickIe et aI., 1980,1985), which has been related to 

diapiric rise of the batholith as a direct result of earlier thickening of the crust. 
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Hickman (1983, 1984) proposes a structural evolution in which the earliest event, pre-dating depo

sition of the Warrawoona Group, produces the gneissic basement. This is followed by a solid state
 

diapiric phase during and after deposition of the Warrawoona Group and Gorge Creek Group. Post
 
Gorge Creek Group structures are thought to be related to E-W compression. A similar emphasis on
 

diapirism is given to the evolution of the Mount Edgar Batholith by Collins (1989, 1983).
 

Amphibolite metamorphism which encircles the above two batholiths is considered to be directly
 

related to intrusion and solid state diapirism.
 
Of structures observed and described in these models all, except Hickman's pre-doming event, post


date deposition of the Warrawoona Group. In all models, the domal shape of the granitoids is
 

assumed to be the result of (solid state) diapirism either lasting a long period (Hickman, 1983,1984;
 

Collins, 1989) or occurring in a late stage of the evolution (Bickle et aI., 1985) post-dating a thrust


ing event.
 

The Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain has been subdivided into a number of tectonostratigraphic
 

domains on the basis of lithostratigraphic studies (Krapez & Barley, 1987; Krapez, 1989, 1993).
 
However, the boundaries between those domains, formed by north to north east trending sinistral
 

lineaments (Figure 3.1) in the view ofKrapez (1993), have not been studied in detail.
 

3.4 Mineralization in the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain 

As in all Archean granitoid-greenstone terrains (Figure 3.3), the Pilbara contains a variety of miner
al deposits including gold and base metal deposits. However, it is notable for an abundance of small, 

low- to high grade deposits and a paucity oflarge deposits (Marston & Groves, 1981). The base metal 
association includes an unusual suite of barite deposits and un-economic Cu-Zn base metal deposits 
with high concentrations of Ba, Pb and Ag and low Fe-sulfide concentrations (e.g. Big Stubby, 
Barley, 1992). In a recent paper a black smoker VMS deposit (Sulpher Springs) is described 
(Vearncombe et aI., 1995), which has been isotopically dated at 3.26 Ga. In the eastern Pilbara there 
are several examples of stockwork Cu-Mo and porphyry-style Mo-Cu deposits associated with sub
volcanic granitoid intrusives (Barley, 1992). Tin deposits in the eastern Pilbara are associated with the 

last phase of granite intrusion at 2.85 Ga (Hickman, 1983). In the west Pilbara a number of small Ni 
deposits occur (Marston & Groves, 1981; Horwitz, 1990). 

Gold was first discovered in 1877 in the Pilbara, but large deposits were not found. The Pilbara has 
a low gold production when compared to the late Archean Yilgarn Block and the contemporaneous 
Barberton Greenstone Belt. The total gold produced in the Pilbara is 137.5 t (Geological Survey of 

Western Australia, 1995). Of this, a small part is situated in veins in relatively young (Gorge Creek 
and Whim Creek Group) sedimentary basins such as the Nullagine Block (see Figure 3.3). The 

majority of the gold deposits occur in the metasomatised ultramafics, in shear zones in the 

Warrawoona Group (Hickman & Keats, 1990). Of these, the major deposits are the Bamboo Creek 
Deposit, Marble Bar Deposit and the deposits in the Warrawoona Belt. There is little modern doc

umentation of gold deposits in the Pilbara Craton. The deposits in the shear zones in the 

Warrawoona Group typically show low grade carbonate and fuchsite alteration zones (Hickman, 
1983), but Neumayr et "1. (I993a) describe an amphibolite grade deposit in the Mt. York district in 

a detailed study of the alteration associated with the deposit. 
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The timing of the gold in the Pilbara is uncertain. Barley & McNaughton (I988) assume that gold is 

related to the ca. 29SO Ma sinistral lineaments. Neumayr et a1.(I993b) confirmed this for the Mt. York 
district. 
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Figure 3.3 Simplified geological map of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain showing the main mineral 
deposits. See Figure 3.1 for legend of geological units. 

3.5 Tectonic interpretations. 

In the Pilbara, as in many Archean terrains, tectonic interpretations can be divided in two broad cat


egories. Ln the first group, workers see no evidence for plate tectonic processes and solid state
 

diapirism is thought to be the main process causing deformation. Hickman (I981, [983) first pro

posed such a model for the Pilbara. In this model, the Warrawoona Group was deposited on a pre


existing and deformed gneissic basement. Diapirism was then initiated as a result of the density inver


sion between gneisses and mafic volcanics. It is thonght to have continued throughom deposition of
 
the Gorge Creek and Whim Creek Groups. Variations on this model were proposed by Collins
 

(I989) for the Mt. Edgar Batholith and by Delor et al.(I99I) for the Warrawoona and Coongan Belts.
 
Choukroune et al.(I99S) mention the Pilbara Craton as the prime example of pre-plate tectonic
 

diapiric structural development. However, most workers in the Pilbara interpret the data within the
 

context of plate tectonic settings. From their work the following tectonic interpretation of the evo


lution of the Pilbara can be described.
 

There is now ample evidence for a basement that pre-dated the upper Warrawoona Group, repre


sented by the supracrustals of the Coonterunah Succession (Buick et al.I99S), the anorthositic frag


ments in the western Shaw Batholith (McNaughton et al.I988) and a 3.7 Ga xenocrystic zircon in
 
the Salgash Subgroup (Thorpe et at. T992) There is no evidence that the granodioritic gnei"cs, found
 
in many batholiths, were basement to the Warrawoona Group, but geochronological data are insuf
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ficient to ascertain this. The Warrawoona Group volcanics and contemporaneous granitoids are gen

erally interpreted as melt or melting due to dehydration of a basaltic crust (Barley, 1993; Buick et 

a1.1993, Collins 1993, Bickle et a!., 1993) with eruption of calc-alkaline volcanic centres in shallow 

water in basins with little topography (Barley et al.1979). The tectonic setting is likened to marginal 

basins of volcanic arcs, back arc basins and oceanic arcs (Barley 1993; Collins 1993; Bickle et a!., 

1993), but DiMarco and Lowe (1989) note that there are important clifferences with modern arc set

tings because most Phanerozoic arc- and marginal basins contain thick deposits of deep water facies 

and large-scale deformation is an important feature. No mention is made of structures formed dur

ing deposition of the Warrawoona Group. 

A compressional structural event is described after deposition of the Warrawoona Group in the Shaw 

area by Bettenay et al.(1981), Bickle et al.(1985) and Boulter et al.(1987) with an early phase causing 

interleaving of granites and greenstones producing gneissic rocks and a post Gorge Creek Group 

thrusting phase in the greenstones. Relatively high pressure (kyanite/sillimanite) assemblages are 
thought to belong to this compressional event and led to an interpretation of this event an Alpine 

style orogenic belt (Bickle et a!. I 985). Clastic secliments in the Gorge Creek Group contain granitic 

fragments and were found unconformably overlying foliated granites (Dawes et a!', 1995). These clas
tic sequences are interpreted as foreland basin deposits by Krapez (1993). Collins (1993) interpreted 

the geochemistry of the ca. 3.3 Ga granitoids as the product of partial melting of a dacite/tonalite 

precursor (3.45 Ga crust) in the presence of water, possibly during delamination of the lower mafic 

crust. 'CArf3'Ar data from Wijbrans & McDougall (1987) indicate a regional metamorphic event at ca. 

3200 Ma and more localized contact metamorphism at 2.95 and 2.85 Ga. These interpretations aJJ 
point toward an important compressional event during deposition of the Gorge Creek Group in east

ern Pilbara, although no further evidence was found for an Alpine type orogeny. In the western 
Pilbara the tectonic setting during and after deposition of the Gorge Creek Group may have been 

different. Ohta et a!. (1996) describe an accretionary complex of mid-oceanic ridge basalts of Gorge 

Creek Group age (3. I to 3.3 Ga). 
The Whim Creek Group occurs as a thick sequence in the west Pilbara, but only occurs locally in 

the rest of the Pilbara. Eriksson (198 I) and Horwitz (1990) interpreted these deposits as syn-rift 

deposits whereas Krapez and Barley (1987) interpreted the Whim Creek Group deposits in the Lalla 
Rookh Basin and in the Whim Creek Belt as sinistral pull apart basin infills. 

The eastern Pilbara was subsequently intruded by voluminous granites (3 - 2.85 Ga), cratonized, 

intruded by the Black Range dike swarm and unconformably covered by the Fortescue Group. 

Many of the large-scale tectonic interpretations in the Pilbara are based on data from a small area or 

from a limited data set (Trendall 1995) rendering the importance of the interpretation uncertain. 
Accretionary complex and volcanic arc interpretations are favored by geochemical data but are hard 

to reconcile with the circular outcrop pattern in the eastern Pilbara. Calc-alkaline trends do not nec

essarily mean that there was a subduction zone in all respects similar to present day subduction zones. 

The geochemical calc-alkaline pattern is caused by melt processes related to dehydration of previ

ously hydrated basaltic crust and could equally well be caused by partial melting of a stacked abduct

ed oceanic crust as proposed by de Wit and Hart (1992) for the Barberton Belt, or in a worse case 

may be the result of secondary alteration processes, such as silicification (Barley, 1984). If solid state 
diapirisn1, as indicated by many interpretations, was not the Inain process in the evolution of the 
Pilbara, there should be another explanation for the circular domal outcrop pattern and the general 
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lack oflarge-scale linear belts in the eastern Pilbara.
 

One of the problems in comparing the evolution of the Pilbara Craton to modern tectonic settings
 

is rhe lack of structural and metamorphic data and especially the lack of good timing constraints on
 

structures.
 



Chapter 4 

Extensional structures during 

deposition of the 3460 Ma 

Warrawoona GroupI 

4. I Introduction 

Archean granite-greenstone terrains have a long history of development, in which supra-crustals and 

intrusive granitoids occur episodically over what may be short time spans (Condie, 1994). The net 
result is a common basic geometry of granitoid-gneiss domes bordered by keels of mafic volcanic
dominated supra-crustals that locally include komatiites. The large-scale outcrop pattern of the gran

itoid-gneiss domains is generally linear (e.g. Yilgarn Craton, Abitibi Belt) for late Archean terrains 

but is typically circular and reminiscent of batholiths (Macgregor, 1951) tor mid Archean terrains 

(Pilbara Craton, Kaapvaal Craton). 

The complex contact geometries, lithostratigraphy of the supra-crustals and overprinting relations 
have led to a variety of genetic models for the overall development of granite-greenstone terrains 

ranging from solid-state diapirism to subduction related accretionary models (e.g. Nisbet, 1987). 

Depending on the point ofview (structural, metamorphic or geochemical), elements supporting each 
of these models exist in most mid-Archean granite-greenstone terrains. However, this could be a 

function of their extended, multi-stage histories, especially those affected by the late Archean tec
tonism (e.g. Yilgarn Craton and Abitibi Belt). The question of the primary structural control of 

greenstone belt development can be addressed in the eastern Pilbara, because it is little affected by 
late Archean or Proterozoic deformation. 

The evolution of the eastern Pilbara granite-greenstone terrain is marked by a number of distinct 

magmatic events that occurred between 3.6 Ga and 2.8 Ga (Bickle et aI., 1989). Boundaries between 
the greenstone belts and granitoid domains are governed by a complex interplay of multiphase shear 
zones and intrusive contacts, which formed during separate events. Structural models for the east

ern Pilbara such as solid-state diapiric rise of granitoid-gneisses into the overlying greenstones 

(Hickman, 1984; Collins, 1989) and horizontal compression resulting in thrusts and recumbent folds 

(Bettenay et al., 1981; Bickle et a!', 1985; Boulter et a!', [987), have concentrated on the post-depo

sitional events. 

In this Chapter a group of syn-depositional structures that were preserved in a relatively unaffected 

state by later structures are discussed. The early (ca. 3460 Ma) structural evolution of the Shaw 

Batholith and its relation to the coeval deposition of the Warrawoona Group in the adjacent 
Coongan Belt (Figure 4. I) was studied. It vvill be shown that there are early extensional structures, 

which are coeval with the extrusion of volcanics of the Duffer Formation and ernplacement of a 

, Published as: Zegers, T.E.; White, S.H.; de Reijzer, M. and Dirks, P. (1996). Extensional structnres dming deposition of the 3460 

Ma Warrawoona Group in the eastern Pilbara, Western Australia. Precambrian Research No.(in press) 
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Figure 4.1 The eastern Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain, the frame represents the area discussed in this 
Chapter. CLB= Carlindi Batholith, ME= Mt. Edgar batholith, MU= Muccan Batholith, STB=Strelley batholith, YB= 
Yule Batholith, LR= Lalla Rookh Basin. 

major granitoid suite. These structures are most conspicuous around the eastern margin of the Shaw 

Batholith, and combine both horizontal extension and vertical doming. The structural data imply that 

some kind of extensional tectonic regime was responsible for this early deformation event. 

4.2 Geological setting of the Shaw Batholith and Coongan Belt 

Although many details of the 800 Ma evolution of the granitoid-greenstone terrain remain elusive, 

published data are sufficient to temporally constrain structures found in this study. Geochronological 
sample locations from thE' Sh:l'" B:ltholith area :lre shown in Figure 4.2, and dates from the literature 
are summarised in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.2 Lithology and dates of the Shaw Batholith and surrounding greenstones. 
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4.2.1 The Coongan Belt 
The Coongan Belt consists of mainly mafic volcanics with minor komatiitic and felsic volcanic units. 

Apart from some small zones in the north and the south of the Coongan Belt, which may represent 

the lower units of the Gorge Creek Group, these volcanics are part of the Warrawoona Group 

(Barley, 1993). Few geochronological data are available. A V-Pb 34S2±16 date was obtained by 

Pidgeon (1978a) in the Duffer Formation in the northern Coongan Belt (Figure 4.2), and Rb-Sr data 

(Cooper et al, 1982) exist for granitoids adjacent to the eastern side of the belt, constraining the upper 

Warrawoona Group to older than 3270 Ma. The Duffer Formation felsic volcanics and volcanoclas

tics are well developed and their characteristics have been discussed by DiMarco & Lowe (1989), who 

show that there is a general coarsening upward sequence in the Duffer formation. 

The lower Warrawoona Group (Taiga TaIga Subgroup), underlying the Duffer Formation, has not 

been isotopically dated. In the Coongan Belt it consists of mafic pillow basalts, komatiites and thin 

(2-3 m.) BIF units. A large volume of the TaIga TaIga Subgroup (up to 40%) consists of gabbroic and 

doleritic sills, a feature also seen in the type area of the Talga TaIga Subgroup (Barley, 1993). 

4.2.2 The Shaw Batholith 
Evidence for a rocks pre-dating the Warrawoona Group is presented by McNaughton et al.(1988) 
who identified relicts of an anorthositic-gabbro suite dated at 3S78±4 Ma with the V-Pb zircon 

method in the western Shaw region in enclaves in the South Daltons Pluton. 

Highly deformed granodiorite gneisses with numerous greenstone enclaves occur in the western part 

of the Shaw Batholith. Their less deformed equivalents occur along the northern margin of the 

batholith and are considered to represent the oldest intrusive rocks in the Shaw Batholith (Bickle et 
aI., 1993). The latter consist ofgranodiorites to tonalites that have been referred to as the North Shaw 

Suite (Bettenay et aI., 1981, Bickle et aI., 1993). The granodiorite gneisses have been dated at 

3470±2S Ma (V-Pb, Williams et al., 1983), whilst the North Shaw Suite yielded emplacement ages 

around 3470 Ma (Pb-Pb WR: 3468±S3, 3422±S7, Bickle et aI., 1993; Pb-Pb WR: 3499±22, Bickle 

et aI., 1983, V-Pb conventional: 3417±40, Pidgeon, 1978b; V-Pb single zircon: 3467±6, 3493±4, 
McNaughton et aI., 1988). Sm-Nd isotopic systematics of this ca. 3460 Ma group of rocks imply 
derivation from a heterogeneous source that includes crustal and depleted mantle components (Bickle 

et aI., 1993). A somewhat younger intrusive age of 343 1±4 Ma has been reported for the South 
Daltons Pluton in the western Shaw Batholith (V-Pb single zircon McNaughton et al., 1993). This 

age is similar to emplacement ages from trond~emitic and tonalitic gneisses in the Mt Edgar 

Batholith (3448±8 Ma, 3443±IO Ma, 3429±IJ Ma, V-Pb single zircon (Williams & Collins, 1990). 
The significance of the 3338±S2 Ma Pb-Pb whole rock isochron age (Bickle et aI., 1993) is uncer

tain, because the field and chemical data do not show evidence for a new intrusive events. The data 

may represent the age of a hydrothermal event in the Shaw Batholith which corresponds to the age 

of the variably foliated tonalite/granodiorite in the Mt Edgar Batholith, yielding V-Pb single zircon 

ages of 3304±IO Ma and 33 14±13 Ma respectively (Williams & Collins, 1990) and 3307±19 Ma in the 
eastern Corunna Downs Batholith (Pidgeon, 1984). 

The Shaw Batholith was subsequently intruded post-tectonically by granodiorite-adamellite plutons. 

These include the weakly foliated porphyritic granite, leuco-adamellites, Garden Creek Adamellite 
and Cooglegong Adamel1ite dated between 3000 M~ and 2830 Ma (Bickle et aI., 1989). Srn-Nd iso
topic compositions of the late plutons suggest that they were largely derived from the 3.5 to 3.3 Ga 
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Figure 4.3 Table of U-Pb and Pb-Pb dates in the eastern Pilbara, showing two major events in the mid Archean at 
approximately 3460 Ma and 3300 Ma. a=Pidgeon (1978a), b=Pidgeon (1978b), c=Wiliiams et al.(1983), d=Froude 
et.al.(1984), e=Pidgeon (1984), f=McNaughton et al.(1988), h=Wiliiams & Collins (1990), i=Thorpe et al.(1990), 
I=Bickle et al. (1993), m=McNaughton et al. (1993). 

crust (Bickle et al., 1989). 

The U-Pb geochronological data (Figure 4.3) show that there were two major rock-fonning events 

in the supracrustals during the mid-Archean of the eastern Pilbara at ca. 3460 Ma and ca. 3300 Ma. 

They in turn can be related to plutonic events through coeval episodes of volcanism: the ca. 3460 

Ma granodioritic-tonalitic plutonism is coeval with deposition of the Warrawoona Group and the ca. 

3300 Ma tonalitic plutonic event is coeval with felsic volcanics of the Wyman Formation. Especially 

during the first of these two events a large portion of granitoids as well as supracrustal rocks in the 

eastern Pilbara were formed (Carlindi, Muccan, North Pole). These events, which last ca. 50 Ma, are 

separated by more than roo Ma of quietude in which no new crustal rocks were fonned. They indi

cate that the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain evolved during magmatic, and possibly related 
structural, events whose time span was short in comparison with the total period of evolution of the 

granitoid-greenstone terrain between 3.5 and 2.8 Ga. 

4.3 Structural observations 

The principal observations in the field were the orientations and superposition of planar and linear
 

structures, and, where ductile or brittle shear zones occur, their kinematics. Where possible, relations
 

between structures and previously dated rocks were studied in order to determine the temporal rela


tionships.
 
Structures in the batholith generally formed under amphibolite facies conditions whereas in the adja


cent greenstone belts structures formed under lower amphibolite to lower greenschist facies condi


tions
 

4.3.1 The Shaw Batholith. 
Two major ductile shear zone systems have been mapped in the Shaw Batholith (Figure 4.4); the 
Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex (MSZC, see Chapter 6) in the western Shaw and the Split 
Rock Shear Zone (SRSZ) in the east. The SRSZ forms the central part of the contact of the Shaw 
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Figure 4.4 Structural relations in the Shaw Batholith showing the Split Rock Shear Zone and the Mulgandinnah 
Shear Zone Complex, lithologies are indicated in Figure 4.2. A detailed map of the framed area is shown in Figur.. 
4.6, the structural section AA' is shown in Figure 4.5a. For a detailed description of structural, metamorphic and 
intrusive relations see text. 
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Batholith with the Coongan Belt. Towards the N, the shear zone bends into a E-W orientation, 

delineating the contact between the North Shaw Suite to the north and east and migmatic gneisses 

to the south and west. To the south, the SRSZ is truncated by a porphyritic granite dated at 2948±so 

Ma by Bickle et al. (1989). Along the contact with the Coongan Belt, south of the Cooglegong 

Adamellite, a wedge-shaped granodiorite body, which is thought to be the southward extension of 

the North Shaw Suite tonalite/granodiorite, occurs adjacent to the shear zone. This granitoid wedge 

has all the characteristics of the North Shaw Suite, including the typical magmatic layering as 

described by Bickle et al.(I993) and has been dated in this study (Chapter 8) at 3468±2 Ma (U-Pb 

single zircon).
 

An E-W traverse through the SRSZ in its N-S trending part, which includes the detailed section AA'
 

(Figures 4.4 and 4.S) across the contact, shows the following features. The greenstone sequence about 

2 kilometers east of the contact consists of weakly deformed volcano-sedimentary sequences that are 

the right way up and which dip steeply to the east. Contained micaceous units have preserved a weak 

fine-grained, layer-parallel muscovite-chlorite foliation with, locally, fine needles of randomly orien
tated actinolite. Upon approaching the contact (eastern side of section AA', Figure 4.S) the layer-par

allel foliation related to the SRSZ (SSRSZ), gradually becomes pervasive in both the micaceous units 

and the more massive metabasites. Along a IOO-ISO m wide zone directly on the contact with the 
Shaw Batholith, the foliation is strong and defined by oriented blue-green hornblendes which are 
also aligned in an east plunging, down-dip mineral elongation lineation LSRSZ. In a number of out

crops amphibolites contain rounded green-brown hornblendes of several mm diameter, with recrys

tallized tails of finer-grained blue-green hornblende that define clear S-C fabrics indicative of an east

up sense of movement (Figure 4.Sb). These mylonitic amphibolites are overprinted by local green

schist facies shear zones with foliations parallel to the amphibolite foliations. The SRSZ is defined as 

the amphibolite grade mylonite zone in both the Shaw batholith and the western Coongan Belt, that 

shows a consistent E to ENE plunging stretching lineation and east up sense of shear indicators. The 
contact between the Coongan Belt and the North Shaw Suite, which largely parallels SSRSZ, is orig

inally intrusive because enclaves of schist occur in the granodiorite (Figure 4.Sc) and weakly 

deformed dike-like protrusions of granodiorite truncate and or cross cut the SSRSZ. The granodi
orite immediately along the contact is only weakly foliated and locally preserves magmatic layering 

defined by ferromagnesian minerals concentrated along a sharp basal plane, grading into more leu
cocratic granodiorite. This layering dips east, parallel to So in the greenstones and SSRSZ. Going 

west through the granodiorite the intensity ofSSRSZ and LSRSZ increases to a one kilometer wide 

mylonite zone, the basal and most intensely deformed Split Rock Shear Zone. This amphibolite 

facies mylonite forms the contact between the granodiorite and composite layered grey gneiss to the 
west. It is very strongly sheared, masking any intrusive relationships. The gneiss in the mylonite zone 

preserves a mnl-scale, planar foliation defined by oriented biotites and feldspar segregations, in part 

consisting of strung-out augen with asymmetrically recrystallized tails (Figure 4.Sd). The foliation 

dips moderately east and contains a down-dip stretching lineation. These orientations are identical to 

SSRSZ and LSRSZ in the greenstone belt. Locally, aligned amphibolite lenses occur with fine

grained syn-tectonically recrystallized blue hornblende defining S-C fabrics. These, and em-scale 

shear-bands give a consistent E-up sense ofshear. The mylonitic gneisses extend west for about r km, 
before strain intensities drop to expose a nlore coarsely-banded nlignlatic grey gneiss. 

The observed timing relations (both intrusive and foliated granodiorite) indicate that the wedge 
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Figure 4.5 a. Structural section through the contact between the Shaw Batholith and the Coongan Belt, for the 
location of line Aft: see Figure 4.4. Points Sb, Sc and sd refer to the photographs below, showing key structural 
and kinematic relations. 
b. Photomicrograph showing a a-clast, formed by hornblende, indicating a hanging wall up, i.e. E, up sense of 
shear. In the photograph hl is a brown-green hornblende a-clast and h2 is fine grained blue-green hornblende. 
The width of the photomicrograph is 1 mm. 
c. Field photograph showing the intrusive relation of the North Shaw Suite granitoid with amphibolitic green
stones as indicated by the foliated amphibolite enclaves (am) in the weakly deformed granodiorite (gr). Diameter 
of the coin is 2 em. 
d. Field photograph of Plagioclase a-clasts (c1) and a S-C (s-c) fabric which indicate an E up sense of shear in the 
Split Rock Shear Zone.The lens cap has a diameter of Scm. 

shaped granodiorite body, which is regarded to be part of the North Shaw Suite (Bickle et a!', 1983), 

intruded syn-kinematically into the SRSZ. As part of the North Shaw Suite has been dated at around 

3460 Ma, the SRSZ is inferred to have been active at this time. 

Foliation-lineation development within the North Shaw Suite rocks in the northern part ofthe Shaw 

Batholith is generally weak. These rocks are mostly homogeneous biotite-rich (± hornblende) gran

odiorites to tonalites, in which the lineation-foliation is defined by oriented hornblendes and patch

es of, now recrystallized, biotite. The foliation dips mostly shallowly to moderately N to NE, but 

steepens along the eastern margin of the Shaw Batholith. Likewise, the lineation plunges shallowly 

east but steepens considerably to the east. This lineation follows the orientation of LSRSZ. Most of 

the contact between the North Shaw Suite and the greenstones is clearly intrusive (Bickle et al. 

1993), but more or less follows the lower Warrawoona Group stratigraphy, suggesting a wedge or 

sheet like geometry. 

The SRSZ pre-dates the N-S trending MSZC located parallel to the western margin of the Shaw 

Batholith. This is inferred from a greenstone enclave 2 km SW of Spear Hill (Fig. 4.4). Here a well 

developed lineation made up of coarse-grained grunerite (amphibolite facies) with the orientation 

070125 parallels the constant E-plunging lineation observed in the North Shaw Suite and is over

grown by a second lineation (150/40) made of em-scale aligned spots which have been completely 

recrystallized and are now made up of fine-grained white mica and chlorite. The second SE-S plung

ing lineation parallels the very consistent and well developed lineations in the MSZC. 

The MSZC is formed by a series of N-S trending shear zones at the western margin of the Shaw 

Batholith. Apart from sheared gneisses and granitoids, this complex also contains a relatively large 

number of meta-volcanic and occasionally metapelite lenses. 

South of Mulgandinnah Hill the structure basically consists of a 2-3 km wide shear zone in which 

the strain increases from E to W, towards the granite-greenstone contact, with a sinistral sense of 

shear. The MSZC is described in detail in Chapter 6. The timing of the late stages of movement on 

the MSZC are constrained to 2934±2 Ma (Chapter 8). 

4.3.2 The Coongan Belt 
Structurally, the Coongan Belt is highly asymmetric, with a relatively undeformed eastern part, a 300 

to 1500 m. wide ductile/brittle shear zone in the centre and a more variably deformed western half 
(see Chapter 5 for details on the Coongan Bdt). Where bedding planes can be distinguished in the 

eastern part they are steeply dipping with a N-S trend. Younging is to the west, as indicated by 
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Figure 4.6. Brittle extensional fault array in the (oongan Belt. The faults were active during deposition of the 
Duffer Formation dated at 34S2±16 (Pidgeon, 19B7). Section AB refers to the stratigraphic sequence described in 
the text. The mafic sequence underlying (west of) the Duffer Formation is the Taiga Taiga Subgroup. 
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komatiite sequences and flow top breccias in Mg-basalts. In the western part bedding has a similar 

strike and dip. In the less deformed parts younging is observed to be to the east, as indicated by cross

bedding in clastic sequences. Asymmetty is also apparent in the metamorphic grade developed with

in the belt: vety low grade in the eastern half, apart from a narrow amphibolite grade contact meta

morphic aureole from the intrusive Corunna Downs Batholith, variable metamorphic grade in the 

central part and an amphibolite facies zone near the contact with the Shaw Batholith parallel to the 

Split Rock Shear Zone. At the north-western contact of the Coongan Belt with the Shaw Batholith, 

a narrow amphibolite facies contact metamorphic aureole is developed. 

The earliest structures were found in the north-western part of the Coongan Belt (Figures 4.6). Here, 

north-east trending brittle faults offset stratigraphic units in a dextral sense. These faults terminate 

within felsic volcanics and clastic sediments of the Duffer Formation. Variations in stratigraphic thick

ness associated with these (Figure 4.6), indicate that these faults were active during extrusion and sed

imentation of the Duffer Formation. 

The faults are clearly visible on the aerial photographs, but in the field it is extremely difficult to 
record kinematic data. The faults themselves are not exposed, but their position can be located from 

outcrop patterns. In the vicinity of fault traces the host rocks are brecciated and extensively quartz 
veined. The footwall rocks are frequently gossaneous. Occasionally intrusive mafic dykes were found 

parallel to the fault trace. Both the volcanic and sedimentaty sequences vaty across the faults, and 

their thicknesses are clearly controlled by them (Figure 4.6). The stratigraphic sequence (see line A
B in Figure 4.6) in the fault blocks from west to east can be summarised as follows. A fine-grained 

basalt is overlain by coarse felsic volcano-clastic sediments. These are overlain by a clastic sequence 

with a coarsening up character, starting with a BIF followed by a carbonaceous sandstone sequence 
with well developed cross-bedding, giving a younging direction towards the east. The sandstone 

grades into a conglomerate with pebbles up to 40 cm in size of sandstone, BIF and volcanics. The 

thickness of the sandstone/conglomerate varies laterally from zoo to 700 m., generally thickening 
towards the north. This clastic sequence alternates with fault controlled wedges of felsic volcanics of 

the Duffer Formation, dated in this area at 345z±r6 Ma by V-Pb zircon dating (Pidgeon, [978a). It 
is concluded that the faults form an extensional fault array whose activity is well constrained in time 

to about 3450 Ma. The faults and the fault controlled wedges of Duffer Formation are blanketed by 
a zo m thick dolomite unit, containing stromatoloid structures that can be traced for a distance of zo 
km along strike. It is emphasized that all of the faults that affected sedimentation of the Duffer 

Formation terminate before or upon reaching this dolomite unit. The dolomite is commonly com

pletely silicified along strike and was mapped as a chert unit by DiMarco & Lowe (r989), who cor

related it with the Strelley Pool Chert in the North Pole area. It is in turn overlain by basalts with 

interflow cherts of the Salgash Subgroup (Figure 4.6). 
Deformation within the greenstone sequence enclosed within the above mentioned fault blocks 
increases towards the west. The felsic and mafic volcanics just show a bedding parallel foliation which 

is inhomogeneously distributed. Lineations are not developed. The deformation then increases to a 

maximum in an ultramafic unit in which a ductile greenschist facies shear zone, the Shark Gully 

Shear Zone, is developed (Figure 4.6). This shear zone is intruded and truncated by the post-tectonic 

Cooglegong Adamellite. The extension of the Shark Gully Shear Zone can be traced to the south
ern part of the Coongan Belt, ""here it joins the arnphibolite grade foliation of the SRSZ ( see also 
Figure 5.4 for a more detailed map of the Coongan Belt structures). The mylonitic foliation in the 
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shear zone is steeply dipping to the ENE. Stretching lineations and related shear-bands and crenula

tions indicate a dextral/east up sense of shear with a transport direction dipping 40-50° to the N-NE. 

The brittle NE trending extensional faults sole into this shear zone and are therefore assumed to be 

part of the same kinematic framework. The original transport direction, obtained by rotating the top 

of the sequence back to a horizontal position, is NE-SW with a top to the SW displacement. That 

is similar to the transport direction in the SRSZ. 

4.4 Discussion 

The nature and geometry of the Warrawoona Group depositional basin is largely unknown mainly
 

because of the absence of undefonned basement-cover contacts and the extensive post-depositional
 

deformation. Stratigraphic mismatches and recent geochronological work (Horwitz, 1986, 1990;
 

Krapez and Barley, 1987; Horwitz and Pidgeon, 1993; Barley, 1993; McNaughton et al., I993;
 
Krapez, 1993) indicate that the tabular stratigraphy as initially proposed by Hickman (1983) is inap

propriate. Evidence that there was a deformed and metamorphosed basement prior to deposition of
 

the Warrawoona Group is given by McNaughton et al. (1988) who dated zircons from a gabbroic
 
anorthosite from one of the greenstone enclaves in the South Daltons pluton at 3578±4 Ma. This is
 

supported by the evidence by Buick et al. (1995) that there is another greenstone sequence which
 

was deformed and metamorphosed prior to deposition of the upper Warrawoona Group. This is fur


ther evidence for an event prior to deposition of part of the Warrawoona Group. Morant (1984)
 

reported relatively high pressure metamorphic assemblages (kyanite-sillimanite) from the enclaves in
 
the South Daltons Pluton. However, the timing ofthese relatively high pressure assemblages is uncer


tain, and they may represent an old event, predating and not post-dating, deposition of the
 

Warrawoona Group as inferred by Bickle et al. (1985).
 
This study shows that a group of extensional structures, which influence sedimentation in the Duffer
 

Formation, is related to the ca.3460 event. They include low temperature brittle faults in the green

stones and a ductile shear zone in the Shaw Batholith (Figure 4.7a). The timing of the brittle exten

sional faults in the Coongan Belt is constrained by the age of the syn-tectonic Duffer Formation 

(3452± 16 Ma, Pidgeon, 1978), whereas the Split Rock Shear Zone (SRSZ) is inferred to have been 
active during intrusion of a wedge shaped granodiorite body, which has been dated at 3468±2 Ma 

(U-Pb, SHRIMP this study, Chapter 8). This is consistent with the 3467±6 Ma date of the North 

Shaw Suite (McNaughton et aI., I988, U-Pb zircon), which is within error of most other dates of 
the North Shaw Suite (Figure 4.3). The crystallization age of the granitoid sample in the intensely 

sheared part of the SRSZ in the Shaw batholith is 3469±3 Ma (U-Pb, SHRIMP, this study, Chapter 

8), constraining the age of the SRSZ to between 3469 and 3468 Ma. The basal shear zone truncat

ed grey gneisses dated at 345 r±l rna (U-Pb, SHRIMP, this study), indicating that the basal part of 

the SRSZ must have been active at least until 3450 Ma. This means that the SRSZ and the exten

sional fault array in the Coongan Belt are broadly contemporaneous structures at different levels in 

the crust. 

The SRSZ can, on geometrical grounds, be interpreted in two ways: I) the shear zone was originally 
a low angle thrust, 2) the shear zone was originally a low angle extensional contact. 
Both models are consistent with the following characteristics of the SRSZ: 
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Figure 4.7 
a Schematic block diagram of the Shaw Batholith showing the present geometry. The three dates shown are U-Pb
 
single zircon dates (see Chapter 8), the exact location of the samples are shown in Figure 8.1.
 
The date indicated with t is a conventional U-Pb zircon age of the Duffer Formation by Pidgeon (1978a),
 
IT= Taiga Taiga Subgroup.
 
b Conceptual model for the evolution of the Split Rock Shear Zone, the North Shaw Suite granitoid intrusion and
 
the extensional structures in the Coongan Belt greenstones.
 

Parallelism between the SRSZ shear zone, bedding in the supracrustals and magmatic layering in
 

the syn-kinematic North Shaw Suite.
 

The younging direction in greenstones is eastward, i.e. away from the contact.
 

The dome shaped foliation pattern combined with the unidirectional stretching lineation.
 

The consistent transport direction of eastern block to the WSW on the shear zones .
 
Tn both models the initial dome shape of the granitoid must have originated during this defornution 

phase, i.e. early in the evolution, in order to produce the characteristic foliation/lineation pattern. 
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This foliation/lineation pattern combined with a consistent transport direction to the WSW is in dis

tinct disagreement with a solid state diapiric model for granitoid emplacement. 

Additional geochronologic and metamorphic data are needed to conclusively distinguish between the 

extensional or compressional models (Wheeler & Butler, 1994). In its present orientation, combined 

with the east up sense of shear, the SRSZ has a thrust geometry. However, there is no evidence for 

metamorphic or large-scale stratigraphic repetition associated with the SRSZ. The steep metamor

phic gradient over the shear zone, juxtaposing low grade greenstones of the hanging wall against high 

grade gneisses in the foot wall block, and an accompanying rapid cransition from brittle to ductile 

conditions is more characteristic of an extensional structure than an compressional structure. Melting 

at deeper crustal level, producing granitoid intrusions at a higher crustal level can be the result ofboth 

crustal thickening and crustal thinning. The timing of intrusion however, is different relative to the 

main deformation event. Intrusion mainly post-dates deformation in the case of crustal thickening 

(England & Thompson, 1984) whereas it is synkinematic in crustal thinning (Buck et aI., 1988; 

Kuznir, 1987). The North Shaw Suite has intruded during deformation and is therefore more con
sistent with crustal thinning in an extensional regime. In a model on the effects of sheetlike intru

sions during deformation in extensional and compressional setcings, Pavlis (1996) has shown that in 

an extensional setting the main shear zone develops in the basal part of the granitoid sheet, similar to 

the SRSZ, whereas in a thrust regime the main shear zone develops at the top of the granitoid sheet. 
However, the most important argumenc for an extensional setting of the SRSZ is that it is contem
poraneous with the recorded bricde excensional structures in the Coongan Belt. 

An important early struccural/metamorphic event is supported by 4'Ar/]'Ar dating of hornblende in 

the SRSZ by Davids et. al. (1996). In that study the amphibolite facies metamorphic event in the 

western Coongan Belt and eastern Shaw area was constrained by a cooling age of 3240 Ma, provid

ing a minimum age of metamorphism, and spot fusion data of hornblende clasts indicating that the 

earliest metamorphic event may have been as old as 3520 Ma. It is however possible that part of the 
deformation recorded close to the contact between the Shaw and the Coongan Belt is the result of 

a later deformation event at ca. 3300 Ma (Chapter 5). Some of the locally developed low grade shear 
zones, cross-cutting the SRSZ, may be related to this younger event. It is therefore considered like

ly that some activity of the SRSZ system occurred at or after 3300 Ma. 
The combined data imply regional extension in the greenstones during deposition of the 

Warrawoona Group between 3470 and 3450 Ma, with a low-angle detachment zone at the top of 
the basement underlying the greenstones. This structure is identical to that seen in core-complexes 
(Crittenden et aI., 1980) in which forward migration of the active detachments has occurred (model 

2, Gautier & Brun, 1994). Doming is a characteristic of modern core-complexes and has been 
ascribed to unloading and isostatic rebound (Spencer, 1984; Buck et al.. [988; Wernicke and Axen, 
1988; Brun & van den Driessche, [994) and more recently to intrusion ofsill like magma bodies dur

ing deformation (Lister & Baldwin, 1993). In this last model, magmas are thought to intrude along 

the detachment fault in a wedge shaped geometry, thereby effectively lifting the supracrustal rocks, 

enhancing the dome geometry. The thermal effect of intrusions is to maintain ductile deformation 

even at a relatively high crustal level, thereby impeding the development ofbritde detachment faults. 
The geometrical and temporal relations in the eastern Shaw Batholith are in agreement with such a 

model. 
The doming has caused a back rotation of the former low-angle extensional shears along the eastern 
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margin into their present position, which now indicates a hanging wall up sense of shear (Figure 

4.7b). This is a feature common to core-complexes (Wernicke & Axen, [988 ; Lister & Davis, [989). 

The amphibolite grade of greenstone rocks directly adjacent to the Shaw Batholith is the likely result 

of a combination of the emplacement of mid-crustal rocks against greenstones during extensional 

shearing, and simultaneous intrusion of the North Shaw Suite in the SRSZ and into the overlying 

supracrustal rocks. To the north, where the SRSZ bends away from the contact, extensive low-grade 

greenstones adjacent to the less deformed North Shaw Suite support the view that metamorphism in 

the greenstones is not only the effect of intrusion of the North Shaw Suite but also the effect of the 

emplacement of mid-crustal rocks against the greenstones. 

The part with the normal sense of displacement in the metamorphic core-complex geometry would 

be expected on the western side of the Shaw Batholith. Unfortunately this side is cut and overprint

ed by the younger N-S trending MSZC and structures related to the earlier evolution can no longer 

be recognised. 
Similar syn-sedimentary brittle extensional structures have been found in other greenstone belts 

(Figure 5.9) in the North Pole area and the Marble Bar Belt (Nijman et aI., in press; this study 

Chapter 7). In the North Pole Belt the extensional faults pre-date the Strelley Pool Chert (Nijman 

et aI., in press), the felsic volcanics of the Duffer Formation are not developed in this area, but the 
Strelley Pool Chert is correlated to the dolomite unit in the Coongan Belt (DiMarco & Lowe, 1989). 

In the Marble Bar area, the extensional faults were active dnring deposition of the Duffer Formation 

(Nijman et aI., in press). Although the transport directions are not precisely established, they are con

sistent with a general westward transport direction of the hanging wall. 

The end product of the extensional phase would result in granitoid domes within the greenstone 

belts (Figure 4.7b). Therefore we suggest that the characteristic domal geometry of the eastern Pilbara 
is not solely the result oflate doming, but was initiated during the early extensional phase. As exten

sion occurred during intrusion and extrusion oflarge volumes of magma, the distribution and thick
ness of granitoids and volcanics are largely determined by the extensional geometry. It remains 

unclear whether the ca.3460 Ma extensional event represents the final stages of an earlier thickening 

event (extensional collapse) or is related to rifting. This is further discussed in Chapter 9. 

The eastern Pilbara has a long history post-dating the 3460 Ma extensional event. The main post

extensional thermal event was at ca. 3300 Ma, which is marked by granitoid intrusion. This mag
matic event was associated with a tectonic phase of recumbent folding and thrusting in the 

Warrawoona and lower Gorge Creek Group as described by Bickle et aI. (1985) and Boulter et al. 

(1987) in the Western Shaw area and in the Coongan Belt (Chapter 5). It is likely that steepening of 
previously formed structures, such as the eastern margin of the Shaw Batholith and part of the Split 

Rock shear zone, occurred during this event. 
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4· 5 Conclusions 

The data indicate that a complex of structures in both the Shaw Batholith and the Coongan Belt 

fonned during deposition of the Duffer Formation, i.e. between 3470 and 3450 Ma. These structures 

and kinematic relations are consistent with initial doming during deposition of the Warrawoona 

Group in an extensional tectonic regime. This resulted in a ductile detachment zone (the SRSZ) at 

the contact between gneisses in the Shaw Batholith and greenstones in the Coongan Belt, and brit

tle syndepositionallistric extensional faults in the Coongan Belt. During this event the North Shaw 

granodiorite intruded at the contact between gneisses and greenstones and doming of the underlying 

basement occurred. The tectonic scenario resembles that associated with modern 'core-complexes'. 

The initial dome shape of the granitoids may have been further enhanced during post Warrawoona 

deformation. However, structures described here are inconsistent with the solid state diapiric rise of 

granitoids into overlying greenstones. 



Chapter 5 

Structural developn1el1t and 

kinematics of compressional 

structures In greeI1stone belts, 

with emphasis on the Coongan Belt 

5. I Introduction 

The overall geometry ofgreenstone belts appears at first glance to be relatively simple: A layered vol


cano-sedimentary sequence surrounds ovoid granitoids (Mid-Archean) or forms linear belts between
 
granitoid terrains (Late-Archean).
 

Detailed structural analysis of most Archean greenstone belts is seriously hampered by poor outcrop
 

conditions and low relief in greenstone belts (Yilgarn, Abitibi). Structural work that was done shows
 
that the geometry of greenstone belts can be described in terms of relatively undeformed, but isocli


nally folded 'panels', separated by narrow ductile to brittle shear zones (Boulter et al., 1987; Kusky,
 

1990; Chown et al., 1992; de Ronde & de Wit, 1994; Myers, 1995). These structures are generally
 

interpreted in terms of fold and thrust belts, but have also been interpreted as second order structures
 
related to solid state diapirism (Anhaeusser et al., 1969; Hickman, [984; Collins, 1989; ]elsma & van
 

der Beek, 1993).
 

The greenstone belt stratigraphy typically consists of a number of volcano-sedimentary sequences,
 

separated by unconformities. In many cases, the nature of contacts (unconformity or shear zone) are
 

difficult to determine due to poor outcrop conditions. This can give rise to opposing interpretations
 
offield data in terms of tectonic setting (Bickle et al., 1994). Although outcrop conditions in the east


ern Pilbara greenstones are generally good, these problems must be kept in mind while analysing
 
structural/kinematic data.
 

In the Pilbara greenstone belts, Hickman (1983) described folds and cross-cutting brittle faults, which
 

he related to solid state diapirism. In a small area to the north west of the Shaw batholith, Bickle et
 

al, (1985) described recumbent folding and thrusting, intercalating gneisses and greenstones. They
 

interpreted these structures as part of an Alpine style orogenic belt. The direction of transport as well
 
as the extent of this belt remain unclear. Boulter et al. (1987) described thrust structures post-dating
 

the Warrawoona Group and Gorge Creek Group, but pre-dating deposition of the Lalla Rookh
 

Sandstone. In a study of the greenstones to the west of the Mt.Edgar Batholith, van Haaften & White
 

(in press) described layer parallel shears which were interpreted as thrusts with an initial ESE trans

port direction, reactivated with a NE transport direction.
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In this Chapter, the results will be presented of a detailed structural and kinematic study of the 

Coongan Belt, with emphasis on the compressional structures (early extensional structures are dis

cussed in Chapter 4). The results of this detailed study will be compared with structural and kine

matic data collected from surrounding greenstone belts (see Figure ).1), in order to assess the uni

tormity of the structural evolution. The timing and significance of compressional structures in the 

overall evolution of the Pilbara will be discussed. 

N 
YB 

50km 

120'OO'E 

Fortescue Group 

Whim Greek Group 

Gorge Creek Group 

Warrawoona Group 

Coonlerunah succesSIon 

Figure 5.1 Schematic overview map of the eastern Pilbara showing the greenstone belts discussed in this chapter. 
CD= Corunna Downs Batholith, CLB= Carlindi Batholith, ME= Mt. Edgar batholith, MU= Muccan Batholith, SB= 
Shaw batholith, STB= Strel/ey batholith, TB= Tambourah Dome, YB= Yule Batholith, MSZC= Mulgandinnah Shear 
Zone Complex. 

5.2 The Coongan Belt 

5.2.1 Background 

The Coongan Belt is a 70 km long and 14 km wide greenstone belt situated between the Shaw 
Batholith and the Corunna Downs Batholith. (Figure ).2). It consists mainly ofWarrawoona Group 
volcanics and minor sediments. In the north-west. a thick felsic volcanic sequence was dated at 
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Figure 5.2a Schematic map of the 
Coongan Belt showing the major strati
graphic subdivisions and isotopic dating. 
A-I>: refers to the stratigraphic sequence 
in Figure 5.2b 
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Figure 5.2b Stratigraphic sequence as found in the least deformed part (section A-N) of the Coongan Belt. Cross 
section A-N, on which the stratigraphic sequence is based, is shown in Figure 5.7, the trace of A-N is shown in 
Figure 5.2a. 

3452±I6 Ma (Pidgeon, 1978a), which is the age of the well constrained Duffer Fornlation. The cen
tral part of the Coongan Belt is usually interpreted as belonging to the Gorge Creek Group (Thorpe 

et aI., 1992; Barley, 1993; Krapez, 1993). However, there are no isotopic data to confirm this. 
Cooper et al. (1982) report Rb-Sr isochron ages for the contact between the Coongan Belt and the 

Corunna Downs Batholith. The felsic volcanics gave an isochron age of 3506±62 Ma, consistent with 

the age of the Duffer Formation. The Corunna Downs granite gave isochron ages of 3270±22 Ma 
and 3232±27 Ma. The Rb-Sr systematics of the granites may have been reset (Williams and Collins, 

1989), therefore these ages should be taken as minimum ages of granite emplacement. The eastern 

side of the Shaw batholith consists of the 3470 Ma North Shaw Suite (Bickle et aI.,I983; 
McNaughton et al.,1988) and the post-tectonic Cooglegong Adamellite dated at 2847±34 Ma (Pb

Pb whole-rock, Bickle et aI., 1989, see also Chapter 4) . 'OAr/lOAr cooling ages for hornblendes were 
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obtained for parts of the Coongan Belt by Davids et aI.(1997) and this study (Chapter 8). Their loca


tions are shown in Figure 5.2.
 

Structural studies in the Coongan Belt prior to this study are limited to a small area around Warrery
 

Gap (Figure 5.2) by Cooper et a!. (1982). They described the Warrery Anticline and its strongly foli


ated eastern limb. The syn-Duffer Formation extensional listric faults in the northwest Coongan Belt
 

have been described in Chapter 5 (Zegers et a!', 1996). In this section, the emphasis will be on struc


tures post-dating the early extensional phase.
 

5.2.2 Lithology and stratigraphy 
Due to the general structural disruption of the rocks in the Coongan Belt and obvious lateral strati

graphic variations, it is not possible to define and use a single stratigraphic sequence. However an 

outline can be obtained from the little deformed northeastern most part of the Coongan Belt. This 

stratigraphy will be compared to published stratigraphic and geochronological studies 

(Hickman,1983; Thorpe et aI., 1992; Krapez, 1993). 

From old to young (west to east) the lithologies in this traverse (A-A') are as follows (Figure 5.2a,b 
and 5.7a): An approximately 6 km thick mafic volcanic sequence, consisting of massive and pillow 
basalts and a large proportion (up to 40%) of dolerite and gabbro sills, contains a ca. 0.5 km thick 

deformed ultramafic unit and minor thin chert and BIF units. This sequence can reliably be assigned 

to the lower Warrawoona Group, the TaIga Talga Subgroup because it is overlain by the Duffer 

Fornlation. The Duffer Formation consists of mainly felsic volcanics (rhyolites, dacites and agglom
erates; DiMarco & Lowe, 1989) and sediments (BIF, sandstone and conglomerates), capped by a 20 
m thick dolomite unit, which contains stromatoloids. The thickness of the Duffer Formation varies 

between 1 and 3 km 
The dolomite is overlain by a massive to pillowed basalt to komatiitic basalt, which contains chert 

units at regular intervals. This unit is thought to be part of the upper Warrawoona Group, the Salgash 
Subgroup. In turn the basalt is overlain by a rhyolite and chert unit. The bedding of the pillow basalt 
makes a 22° angle with the bedding of the chert/rhyolite, indicating an unconformable contact. 

Although undated, the rhyolite unit is assumed to represent the ca. 3325 Ma (Thorpe et aI., 1992) 

Wyman Formation, the base of the Gorge Creek Group. Barley (1980) and I-Iickman (1983) previ
ously described local unconformities between the Salgash Subgroup and the Wyman Formation. The 

thick BlF which overlies the rhyolite can be correlated to the Cleaverville Formation. The rhyolite 
and BIF are unconformably covered by a thick cross-bedded sandstone unit with an angular uncon

formity angle of 28°. This sandstone should be interpreted as the equivalent of the Lalla Rookh sand

stone, if the overall stratigraphy for the eastern Pilbara holds for the Coongan belt. 

The major divisions of the Warrawoona Group (i.e. TaIga TaIga Subgroup, Duffer Formation and 

Salgash Subgroup) can be traced further south in the Coongan belt, although extensively disrupted, 

partly repeated and with large lateral variations (Figure 5.2 and 5.3). 
In the eastern Coongan Belt, the thick agglomerate unit next to the Corunna Down Batholith can 

reliably be correlated to the Duffer Formation because of its lithology and the Rb-Sr age. This 

implies that the basalt unit (2-3 km), forming the western limb of the Warrery Anticline, is part of 

the Salgash Subgroup. 
The central part of the Coongan Belt is not easily assigned to any particular part of the stratigraphy. 
It is intensely deformed, with a major ductile shear zone (Central Coongan Shear Zone, CCSZ), in 
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originally ultramafic rocks, forming the eastern part of the central Coongan Belt. In the northern part 

of the central Coongan Belt extensive intrusive ultramafic bodies occur, consisting of serpentinized 

dunite and pyroxenites. The strongly deformed rhyolite unit in the central Coongan Belt could pos

sibly be assigned to the Wyman Formation. 

5.2.3 Alteration and metamorphism 
Most of the Coongan Belt rocks show greenschist facies metamorphic assemblages (albite, actinolite


tremolite, epidote, cWorite, sericite, cWoritoid) and, in places, where they are not intensely
 

deformed, they preserve primary textures. Amphibolite facies grade rocks occur only in a zone ± I
 

km wide, adjacent to the two granitoids. These contact zones consist mainly of amphibolites, but in
 

one location in the southwestern Coongan Belt a thin schist unit containing large (5 em) gar


nets+muscovite+cWorite was found, constraining their metamorphic grade to upper greenschist


lower amphibolite facies.
 
Alteration is widespread in the Coongan Belt. Extensive alteration in the Pilbara greenstones was
 

already recognized in a regional geochemical survey by Hallberg (1974), who reported unacceptable
 
amounts of CO2 (>4 wt%) in most of the samples collected. Carbonate alteration is most conspicu


ous in the vicinity of shear zones, typically developed in ultramafic units, where Mg-bearing car


bonates are often the main mineral phase.
 
Undeformed basalts typically show alteration of plagioclase and are more or less carbonate altered.
 
Silicification is another very common alteration process. In some cases pillow basalts were found to
 

be completely silicified. However, silicification is most commonly related to deformation and typi


cally occurs throughout the greenstone belt as metre wide green cherts with an extremely strongly
 

developed SL fabric, indicating a tectonic connection to the silica alteration.
 

5.2.4 Structural development 
Deformation is inhomogeneously distributed in the Coongan Belt and is concentrated in N-S trend

ing shear zones (Figure 5.4). Between these shear zones are sheets, or panels of rocks, with a much 

lower deformation intensity. In some cases these panels preserve very early structures such as the 

extensional faults in the northwestern Coongan Belt (see Chapter 4). Usually the bedding and pri 

mary volcanic or sedimentary textures are preserved within these panels. Bedding is N-S trending 
and is folded on a regional scale within the panels. Large-scale examples of these folds are the Warrery 

anticline, and the Triberton Anticline (Figure 5-4). This folding is not easily recognised in homoge

neous mafic volcanics, but can be traced by reversal of the younging direction as deduced from pil 

low basalts. Fold hinges are tight with interlimb angles between 20° and 40° and are characterized by 

abundant folding and faulting. Where cherts, or especially, banded iron sequences are present (cen

tral Coongan Belt), the folding is much more obvious and parasitic folds are well developed on out

crop scale (Figure 5.6a). A contour plot of poles to the bedding in the Coongan Belt is shown in 

Figure 5.5a. The poles to the bedding form an E-W trending, steeply dipping great circle. The con
tour plot of the fold axis (Figure 5. 5b) shows shallowly to moderately north and south plunging fold 

axis, with a maximum for the shallowly north plunging axis. This fold axis orientation is consistent 
with the contour plot of the poles to the bedding. 
Within the fault bounded panels an axial planar foliation is developed that is steeply dipping, N-S 
trending and has an associated down-dip stretching lineation. This fabric is especially clear in agglom
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a Poles to bedding planes b Fold axis of the bedding C Poles to the foliation in shear zones 

N=56 (1 234567 x uniform) 

Stretching lineations east 
of the Witnell Shear Zone 

N=83 (1 23456 x uniform) N~325 (1 23 ... 10 x uniform) 

d Stretching lineations in the area west e Crenulation cleavages 
of the Witnell Shear Zone 

N=58 (1 23 ...... 8 x uniform) N=72 (1 35 x uniform) N=110 (1234 x uniform) 

Figure 5.5 Equal area stereographic plots of structural data in the Coongan belt 

erates and spherulitic basalts, where flattened clasts and spherulites define a foliation and 3-d strain 

markers are visible (Figure 5.6b). 

Shear zones 
The main shear zones in the Coongan Belt are the Shark Gully, Witnell, Warrery and, the largest, 

Central Coongan Shear Zone (Figure 5.4). These shear zones vary in width between 20 m and I km 
Thin shear zones (]- [Q m) have not been mapped, but are widespread in the panels between the 

major shear zones. Where the shear zones cut through incompetent rocks, such as sandstones, the 

shear zones narrow to a ]-5 m wide fault zone. An example of this occurs in the northward contin

uation of the Witnell Shear Zone. 

In the shear zones, an intense mylonitic foliation is developed, formed by various greenschist facies 

minerals (chlorite, talc, serpentine and carbonates). The mylonitic foliation is usually planar when 

developed in a homogeneous rock type, but forms an anastomosing pattern on a cm-km scale where 

boudins of more competent rocks occur. These boudins may consist of boudinaged quartz veins, 

cherts, or massive spinifex textured komatiites or coarse-grained pyroxenites. Other than in these 
boudins, the original textures have been completely transposed by the strong foliation. 
Figure 5.5 c shows a contour plot of the poles to the mylonitic foliation measured in the Coongan 
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Belt. Although there is a significant spread in foliation orientation, there is a clear point maximum 

for N-S trending, subvertical foliations. 

A stretching lineation is usually present in the shear zones. It is marked by elongate carbonates, chlo

rite and occasional actinolites, and is particularly well developed on quartz veins or cherts that have 

been caught up in the shear zones, but less so in chlorite rich rocks. Close to the Shaw Batholith, in 

the amphibolite zone, lineations are formed by oriented hornblende grains (see also Chapter 4). The 

stretching lineations have been plotted in two separate contour plots (Figure 5.5d,e), one for the part 

of the Coongan Belt west of the Witnell Shear Zone and one for the rest of the Coongan Belt. This 

was done to test whether lineations in the western subarea, probably related to the early extensional 

deformation phase (see Chapter 4), show a different pattern than lineations in the rest of the Coongan 

Belt, which are thought to be related to a later deformation event. The stretching lineations in the 

western subarea (Figure 5.5e) show a well defined maximum plunging 70° to 070, entirely consistent 

with the orientation of stretching lineations in the Split Rock Shear Zone (Chapter 4). In the east

ern subarea lineations are more variable (Figure 5.5d), but show a maximum of lineations plunging 
steeply to the south. A number of shallowly plunging lineations were recorded on the Corboy Fault, 

a NW trending section of the southern Central Coongan Shear Zone and on parts of the Witnell 

Shear Zone (Figure 5.4). 
Whereas most shear zones in the Coongan Belt are developed in the greenschist facies, the Warrery 

Shear Zone is an exception. This shear zone forms the eastern limb of the Warrery Anticline (Figure 
5.4) and dies out towards the south. A strong mylonitic foliation and lineation are developed in a 

tuffaceous layer over a width of 500 m. The SL fabric is formed by quartz, hornblende and plagio

clase. Biotite granodiorite veins, similar in appearance to the Corunna Downs granodiorite, intrude 
the mylonitic foliation at a small angle and are boudinaged with the boudin axis perpendicular to the 

stretching lineation, which is steeply to moderately north plunging, in contrast to the mainly south 

plunging lineation in other shear zones (Figure 5.6c). This structural! intrusive relation shows that 
the Warrery Shear Zone was active during intrusion of the granodiorite, i.e. at 3340 Ma, see Chapter 

8. 

Kinematics 
In the western subarea the sense of shear is consistently ENE up. Kinematic indicators include horn
blende and garnet porphyroclasts close to the Shaw Batholith, and S-C fabrics and shear-bands 

(Chapter 4). In one location, a later east-down reactivation could be deduced (Figure 5.6d). At this 

location (Figure 5-4), a subvertical anastomosing mylonitic foliation and down-dip stretching lin
eation is developed in a pillow basalt. The pillows act as more rigid objects and show an internal S 

foliation, indicating an initial east-up sense of shear. The S foliation subsequently formed drag folds 

Figure 5.6 Photographs of:
 
a) BIF of the Gorge Creek Group shOWing assymetric parasitic fold in the central Coongan Belt
 
b) Co-axial foliation and lineation developed in the Duffer Formation agglomerate in the eastern Coongan Belt.
 
c) Granitic boudins intruded during activity on the Warrery Shear Zone in the eastern Coongan belt. The coin has a
 
diametre of 2 cm.
 
d) Shear sense reversal in pillow basalt in the western subarea, in the Taiga Taiga Subgroup. The Sfoliation is
 
formed during the east up sense of shear and subsequently dragged into folds on the rim of the pillow during
 
shear sense reversal.
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Figure 5.6a Figure 5.6b 

Figure 5.6c Figure 5.6d 
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Figure 5.6e Figure 5.6f 

Figure 5.69 Figure 5.6h 
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Figure 5.6 Photographs of:
 
e) Dm-scale S-C fabric in a chert unit in eastern sub

area, showing an east-up sense of shear
 
f) Photomicrograph of the Central Coongan Shear
 
Zone mylonite with epidote (ep) grains as clasts, indi

cating an east-up sense of shear. Width of the pho

tomicrograph is 0.2 mm.
 
g) Boudinaged quartz vein in the Central Coongan
 
Shear Zone formed during east-up sense of shear, but
 
shortened during subsequent west-up sense of shear.
 
h) Photomicrograph of randomly oriented actinolite
 
grains growing over the mylonitic fabric (m) of the
 
Central Coongan Shear Zone. Width of photomicro

graph is 0.4 mm.
 
i) NW-SE trending crenulation cleavage (Scr) as seen
 
in the Central Coongan Shear Zone overprinting the
 
mylonitic foliation (Sm)' The coin is 2 cm in diametre.
 

in the rim of the pillows, indicating an east

down reactivation of the mylonite. 
In the eastern subarea, the sense of shear record

ed in the shear zones is usually E up (Figure 5.4). 
This sense of shear prevails in most of the CCSZ Figure 5.6i
 

and its splays, the northern part of the Witnell
 

Shear Zone and the Warrery Shear Zone. Kinematic indicators include S-C fabrics, shear-bands, and
 

asymmetric clasts or boudins, found in outcrops or in thin sections. Figure 5.6e shows adm-scale S


C fabric, indicating an E up sense of shear, found in a silicified splay of the CCSZ. Typical
 
microstructures from the CCSZ mylonite are shown in Figure 5.6f, where epidote grains form asym


metric clasts.
 

Isoclinal asymmetric folding occurs frequently in the shear zones but is not considered to be a reli


able kinematic indicator. The fold axis of these folds, typically developed in chert bands, are variable
 
but mostly parallel the stretching lineation. The folds have sheath fold geometries on various sales
 
(cm-km).
 

In two locations in the CCSZ, indications were found for later west up reactivation of the CCSZ
 

(see Figure 5.4 for locations I 19°41'E21°45'S and I 19°41'E2I033'S).
 

In the south CCSZ, in a riverbed outcrop, a subvertical mylonitic foliation is developed which con

tains a boudinaged quartz vein, with the boudin axis perpendicular to the stretching lineation (Figure
 

5.6g). The boudinage is interpreted to have formed during the initial E up event. The boudins have
 

subsequently been flattened, forming a foliation with an S orientation in a west up kinematic frame


work.
 

In the central part of the Coongan Belt, a sample shows microstructural evidence of west up reacti


vation. Asymmetric folds related to an east up sense of shear are cut by west up shear-bands. The
 

west up sense of shear is developed on a small number of strands of the CCSZ and the Witnell Shear
 
Zone.
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Diformation and metamorphism post-dating shear zones 
In a number of samples, randomly orientated grains of tremolite or muscovite have overgrown both 

the east up and west up mylonitic foliation (Figure 5.6h). 

The mylonitic foliation is overprinted by a regionally developed ESE trending crenulation cleavage 

(Figure 5.6i) This cleavage is usually not developed in the less foliated rocks away from the shear 

zones, but does occur throughout the Coongan Belt in previously foliated zones. The mineralogy of 

the crenulation cleavage is the same as the mylonitic foliation. A relation between the crenulation 

cleavage and the random muscovite and tremolite was not observed. 

Limited parts of the shear zones have been reactivated by brittle timlting with a strike-slip sense of 

shear (Witnell Shear Zone), as indicated by sub-horizontal stretching lineations or slickensides. A 

sinistral sense of shear is associated with the sub-horizontal lineations. The Corboy Fault is another 

example of late strike-slip faulting, but the sense of shear could not be deduced. 

5.2.5 Geometrical/kinematic model for the Coongan Belt 
In order to construct a structural/kinematic model for the Coongan Belt, the structures need to be
 

interpreted in 3 dimensions. This step is not straight forward since outcrops are flat and essentially
 
provide a 2 dimensional view. There are no detailed geophysical data available on the Pilbara Craton
 

that could provide the third dimension. Therefore, a number of assumptions need to be made for the
 

deeper parts of the Coongan Belt.
 
Geophysical studies in the Kaapvaal and Yilgarn Craton and the Superior Province have consistent


ly shown that greenstones do not extend to a depth greater than 5-7 km (de Beer & Stettler, 1988;
 

Drummond et a!', 1993; Jackson et aI., 1995) and are underlain by a mainly felsic granitic crust to the
 
Moho depth of ca. 30 km (Drummond & Collins, 1986). The base of the greenstone belts and the
 

underlying rocks are dominated by subhorizontal structures in contrast to the subvertical structures
 

in the greenstones (Goleby et a!', 1993).
 
Although such detailed seismic profiles are not available for the Pilbara Craton, the above character

istics are assumed to hold for the Coongan Belt. The vertical sections, shown in Figure 5.7, were
 

constructed assuming a maximum depth of the greenstones of 7 km and a flat base to the greenstones.
 

Section A-A' was constructed in the least deformed part and shows the stratigraphic sequence. The
 

Warrawoona and Gorge Creek Group are overturned and are unconformably covered by the Lalla
 
Rookh Sandstone, which in turn is unconformably covered by the flat lying Fortescue Group. Note
 

that the Lalla Rookh Sandstone is offset by a brittle strand of the Witnell Fault.
 

Section B-B' shows the more complex structures in the central Coongan Belt. Here, the Split Rock
 

Shear Zone is thought to flatten towards the east, thereby providing the flat base to the greenstones.
 

The relatively undeformed panel between the Witnell Shear Zone and the Shark Gully Shear Zone
 
preserves the early (3460 Ma) extensional structures (Chapter 4). The Triberton Anticline forms the
 

hanging wall anticline to the Witnell Shear Zone thereby causing the doubling of the stratigraphy
 

(Duffer formation) and is consequently interpreted as a thrust zone. The strongly folded Cleaverville
 

BIF occupies a wedge between the Triberton Anticline and a strand of the CCSZ. The central intru


sive ultramafic body contains localized shear zones that may have repeated it. Directly to the south
 

of section B-B' a thrust culmination is present, where a 10 m thick BIF is repeated several times due
 
to thrusting. The younging direction in these BlF units is to the cast.
 

The CCSZ forms the boundary between the intrusive ultramafics and a felsic unit, equivalent to the
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Figure 5.7 Vertical sections of three traverses in the Coongan Belt, see text for discussion 
For legend and transects see Figure 5.3 and 5.4. 
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Wyman Formation, on the western side and the western limb of the Warrery Anticline to the east.
 

The eastern limb of the Warrery Anticline is truncated by the Warrery Shear Zone.
 

Section C-C' shows a similar geometry to B-B', with relatively undeformed but folded panels
 

between shear zones, but simpler because it is not disturbed by the ultramafic intrusives.
 

5.3 Structures in other greenstone belts 

In order to be able to judge to what extent the structural and kinematic characteristics of the 

Coongan belt (extension and compression) apply to other greenstone belts in the eastern Pilbara a 

number of other greenstone belts will be discussed briefly. The structural and kinematic data pre

sented for these belts is usually based on a small number of traverses, on 1:50.000 scale, and not on 

detailed mapping. 

The most important shear zones, and their kinematic data, are summarized in Figure 5.8 

5.3.1 The Tambourah Belt 
The Tambourah Belt (Figure 5.1) consists of mainly mafic volcanics with minor chert units and a 

number of pelitic units. No isotopic dates are available on the volcanics but they are thought to be 

part of the Warrawoona and Gorge Creek Group (Krapez, 1993). The metamorphic grade is green

schist facies in the centre of the belt but increases to amphibolite facies towards the granitoids. 

The eastern half of the Tambourah Belt is weakly to moderately foliated with a steeply west dipping 
foliation. The foliation forms the axial plane to tightly folded bedding planes with a shallowly north 

plunging fold-axis. The eastern margin shows a strong mylonitic foliation with a down-dip stretch

ing lineation and a west up sellSe of shear predating the sinistral sense of shear on the Mulgandinnah 

Shear Zone Complex (Chapter 6). 

The western half of the Tambourah Belt consists of amphibolite with a N-S trending steeply dipping 
foliation and I 5-30oN pitching stretching lineation formed by blue hornblende. In the Tambourah 

Dome, this foliation and lineation are associated with a dextral sense of shear. In the centre of the 

Tambourah Belt, a 100-200 m wide N-S trending chlorite-carbonate mylonite is developed. The 

mylonitic foliation is subvertical with a subhorizontallineation; the sense of shear was not established. 
Randomly oriented green amphiboles grow over the fabric in the western part of the belt. 

A cWoritic mylonite with a sinistral sense of shear forms the western contact of the Tambourah Belt 

with the Yule Batholith. This mylonite overprints the randomly oriented amphiboles. 

Both the amphibolite grade foliation and the greenschist facies shear zone at the contact are folded 

on a IO km scale, forming the Tambourah Dome. The pitch of the lineations remains constant, indi

cating that folding occurred after the development of the SL fabrics. 

An 4'Arl"Ar study by Wijbrans and McDougall (1987) showed a cooling age for the blue hornblende 

of ca. poo Ma, whereas the overprinting thermal event was dated by them at ca. 2950 Ma. 

Some of the structures with down-dip lineations in the eastern Tambourah Belt may be preserved 

fold and thrust structures, but the strike-slip kinematics is dominant in both the amphibolite and 

greenschist grade shear zones. 
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Figure 5.8 Summarized structural data in greenstone belts in the eastern Pilbara, see text for discussion. 
TB= Tambourah belt, CB= Coongan Belt, KB= Kelly Belt, MBB= Marble Bar belt, CGB= Coppins Gap Belt, 
NPB= North Pole Belt. 
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5.3.2 Kelly Belt 
The Kelly Belt consists of the Duffer Formation, part of the Salgash Subgroup and Wyman 

Formation, dated at ca. 3325 Ma (Thorpe et aI., I992). These rocks are intruded by the Boobina 

Porphyry, dated at 3307 Ma (Pidgeon, 1984). Sills and dykes of pyroxenite and dunite intrude the 

volcano-sedimentary sequence. 

The metamorphic grade of the Kelly belt is lower greenschist facies. Only a zone of 20 m next to 

the Corunna Downs Batholith attains amphibolite facies. 

The most striking characteristic of the Kelly Belt is the very low intensity of deformation. A weak 

foliation is developed in the agglomerate next to the Corunna Downs Batholith, but otherwise rocks 

are unfoliated with steeply, east cupping bedding planes, younging to the east. An early NE trending 

fault, intruded by the Boobina porphyry, preserves a down-dip lineation. The major structure in the 

Kelly Belt is the Lionel Fault, which shows a dominant dextral sense of shear. In the vicinity of the 

Lionel Fault, a number of older NE trending faults occur with a down-dip lineation, as well as folds 

with subhorizontal toldaxes. The Lionel tmlt may have been a reactivated older structure, but has 
been active after deposition of the Wyman Formation, which it truncates. 

5.3.3 The Warrawooua Belt 
The Warrawoona Belt consists of Warrawoona Group volcanics with a wedge of felsic volcanics in
 

the western part of the belt which are thought to be part of the Wyman Formation (Hickman, I 983).
 
The Warrawoona Belt is probably the most intensely deformed belt in the Eastern Pilbara and con


sists of an amphibolite facies northern zone, a weakly deformed southern zone and the Central
 

Warrawoona Shear Zone (CWSZ) which forms the contact between the latter two zones. The
 
southern zone and the CWSZ both contain greenschist facies assemblages. Kloppenburg et a1. (I997)
 

give a detailed description of the structures in the Warrawoona belt.
 

The northern zone is characterized by steep foliations forming a semi-circle with consistently SSW
 
plunging stretching lineations, the sense of shear is SSW up, with occasionally a late N up reactiva

tion. The Southern Zone is weakly foliated with a number ofE-W trending shear zones in the west


ern part with east plunging lineations and an east up sense of shear. The CWSZ is situated in a car

bonate altered ultramafic unit and consists of a chlorite-carbonate mylonite with a subvertical folia


tion. The kinematic history is complex and involves an early south up sense of shear, followed by an
 
oblique dextral sense of shear, locally overprinted by a sinistral sense of shear.
 

The timing of deformation is uncertain but postdates the Warrawoona Group and the Wyman
 

Formation. The CWSZ truncates all other structures.
 

5.3.4 The Marble Bar Belt
 
The Marble Bar Belt is the type area of the Warrawoona Group stratigraphy. The volcanics show
 

greenschist facies assemblages but in general preserve primary textures. Van Haaften & White (in
 

press) describe a number of strike parallel greenschist tacies shear zones in the type area of the lower
 

Warrawoona Group. These occur as narrow shear zones in the North Star Basalt and the Mt. Ada
 

Basalt, whereas the McPhee Formation, which was mapped as a schist, is in fact mainly a shear zone.
 

They distinguish an early ESE directed extensional event followed by an east directed thrusting
 
event. One of the main shears, that forms the contact between the Mt. Ada Basalt and the Duffer
 
Formation, is reactivated with a transport direction to the northeast during intrusion of a Mt. Edgar
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granodiorite (ca. 3300 Ma). They found evidence for an even later NW-SE compressional event. 

The result of the tectonic disturbance of the lower Warrawoona Group in the type section is that the 

type section can not be regarded as an undisturbed stratigraphic sequence, but is a lithotectonic 

sequence. 

5.3.5 Coppin Gap Greenstone Belt 
The Coppin Gap Greenstone Belt consists in part of the Duffer Formation and Salgash Subgroup 

mafic volcanics overlain by a felsic volcanic unit and a strongly folded BIF sequence, both thought 

to be part of the Gorge Creek Group (Hickman, 1983), which are in turn unconformably overlain 

by a thick sandstone sequence. Metamorphic assemblages do not exceed greenschist facies. Structures 

in the central-northern part are complex and include intense folding and shearing. 

In the southern, less deformed part, a number of extensional faults occur, that influence the thick

ness of the Duffer Formation. They £'mlts are consistent with an approximately E-W extensional set

ting (Nijman et aI., in press). These are cut by bedding parallel shear zones situated in carbonate 
altered ultramafic units, one of which is the Bamboo Creek Shear Zone, described in detail in 

Chapter 7. In the Bamboo Creek area, the NW trending shear zone shows an early sinistral sense of 

shear with a stretching lineation pitching 45° SE, followed by a more horizontal dextral sense of 
shear. Nijman et ai. (1995) described these shear zones as west-vergent thrust zones causing doubling 

of the stratigraphy in the Shay Gap Belt. 
A similar shear zone was found in the northern part of the Coppin Gap Greenstone Belt (Figure 7.8 

and 8.1). This 50 m wide, subvertical, 030 trending bedding parallel shear zone contains a 20° N 
pitching stretching lineation and shows a dextral sense of shear. It is truncated and unconformably 

covered by an E-W trending, steeply to moderately south dipping, sandstone unit, indicating that the 

shear zone must have been passively tilted atter deposition of the sandstone unit. 

After deposition of the clastic sediments, the greenstones were steepened, forming a synclinal struc
ture with a well preserved southern limb. The northern limb is truncated and strongly sheared by a 

late E-W trending shear zone at the contact with the Muccan Batholith, the South Muccan Shear 

Zone. This shear zone shows an early sinistral sense of shear followed by dextral sense of shear. 

5.3.6 The North Pole Dome area 
The stratigraphy of the North Pole Dome area, famous tor its stromatolites (Dunlop et aI., 1978), has 

been studied extensively (e.g. Dunlop & Buick, 1981; Buick, 1985), and is generally interpreted as a 
shallow marine environment. Large barite deposits occur, which are thought to represent baritized 

gypsum evaporites (Barley, 1992; Lambert et al., 1978) 

In a detailed structural and sedimentological study of the North Pole Dome area, Nijman et ai. (In 
press) describe early syn-Warrawoona Group extensional faults. These are interpreted as north-block

down growth faults in a NE-SW extensional setting. The barite deposits are shown to be related to 

these extensional faults, similar to black smokers in modern oceanic settings (Nijman et al., in press). 

In the southern part of the North Pole Dome area a number of strike parallel E-W trending shear 

zones occur which are interpreted as east-vergent thrust zones active prior to tilting of the bedding 

around the North Pole Dome (Nijman et aI., in press). 
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5 ·4 Discussion 

The greenstone belts in the eastern Pilbara show varying deformation intensities, but are always inho

mogeneously deformed on regional scales, with deformation sometimes concentrated in narrow shear 

zones. Since the most deformed rocks are most easily weathered and very difficult to sample, this can 

easily give the false impression that the greenstones are little deformed. Another consequence of the 

inhomogeneous deformation and weathering is skewed sampling for geochemical studies, since rocks 

collected for geochemical studies need to be fresh and thereby preferentially undeformed. One of the 

consequences is that ultramafic rocks, which predominantly form shear zones, are under sampled in 

the Pilbara. 

In this section the results and implications of the structural study of the Coongan Belt will be dis

cussed first. These will be placed in the larger framework of the eastern Pilbara with results of struc

tural studies in different greenstone belts. 

The structural studies in the Coongan Belt show that the belt consists of a steepened fold and thrust 

belt with a dominantly E up sense of shear. In the past, structures in greenstone belts in the Pilbara 
have been interpreted in terms of interdiapir synclines (Hickman, [983; Collins, [989; Delors et aI., 

1991). This detailed study shows that the structures in the Coongan Belts are at odds with such an 
interpretation. This is best seen when structures in the Coongan Belt are compared with the cen

trifuge model of Dixon & Summers (1983) for interdiapir synclines. A number of characteristics of 

the structures in the Coongan Belt are in agreement with this model. These include: a strong hori

zontal contraction and vertical extension, and folds with subhorizontal axes. However, no areas of 

vertical constrictional strain were found. The main characteristics that disagree with the solid state 

diapir model are the asymmetry of the belt and the lUnematics. The Coongan Belt structures are 

strongly asymmetric with thrust vergences consistently towards the west throughout the belt. 
Deformation intensity and geometry are not symmetrical with respect to the central axis of the belt. 

The formation of the Warrery Anticline cannot be understood in the context of a diapiric interpre

tation. 

If the density contrast between granites and greenstones is the driving force for solid state diapiric 
deformation, then shear localization would be expected to occur at the contact between greenstones 

and granitoids. The shear zone at the contact should in that case always indicate a granitoid up sense 

of shear. This is not the case in the Coongan Belt. Deformation is not always most intense at the 

contact between granites and greenstones, many of these contacts are intrusive and where shear zones 

occur at the contact (southern Shaw contact), the sense of shear can be convincingly shown to be 
greenstones up relative to the granites. 

The 3-d structure of the Coongan Belt appears to consists of a west-vergent, steepened fold and 

thrust belt. These compressional structures overprint structures formed in an extensional regime at 

ca. 3460 Ma. Although the early structures are in a favorable orientation to be reactivated during 

thrusting, this appears to have happened only to a small extent as indicated by the different lineation 

trends for the extensional and compressional phase. At greater depth the SRSZ is interpreted to form 

the detachtment to the thrust zones. 

The timing of detormation in greenstone belts is not easily established, due to large uncertainties in 
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the age of stratigraphic units. The extensional structures in the Coongan Belt are constrained in time 

between 3470 and 3450 Ma, as discussed in Chapter 4. If the stratigraphic correlations as proposed in 

Figure 5.2 are correct, the compressional deformation in the Coongan Belt must at least partly post

date the lower Gorge Creek Group. The youngest unit that is clearly part of, and incorporated into 

the fold and thrust belt is the thick ElF unit which is probably part of the Gorge Creek Group 

(Figure 5.7). The Lalla Rookh sandstone unit is partly cut by a strand of the Witnell Shear Zone; this 

may, however, be due to late brittle reactivation of the strand. 

Another source of information on the timing of deformation are the"Arl"Ar cooling ages of amphi

boles from the Coongan Belt (Davids et al., 1997 and Chapter 8). A number of cooling ages in the 

Coongan Belt fall between 3309 and 3197 Ma. The 3340±6 Ma age for hornblende from the con

tact aureole at Warrery Gap, providing the best estimate of the age of the Warrery Shear Zone, is 

not included because it is related to granitoid intrusion, and the Warrery Shear Zone may be relat

ed to granitoid intrusion and not to the E-W compressional phase.The 3 I 97±22 Ma age ofpost-tec
tonic actinolites in the Central Coongan Shear Zone provides an upper constraint to the thrusting 

event. Other cooling ages in the Coongan Belt (ca. 3030 Ma and ca. 2950 Ma) are thought to record 

the age of post-tectonic plutons in the Shaw Batholith and possibly strike-slip reactivation of shear 
zones. 

Therefore, the best estimate for the age of the compressional deformation in the Coongan Belt from 
Argon data is between 3309 Ma and poo Ma. If the stratigraphic correlation is correct, and the fel

sic volcanic in the central part of the Coongan Belt is the equivalent of the Wyman Formation, this 

gives a similar constraint, to between 3325 and 3200 Ma. 

The timing of these structures in the Coongan Belt agree well with the compressional structures 

described by Boulter et al.(1987), i.e. after deposition of the Gorge Creek Group and before depo
sition of the Lalla Rookh Sandstone, probably between 3300 and poo Ma (Wijbrans & McDougall, 

1987). The structures in the western Shaw area are consistent with E-W compression. 

In the Coongan Belt, all greenschist facies shear zones are situated in carbonate altered ultramafic 

units. This is not the case for amphibolite grade shear zones such as the Warrery Shear Zone, which 

is situated in a tuffaceous unit, or parts of the Split Rock shear zone which are situated in mafic vol
canics. This shows that under greenschist facies conditions the particular composition of carbonate 

altered ultramafics, consisting mainly of Mg-rich carbonates and chlorite, is the weakest unit in the 

greenstone belt sequence. Because these units are invariably strongly deformed, it is not possible to 
distinguish originally intrusive ultramafic units (sills) from volcanic ultramafic units. The contacts 

with other units are too deformed to identifY intrusive relations or flow top breccias. The carbonate 
alteration must have occurred at an early stage, prior to deformation. Unaltered ultramafics are 

extremely strong (Drury et a!', 1991) and would not have been the preferential site for a shear zone 

to develop. 

Although the geometry of the Coongan belt is dominated by the fold and thrust structures, there arc a 

number of later structures and reactivations of older shear zones. These include a west up reactivation 

of shear zones in the CCSZ, and west of the CCSZ, steepening of the bedding and structures after 

deposition of the Lalla Rookh sandstone, as indicated by the steep dips of the Lalla Rookh Sandstone, 
minor strike-slip movelnents and the development ofa NW-SE trending crenulation cleavage. 

The steepening of the bedding and structures and the west up reactivation may be related to a late 
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doming event around the batholiths. This could be caused by the intrusion oflate stage granitoids or 

by a weak solid state diapiric process. The sinistral strike-slip movements could be related to late 

(2930 Ma) large-scale strike-slip deformation in the MSZC (Chapter 6). The NW-SE trending 
crenulation cleavage indicates a NE-SW compressional event that was not recognized in other green

stone belts. 

Structural studies in the greenstone belts in the area between the Mulgandinnah Lineament and the 

Lionel Lineament show that there are many similarities with the Coongan Belt. Typically, early syn

Duffer Formation brittle growth faults precede a compressional phase forming fold and thrust belts. 

Deformation is concentrated in carbonate altered ultramafic units, where greenschist facies bedding 

parallel shear zones occur. The southern Kelly Belt is unusual because it does not contain these shear 

zones. All deformation in the Kelly belt is taken up by brittle faults. The belt contains a number of 

bedding parallel intrusive ultramafic dikes. These may represent the undeformed equivalent of the
 

strongly deformed ultramafics in other belts.
 
It is important to note that the compressive structures in some greenstones have been passively rotat


ed at1:er formation. This is best shown in the northern Coppin Gap Belt, where a bedding parallel
 

shear zone in the Shay Gap Belt is truncated and unconformably covered by a now moderately south
 
dipping sandstone unit.
 

The general pattern appears to be of doming of greenstones around granitoids after deposition of the
 

(Lalla Rookh ?) sandstone unit, strengthening the pattern of initial doming that developed during the
 
3460 Ma extensional phase (Chapter 4). This causes folding of the bedding and earlier structures in
 

broad synclines between the granitoids. This is least apparent in the North Pole area, where the bed


ding consistently dips shallowly away from the North Pole granitoid, but is strongly developed in the
 

Coppin Gap Belt where structures and bedding are folded in an E-W trending synclinal structure. In
 

the Coongan Belt this pattern is not as obvious because the structures were already N-S trending.
 
However the steeply NE dipping upper sandstone unit indicates that the main tilting occurred at a
 

late stage in the Coongan Belt as well, so that the steepening of the thrust structures must be a late
 
feature.
 

To reconstruct the original transport direction during thrusting and, during the earlier extensional
 

phase, the bedding and bedding parallel structures must be rotated back to a near horizontal position,
 
eliminating the effect of the late stage doming. This was done for all major structures in the green


stone belts whose nature (extension or thrusting) are well established. The resulting transport direc


tions are shown in Figure 5.9. Strike-slip zones such as the Central Warrawoona Shear Zone
 

(CWSZ) and the South Muccan Shear Zone (SMSZ) have not been rotated because they truncate
 

other structures and there is no indication that they have been rotated. The pattern that emerges
 

shows a general E-W compressional event throughout the study area, but with reversal of the trans


port direction across the CWSZ and SMSZ strike-slip shear zones. The west ward continuation of
 

the CWSZ is uncertain because the area is covered by Fortescue Group rocks, but is tentatively
 

drawn in Figure 5.9. These E-W trending strike-slip-faults can be regarded as transfer faults in the
 

thrust system. West of the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone, in the Tambourah Belt, structures are domi


nated by late strike-slip deformation, obscuring older structures.
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Figure 5.9 Transport directions in different greenstone belts is the eastern Pilbara for the ±3460 Ma extensional 
event and the 3300-3200 Ma compressional event. The transport directions were obtained by undoing the late 
rotation due to doming around granitoids, See text for discussion. 

5.5 Conclusions 

1. Structures and kinematics in the Coongan Belt are consistent with a west-vergent steepened fold 

and thrust belt. 

2, Greenschist facies thrust zones are invariably situated in carbonate altered ultramafic units. These 

units have undergone carbonate alteration prior to the development of the shear zones, mechan

ically softening the ultramafic rocks. 
3 The cotnpressional structures in the Coongan Belt forrned betvveen 3360 Ma and 3200 Ma, prior 

to deposition of the Lalla Rookh Sandstone. 
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4.	 The fold and thrust belt structures and the Lalla Rookh sandstone in the Coongan Belt were 

steepened during a late stage doming event postdating deposition of the Lalla Rookh Sandstone 

unit. 

S.	 Similar fold and thrust structures were found in other greenstone belts. An exception is the Kelly 

Belt, which is very little deformed. 

6.	 If the late stage doming effect is undone, the compressional structures show a consistent E-W 

compressional direction in a large part of the eastern Pilbara, between the MSZC and the Lionel 

Fault. 

However, the transport direction is partitioned into east- and west-vergent areas, separated by E-W 

trending transfer zones such as the Central Warrawoona Shear Zone and the South Muccan Shear 

Zone. 



Chapter 6 

Craton scale shear zones In the 

Pilbara; a detailed study of the 

Mulgandinnal~ Shear Zone Complex2 

6. I Introduction 
Major shear zones are important structural features in crustal blocks of all ages. In orogenic belts they 

often form the boundary between dit1erent tectonostratigraphic terranes]. In recent years, terrane 

analysis has been applied successfully to Archean cratons (Myers, 1995; de Ronde & de Wit, 1994; 

Jackson & Cruden, 1995). The recognition and structural/kinematic study ofpossible terrane bound
aries is an important step towards unraveling the often complex tectonic evolution of such areas. In 

addition, m;~or shear zones in Archean terrains also have an important economic significance, 

because large lode gold deposits, late in the history of the belts, tend to be spatially associated with 
them (Bursnall 1989; Eisenlohr et al., 1989; Groves et a!., [992). 

The Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain has been subdivided into a number of tectonostratigraphic 

domains on the basis oflithostratigraphic studies (Krapez & Barley 1987, Krapez 1993). However, the 
boundaries between these domains, formed by north- to northeast-trending lineaments (Figure 3.1) 

have not been studied in detail. Here, we report on a detailed structural study ofpart of one of these 
boundary structures, the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex (MSZC). This is a major ductile shear 
zone in the eastern Pilbara and forms the western part of the Shaw Batholith, where it truncates the 

Split Rock Shear Zone (SRSZ, Figures 6. I and 6.2). The MSZC is part of the north-trending 

Mulgandinnah Lineament, which consists of two major strands and extends from the Shaw and Yule 

Batholiths to the Lalla Rookh Basin in the north. The MSZC forms the eastern strand of the 

Mulgandinnah Lineament. 

This study covers geometry and kinematics, conditions of deformation and time constraints of the 

MSZC. The position and kinematics of the other major lineaments in the Pilbara will be briefly dis

cussed and compared to the MSZC. 

6.2 Regional Setting 

In order to flcilitate the discussion of the major lineaments in the Pilbara Craton they have been
 

named (Figure 6.1). The names used here are, where possible, in keeping with the names used by
 

Hickman (1983) and Krapez (1993). From east to west the lineaments are: the Lionel Lineament, the
 
Mulgandinnah Lineament, the MalEna Linealllent and the Sholl LineanlCnt.
 

Although previous workers (Krapez & Barley, 1978, Krapez, 1993 and Eriksson et a!', 1994) consid

2 Parts of thl~ Clupter will be published as: Zegers,T.E.; de KeUzer,M.; Passchier,C,W. and Wlute,S.H .. The- Mulgand1l1nah Shear Z011<:> Complex: an 

Archean crmral-scale shear zone. eastern Ptllura, Western Australia. Precmlbnan Rcse,lrch. m press. 

i The term terrane IS used 111 the sense of tectonostratigraphic terrane (fonn ct a1.,19/\3), whereas the term terrain is used for a geogLlphlc arca. i.e. Yllgarn 

terrain. Domdlll is a general term for d geologJ.cal terraltl that IS thoughl, but not proven to be a tectonostratigraphIc terrane. 
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Craton scale shear zones in the Pilbara 

er the lineaments important features dividing the Pilbara into domains and believe they influenced 

the sedimentary patterns, there have been no strnctural studies of the lineaments themselves, or of 

their precise positions. In the above mentioned papers, the lineaments are thought to be sinistral 

strike-slip faults. This general inference follows the interpretation by Hickman (1983), which was 

based on the outcrop pattern of a felsic volcanic unit, that sinistral displacement occurred along the 

Sholl Shear Zone. Krapez and Barley (1987) considered the Whim Creek Basin and the Lalla Rookh 

Basin (Figure 6.1) to be related to this sinistral strike-slip movement and loosely constrained the age 

of the lineaments and sediments in these basins to 2950 Ma. 

The Mulgandinnah Lineament, part of which was analysed in detail in this study, consists of a num

ber of shear zones that follow a northerly trend. They enclose an area ofWarrawoona, Gorge Creek 

and Whim Creek Group deposits (Figure 6.1) and the Strelley Batholith, which was dated at 3238±4 

Ma (Smith et aI., 1997). Both to the east (Shaw Batholith and Muccan Batholith) and to the west 

(Carlindi and Yule Batholith) the granitoids contain an important 3460 Ma component. 
In a study of the thermal evolution of the area around the Tambourah Belt (TB, Figure 6. I), a 

4°Ar/39Ar study (Wijbrans & McDougall, 1987) indicates an age of at least 3200 Ma for a regional 

metamorphic event, and a younger, 2950 Ma, cooling age for the area adjacent to the Yule Batholith 
and in the western Shaw Batholith. 

Previous structural work in the area includes a study by Bickle et al.(1985) and Boulter et a1.(I987) 

who recognised a fold and thrust event in the western Shaw Batholith and in the adjacent green
stones, that was constrained between 3325 and 3200 Ma. These structures were found to be over

printed by 'steep structures' that were proposed to be related to diapirism (Bickle et aI., 1985). Zegers 

et a1.(1996) describe core-complex type extensional structures in the Shaw area that developed dur

ing deposition of the Warrawoona Group, resulting in the initial weak domal geometry of the gran

itoids. Two shear zones were mapped in the Shaw Batholith: the Split Rock Shear Zone, at ca. 3460 

Ma, which appears to be the remnant of an early detachment, and the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone 
Complex, which is the main subject of this Chapter. 

6.3 Lithologies of the Shaw Batholith 

The MSZC forms the western margin of the Shaw batholith. It reworks the adjacent rocks of the 

batholith. Lithologies have been described to a large extent by Bettenay et a1. (1981), but the litholo

gies and structures that make up the rest of the Shaw Batholith will be briefly discussed here (Figure 
6.2) as they form the precursor rocks of the MSZC. 

6.3.1 Migmatic gneiss & enclaves.
 
The central part of the Shaw Batholith contains extensive areas of migmatic gneiss with a variety of
 

enclaves. The migmatic gneiss paleosome is mainly of biotite granodiorite composition. The folia


tion in the fine-grained, light grey gneisses is formed by variations in biotite content and layer par


allel pegmatite-aplite veins. These are interlayered with complex, medium-grained clinopyroxene


bearing dioritic gneisses, which show a strong compositional banding. Both grey and dioritic gneiss

es show a completely <tatically recry<tallized microstructure. The gneisses are complexly defonned.
 
Gneissic layering is frequently folded in dm-scale folds with an associated crenulation cleavage (see
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Figure 6.2 Structural map of the Shaw Batholith. <hawing the Split Rock Shear Zone, the Mulgandinnah Shear 
Zone Complex and the various granitic lithologies in the Batholith. A-B is the Tambourah traverse, on which Figure 
6.4 is largely based. 
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Figure 6.5a). Leucosomes are typically formed as axial planar structures, but occasionally melting has
 

been so extensive that a nebulitic schlieren textured gneiss has developed. The gneissic layering (see
 

Figure 6.2) does not show consistent orientations.
 

Enclaves that occur in the m.igmatic gneisses include amphibolitic metabasalts, metasediments, most


ly pelites and calcsilicates (Bickle et aI., 1985), and coarse to very coarse-grained dioritic to gabbroic
 

anorthosites, which are the oldest rocks in the Pilbara at 3577±4 Ma (V-Pb single zircon,
 

McNaughton et aI., 1988).
 

6.3.2 North Shaw Suite 
The North Shaw Suite of granodiorite-tonalites, which have been extensively studied by Bickle et 

aI.(1993), are separated from the migmatic gneisses in the centre of the Shaw Batholith by the Split 

Rock Shear Zone (SRSZ, Figure 6.2). The North Shaw Suite, which has been dated at ca. 3460 Ma 

(Bickle et aI., 1983, 1993; Pidgeon 1978; McNaughton et al. 1988), was inferred to be a syn-kine
matic intrusion into the Split Rock Shear Zone (Zegers et al., 1996). 
Structures in the SRSZ and at the contact with the adjacent Coongan Belt have been described in 

detail in Chapter 4. The main characteristic of the SRSZ is a mylonitic foliation, forming part of a 

domal shaped shear (see Figure 6.2) with a stretching lineation consistently trending ENE. The sense 
of shear is E-up with subsidiary sinistral movement on the E-W trending part and a subsidiary dex

tral movement on the N-S trending part at the contact with the Coongan Belt 

6.3.3 Younger granitoids 
The gneisses and North Shaw Suite rocks are intruded by a number of younger, late-to post-tecton
ic granitoids. The oldest of these, the Garden Creek Adamellite. dated at 3007±48 Ma (Pb-Pb, Bickle 

et aL. 1989), is a garnet-bearing muscovite-biotite adamellite that occurs in the southern part of the 

Shaw Batholith. A second group of granitoids, dated at ca. 2950 Ma (Pb-Pb, Bickle et aI., 1989), 
intruded large parts of the gneiss in the central Shaw Batholith. They consist ofK-feldspar porphyritic 

adamellites and fine-grained leuco-adamellites. These two groups ofgranitoids are undeformed in the 

eastern Shaw Batholith, but are locally deformed in the western Shaw Batholith. 
A late, post-tectonic muscovite-adamellite intruded the Shaw Batholith at ca. 2850 Ma (Pb-Pb, 

Bickle et al., 1989). 

6.4 Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex 

The Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex (MSZq is a high strain zone along the western margin of 

the Shaw Batholith. It can be traced over a strike distance of at least 70 km and is up to 6 km wide 

in the SW of the Shaw Batholith, but narrows to a width of ca. 2.5 km in the northern part of the 

Shaw Batholith. 

Typical structures and their relations are shown in Figure 6.4 and are discussed further in the text 

below. 
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Figure 6.3 Structural data from the SRSZ (zone A to E) and MSZC (zone F to H) in lower hemisphere equal area 
projections. Great circles represent mylonitic (M) or ultra mylonitic (UM) foliation planes, dots represent mineral 

stretching lineations. In the plot for zone I foliations with two stretching lineations are shown. The filled dots rep
resent lineations belonging to the MSZC, the unfilled dots represent lineations belonging to the SRSZ. 
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6.4.1 Lithologies in the MSZC 
Rocks are so strongly deformed in the MSZC that it is usually not possible to convincingly identifY 
the protolith granitoid/gneiss. Where the deformation intensity decreases towards the east, the tran
sition to gneisses can be seen. The variably folded gneisses become progressively more deformed as 

the MSZC is approached, with the development of a N-S to NE-SW trending foliation. In the 

MSZC, the gneissic layering is transposed to the mylonitic foliation (SM.Mszcl. This produces a het
erogeneous mylonitic rock with varying proportions of mafic minerals, thought to reflect the initial 

variations in the precursor gneisses. Other parts of the MSZC consist of a more homogeneous augen 

gneiss. Here, the protolith could well have been part of the North Shaw granodiorite suite. In the 
western part of the MSZC there are abundant enclaves of amphibolite and minor metasediments. 

These enclaves occur as m-scale lenses but also as layers that can be traced in a km-scale rootless fold 

(see Figure 6.2). Several generations ofpegmatites are present in the MSZC, which show a complex 

spatial distribution. These pegmatites make up a volume up to 30% of the total rock. 
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Figure 6.4 Diagram showing the structures and their relations as found in the MSZC on the horizontal plane, 
based on the Tambourah traverse (see Figure 6.2). For the description of these structures see the text. Pl, P2 and 
P3 are three generations of pegmatites. 

6.4.2 MSZC mylonites 
The mylonitic foliation in the MSZC (see Figures 6.2,3 & 4) is subvertical to steeply W dipping over 
the total length of the MSZC. The stretching mineral lineation on the mylonitic foliation (LM.MSZC) 
is defined by quartz-feldspar and biotite in granitic rocks and by oriented dark hornblende crystals 
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Figure 6.5a Folded grey gneiss with leucosomes (l) 
following the crenulation foliation planes. 

Figure 6.5b a-type porphyroclast with a non
stairstepping geometry, showing a sinistral sense of 
shear in the mylonitic foliation of the MSZC. 
The coin is 2 em in diametre. 

and plagioclase rods in mafic layers. The orienta

tion of the mineral stretching lineations is vari

able. [n the northern zone (F in Figure 6.3), 

LM,MSZC is shallowly to moderately S plunging, 
in the central zone (G in Figure 6.3) they vary 

strongly from soo N to soo S plunging, whereas 

in the southern zone (H in Figure 6.3) the 

mylonitic stretching lineations are subhorizontal. 

Numerous (J and b-type porphyroclasts of K

feldspar occur on surfaces normal to the foliation 

and parallel to the lineation, whereas other min

eral phases, such as quartz and plagioclase, have 

recrystallized to a finer grain size. There are some 
especially good examples of O-type porphyro

clasts. The recrystallized tails of these clasts show 

a non stair-stepping geometry (Figure 6.Sb) in 
which the tails of the b-clast and the centre of the 

clast lie in one plane (Passchier et al., 1993). The 

porphyroclasts consistently indicate a sinistral 
sense of shear. 

A particular structure occurs in amphibolite layers 
and boudins. Amphibolites with a strong internal 

layering are extended and pulled apart along 

planes at a high angle (60-70°) to the amphibolite 

layering (Figure 6.sc). The separate blocks are 
subsequently rotated with a sinistral sense. 

The SM MSZC is truncated by at least 3 sets ofpeg
matites ~ith one set (P I, Figure 6.4) typically par

allel to SM,MSZC' a second set (Pz, Figure 6-4) 
often boudinaged at a small angle to SM.MSZC' and 
a third set (P3, Figure 6.4), generally folded, of 

pegmatites at a high angle to SM MSZe- The 
SM MSZC shows a very consistent folding pattern, 
adjacent to the pz pegmatites (Figure 6.Sd). A 

single isoclinal told occurs on the SE side of the 

pegmatite and a fold train on the NW side. This 

pattern is consistent with progressive sinistral 
rotation and deformation of the pegmatites after 

intrusion into the mylonite. 

Pseudotachylites are present in a number of 

mylonite outcrops. The planar generation surface 
is parallel to SM.MSLC with injection veins 

extending into the host rock, often infilling ten
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Figure 6.5c Broken and boudi
naged amphibolite layer in the 
mylonitic foliation of the MSZC. 
The amphibolitic layering (Sa) in 
the boudins (b) is rotated sinis
trally with respect to the 
mylonitic foliation (Sm). 

Figure 6.5d Pegmatite (P2) with 
adjacent folds. The folding pat
tern is thought to be the result 
of sinistral rotation of the peg
matite in the MSZC. 

slOn fractures formed during the sinistral movement. The pseudotachylites contain a dark glassy 

matrix with minor rock fragments floating in the matrix. 

6.4.3 MSZC ultramylonites 
Towards the western side of the MSZC, the deformation intensifies to a ca. 500 m wide ultramy

lonite zone. The foliation, SUM,MSZC' is defined by fine-grained biotite flakes and by extremely 
strung out quartz and feldspar in a fine-grained matrix. The latter also define a stretching lineation 

LUM.MSZe- The grain size of the matrix is markedly decreased relative to the mylonite. Individual 
grains in the matrix are indistinguishable in the hand specimens. Microscopically, the matrix consists 

of equigranular, rounded, quartz grains (20-30 /lm). with aligned biotite grains of similar dimensions. 

Mineral assemblages (quartz, plagioclase, biotite and hornblende) indicate amphibolite facies grade 
conditions during deformation. The stretching line"tion is v"ri"ble between 50° N and 50° S plung

ing. K-feldspar (J and 0 porphyroclasts are well rounded and generally small (2-4 mm) compared to 
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Figure 6.5f Granitic dike (D) intruding the ultramy
lonite foliation at a small angle. The granite dike 
shows the same foliation/lineation as the ultramy
lonite, indicating intrusion during deformation. 

I: I III1 I II 

20 21 

Figure 6.5e Ultramylonite folia
tion (plane parallel to lineation) 
with mm-size a-type porphyroclasts 
and one larger porphyroclast (scale 
is in em). indicating a sinistral sense 
of shear. 

I I II) II, 
;" 

the cm-dm size objects in the mylonitic 
foliation. Sense of shear markers such as 

porphyroclasts and S-C fabrics indicate a 

consistent sinistral sense of shear (Figure 

6.se). Similar sets of pegmatites occur as 

in the mylonitic foliation, but the angle 

between the pegmatites is smaller and 
they are more commonly boudinaged. 

In the main part of the mylonitic MSZC, 
ultramylonites occur in an anastomosing 

pattern of 20 em to S m wide zones that 

cut across the mylonitic foliation. In the 
few cases where these thin ultramylonitic 

bands could be traced, they end by bend
ing into the mylonitic foliation (Figure 

6·4). 
In the ultramylonite zones fine-grained 
biotite-granite dikes intruded parallel to 

SUM MSZC and locally cut across the 
ultra~ylonite foliation at a small angle 

(Figure 6.Sf). The granitic dikes them

selves show the same foliation and lin

eation as the ultramylonitic host rock. 

The granitic dikes are therefore inferred 

to have intruded during activity in the 
ultramylonite zones. 
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6.4.4 Contact zone with greenstones 
The contact between the granitoids in the MSZC and the Tambourah Greenstones is sharp. The 

greenstones contain chlorite schists and metasediments with a steeply west dipping foliation and a 

down-dip stretching lineation. Occasional shear-bands indicate a west up sense of shear. Upon 

approaching the contact from the west. the metamorphic grade increases over a distance of tens of 

metres to amphibolite grade. The metabasalts and metasediments are isoclinally folded with steeply 

plunging fold axes. In a 40 m wide zone, supracrustal rocks alternate with granitic dikes, which show 

an ultramylonitic foliation and shallowly S plunging lineation. Sense of shear markers in this mixed 

zone are all consistently sinistral (cr and 0 clasts and S-C fabrics). The mixed zone grades into the 

granitic ultramylonite zone of the MSZC. 

6.4.5 Relationship between MSZC and the Split Rock Shear Zone (SRSZ) 
Shear activity on the MSZC postdates the SRSZ. This can be seen from the foliation pattern 111 

Figure 6.2. The typical MSZC mylonitic and ultramylonitic foliation can be traced further north than 

the intersection area between the SRSZ and the MSZC. implying that the MSZC truncates the 

SRSZ. Additional evidence was found in a greenstone enclave to the SE of the MSZC/SRSZ inter
section area. In a number of outcrops in this area. two stretching lineations were found on the foli

ation plane (see plot I in Figure 6.3). The NE plunging lineation formed by pale green amphiboles 
(grunerite) is overprinted by a south plunging lineation of mm-cm scale aligned spots with random

ly oriented fine-grained chlorite and mica. The first lineation is thought to be related to the SRSZ. 

the second to the MSZC. 

6.4.6 Northward continuation oj the MSZC 
It is difficult to trace the northward continuation of the MSZC beyond the northern margin of the 

Shaw Batholith. The foliation bends to a more north-westerly trend. thereby crossing the contact 
between the granite and greenstones. In the greenstones. the deformation is localized into shear zones 

which are tens ofmetres wide with shallowly plunging lineations. leaving relatively undefornled areas 

in between. However. the intensity of deformation and the width of the shear zones do not appear 

to match the MSZC as found in the Shaw Batholith a few km to the south. No trace of a mylonitic 
foliation was found in the NW area of the Shaw Batholith. where Bickle et al.(1993) sampled a range 

of granitoids, called the Chocolate Hill Suite. giving a Pb-Pb isochron age of 3338 ±52 Ma. The 

hornblende rich granodiorite is weakly subvertically foliated (see Figure 6.2) This foliation follows 

the contact with the greenstone belt. A weak. gently plunging mineral lineation is locally present. All 

structures found in this area are symmetric, indicating that deformation was non-rotational in this 
granitoid. This observation, and the locally almost E-W trend of the foliation in the granitoid, make 

it unlikely that this fabric is of the same age and tectonic significance as the MSZC. 

The zone between the two strands of the Mulgandinnah Lineament further north shows complex 

structures that have been described in part by Boulter et al. (1987) next to the Shaw Batholith, and 

Krapez (1984) for the Lalla Rookh Basin. Both studies show post Gorge Creek. syn- Lalla Rookh 

Sandstone open folds with 020 to 060 trends. Some of these have also been mapped on the 

Geological Survey o[Western Australia I :250.000 geological map. The time constraints on these folds 
show that they fanned during activity on the Mulgandinnah Lineament. The sinistral sense of shear 
on the Mulgandinnah Lineament and the NE trending folds are both consistent with a NW-SE com
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pressional regime.
 

Van Kranendonk & Collins (1997) show that the structures between the main shear zones of the
 

Mulgandinnah Lineament are consistent with sinistral movement over the whole length of the lin


eament.
 

6.5 Other major lineaments in the Pilbara 

The three other lineaments in the Pilbara have not been studied in as much detail as the MSZC. 

However, their position has been analysed using TM satellite images and aerial magnetic contour 

maps (Geological Survey of Western Australia I: 250.000) and the kinematics have been analysed in 

a number oflocations along each lineament (Figure 6.6). 

The results are generally consistent with previous work (Krapez, [993) for the eastern Pilbara (Figure 
6.6a), the Lionel, Mulgandinnah and Mallina Lineaments, but are considerably different for the trace 

of the Sholl Lineament. This is best seen on the aerial magnetic contour map (Figure 6.6b) of the 

western Pilbara. The Sholl Shear Zone is exposed south of Karratha over a distance of only ca. 20 

km. The rest of the trace is covered by recent sediments (see also Figure 3. I), but is clearly visible on 

the aerial magnetics map. It can be traced to the west where it bends to the SW, and to the east, 

where it remains E-W trending and follows a trace south of the Caines Well Batholith. This con

trasts with previously published traces for the main lineament, where it was thought to bend to a NE 

trend and passe to the north of the Caines Well Batholith. This NE trending structure is not very 

clear on the aerial magnetic map, but may be a shear zone, although it is almost completely covered 

by recent sediments, making kinematic studies difficult. 

The shape of the granitoids and greenstone belts to the north of the E-W trending lineament are 

consistent with dextral movement on the lineament and bend into parallelism with the shear zone 

upon approaching it. Spot checks on the kinematics of the Sholl Shear Zone show that it is a dex

tral strike-slip shear zone, with lineations pitching 10-40° both east and west on steeply dipping foli

ation planes. The Sholl Lineament can not be traced any further to the east than just past the Caines 

Well Batholith. This is where the sedimentary sequences of the Mallina Basin occur, which may indi

cate that the shear zone is covered by these sediments. 

The Mallina Lineament consists of intensely sheared volcanics, gabbros and granites. The foliation is 

steeply NW dipping. Stretching lineations are usually down-dip to steeply NE pitching. Kinematic 

indicators show a NW up sense of shear.The Lionel Lineament consists of a brittle fault with a main 

dextral displacement component (see, Kelly Belt, Chapter 5). 

6.6 Discussion 

The MSZC forms a high strain shear zone that can be traced over a distance of at least 70 km with 

a width of up to 6 km in the south, decreasing to 2.5 km in the north. It truncates the Split Rock 

Shear Zone and the complex structures in the migmatic gneisses towards the east. 
The MSZC forms part of an anastomosing group of ,hear zones that form a major N-S trending lin
eament, the Mulgandinnah Lineament, (Figure 6.6) that runs along the Tambourah Belt, the Lalla 
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Figure 6.6 lineaments and their kinematics in the Pilbara as proposed in this study. The inset shows a total magnetic intensity raster image (processed by 
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Rookh Basin and the Strelley Granitoid. Krapez and Barley (1987) relate these faults to the deposi

tion of the Lalla Rookh Basin, with an inferred age of 2950 Ma. The V-Pb zircon age of the synk

inematic dike (Chapter 8) is 2934±2 Ma, providing a precise age constraint to the last movement on 

the MSZC. 

The 4°Arfl'Ar cooling ages from hornblendes (Chapter 8) in amphibolite enclaves in the MSZC are 

2944±9 Ma, for a sample hundreds of metres away from the SHRIMP sample of the granitic dyke, 

and 2909±I2 Ma for a sample from an amphibolite layer next to extensive pegmatite veins. The first 

cooling age indicates that the MSZC had cooled below the closure temperature of hornblende (ca. 

Sso°C) before intrusion of the granitic dyke. The younger cooling age is regarded as the cooling age 

after intrusion of the syn-tectonic granite, which locally heated the MSZC above the hornblende 

closure temperature. 

The decrease in width towards the north is partly explained by strands of the MSZC splitting off the 

main shear zone on the eastern side. Another marked decrease in width occurs north of the junction 

between the SRSZ and the MSZC, where the MSZC bends into the greenstone belt. A possible 
explanation for the decrease in width is that the MSZC followed reactivated older structures such 

as the continuation of the SRSZ. In the previous two Chapters (4 and 5), it was shown that at least 

two important structural phases pre-dated the 2.93 Ga sinistral movement on the MSZC in the Shaw 

Batholith area. During the 3.46 Ga extensional event (Chapter 4), the initial Shaw Dome developed 
in an extensional core-complex. On geometrical grounds (see Figure 9.2), a major extensional west

down shear zone would be expected at the western side of the Shaw Dome, with steeply south 
plunging (70-80°) stretching lineation. During the following E-W compressional phase (Chapter 5), 

this shear zone on the western margin of the Shaw Dome would have been steepened and it is like

ly to be the predecessor to the present MSZC. However, in the MSZC itself there is no trace of these 

older deformation events. 

The internal structure of the MSZC is complex. The relation between the mylonitic and ultramy
lonitic foliation is uncertain. Do they record two separate events, or did they form during one pro

gressive deformation event with strain becoming more localized over time? The ultramylonites con

sistently overprint the mylonitic foliation, but form an anastomosing pattern, with strands of ultra

mylonite merging with the mylonitic foliation. This pattern can be interpreted as a 100 m scale shear 

band pattern (Figure 6.4), with ultramylonites forming as secondary shears within the main shear 
zone in the R- and P-shear orientations (Rutter et aI., 1986) during the sinistral movement. Mineral 

assemblages in the mylonitic and ultramylonitic foliation are the same, chiefly quartz, plagioclase, 

biotite and hornblende, indicating lower amphibolite facies conditions during deformation in both 

mylonites and ultramylonites. LM,MSZC and LUM,MSZC do not show markedly different groups of ori
entations. Both lineations are dominantly south plunging but can vary between soON and 500 S, with 
rapid changes in strike and traverse direction of the MSZC. In the southern part, lineations are sub

horizontal, in the mid part both Sand N dipping and in the northern part they are mainly S dipping. 

This pattern can partly be explained by the variations in strike of the shear foliation, with a releasing 

bend in the north, causing south dipping lineations. However, in the Tambourah Creek traverse, 

which formed the basis for Figure 6.4, the foliations are N-S trending but lineations still show vari
able plunges. Here, the ultraITlylonite lineation appears to have a shallower plungE than the ITlylonitie 

lineation. 
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This may indicate that there were different phases of movement on the MSZC, in which the shal

low plunging lineations represent the last activity, and the more steeply plunging lineations an earli

er phase. However, steeply south dipping lineations (70-80°), which would be expected if relicts of 

the extensional (3.46 Ga) or compressional phase were present, do not occur in the MSZC. This 

indicates that if the MSZC formed as a reactivation of a previous major structure, the 2.93 Ga phase 

caused a complete overprint of older structures in the MSZC. The sense of shear, as indicated by 

widely distributed kinematic indicators, is always sinistral, in both mylonites and ultramylonites, inde

pendent of the plunge of the lineation. 

Most of the above points are consistent with the mylonite and ultramylonite developing during one 

progressive deformation event. It is, however, likely that the MSZC is partly a reactivated older 

structure, which has been completely overprinted. 

The pseudotachylite veins are probably genetically related to the mylonitic and ultramylonitic folia

tion in the MSZC and may represent seismic pulses during deformation. They post-date the 

mylonitic foliation, but have been observed to be deformed by the ultramylonites. 
At the contact between the MSZC granitoids and Tambourah Greenstones there is a sudden change 

from amphibolite facies in the MSZC to greenschist facies metamorphic assemblages in the 

Tambourah Greenstone Belt. The MSZC ultramylonite truncates the east dipping greenschist facies 
foliation with down dip lineations in the greenstone belt. Kinematic indicators in the greenschist 

facies foliation indicate uplift of the greenstones relative to the granitoids in this early phase of defor

mation. These structures can be correlated with recumbent fold and thrust stmctures in the green

stones described by Bickle et al. (1985) and Boulter et al. (1987) further to the north, which formed 

between 3325 and 3200 Ma. This indicates that the MSZC ultramylonite at the contact formed later 

than ca. 3200 and locally exploited the earlier thrust stmcture. 

The generally south plunging lineation and west dipping foliation of the MSZC ultramylonite, com

bined with the sinistral sense ofshear, resulted in the relative uplift of the eastern block and produced 
the final juxtaposition of the amphibolite facies Shaw Batholith and the greenschist facies Tambourah 

Greenstone Belt. 

Based on lithostratigraphy, the lineament of which the MSZC forms part, does not directly classifY 

as a terrane boundary, i.e. dividing rock masses which have a unique history before the event that 

brought them together Oones et aI., 1983). No dramatic changes in stratigraphy on either side have 
been described. The Warrawoona Group is much more extensive in the domain east of the MSZC 

lineament, but it does also occur on the western side. The stratigraphy of the Gorge Creek Group 

and Whim Creek Group have not been sufficiently dated in this area to allow their distribution to 

be mapped in detail. The general impression is that the extent of these younger groups increases 

towards the west of the Pilbara (Krapez, 1993). Batholiths on either side of the Mulgandinnah 
Lineament show major 3.46 Ga components. The stmctural and metamorphic evolution on either 

side of the MSZC is not sufficiently well known to determine whether the MSZC lineament is a 

terrane boundary on those grounds. 

However, the internal high shear strain stmctures, the extent of the MSZC, the metamorphic break 

across it, and the fact that it tmncates all other structures in the area do indicate that it accommo
dated a considerable displaeem.ent and m.ust have played an important role during the final stages of 

the crustal development of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain. 
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Analysis of the three other major lineaments in the Pilbara shows that they are not all NNE tending 

sinistral shear zones as previously proposed (Krapez, I993). The Lionel Fault is a brittle dextral fault 

and the Mallina Lineament shows a reverse NW-up movement. The Sholl Lineament is not NNE

trending but mostly E- trending and not sinistral, but dextral. 

The pattern of the Sholl, Mallina and Mulgandinnah Lineaments is more consistent with a conjugate 

set of shear zones in a NE-SW compressive setting, with north-trending sinistral shear zones, east 

trending dextral shear zones and NE trending compressional shear zones. This is consistent with the 

development of NE-trending folds in the Whim Creek Belt as described by Barley (I987) and NE

rending folds in the Soansville area and the margin of the Lalla Rookh Basin, as described in detail 

by van Kranendonk & Collins (in press) (see Figure 6.6). The Lionel Fault, of unknown age, is not 

consistent with the NW-SE compression. Its importance as a terrane boundary remains uncertain 

until more dates are available from the area east of the Lionel Fault. If this is an appropriate model, 

the age of all these major shear zones in the Pilbara, except the Lionel Fault, should be approximately 

the same. Smith et al. (r997) estimated a ca. 2960 Ma age for the Sholl Shear Zone, whereas the 
MSZC is constrained to ca.2930 Ma, placing both shear zones within the same broad time range. 

However, more precise dating is needed to establish the age of movements on the other structures. 

6.7 Conclusions 

I.	 The MSZC is a major ductile shear zone in the western Shaw area with a consistently sinistral 

sense of shear, and locally a vertical component, causing uplift of the Shaw Batholith relative to 

the Tambourah Greenstone Belt 

2.	 The mylonitic and ultramylonitic foliations formed during one progressive deformation event. 

The MSZC locally exploits an earlier thrust shear in the Tambourah Greenstone Belt and it is 
likely to have formed as a reactivation of an earlier extensional shear zone. 

3.	 The MSZC forms part of a group of north-trending shears that form the Mulgandinnah 
Lineament that can be traced further north where it runs along, and influences the Lalla Rookh 

Basin. 

4.	 Large scale open 020 to 060 trending folds between the two main strands of the Mulgandinnah 
Lineament are consistent in timing and orientation with the sinistral movement on the 

Mulgandinnah Lineament. 

5.	 The final stages of activity on the MSZC have been constrained to 2934±2 Ma. 

6.	 The MSZC must have cansed a considerable displacement, but data on the stratigraphy and struc

tures from the adjacent crustal blocks are not consistent with an interpretation of the 

Mnlgandinnah Lineament as a terrane boundary. 

7.	 The MSZC is responsible for the final juxtaposition of the Shaw Batholith and the Tambourah 

Greenstone Belt. 

8.	 The other main shears in the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain display the following late 

movement: Sholl Lineament is an E-W trending dextral shear zone, the Mallina Lineament shows 
reverse movement and the Lionel Lineament is a dextral brittle fault. 

9.	 The pattern of craton-scale shear zones is consistent with a conjugate set of shear zones formed 

in a NE-SW compressional setting. 
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Deforn1ation and hydrothermal 

alteration In the Bamboo Creek 

Deposit, a kon1atiite-hosted 

lode-gold deposit 

7. I Introduction 

Globally, the most abundant lode gold deposits occur either in the Late-Archean (±2700 Ma) in gran

itoid-greenstone terrains or in modern convergent plate margins (Woodall, 1988; Barley & Groves, 

1992; Kerrich & Cassidy, 1994). In recent years, lode gold deposits in Archean cratons have been 
intensively studied. Systematic chemical, structural and geochronological studies oflode gold deposits 

have been carried out mainly in the richest Late-Archean greenstone belts which occur extensively 

in the Superior Province of Canada (Robert, 1990; Kerrich and Kyser, 1994) and the Yilgarn Craton 

of Western Australia (Groves et al.,1992). This has led to the development of various genetic mod

els for lode gold deposits, including the metamorphic devolatilization model of Phillips & Powell 

(1993) and the crustal continuum model of Groves et a1. (1992). Various workers have emphasized 
the similarities between Archean lode gold deposits and Phanerozoic gold deposits (Barley et aI., 
1989; Kerrich & Wyman, 1990), which are both thought to be related to the final stages of terrane 
accretion in a subduction setting. 

The 3.5 to 2.8 Ma Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain contains only minor amounts of known gold 

deposits compared to the Kaapvaal terrain of similar age in Southern Africa, and especially compared 

to the Late-Archean terrains mentioned above. The reason for this discrepancy in gold mineraliza
tion in terrains of otherwise broadly similar geology is not clear. Possible explanations have been 

offered by Groves & Batt (1984) who considered the greenstones in the Pilbara to be of the 'plat

form' type, whereas the Yilgarn greenstone belts represent the 'rift-type'. Barley & McNaughton 

(1988) postulated that gold mineralization in the Pilbara is associated with late strike-slip faulting, 

with an age of approximately 2950 Ma. This age was confirmed by Neumayr et a1. (1993 b) for the 
Mt. York district, who dated gold-associated minerals with the Pb-Pb isochron method at 2888±6 

Ma. The low abundance of gold in the Pilbara is possibly the result of the low abundance of major 

terrain boundaries or craton wide shear zones. However, the necessaty systematic studies on gold 

deposits in the Pilbara are limited. Hence, it is not possible to assess whether there are systematic dif

ferences in gold mineralization style or structural setting in the Pilbara compared to Late-Archean 
occurrences or deposits in the Barberton Mountain Land (Kaapvaal Craton). 
The Bamboo Creek Mine is the most prominent gold producer in the Pilbara. Production up to 1987 

was 3.4 tons of gold with an average grade of [4.4 glron. The gold mineralization is hosted by a 
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strongly deformed komatiitic sequence, which is part of the Warrawoona Group dated between 3475
 

and 3435 Ma (McNaughton et.al., I993). Ultramafic hosted gold deposits are common in the east

ern Pilbara. This is in contrast to the Yilgarn Craton to the south, where komatiite-hosted gold
 

deposits are relatively rare. Yilgarn examples include Paddys Flat, Gabanintha and Reedys deposits in
 

the Murchison Province and the Harbour Lights Mine (Skwarnecki, I988) in the Norseman-Wiluna
 

Belt. A comprehensive study of Late-Archean ultramafics-hosted gold was published by Kishida &
 

Kerrich (I987) on the Kerr-Addison deposit in Ontario, Canada.
 

Ultramafic-hosted gold deposits are more common in the Mid-Archean Barberton and Murchison
 

belts in South Africa and several aspects have been studied by de Ronde et.al. (I992), Vearncombe
 

et al. (I988) and Houstoun (I988).
 

The aim of this study is to characterize the Bamboo Creek Deposit in terms of its structural setting,
 

host rock, alteration assemblages, metamorphic grade, fluid composition and relative and isotopic
 

timing of gold mineralization. Possible conceptual models for mineralization are discussed and the
 

results are compared with other typical Archean gold deposits.
 
The petrological/chemical study is based on sampling in the Kitchener and Prophecy Perseverance
 

ore bodies in the underground mine of the Bamboo Creek Deposit.
 

7.2 Regional setting 

The Bamboo Creek Deposit is situated in the Coppin Gap Greenstone Belt northeast of the Mt.
 

Edgar Batholith (Figure 7.I). The gold deposits, which are collectively called the Bamboo Creek
 

Deposit, all occur in the Bamboo Creek Shear Zone (BCSZ), within the Warrawoona Group. The
 

BCSZ is parallel to the bedding in this area and is situated in an ultramafic unit, now consisting main

ly of a talc-chlorite mylonite schist. Similar shear zones occur at a stratigraphically lower position, a
 

few kilometres to the south of Bamboo Creek, and in an area to the north in the Shay Gap Belt (see
 

Figure 7.I).
 
A number of isotopic dates are available in the area of the Bamboo Creek Deposit (see Figure 7. I).
 

The Duffer Formation, adjacent to the Mt. Edgar Batholith, is dated at 347I±5 Ma (U-Pb zircon,
 

Thorpe et aI., I992). A felsic volcanic sample from the overall mafic Salgash Subgroup gives two age
 
populations at 3454±I and 3470±2 Ma (U-Pb zircon, Thorpe et aI., I992). The significance of the
 

two ages is uncertain, but if the older age is interpreted as a xenocrystic age, the younger age reflects
 

the extrusion age of the Salgash Subgroup. The Bamboo Creek Deposit is situated stratigraphically
 

above the sample from the Salgash Subgroup, still within the Salgash Subgroup. Thorpe et al. (I990)
 

reported a Pb-Pb model age of a galena from the Bamboo Creek Deposit to be between 3470 and
 

34I5 Ma.
 
In the early I980's a structural mapping program was carried out in the Bamboo Creek area by stu


dents of the University of Utrecht (Marcelis, I986 and references therein). Other than this, and some
 

internal reports of the mining company, no data are available on the Bamboo Creek Deposit.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic geological map of the Coppin Gap greenstone belt showing the location of the study area. 
Locations of samples that have been previously dated are shown, 

7.3 Structural analysis 

7.3,1 Introduction 
During the study of the BCSZ and Bamboo Creek gold deposits, structural data were collected from 
the surface as well as from open pits and underground mines. Because the BCSZ itself is not well 
exposed, most of the data come from mining sites (Mt. Prophecy, Bamboo Queen, Kitchener, 
Bonnie Doon and Bulletin, see Figure 7.2). A more detailed study was done underground in the 
Kitchener Mine. 
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Figure 7.2 Structural map of the Bamboo Creek mining area, showing the location and structural/kinematic data 
collected from the various gold deposits in the Bamboo Creek Shear Zone. 
The frame indicates the detailed map of the Kitchener Mine in Figure 7.5 

7.3.2 Setting and lithologies cif the BCSZ 
The BCSZ is a bedding parallel mylonite zone up to I km wide, striking 1400 and steeply north dip

ping (Figure 7.2) with an anastomosing foliation. The footwall of the BCSZ to the south consists of 

a silicified and carbonate-altered volcano-sedimentary unit, comprising shales, tuffs, altered pillow 

basalts and grey and black and white banded ch~rts. This unit is underlain by a massive mafic to ultra

mafic basalt unit. The hanging wall of the BCSZ consists of a felsic volcanic to clastic unit overlain 

by massive basalts. All of these units have bedding orientations similar to the shear zone orieiltation, 

i.e. steeply dipping to the NE. This steeply dipping sequence is unconformably overlain by the mod

erately north dipping Mt. Roe Basalt and the Hardey Sandstone, both part of the Late Archean 

Fortescue Group. 

Two lithologies can be distinguished within the BCSZ. The bulk of the BCSZ consists ofa talc-chlo

rite mylonitic schist. Primary textures have been largely obliterated by intense deformation, but the 
Mg and Cr rich mineralogy and rare relict spinifex textures indicate that this was originally an ultra

mafic unit. The second rock type occurs in boudins, surrounded by the talc-chlorite schist. The 
boudins consist of carbonate and silica altered komatiites, in which the original textures have been 

preserved (Figure 7.33). These boudins are deformed, but deformation is generally localized in faults 

and narrow shear zones, leaving low strain areas in between. Gold mineralization occurs within these 
boudins (Figure 7.2), and occurs in 1-3 m wide quartz-carbonate gold lodes. 

To the south of the BCSZ, a number of approximately E-W trending, steeply north dipping faults 
offset the volcano-sedimentary unit with a consistent sinistrallN up displacement and steeply north

east plunging lineations. 
The northern part of the BCSZ and overlying units are cut by E-W (Bulletin Fault) and N-S 
(Finucane Fault) trending faults with dextral displacements and subhorizontal lineations. The E-W 

trending dextral faults are covered by the Mt. Roe Basalt, whereas the Finucane Fault shows some 

Figure 7.3a Photograph of the 
altered spinifex-textured komati
ite in the Kitchener Mine. 
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offset of the Hardey Sandstone, and must there

fore have been active after deposition of the basal 

units of the Fortescue Group. 

7.3.3 Foliations and lineation in the BCSZ 
Figure 7.4a is a contour plot of the poles to the 

foliations measured in the BCSZ in the mine 

area. The foliations are subvertical and the strike 

varies 45° around the orientation of the shear 

zone boundary (050/85). This variation in folia

tion orientations reflects the anastomosing pat

tern of the foliations, formed by a combination 

of shear zone boundary parallel foliations (C foli
ations) and secondary foliations, such as R-, P

and S-shears. 

Figure 7.4b is a contour plot of all lineations 

measured in the BCSZ in the n.'me area. In the 

field and especially in underground mines, the 
difference between mineral stretching lineations 

and intersection lineations is not evident. The 
plot shows a number of point maxima which 

Figure 7.3b Photograph of $-C fabric indicating a 
have been labeled. Maximum A (subvertical sinistral/NE up sense of shear in the Kitchener mine. 

plunges) is consistent with the intersection 
between C-foliations and secondary foliations. 

In most cases, these subvertical lineations could 
be identified as intersection lineations in samples and thin-sections. 

The maxima Band B' define a girdle oflineations pitching 40 to 25° SE on the foliations. These lin

eations are, in all cases, mineral stretching lineations formed by quartz, carbonates, cWorite, fuchsite 

and talc. These orientations are most abundant in the boudins. 

The last group oflineations are subhorizontal and define maxima C and C. These lineations consist 

of mineral stretching lineations and more brittle striations. The subhorizontallineation orientation is 

most abundant in the talc-cWorite mylonite outside of the boudins. 

The variety and spread of mineral stretching lineations and striations indicate a complex deformation 

history for the BCSZ. 

7.3.4 Kinematics 
Kinematic indicators, related to the subhorizontallineations in the talc-chlorite mylonite normally 

indicate a dextral sense of shear (C in Figure 7.4b). These include shear-bands, asymmetric clasts, 

boudins and asymmetric folds. The E-W trending dextral faults to the north of the BCSZ show sim

ilar subhorizontal striations and are thought to belong to the same dextral kinematic framework. 

Within the carbonate-quartz boudins the rocks are less intensely deformed. Normally a weak folia
tion, fonned by carbonate, chlorite ± fuchsite, is present, parallel to the nlain foliation in the sur

rounding mylonite. Kinematic analysis within the boudins, based on shear-bands and S-C fabrics, 
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Poles to foliations in BCSZ	 Lineations in BCSZ 

106 Data. Contoured at 1 2 3 4 5 6 times uniform 93 Data. Contoured at 1 2 3 4 5 times uniform 

Figure 7.4 
a.	 Lower-hemisphere equal-area contour plot of all poles to foliations measured in the Bamboo Creek Shear Zone 

in the mining area. See text for discussion. 
b.	 Lower-hemisphere equal-area contour plot of all mineral lineations measured in the Bamboo Creek Shear Zone 

in the mining area. 
maximum A - intersection lineations, 
maximum B-B'- mineral lineations related to sinistral/northeast up sense of shear, mainly in boudins, 
maximum C-C- mineral lineations related to dextral reactivation of the BCSZ. 

shows structures consistent with an early sinistrallNE-up sense of shear, related to the gold mineral

ization. On the scale of the boudin, the gold bearing lodes have an orientation that is consistent with 

sinistral R-shears with respect to the main shear orientation (Figure 7.2, plots), but gold also occurs 

in shears that occupy the C orientation of sinistral S-C fabrics. This is confirmed by outcrop scale 
structures where gold-bearing R-shears and S-C fabrics consistently indicate a sinistral/NE up sense 

of shear in the Mt. Prophecy, Bamboo Queen and Kitchener mines (Figure 7.2 and 7.3b), which all 
lie within the main BCSZ. Stretching lineations (B in Figure 7.4b), formed by quartz, carbonates and 

fuchsite, pitch approximately 40° east. In a number ofcases, dextral shears cross cut or reactivate sinis

tral structures, with a more horizontal lineation. This is clearly seen in Bulletin Mine, where the dex

tral E-W trending Bulletin Fault, with a subhorizontal lineation, post-dates the sinistral, gold related 
system, with a steeply E dipping lineation (Figure 7.2). 

Bonnie Doon is a special case, since the gold bearing lode is not developed within the main BCSZ, 

but on one of tht> E-W trending sinistral ['mIts south of the BCSZ. The gold lodes are situated along 

the fault and on north dipping R-shears, indicating a sinistrallnorth up sense of shear, with steeply 

east plunging stretching lint>ations. 
In general, the gold lodes occur in ductile shears in the boudins related to the sinistral/NE up kine

matic framework. 
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Figure 7.5 Geological map, largely based on the mine map produced by J.Peters, of the carbonate altered boudin in the underground Kitchener mine, show
ing gold lodes, alteration zones where they have been distinguished and a lower hemisphere equal area plot of structural data collected in the Kitchener 
deposit A-P>: indicates the traverse where samples for geochemical analysis were collected. 
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7.3.5 Structure and kinematics of the Kitchener deposit 
Figure 7.5 is a detailed map of the Kitchener boudin in the underground mine. The boudin contains 

three gold lodes, which make a small angle with the boudin boundary and the main BCSZ foliation. 

The gold lodes are related to sinistrallNE up displacement with lineations pitching ca. 40° SE. The 

three gold lodes are offset by N-S trending faults with dextral displacements and shallow south plung

ing lineations. Most of these faults end at the boudin boundary, and are thought to be part of the 

dextral system that is prevalent in the BCSZ talc-chlorite mylonite. However, the Finucane Fault dis

places the whole boudin with a dextral sense and is an even later (post-lower Fortescue Group) dex

tral reactivation of one of the faults in the boudin. 

In some parts of the boudin primary textures have been so welJ preserved that the original layering, 

defined by textural zones, can be estimated, which is subparallel to the boundary of the boudin. The 

gold lodes cut across the bedding at a small angle. 

7.4 Alteration in the BCSZ 

7.4.1 Alteration zones 
Relic volcanic textures and relict chromite grains throughout the BCSZ and carbonate altered 
boudins indicate that the BCSZ is situated in what was originally a komatiite, but igneous minerals 

have not been preserved. All rocks in the mining area show signs of metasomatic alteration. In the 

wider area of the greenstone belt, the mineralogy is consistent with greenschist facies metamorphism. 

This includes albite/chlorite/quartz ± epidote assemblages in mafic rocks and serpentine/tremolite 

assemblages in ultramafic rocks. 

The metasomatic rocks in the BCSZ are divided into alteration zones, according to co-existing diag

nostic minerals (Figure 7.6), from the least-altered distal alteration zone in the mylonitic schist to the 
most proximal alteration in the mineralized zone. This division is based on the transect A-A' in the 

Kitchener Mine (Figure 7.5). A description of these zones follows. 

Talc-chlorite alteration zone 
The BCSZ mylonitic schist shows an anastomosing foliation pattern on a centimetre scale, leaving 

areas between with relic spinifex blades. The mineralogy consists of talc, cWorite, dolomite, magne

site and albite. The groundmass is formed by talc/cWorite intergrowth, whereas carbonates and albite 

occur as equidimensional, relatively undeformed grains. Carbonates commonly have a core of 

dolomite and a rim of Fe-rich magnesite. 
Talc and magnesite are alteration products ofserpentine and tremolite in the original ultramafic schist 

following the reactions: 

tremolite + CO2 +H2 0 ¢::> talc + dolomite + quartz 

serpentine + CO2 ¢::> talc + magnesite + H 2 0 

The following alteration zones are limited to the boudins in the BCSZ. 
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Chlorite-carbonate alteration zone 
The most distal alteration zone in the boudin is the chlorite-carbonate alteration zone. This zone 
consists of a mylonitic schist with abundant cWorite and magnesite and minor dolomite. Magnesite 

occurs as euhedral grains and quartz and albite occur in minor amounts. Rare grains of light coloured 

tourmaline grow over the foliated fabric. Accessory minerals include rutile, pyrite, gersdorffite and 
terahedrite. The main difference between this zone and the talc-chlorite zone is the absence of talc. 

This is the result of the reaction: 

talc + CO2 <=} magnesite + quartz + H 2 0 

The chlorite-quartz zone 
The cWorite-quartz zone consists of well preserved spinifex textured rocks. The original mineralogy 

is now completely altered to quartz, magnesite, plagioclase and chlorite. The quartz is normally fine

grained with no preferred orientation and sutured grain boundaries. The quartz grains commonly 

define the spinifex blades. Magnesite grains are larger and irregularly shaped. Albite fills the intersti

tial spaces and cWorite is a minor constituent. Tourmaline-quartz-veins of several millimetres width 

cut across these rocks. The veins contain fine-grained sulfides, including pyrite, gersdorffite, tetra

hedrite and galena. Rutile and pyrite both occur in the spinifex textured hostrock and in the tour

maline veins. 

The main mineralogical difference between this zone and the cWorite-carbonate zone is the small 

amount of cWorite and the increased amount of quartz and magnesite. This is probably due to the 
reaction: 

cWorite +COz <=} magnesite + quartz + H 2 0. 
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Gold lode
 

The mineralized zone is 1-3 m wide and consists of quartz, carbonate and sulfides. The quartz is nor


mally laminated, alternating with thin screens of host rock (Figure 7.7a), and does not show a dis

tinct texture. Quartz grains are recrystallized to fine to coarse grains with no undulose extinction. As
 

described in §7.3-4, the mineralized zone is situated in ductile shears associated with a sinistral sense
 
of shear.
 

Fuchsite occurs in small quantities within the screens of host rock. Gold is closely associated with
 

tourmaline, galena and tetrahedrite. It occurs as millimetre-size grains of free gold with these miner

als, as infill ofbrecciated zones of quartz and carbonate, commonly at the interface of quartz and car


bonate (Figure 7.7b). Other sulfides that occur disseminated in the gold lode are pyrite and gers

dorffite.
 

Figure 7.7a Photograph of the gold lode in the Figure 7.7b Photomicrograph of gold (Au) and 
Kitchener Mine showing laminated quartz-carbon associated galena (ga) and tetrahedrite (th) as infill 
ate and screens (s) of hostrock. of brecciated quartz and carbonate in the Kitchener 

gold lode. The width of the photomicrograph is 0.8 
mm. 

Fuchsite-carbonate zone 
The fuchsite-carbonate zone consists of a granular rock type consisting ofmainly carbonate and fuch

site. Equidimensional millimetre-size magnesite grains cause the granular characteristic of this zone. 
This texture is probably the result of the cumulate texture of the parent rock texture. Fuchsite and 
quartz occur as fine grains aggregates between the carbonate grains. A special type of quartz texture 

that occurs in this zone is the plumose texture (Gebre-Mariam et al., 1993). In this texture, quartz 
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Figure 7.7e Photomicrograph of 
plumose quartz textures (p) in the 
fuchsite-carbonate alteration 
zone. The hight of the photomi
crograph is 0.2 mm. 

fibers grow in a radial fashion 

from a central point (Figure 

7.7c). Aggregates of sulfides 

occur in the fuchsitel quartz 

domains, and include gers

dorffite and tetrahedrite, 

rimmed by galena. 

Distribution of alteration zones. 
The talc-chlorite zone occupies the area of the main BCSZ surrounding the boudins. The other 
alteration zones occur within the boudins. The chlorite-carbonate zone is restricted to the outer parts 

of the boudin (Figure 7.5), where the rocks are intensely deformed to a mylonitic schist forming the 

boundary between the boudin and the main mylonite zone. In the section that was mapped on a 

[:IOO scale (A-A' in Figure 7.5), the chlorite-quartz zone is restricted to the hanging wall (northern 

side) of the ore lode, and the fuchsite-carbonate alteration zone to the footwall (southern side) of the 

ore lode. In the rest of the Kitchener Mine, these alteration types have not been distinguished nor 

mapped in detail. 

7.4.2 Mineralogy of the alteration 
The mineral chemistry was determined using a JEOL JSM 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM) at the University of Western 

CaO 
Australian Centre for Microscopy and 

Microanalysis. The quantitative analysis 

were done using a LINK-EDS X-ray analy
cores ofsis system (take off angle 40°, counting time carbonates 

60S, accelerating voltage rsKV, beam cur
rent 3.0XIO-9 nA). ZAF corrections follow 

Ware (r98r) and all analysis were recalculat

ed using the RECALC2 computer program 

(B. Griffin)
 

Two groups ofcarbonates occur in the alter


ation zones of the Kitchener Mine (Figure MgO 4><l> Il\l><l~------------' FeO
 

7.8): magnesite and dolomite. Magnesite is gold lode ....E'E----- distal alteration zone 

the main carbonate throughout the alter
Figure 7.8 Plot showing composition of carbonates in 

ation envelope. The Fe content can be as the Kitchener deposit. 
high as 40% in the most distal alteration 
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zone and decreases to 0% in the gold bearing zone. Dolomite is developed in the talc-chlorite zone 

and the chlorite-quartz zone, associated with plagioclase or in cores of magnesite grains. CWorite is 

generally Mg and Si rich with Fe/Fe+Mg increasing toward the mineralized zone (Table 7.1). 

Table 7.1 Composition of chlorite and geothermometry, following Kranidiotis and Maclean (1989). 
See text for discussion. 

chlorite- carbonate-
carbonate quartz zone 

zone 

Wt% 
Si02 29.31 30.23 30.23 30.63 

AI2 O. 17.65 18.27 18.27 18.78 

Cr2 O. 0.6 2.08 2.08 1.17 
FeO 10.84 8.69 8.69 6.2 
NiO 0 0 0 0 

MgO 26.8 28.56 28.56 29.98 
Total 85.2 87.83 87.83 86.76 

Number of ions on the basis of 28 oxigens 

Si 5.881 5.836 5.836 5.886 
4.174AI 4.156 4.156 4.252 

Cr 0.096 0.316 0.318 0.178 
Fez+ 1.818 1.404 1.402 0.997 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000Ni 
8.016 8,216 8.216Mg 8.585 
0.185 0.146 0.146Fe/Fe+Mg 0.104 

T,mp"""~I~I,"IO"'" fO"T" ""'d'o'" •MOd'"'1 '''89'T ("C) 256, 258 258 250 

Fuchsite-carbonate zone 

30,66 30.35 30.44 

18.95 18.58 18.78 

1.03 1.06 0.92 

6.4 6.29 6.33 

0 0.23 0.26 

29.88 30.08 29.96 
86.92 86.59 86.69 

5.883 5.858 5.864 
4.287 4.225 4.264 

0.157 0.162 0.140 

1.028 1.016 1.020 

0.000 0.036 0.040 

8.546 8.655 8.604 

0.107 0.105 0.106 

250 253 252 

Typical analysis of fuchsite are shown in Table 7.2. Fuchsite is a Mg-phengite which contains vari

able amounts of Cr, up to 3 wt%, which causes the bright green colour. Tourmaline analysis (Table 

7.2) show that the tourmaline has a dravite composition, i.e. Mg rich, Fe poor. 
The sulfides, pyrite, gersdorffite, terahedrite and very minor chalcopyrite, occur throughout the 

alteration zones in the boudin, but are concentrated in the most proximal alteration zones. Galena 

occurs mainly in the ore lode and to a small extent in the proximal alteration zones. 

Microprobe analysis of pyrite shows that gold is not present in quantities above the detection limit 

(0.03 wt%). 
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Table 7.2 Typical composition of fuchsite and tourmaline, see text for discussion.
 

Tourmaline 

zone chlorite- carbonate- ore ore 
carbonate quartz 

Wt% 
SiO, 37.68 36.72 37.84 36.96 
Ti02 0.40 0.97 0.00 0.00 
AI2 0 3 31.13 30.46 32.84 31.14 
Cr2 0 3 0.91 1.68 0.00 0.00 
Fe(total) 6.11 2.76 2.47 2.64 
MgO 8.77 9.11 9.85 10.25 
Na2 0 2.96 2.61 2.63 2.69 
Total 87.96 84.31 85.63 83.68 

Numbers of ions on the basis of 31 oxygens 

Si 5.906 5.908 5.993 5.952 
Ti 0.047 0.118 0.000 0.000 
AI 5.751 5.776 6.132 5.908 
Cr 0.112 0.215 0.000 0.000 
Fe(total) 0.801 0.371 0.327 0.356 
Mg 2.049 2.184 2.325 2.459 
Na 0.900 0.813 0.801 0.839 

Fuchsite 

zone ore fuchsite
carbonate 

Wt% 
Si02 50.76 50.09 

AI,0 3 29.63 32.62 

Cr,03 0.34 1.68 
Fe(total) 0.53 0.45 
MnO 0.00 0.00 
MgO 2.29 0.95 
CaO 0.00 0.00 
Na,O 0.00 0.00 
K,O 10.64 10.33 
total 94.19 96.12 

Numbers of ions 
on the basis of 24 oxygens 

Si 6.770 6.550 
AI 4.658 5.027 
Cr 0.036 0.174 
Fe(total) 0.060 0.049 
Mn 0.000 0.000 
Mg 0.456 0.186 
Ca 0.000 0.000 
Na 0.000 0.000 
K 1.810 1.724 

Comparison with other parts of the Bamboo Creek Deposit 
A second underground traverse was made through the Prophecy-Perseverance line. The alteration 
zones and mineralogy are very similar to the Kitchener Mine, but rocks are generally more intense
ly deformed. The main difference is the larger abundance of sulfides in the ore lode (up to 20% of 
the ore lode). The sulfides and gold occur in a similar way to those in the Kitchener Mine, as the 

infill of brecciated quartz-carbonate veins. Sphalerite is rare in the Kitchener mine, but is abundant 

in the Prophecy-Perseverance samples. 

7.4.3 Indications of environment of deposition 
The Ag content of gold, the fineness (rooo x wt%Au/(wt%Au+wt%Ag)), varies with geologic envi

ronment and deposit style (Fisher, 1945; Morrison et al., [991). Samples from the Kitchener Mine 

were analysed for Au and Ag. The analysis were done on the JEOL JXA-88ooM microprobe at the 
Free University in Amsterdam by W.M. Lustenhouwer. Analytical errors for gold and silver were less 

than 0.02 %. The fineness was determined in two samples from the Kitchener deposit, 957±4 (ro 
grains) and 98o±3 (20 grains), respectively. This range of fineness is typical of Archean rnoothcrrnal 

lode-gold deposits (Morrison et aI., 1991) 
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The Al" content of chlorite is used to estimate the temperature during the alteration process, fol

lowing Cathelineau & Nieva (r985), who calibrated this thermometer from an active geothermal 

area. CWorites from rocks that contain another Al phase (fuchsite or plagioclase) are used to ensure 

that the system is Al saturated. A correction is made for the Fe content, according to Kranidiotis & 

Maclean (r989). The equation used to calculate the temperature is : TOC= I06Al~or + r8 with Al';or= 

Al~arnple + 0·7 Fe/(Fe+Mg). The temperature during alteration within the boudin, as estimated using 

this procedure, is between 250 and 258°C (Table 7.r). Taking analytical errors and errors in the ini

tial calibration into account the temperature is constrained to 253±50°C. 

7.4.4 Enrichment/depletion 
In the traverse A-A' in the Kitchener Mine (Figure 7.5) five samples were collected for major and 

trace element analyses. All analyses were done on powdered pills using the XRF at the University of 

Western Australia. The results are shown in Table 7.3. In Figure 7.9a, the variation of element abun

dance in the various parts of the boudin are shown. Most elements show strongly asymmetric pat-

Table 7.3 Major and trace elements of samples collected in the Kitchener deposit and reference samples from a 
relatively fresh komatiite flow from the Barberton Mountain Land (Smith et aI., 1980). 

texture 

Si02 
Ti02 
AI2O. 
Fe20. 
MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na20 

K20 

P2O. 

Cr20. 
NiO 

LOI 

total 

Rb 
Sr 

Y 
Zr 
Ba 

Pb 

Cu 

Zn 
As 
Sb 

Bamboo Creek-Kitchener Mine 
K-l K-2 K-6 K-8 K-9 HSS-531 

schist spinifex spinifex/ cumulate cumulate spinifex 
lode 

38.55 36.83 34.34 32.07 32.91 41.46 

0.49 0.53 0.25 0.19 0.26 0.33 

10.43 7.83 5.78 4.43 5.65 3.70 
8.97 9.07 8.06 7.71 7.15 10.16 
0.14 0.17 0.09 0.1 0.1 0.16 

16.82 16.79 22.65 24.5 23.74 23.97 
4.78 5.76 1.89 0.44 0.66 6.33 

0.162.32 2.04 0.79 0.29 0.04 
0.020.02 0.01 0.03 1.06 1.25 
0.020.13 0.14 0.05 0.06 0.04 

0.18 0.2 0.34 0.32 0.43 0.30 
0.160.04 0.04 0.12 0.1 0.12 

13.2116.95 20.74 25.68 28.73 27.51 
99.9899.82 100.1 S 100.07 100 99.86 

1 0 1 32 32 2 
64 71 26 8 16 28 

15 18 5 6 4 7 

75 78 29 23 27 23
 

8 8 15 90 101
 3 
21 0 22 7 13 

35 19 11 8 25 80 

97 75 55 45 53 80 
10 9 758 802 921 

5 12 73 112 117 

Barberton. Smith et al.(1980) 

HSS-532 HSS-533 HSS-534 

spinifex spinifex cumulate 
recalculated includinq volatiles 

41.29 42.33 39.53 
0.33 0.35 0.29 
3.68 3.81 3.18 
9.78 10.53 8.71 
0.16 0.17 0.16 

24.35 22.63 25.75 
6.24 7.69 5.21 
0.17 0.19 0.08 

0.02 0.03 0.03 
0.02 0.02 0.02 
0.29 0.33 0.27 
0.16 0.13 0.18 

13.47 11.77 16.57 
99.97 99.98 99.97 

1 1 1 
25 29 21 

6 8 4 

23 26 19 

5 4 30 

54 109 61 

70 68 62 
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terns relative to the ore lode. NazO, TiOz , CaO , PzOs' Y, Zr and Sr are more abundant in the 
northern spinifex-textured part of the alteration envelope, whereas KzO, Rb, As, Sb, Ni and Ba are 

more abundant in the southern base-of-flow cumulate part of the alteration envelope. A small num
ber of elements show close to symmetrical abundance in Figure 7.9. These include Pb, with a peak 
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in the mineralized zone, and Cu, with a low abundance close to the mineralized zone. To distinguish 

the effects ofalteration from the effects ofprimary composition, the analysis from the alteration enve

lope are compared to analysis from a relatively fresh komatiite flow. No detailed analysis are avail

able from the one komatiite flow in the Pilbara Craton from the Warrawoona Group. Therefore, the 

data from the Bamboo Creek Deposit were compared to data from a komatiite flow in the Barberton 

'0 -.- ':..;4.,,',:-2__4:.;2.,,5;.::0 ----:35;.,:;35=---- --, 

D chlorite -carbonate zone (Kl)
 

D chiorite-quartz spinifex zone (K2)
 

II gold lode (K6)
 

D proximal fuchsite-carbonate zone (K8)
 

D distal fuchsite-carbonate zone (Kg)
 
-13 10 

N .0 ~N 0 0 0 0 >- No 0 '" 0 E '5, \l \)j N 8 Z 9 0: Ii> 611 0 ~ 
Ui F oJ'. ::ii ::; u z c-

2 'C'~ '" o 
Elements 

Figure 7.10 Enrichment and depletion diagram of the alteration zone in the Kitchener deposit. The enrichment 
factors are calculated by dividing the concentrations of elements in the altered zone by unaltered komatiites 
(Smith et aI., 1980) with similar textures. 

Greenstone Belt (Smith et al., 1980). The komatiites in the Warrawoona Group are Al-depleted and 

in most respects similar to the Barberton komatiites (Arndt, 1994). Table 7.3 shows the geochemical 
data of the komatiite from the Bamboo Creek Deposit and the data from the Barberton komatiite, 
that are used to calculate the depletion and enrichment factors. Sample K8 and K9, from the cumu
late textured part, are compared to HSS-534, K6, K2 and KI are compared with HSS-533, HSS-532 

and HSS- 53 I, respectively, which are samples from the spinifex zone. The resulting 
enrichment/depletion diagram is shown in Figure 7.10 

TiOz , Fe(total) and CrZ 0 3 , which are considered to be relatively immobile elements (B6Wke, [989; 

Skwarnecki, 1988) remain close to I, consistent with the assumption that the Barberton komatiite 
analyses that were used, do represent rocks with chemical compositions close to the parent rocks in 

the Kitchener Mine. Of the major elements, enrichment of Al20 5 and P205 occurs in the whole 
alteration envelope, NazO mostly in the northern alteration zone, and K 2 0 in the southern alter

ation zone. Other major elements (Si02 and MgO) remain remarkably constant. Lor shows a gen-

III 
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eral enrichment, probably caused by CO2 and H 2 0 in the alteration envelope.
 

Of the trace elements, Ni and Cu are depleted in all zones, whereas most other trace elements show
 
relative enrichment (Rb, Zr, Ba), or were immobile (Zn). Three elements that are not shown in this
 

diagram are Pb, As and Sb. These elements were not analysed by Smith et al. (1980) in the 'fresh'
 
komatiite. They can be assumed to be very low «3 ppm) in fresh komatiites, but are strongly
 

enriched in the alteration envelope, especially in the southern part and particularly for As and Sb.
 

This diagram also shows that much of the asymmetry in the element abundance can be explained by
 

variations in the otiginal rock type, causing relatively symmetric enrichment/depletion profiles (Zn,
 

Ba, Zr, Cr, MgO). Exceptions are CaO, NaO, K2 0 and Rb, and probably also As and Sb, which
 

appear to be asymmetrically enriched or depleted.
 

7.4.5 Light stable isotopes cif dolomite 
For nine samples in the Kitchener traverse A-A', the carbon and oxygen stable isotopic composition 
was determined. The method used is described in detail by McNaughton et a!. (1988b). 

Reproducibility of dolomite standard b values was better than 0.1 %0. This was done to test whether 
the wallrock alteration, as described above, can be attributed to the same fluid that deposited the 
quartz-carbonate-gold veins. The bl 3C and 0180 values for dolomite from all samples are remark

ably constant at +0.24 and +14.6 respectively (Table 7.4) and similar to the range for gold deposits 
in other Archean terrains (de Ronde et a!', 1992; Kishida & Kerrich, [987, McNaughton et a!., [992), 
although O'3C is distinctly more positive than in other Archean gold deposits. 

Table 7.4 Comparison between carbon and oxygen isotopes in carbonates from the Bamboo Creek Deposit and 
other Archean lode-gold deposits. 

Stable isotope Bamboo Creek 

Deposit 

Barberton 

Greenstone Belt' 

Abitibi 

Greenstone Belt2 

Yilgarn 

Craton3 

013C(P08)(%0) +0.24±0.6 -4.4 to -2.2 -8 to-2 -3.4 to -7 

0'80(SMOW) (%0) +14.6±0.6 +11 to +13 +8 to +15 +6 to +14 

, Data from de Ronde et al.(1992), 2 Data from Keshida & Kerrich (1987), 3 Data from McNaughton et al.(1992). 
Errors are 1a errors of the arithmic mean. 

7.5 Lead-lead dating of galena 

Galena from three samples of the ore lode, one from Kitchener and two from Prophecy
Perseverance, were used for Pb-Pb isotopic dating. Small amounts of galena were gouged from the 

Table 7.5 Lead isotope composition of galena from three samples in the Kitchener (K) and Prophecy-Perseverance 
(PP1 and PP2) deposit. Errors on ratios are all < 0.15% (2a) and model ages are calculated following Cumming & 

Richards (1975, model III). 

Sample 206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/204Pb 208PbP04Pb model age (Ma) 

K1 
PP1 
PP2 

12.036 
12.031 
12.086 

13.798 
13.794 
13.819 

31.921 
31.938 
31.990 

3412±40 
3414±40 
3376±40 
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samples with a pre-cleaned scalpel point and processed directly to determine their Pb isotope com

position. The Pb isotopic composition of the galenas was analysed with a VG®354 multi-collector 

mass spectrometer, at Curtin University of Technology, with Pb analysis corrected for mass discrim
ination using NBS-981 (McNaughton et aI., 1988) as a standard. The mass discrimination factor on 

repeated measurements of the standard was I.2 %0 per mass unit. Pb isotopic compositions are deter

mined to better than ±0.15%. Isotopic and decay constants and other parameters follow Steiger & 

Jaeger (1977) and Tatsumoto et al.(1973), isotope ratios by Todt et al. (1984) were used. All errors 

quoted are 2() errors. The results for the three analysis are shown in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.11. The 

data cluster tightly on the mantle growth curve, and give model ages all within error (2cr) of 3400 

Ma (Cummins & Richards, 1975, model III). 

7.6 Discussion 

In summary, the Bamboo Creek Deposit is situated in a bedding-parallel ultramafic brittle/ductile 

shear zone in ultramafic rocks. At least two phases of movement can be distinguished on the sub

vertical NW-SE trending BCSZ: a relatively late dextral movement with shallowly southeast plung

ing stretching lineations, and an earlier sinistral/northeast up displacement, with ca. 45° southeast 

plunging stretching lineations. The late dextral movement is best represented in the main body of 

the shear zone, the mylonitic talc-chlorite schist. The earlier sinistral/northeast up movement has 

been preserved in the strongly carbonate-quartz altered boudins within the BCSZ. The gold lodes 

are associated with the sinistral/northeast up shears in the boudins (see Figure 7.12b). Dextral shears 
cut across the gold lodes, and therefore the dextral movement post-dates the gold mineralization 

event. 
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komatiite 

sequence 

Original volcanic sequence with lens shaped kornatiite flows 

!~m 

Development of a sinistral bedding parallel shear zone with gold-quartz 
veins in carbonate altered komatiite boudins 

Dextral reactivation of the shear zone. P-shears are reactivated as 
R-shears and displace the veins. The veins rotate clockwise. 

Figure 7.12 Conceptual 
model of structural and 
rheological controls on 
gold mineralization in 
the Bamboo Creek 
Deposit. 

Apart from the localized sinistral and dextral shears, the rocks in the boudins are relatively unde

formed and preserve primary textures such as spinifex blades and base-of-flow cumulates. 
There is clearly a contrast in rheological properties between the boudins and the talc-chlorite 

mylonite. The boudins are intensely carbonate altered and silicified, resulting in the main mineral 
phases (>50%) magnesite and quartz, whereas the main mineral phases in the surrounding mylonite 

are talc and chlorite. 

The initial alteration, causing the contrasts in rheological properties, must have occurred at an early 

stage. pre-dating or during the sinistral movement. During the sinistral movement, gold was deposit

ed in extensional type shears (R-shears), within the more rigid altered boudins. 

Carbon and oxygen stable isotopic compositions of dolomite throughout the Kitchener boudin and 
in the gold lode are constant, indicating that the fluid that caused the alteration envelope was the 
same as the fluid from which gold was precipitated. So far there is no evidence from the stable iso
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K

tope record for more than one alteration event. However, it would be interesting to study the light 

stable isotopes in the BCSZ further away from the gold deposits. 
The 013C and 0180 signatures for carbonates from the Bamboo Creek Deposit (+0.24±0.6 and 
+14.6±0.6, respectively) are similar to values recorded for other Archean mesothermal gold deposits, 
although the 013C values at Bamboo Creek are slightly more positive. 

Although the light stable isotope signatures are very constant for Archean lode-gold deposits, the data 

are non-definitive (Golding et al.,1989; Groves et al., 1995) and are interpreted by most authors as 
the result of various fluid sources, including mantle derived fluids, various crustal reservoirs and sea

water/meteoric water (de Ronde et aI., 1996; Groves et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 1992). 
In the Kitchener boudin, three alteration zones, related to the gold-mineralization, can be distin
guished: the carbonate-chlorite alteration zone forming the boundary zone between the boudin and 
the BCSZ mylonitic schist, the carbonate-quartz zone in spinifex textured rocks and the fuchsite

carbonate zone in the cumulate textured rocks, both adjacent to the mineralized zone. 
Chlorite thermometry on the Kitchener traverse gives temperatures of alteration of ca.250°C. This 
is consistent with mineral assemblages in the alteration zones (chlorite + muscovite + albite + quartz, 
no tremolite or biotite, (Mikucki et aI., 1990) and can not be distinguished from greenschist facies 
conditions in the surrounding unaltered volcanics. 
The alteration zones are very similar to those described for the Kerr-Addison deposit by Kishida and 
Kerrich (1987). Many mineral assemblages in the alteration zones can be explained by increased XC02 

towards the mineralized zone. In the most distal part this causes the breakdown of tremolite + ser
pentine to from talc + chlorite + carbonate, and the breakdown of titanite to rutile. Subsequently 
talc breaks down to magnesite and quartz, and finally cWorite breaks down to magnesite and quartz. 
Where chlorite is absent, AI is taken up by muscovite, incorporating the high Cr of the ultramafic 
parent rock to form fuchsite, and / or albite. The high Ni content of the parent rock results in gers
dorffite (NiAsS). Pyrite and minor chalcopyrite are present throughout the boudin, whereas tetra
hedrite + galena ± sphalerite are restricted to the inner alteration zones and are strongly associated 
with gold. 
These mineral assemblages are similar to those described in other Archean sub-amphibolite facies 

mesothermallode-gold deposits (Mikucki et al., 1990; Kishida and Kerrich, 1987), indicating that the 
nature (XC02 , pH, f0 2 and mLS) of the Bamboo Creek ore fluids are in the same range. 
Enrichment/depletion analysis shows that the gold alteration envelope is strongly enriched in Na2 0, 

2 0, Rb, Pb, As and Sb. This is characteristic for Archean mesothermallode-gold deposits, in con
trast to epithermal deposits which are also enriched in Hg, Cu and Zn (Barley et aI., 1989; Perring 

et al., 1991). 
The low-temperature mineral assemblages, brittle fracturing during mineralization, and the plumose 

quartz textures indicate that the Bamboo Creek Deposit formed at a shallow crustal level. 
Gold in the Bamboo Creek Deposit is coarse-grained and limited to the quartz-carbonate gold lode. 

This indicates that gold deposition occurred as a consequence of either fluid mixing or phase sepa
ration due to changes in P and T conditions of the ore fluids. Deposition as a result of chemical 

changes of the ore fluid due to interaction with the wall rock would normally produce gold dissem

inated in the wall rock (Skinner 1979). 
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The BCSZ that contains the gold mineralization is situated in the 3475 to 3435 Ma Warrawoona
 

Group (Thorpe et a!., 1992). A felsic unit, stratigraphically underlying the BCSZ, is dated at 3454±1
 

Ma (V-Pb, zircon, Thorpe et a!', 1992). This provides a minimum age for the BCSZ. An upper limit
 

to the age of the BCSZ is provided by the Chimingadgi granitoid suite, which intrudes and trun


cates the BCSZ at the south eastern end. This granitoid suite has a Rb-Sr whole-rock age of 3209±47
 

Ma (Collins & Gray, 1990). However this probably records a post-intrusion fluid-circulation event
 

because similar granitoid suites in the Mount Edgar Batholith gave V-Pb zircon ages ca. 3300 Ma
 

(Williams and Collins, 1990). Therefore the upper limit to the age of the final dextral movement
 

along the BCSZ is taken to be 3300 Ma. The gold mineralization event is related to the sinistral event
 

which pre-dates the dextral event and must have been even earlier. Therefore the timing of the gold
 

mineralization is relatively early in the history of the Coppin Gap Belt.
 

The three Pb-Pb model ages from galena from the Kitchener and Prophecy-Perseverance deposits
 

are all three within error of 3400±40 Ma. Galena is strongly associated with gold mineralization,
 
therefore the Pb-Pb model ages are an indication of the age ofgold mineralization. Lead that is found
 

in galena associated with the gold is likely to be a mixture ofjuvenile lead (i.e. lead coming from the
 

mantle along the shear zones) and crustal lead (i.e. lead that came from the mantle along with the
 

volcanic melt). The early component should have an isotopic composition reflecting mantle lead at
 

the time of extrusion at ca. 3450 Ma. As a consequence, the juvenile contribution is likely to be
 

somewhat younger than 3400 Ma found in the galena associated with the gold. McNaughton et a!.
 

(1990) showed that in the Norseman-Wiluna Belt in the Yilgarn, the Pb-Pb model ages are approx

imately 70 Ma older than the age of gold mineralization. If this applies to the Pilbara, the actual age
 

of gold mineralization may be 3330 Ma. The three ages are within error of each other, indicating
 

that gold mineralization occurred during one single event. The Pb-Pb model ages are in agreement
 
with timing constraints for the BCSZ as discussed above (i.e. between 3454 and 3300 Ma ).
 

The local structures in the mining area do not permit a direct interpretation in terms of extensional
 

versus compressional deformation. The 45°N dipping bedding of the base of the Fortescue Group,
 

which unconformably overlies the BCSZ, shows that the orientation of the BCSZ during deforma


tion must have been shallower than its present day orientation and possibly formed in a near hori


zontal position parallel to the bedding (see Chapter 5).
 

Nijman et al. (1995) recognised two structural events in the Coppin Gap greenstone belt: an early
 

extensional event at ca. 3445 Ma, succeeded by a compressional thrusting event during deposition of
 

clastic sequences post-dating deposition of the Warrawoona Group (ca. 3300 Ma). In the Bamboo
 
Creek area, these two structural events can be correlated with the early sinistral/northeast up move


ment on the BCSZ, together with sinistral ['lults in the footwall of the BCSZ, belonging to the
 

extensional phase, post-dated by dextral movement on the BCSZ and dextral thrust faults in the
 

hanging wall of the BCSZ belonging to the compressional phase. In this scenario, gold mineraliza


tion must have formed during a late (3400 Ma) stage of the extensional event.
 

Hence, although the chemical characteristics and alteration types are very similar to typical Archean
 

lode gold deposits in the Yilgarn (Groves et a!', 1992), Superior Province (Colvine, 1989) and south


ern Africa (Foster and Piper, 1993), the structural setting may be different.
 
The tectonic setting ofArchean lode gold deposits has been the subject of a long-standing debate. In
 

early studies, structures related to gold mineralization were not recognized and gold deposits were
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thought to be syn-volcanic in nature (Fripp, 1976, Kerrich & Fryer, 1979). In more recent studies, 

the importance of structural controls on gold mineralization has been recognized. This led to mod

els involving remobilization of syngenetic gold into structural sites (Hutchinson, 1993). However, 

most recent models on lode gold mineralization are epigenetic and involve the transport of gold in 

a fluid phase from a remote source to the structurally controlled deposit site at various crustal depths. 

during or after deformation (Groves et aI., 1992, crustal continuum model; Foster & Piper, 1993). 

This implies that the tectonic setting of gold mineralization will have no relation to the host rock, 

but will be related to the hosting structure.
 

There are problems in interpreting the structuralltectonic setting of gold deposits. One of the prob


lems is the lack of a good regional structural framework. Usually it is not possible co determine the
 

tectonic setting (extensional/compressional) from mine scale structures alone. The mine scale struc


tures need to be related to regional structures. The second problem is related to uncertainties in the 

timing of gold mineralization. Robust age detenninations of the mineralizing event are not easily 
obtained. 

Recent studies in the Superior Province and the Yilgarn Craton combine regional structural data 

with mine scale structures and robust ages of gold mineralization. These show that the gold miner
alizing event is strongly related to accretion in the final stages of cratonization and is generally relat

ed to compressional and strike-slip structures (Kerrich & Cassidy, 1994; Groves et aI., 1995). Age 

determinations of gold mineralization are 263S±1O Ma and 2710-267° Ma for the Yilgarn Craton and 
the Superior Province, respectively. One of the few models involving an extensional setting during 

gold mineralization in the Late-Archean was proposed by Williams & Whitaker (1993). They link 

part of the gold mineralization in the Leonora District in the Yilgarn Craton, ,'lith a core-complex 

type extensional setting. However the timing of gold mineralization remains uncertain. 

In Mid-Archean terrains, such as the Pilbara and Kaapvaal Craton, few data exist. In a well docu
mented study of lode gold deposits in the Barberton greenstone belt, the mineralization event was 

constrained to 3126-3084 Ma (de Ronde et aI., 1992) and was found to be related to a change from 

a convergent tectonic regime to a transtensional regime (de Ronde & de Wit, [994). 
The Bamboo Creek Deposit is certainly older than 3209 Ma, possibly as old as 3400 Ma, making it 

the oldest recorded gold deposit world \vide. This contrasts with the 2950 Ma age for gold mineral

ization recorded in the Mt. York district by Neumayr et aI. (1993b), indicating that there were at 
least two gold mineralization events in the Pilbara Craton. The Bamboo Creek gold mineralization 

probably formed during an extensional event or during a change from an extensional to a compres

sional setting, whereas the Mt. York deposit formed in a strike-slip setting (Neumayr et al., 1993b). 

7.7 Conclusions 

I.	 The Bamboo Creek gold deposits are situated in relatively undeformed boudins of carbonate 

altered komatiite in an intensely deformed talc-chlorite mylonite zone (BCSZ). 

2.	 The gold mineralization occurred during sinistral/northeast up movement on the steeply dipping 
northvvest trending Bamboo Creek Shear Zone, vvith a stretching lineation pitching at about 45° 

southeast. The BCSZ was subsequently reactivated with a dextral sense of shear. 
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3.	 The gold occurs as free gold in microbrecciated zones in laminated quartz-carbonate lodes and is 
directly associated with galena, gersdorffite, tetrahedrite ± sphalerite and tourmaline. 

4.	 Four alteration zones are distinguished in the Kitchener deposit: a talc-chlorite zone in the BCSZ 

mylonite, a chlorite-carbonate zone at the boundary between the mylonite and boudin and a car
bonate-quartz and fuchsite-carbonate zone in the boudin. 

5.	 The temperature during gold deposition was ca. 250°C, as determined from chlorite thermom

etry. This temperature is consistent with the mineral assemblages in the alteration envelope. 

K

6. Enrichment/depletion analysis indicates that the gold alteration envelope was enriched in Na2 0, 

2 0, Rb, Pb, As and Sb. 

7.	 Dolomite has a constant stable isotope composition throughout the alteration envelope, indicat
ing one alteration event in the boudin. 

8.	 All chemical characteristics of the alteration related to gold mineralization (mineralogy, assem

blages, depletion/enrichment of elements and light stable isotope composition of dolomite) are 
consistent with results from other greenschist-facies Archean lode gold deposits. 

9.	 Pb-Pb model ages of galena are ca. 3400 Ma, providing a maximum age of gold mineralization. 
This age for gold mineralization is in agreement with age constraints in the area for the BCSZ 

between 3454 and 3300 Ma. 
10. The gold mineralization at Bamboo Creek is tentatively correlated to a regional extensional tec

tonic event. This is in contrast to the majority ofArchean lode-gold deposits, which are gener
ally thought to be related to compressional events. 
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Chapter 8 

Constraints on the timing of 

deformation and metamorphism 

In the Shaw Batholith area: 

V-Ph and 4°Ar/ 39Ar dating 

8. I Introduction 

In Archean terrains, isotopic dating is the only reliable source of information on the absolute age of 

rocks or geological events. Lithostratigraphic correlations in the greenstone belts have been shown 
to be incorrect on many occasions, because very similar sequences may have formed during differ

ent time intervals. Similarly, the age of granitoids can not be reliably distinguished on the basis of 

field characteristics or geochemical characteristics. 

Large scale numerical models on the cooling history, crustal growth and geodynamics of the early 

Earth (e.g. Vlaar, 1986; Vlaar et aI., 1994; Stein & Hofmann, 1994; Davies, 1995, see also Chapter 2) 
are difficult to compare and test with field observations in Archean terrains due to differences in scale 

and in depth of observations. However, many of the models predict episodic magmatic events and 
this can be compared to episodic tectonothermal events in various Archean terrains. Isotopic age con

straints combined with regional structural studies are a prerequisite for such a comparison. 

In the Pilbara, previous geochronological studies (see Chapter 3 and Figure 3.] for an overview) were 
usually aimed at dating the age of the crystallization ofgranitoids or volcanics. Samples were not cho

sen to provide information on the structural evolution and often sample locations are not given in 

sufIicient detail to allow later workers to use the dates in detailed structural interpretations. 

Furthermore, a number of dating methods (Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr and Pb-Pb) may have relatively large 
errors (>20 Ma) and are of limited use in reconstructing tectonothermal events. 

The three main structural episodes in the eastern Pilbara, described in from Chapter 4, 5 and 6, are 

an early (3460 Ma) extensional phase with deformation occurring on the Split Rock Shear Zone, a 
compressional phase involving thrusting (e.g. Central Coongan Shear Zone) and folding, probably 

during deposition of the Gorge Creek Group (3300 Ma ?) and a late strike-slip phase with deforma

tion occurring on the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex, probably during deposition of the Lalla 

Rookh Basin (2950 Ma ?). Although broad estimates can be made of the age of these structures by 
using previously published data, but their precise age constraints are unknown and are the subject of 

this dating study. 
The objectives of this geochronological study are: 

To constrain the timing and nature of the three main structural episodes in the Shaw Batholith 
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Chapter 8 

and Coongan Belt, using relations between structures and intrusions and metamorphic mineral 

growth. 

2 To date the thermal evolution of the Shaw Batholith area and to establish what caused the meta

morphism in and around the Shaw Batholith. Was it caused by contact metamorphism during 

granitoid intrusion or is there evidence for a regional dynamothermal metamorphic phase? 

Two different isotopic dating methods were used: U-Pb dating on zircons from the Shaw Batholith
 

and 4°Ar/39Ar of mainly amphiboles from the Shaw Batholith and Coongan Belt. These two meth


ods provide ditTerent types ofage information and have different limitations so that they complement
 

each other.
 

The U-Pb zircon method is used for Si-saturated rocks such as granitoids and felsic volcanic rocks.
 

Zircons usually form during magmatic crystallization and have very high closure temperatures.
 

Therefore U-Pb zircon ages usually represent magmatic crystallization ages. Once formed, zircons
 

are very resistant and preserve the original U-Pb systematics well. Later events can produce complex
 
zircons with metamorphic or second stage magmatic rims (Vavra et al., 1996; Hanchor & Rudnick,
 

1995), providing more age information if the rim is wide enough to be analysed.
 
The 4°Ar/39Ar method, based on the decay of 4°K to <OAr, can be used on rocks or minerals that con


tain potassium (muscovite, biotite, amphiboles). Different minerals have different closure tempera


tures (Tc) for 4°Ar gas and therefore record different cooling ages. Most of the dates in this study come
 

from amphiboles, which are assumed to have a closure temperature between 500 and 550°C
 
(McDougall & Harrison, 1988). The 4°Ar/lOAr age records the moment that the mineral cooled below
 

the closure temperature for the last time. The closure temperature is generally well below the solidus
 
temperature of the magma, so it will represent the cooling age of the magma body or alternatively
 

the cooling age of a subsequent thermal event at a later stage.
 

The concept of a single closure temperature for minerals has been under discussion for a long time.
 

The retention capabillity ofminerals for Ar-gas is controlled by other factors than temperature alone,
 
such as rate of cooling, chemical composition, exsolution (particularly in hornblende), fluid interac

tion and deformation (Hanes, 1991; Chopin & Maluski, [980; Kerrich & Cassidy, [994; Lister and
 

Baldwin, 1996).
 

The combination of <OAr/"Ar and U-Pb zircon dating in this study provides a range of age informa


tion on the rocks that have been dated, but also provides an independent check on the methods
 

because of the necessary internal consistency of data on a single sample. An overview ofprevious dat

ing in the Shaw Batholith and Coongan Belt area is shown in Figure 8.1.
 

8.2 4°Ar/39Ar dating 

8.2.1 Background 
Two previous 4°Ar1"Ar dating studies were undertaken in the eastern Pilbara. Wijbrans & McDougall 

(l987) reported step heating experiments on samples from the Tambourah Greenstone Belt and west

ern Shaw Batholith area (Figure 8.l). The main result from this study was a ca. ]200 Ma cooling age 
after regional amphibolite facies metamorphism as inferred from blue-green hornblendes, and ca. 
2950 Ma cooling ages from olive green hornblendes and muscovites from the greenstones close to 
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LEGEND:

D Post-tectonic adamellite, ~ Fortescue Group...
ca. 2.85 Ga § Lalla Rookh sandstone

D Various granitoids m Ultramatic intrusions(porphyritic granite, ...
leuco-adamellite, CJ Gorge Creek Group,", .

garnet bearing adamellite) (felsic vole. + BIF)
3.0 - 2.95 Ga

Duffer Formation

E:±J Undifferentiated Mafic Volcanic Rocks
North Shaw Suite ~ Greenschist facies shearzone
Greenstone enclaves ~ Traces of amphibolite facies

0 Meta sediment mylonite foliation

0 Diorite - gabbroic gneiss --- Road
0 Grey gneiss

Figure 8.1 Map of the Tambourah Belt, Shaw
Batholith and Coongan Belt, showing lithologies
and major structures.
Previous 4oArj39Ar, U-Pb and Pb-Pb dating sample
locations are shown as well as sample locations in
the present study.
The letters next to the dates refer to the follow-
ing references: a=Pidgeon (1978a), b=Pidgeon
(1978b), c=Williams et al.(1983), e=Pidgeon
(1984), f=McNaughton et al.(1988), g=Bickle et al.
(1989), I=Bickle et al. (1993), m=McNaughton et
al. (1993), w= Wijbrans et al. (1987), d= Davids et
al. (in press), (i)= 4oAr/39Ar isochron age, Rb-Sr
isochron data are by Cooper et al. (1982).
4oAr/39Ar plateau ages and U-Pb zircon ages from
this study are shown in boxes. 4oAr/39Ar plateau
ages were measured on hornblende, except
T94/23 (muscovite) and T93/122 (biotite), all errors
are 2 a-errors,
x= xenocrystic zircon, R= recrystallized part of zir-
con, P= pooled age other than crystallization age.

T94/31
o 2934±2
x 3434-2981
R 3251±3

T94/32
2944±9

,Tambourah
Dome

T94/193
o 3028±12
o3468±2
X 3524±6
R 3308±3

• Rb-Sr isochron age
Cooper et al. 1982

o 40Ar/39Ar plateau ages
this study



Constraints on the timing of deformation and metamorphism 

the granitoids. 
Davids et al. (1997) report a number of ,oAr/39Ar experiments on hornblendes from the Coongan 

Belt. The main results are cooling ages between 3260 Ma and poo Ma for hornblendes from amphi
bolites in the Coongan Belt, a cooling age of ca. 29SO for actinolites in a greenschist facies shear zone 

and a ca. 3400 Ma cooling age for contact metamorphic hornblendes next to the Corunna Downs 
Batholith. 

Here, the results of 24 "Ar/wAr step heating experiments (22 hornblende, I biotite, I muscovite) of 
samples from the Shaw Batholith and Coongan Belt are reported. The samples were collected dur

ing a structural/kinematic field study in the Shaw Batholith and the Coongan Belt with the prima

ry aim ofplacing temporal constraints on large-scale structures in the area: the Split Rock Shear Zone 
(Chapter S), the Central Coongan Shear Zone (Chapter 6) and the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone 

(Chapter 7). 

By combining the results of this study and those of the previous two studies, the thermal evolution 
can be interpreted over the larger area between the Corunna Downs Batholith and the Yule 
Batholith. 

8.2.2 Structural context and description of samples. 
A detailed description and analyses of the structures and kinematics is presented in previous Chapters. 
Figure 8. I shows the major shear zones with their kinematics of the area where the samples were col
lected for dating. Table 8. I gives the coordinates of the sample location, characteristics and setting of 
the samples. The groups of samples, and where necessary additional details of the samples will be dis
cussed below. 

8.2.2.1 Eastern Coongan Belt and adjacent Corunna Downs Batholith 
Three samples were collected in the eastern Coongan Belt/ Corunna Downs area: T941203 and 
T93/I82 and T93/I22. 
T941203 is a sample from an undefornled amphibolitic pillow basalt a few meters from the intrusive 
contact with the Corunna Downs Batholith. The granitoid intrudes syn-kinematically into the 
Warrery Shear Zone one km to the west (Chapter 6). The sample is expected to provide the cool
ing age of the Corunna Downs granitoid and thereby a minimum age of the Warrery Shear Zone. 
T931r22 is a sample of the southern Corunna Downs Batholith next to the Coongan Belt contact. 

It was sampled next to the CCl8 sample described by Davids et al. (1997), which gave a hornblende 
cooling age of ca. 3400 Ma. Since no hornblende was present in sample T93/I22, biotite was used, 
although it has a lower closure temperature (300-3 soGC, McDougall & Harrison, 1988). 
T93/I 82 was collected in the Central Coongan Shear Zone. It has a mylonitic foliation formed by 
talc, chlorite and opaques. Colorless clear amphiboles form rosette shaped porphyroblasts that grow 
across the mylonitic foliation (Figure S.6h). The cooling age of the actinolites is expected to provide 

a minimum age for the CCSZ. 

8.2.2.2 The Split Rock Shear Zone, North Shaw Suite and the western Coongan Belt. 
A range of samples was collected to provide information on the cooling history of the Split Rock 
Shear Zone and its foot and hanging wall. From crosscutting, intnlsive and structural relations 

(Chapter 4) the SRSZ was inferred to have been an extensional detachment zone active at ca. 3460 
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Table 8.1 4OAr/39Ar sample co-ordinates, description, grainsize and summarized results.	 n 
,," 

Sample 
lithology 

T941203 
amphibolite 

T93/182 
talc-ehlorite 
mylonite 

T93/122 
Corunna 
Downs 
granodiorite 

T94/220 
diorite 
gneiss 

T94I222 
diorite 
gneiss 

T94/196 
diorite 
gneiss 

T94/193 
N. Shaw 
granodiorite 

T941181 
N.5haw 

grid 
ref. 
ElS 

783.9 
7612.2 

777.8 
7592.8 

781.0 
7594.9 

747.9 
7582.5 

747.9 
7582.5 

767.1 
7585.1 

768.5 
7583.6 

768.5 
7589.2 

petrography, Other comments asize bfusion <11 dOlo eT2, 
microstrudure age plateau 39Ar exc.Ar 

Eastern Coongan Belt	 and Corunna Downs Batholith 

granoblastic texture undeformed metabasalt, hbl 3338",9 334h13 89.3 3200 
plag, opaq, ol.gr.hbl, few metres from intrusive 150
relict br.hbl Corunna Downs granitoid 250 

foliation: tic, chi, opaq actinolites grow randomly act 3177",9 319h44 92.1 2800 
porphyroblast: act over the mylonitic foliation 150- excess 

300 argon 

plag, Kfs, bt	 undeformed, sampled next Bt incomplete 298h10 50.5 
to metabasalt with hbl 250- analysis 
cooling age 3400 Ma 500 
(Davids et aI., 1997) 

Southern Traverse Shaw Batholithl Coongan Belt 

d.gr.hbl, I.gr.opx, plag (alt), weakly foliated hbl 2933",9 2924",11 98.2 excess 
qtz, sph 500- argon 
granoblastic with weak shape 1000 
preferred orientation of hbl 

d.gr.hbl, I.gr.opx (alt), plag, weakly foliated hbl 2864",9 2878",12 S 72.6 2750
qtz, sph U-Pb SHRIMP age 500- 2930 
granoblastic texture with 3463",2 Ma (this study) 1000 excess 
weak shape preferred argon 
orientation of hbl 

d.gr.hbl, I.gr.opx (aIt), plag, weakly foliated very coarse hbl 3052",9 303h13 S 59.9 2800 
qtz,sph grained (hbl> lcm) 250- excess 
granoblastic with weak occurs as boudins in grey 500 argon 
shape preferred gneiss 
orientation of hbl 

plag, Kfs (alt), qtz, bt, protomylonitic hbl 3034",9 3028",12 99.2 excess 
gr.hbl, sph, ep follation/lineation 250- argon 
weak undulose U-Pb SHRIMP age 500 
extinction of qtz 3462",3 Ma (this study) 

plag, Kfs (a It), gr.hbl, qtz, ep mylonitic hbl 3230",9 3222",13 90.2 <3136 
undulose extinction of hbl, foliation/lineation, S-C 250- excess 

fSignificance '" 
~ 

Well defined T, is cooling age after amphibolite 
facies contact metamorphism, the minimum age 
of granite intrusion and the minimum age 
of the Warrery Shear Zone. 1 2 is a minimum 
estimate of the age of overprinting. 

Well defined T, is the cooling age of actinolite 
and provides a minimum cooling age after 
metamorphism and a minimum age for the 
Central Caongan Shear Zone. T2 is a minimum 
estimated age for overprinting. 

T1 is well defined and is the biotite cooling age 
(T,=300-350°C). For the Corunna Downs Batholith. 

The well defined T, is the cooling age for the 
diorite gneiss in the central part of the Shaw 
Batholith. 

The well defined T, is the cooling age for the 
diorite gneiss In the central part of the Shaw 
Batholith. T, is a minimum estimated age for 
overprinting. 

Disturbed age spectrum. T1 is semi-plateau 
cooling age of the eastern part of the Shaw 
Batholith. T, is a minimum estimated age for 
overprinting. 

Slightly disturbed age spectrum. T, is cooling 
age of the North Shaw Suite close to the 
greenstone contact. 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age of the North Shaw Suite in the Split Rock 

granodiorite qtz, recrysta llized fabric indicates Eup sense of 1000 argon Shear Zone, next to the greenstone contact. 
Shear 



Table 8.1 Continued. 

Sample grid 
Lithology ref 

E/5 

petrography. Other comments asize bfusion eT1 dOlo eT2. 
microstructure age plateau 39Aru eXt.ar 

'significance 

Southern Traverse Shaw Batholithl Coongan Belt 

T94I185i 769.0 
Amphibolite 7589.2 
mylonite 

T94/185ii 769.0 
idem 7589.2 

T941189 769.0 
amphibolite 7589.2 

hbl. qtz. opaq mylonite from hanging wall hbl 2994±9 2959±15 100.0 
mylonitic fabric with of 5R5Z, E up sense of 150
porphyroclasts of br.gr hbl, shear. 250 
tails of blue hbl, aligned Fine blue hbl is used here 
inclusions in br.gr.hbl 

idem idem hbl 2969±9 2993",21 81.6 2000 
coarse br.gr.hbl is used here 500

1000 

coarse (1 cm) interlocking undeformed sample next to hbl 3043±9 3075±15 71.8 2800 
gr.hbl, qtz. bt, carb, opaq the 5RSZ, sampled next to 250
aligned inclusions in hbl T94/185 500 

North of the Cooglegong Adamellite 

Accidental too large first step (see text). 
T, is the age of cooling of hornblende 
porphyroclasts in the Split Rock Shear Zone 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooiing 
age of blue-green hornbiendes in the tails of 
porphyroclasts in the Split Rock Shear Zone. T, 
is a minimum estimated age for overprinting. 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age of the undeformed amphibolite next to the 
Split Rock Shear Zone. 
T2 is a minimum estimated age of overprinting. 

n 
0 

0 

~ 

~ -
0 
~ 

~ 

0 

0 

"" 

~ 

'"'..., 

T941S0 768.6 
amphibolite 7620.0 

T94146 767.2 
amphibolite 7626.3 

T94/87 748.3 
amphibolite 7637.6 

T94/87 748.3 
dupl 7637.6 
idem 

T94/34a 747.6 
amphibolite 7622.7 

mainly hbl, minor plag, mylonite in SRSZ with hbl 2374±36 3110±595 23.6 1200 
chi, ep, opaq static thermal overprint 250
porphyroclasts of br.gr.hbl. tails 500 
of gr.hbl, random blue hbl 

interlocking hbl and minor undeformed metadolerite at hbl 3312±9 3309±118 100.0 
chi, plag, sph, opaq contact between Shaw 250
magmatic br.hbl cores batholith and Coongan Belt 500 
rimmed by gr.hbl 

hbl, plag, ep, opaq, qtz. undeformed metabasalt, hbl 3439±10 3466±135 88.4 2800 
Complex texture, see text sampled next to N.5haw 500

Suite 1000 

idem idem hbl 3599±11 3S22±13 50.7 excess 
SOO- argon 
1000 

gr.hbl, plag (alt),qtz. ep, foliated amphibolite enclave hbl 2797±11 2950±14 S 31.6 
opaq in gneiss south of MSZC 250 2877±18 S 24.3 
foliation formed by hbl 500 

Very disturbed age spectrum. The last three steps 
define an age plateau, T" but its geologic value 
is uncertain. 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age after amphibolite grade metamorphism of 
the undeformed dolerite dike. 

The plateau age T, is the cooling age of 
metamorphism related to the intrusion of the 
North Shaw Suite (see text). 
T2 is a minimum estimated age of overprinting. 

The well defined plateau age T, could be the 
cooling age after crystallization of the 
basalt/dolerite (see text). 

Very disturbed age spectrum. Two semi plateau 
ages may have geologic significance (see text). 
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'" ... TableS.1 

Sample 
Lithology 

Continued. 

grid petrography. 
ref microstructure 
ElS 

Other comments asize bfusion 
age 

en 
plateau 

d% °T2. 
39Aru exc.ar 

fSignificance 

\) 

". .
'" 

Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex area 

T94132 
amphibolite 

742.0 
7616.0 

d.gr.hbl porphyroclasts, 
tails of chI, ep, matrix qtz, 
plag, sph 

mylonitic boudin in the 
MSZC 

hbl 
250 
500 

2950±9 2944±9 97.3 2800 
excess 
argon 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age of the amphibolite boudin in the 
Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex. and 
provides a minimum age for the central part of 
the MSZC. 
T2 is a minimum estimated age of overprinting. 

T941215 
amphibolite 

731.5 
7592.3 

d.gr.hbl, plag, qtz, ep, sph foliated enclave in the 
recrystallized to granoblastic MSZC forming the km-scale 
texture sheath fold 

hbl 
1S0
500 

2978±9 2909±12 94.4 excess 
argon 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age of the amphibolite enclave in the 
Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex and 
provides a minimum age for the central part of 
the MSZC. 

T94117 
granodiorite 

735.8 
7575.6 

gr.hbl, plag (a It), Kfs, ep, sph mylonitic foliation, from 
aligned hbl and qtz ribbons outer MSZC 

hbl 
250
500 

2891±9 288h11 98.1 excess 
argon 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age of the outer part of the MSZC. 

T94123 
sillimanite 
gneiss 

743.0 
7584.5 

qtz, fibrolitic sillimanite, 
muse. 

metapelitic enclave in the 
Shaw Batholith, east of the 
MSZC. Strong SL and 
folded 

muse 
250
500 

2974±14 2949±14 99.4 The well defined plateau age is the muscovite 
cooling age (T,- 350°C) of the sillimanite gneiss 
enclave in the Shaw Batholith east of the MSZC. 

T94/9 
granodiorite 

731.5 
7615.3 

Kfs (alt), plag, qtz, bl.gr. 
hbl, ep, sph, statically 
recrystallized mylonitic 
Texture 

pre-MSlC mylonitic 
foliation (see text) 

hbl 
250
500 

2969±9 3006±11 72.0 2575 The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age of the pre-MSZC shear zone in the South 
Dalton Pluton area. 
T2 is a minimum estimated age of overprinting. 

T94113 
amphibolite 

731.S 
7615.3 

ol.gr.hbl, plag (alt), qtz, sph foliated sample from hbl 
recrystailized to granoblastic enclave in the South Dalton 250
texture Pluton 500 

Black Range Dolerite Dyke 

3161±10 3038±11 78.2 2630 
excess 
argon 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age of the amphibolite enclave in the South 
Dalton Pluton area. 
T2 is a minimum estimated age of overprinting. 

T94/29 
dolerite 

762.8 
7626.0 

plag, hbl, chi 
undeformed 

Sample from the coarse 
grained core of the Black 
Range Dyke 

hbl 
250
500 

2832±9 2804±11 75.5 excess 
argon 

The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age after crystallization of the Black Range 
dolerite dike. 

T94/29 
duplo 
idem 

762.8 
7626.0 

idem idem hbl 
250
500 

2783±6 2785±14 86.4 2700 The well defined plateau age T, is the cooling 
age after crystallization of the Black Range 
dolerite dike. 
T2 is a minimum estimated age of overprinting. 

a Mineral used for step heating experiment and grainsize in ~m. b Calculated age for summed intensities, should be equal to single fusion age. C Ages in this column are best estimates for 
the cooling age of the sample, following the convention for the definition of plateaus (McDougall & Harrison, 1988). Those indicated with S are semi-plateaus.d Percentage of total 39Ar in 
the plateau. e Ages in this column are estimates for the time of overprinting, based on the low ages in the low temperature part of the age spectrum. f A brief statement on the structural 
and metamorphic significance of the each age spectrum is given. tlc~ talc, chl~ chlorite, act~ actinolite, hbl~ hornblende, plag~ plagioclase, opaq~ opaques, Kfs~ K-feldspar, bt~ biotite, 
opx~ orthopyroxene, sph~ sphene, ep~ epidote, qtz~ quartz, (alt)~ altered, gr~ green, br~ brown, bl~ blue, ol~ olive. 1~light, d~ dark 
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Ma. The collected samples were aimed at confirming the timing of tectonic activity on the SRSZ
 

and to provide an insight in the nature (extensional vs. compressional) of the SRSZ. If the SRSZ was
 

an extensional structure, the upper block would have remained relatively cool (at shallow depth),
 

whereas the lower block was brought up and cooled during the uplift. Therefore, the cooling ages
 

of the lower block would be younger than cooling ages of the same mineral in the upper block. In
 

a compressive structure this pattern would be inverted, with younger ages in the upper block and
 

older ages in the lower block. This is a simplified model and is complicated by syn-tectonic intru


sions of granite. It can only give good results if the area is not heated after activity on the shear zone,
 

thereby destroying the signals related to movement on the shear zone.
 

Southern traverse
 
Samples in this traverse through the lower and upper block of the SRSZ are T941z20, T941z22,
 

T941r96, T94lr93, T94lrSl, T94lrS5 and T94/rS9 (see Figure S.l for locations).
 
The footwall block samples (T9412Z0, T941zz2, T94lr96) were collected in grey gneisses and diorit 

ic gneisses. assUIued to be 3460 Ma or older, in the core of the Shaw Batholith, as far as possible away
 

from younger granitoids. T941z22 is also used for SHRIMP dating (see §S.3)
 

T94/r93 and T94/rSl are samples of the North Shaw Suite granodiorite, collected close to the con


tact with the greenstones. They were collected to provide a cooling age for the North Shaw Suite
 

in the SRSZ. Both samples are weakly foliated and lineated. T94/rSl shows a well developed S-C
 
fabric on a 2 cm scale. indicating an east up sense ofshear. T94/r93 was also used for U-Pb SHRIMP
 

dating. T94/r S5 and T941S9 are samples of greenstone belt amphibolites from the hanging wall of
 
the SRSZ. They were collected to provide a cooling age of the amphibolite grade metamorphism
 

associated with deformation in the SRSZ.
 

T94lrS5 is an amphibolite mylonite and contains two generations of hornblende: brown-green
 
rounded hornblende porphyroclasts and finer needle shaped blue green hornblendes in the tails of
 
the porphyroclasts and in the matrix. The porphyroclast hornblendes contain abundant aligned inclu


sions of quartz and opaques (Figure 4.5b). Two grain size separates were made of this sample, to clis


tinguish the porphyroclasts from the hornblende in the tails.
 

Sample T94/rS9 was taken close to T94/r85 but does not show the mylonitic foliation. The inter


locking hornblende grains do contain an aligned inclusion pattern, indicating a previous foliation,
 
before growth of metamorphic hornblende.
 

North of the Cooglegong Adamellite 
Three samples were collected in the greenstones north of the Cooglegong Adamellite, i.e. in the
 

upper block of the SRSZ: T94/50, T94/46 and T94/S7.
 
T94/50 is a coarse (>O.5cm)-grained foliated and lineated amphibolite. Three different generations
 

of hornblende can be distinguished. Brown-green rounded hornblende grains occur as porphyro


clasts, green hornblende occurs in the tails of porphyroclasts and forms the foliation and lineation. A
 

third group of blue green hornblende grains grew randomly over the foliation.
 

T94/46 is a coarse-grained undeformed metadolerite at the contact between the Shaw Batholith and
 

the Coongan Belt.
 
T94/87 is an undeformed metabasalt sampled next to the contact with the North Shaw Suite. The
 
amphibolite is very coarse-grained close «2cm) to irregular aplite dykes, but otherwise it is gener
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ally fine-grained. The fine-grained part consists of a network ofbrown-green hornblende rimmed by 

green hornblende, and a matrix of plagioclase, epidote, opaques and minor quartz. The coarse

grained part consists of large clean brown hornblende grains and large quartz grains in equal propor

tions. The hornblende grains usually have a thin rim of fine-grained epidote. 

8.2.2.3 The Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex 
A number of samples were collected from within, and close to, the high strain zones of the MSZC
 

to determine the cooling age of the amphibolite grade metamorphism during deformation. Two sam


ples were collected in the South Daltons Pluton to determine whether the thermal evolution of this
 

area was distinctly different from that to the east of the MSZC.
 

T94/P and T94/z15 were sampled from a m-scale amphibolite boudin in the ultramylonite part and
 

an amphibolite enclave in the mylonitic part of the MSZC, forming the km-scale fold of the MSZC
 

(see Chapter 7). T94/P was sampled close to the SHRIMP sample T94/31 (§8.3).
 
T94!I7 is a sample from the outer part of the MSZC in a hornblende granodiorite.
 

T94/23 is a sample from a sillimanite gneiss enclave in the Shaw Batholith, to the east of the MSZC.
 

The rocks in the enclave are strongly foliated, lineated and folded with the foldaxis parallel to the lin

eation. The muscovite (Tc ca.350oC, McDougall & Harrison, 1988) was analysed to determine
 

whether it would give consistent cooling ages with hornblende in the area.
 

T94/9 and T94!I3 are samples from the South Daltons Pluton. T94/9 is a mylonitic granodiorite
 
with a foliation and lineation (steeply plunging) which do not fit with the MSZC and probably rep


resents an earlier deformation event. T94/13 is a foliated coarse-grained amphibolite sampled from
 

an enclave in the South Daltons Pluton.
 

8.2.2.4 Black Range Dolerite Dyke 
T94/z9 is a sample from the core of the Black Range dolerite dyke at the northern end in the Shaw 
Batholith. The Black Range postdates all structures in the eastern Pilbara, except for occasional local 
brittle faults. No reliable age is available of the Black range, but it is constrained between 2.77 Ga(base 

of the Fortescue Group, U-Pb SHRIMP, Arndt et al., 1991) and 2.85 Ga (Cooglegong Adamellite, 

Bickle et a!', 1989). 

8.2.3 Sample preparation and analytical method 
The samples were crushed and sieved, and based on the crystal size in the thin sections, an optimum 

sieve fraction between 150 and 500 )..tm was selected for further separation by hand. Clean separates 

of hornblende, muscovite and biotite were then selected by hand-picking under a microscope. For 

large grain sizes only a few grains (1-3) were selected, for finer grain sizes (150-250 )..tm) ca. 50 grains 
were selected (see table 1 for grain sizes per sample). During the hand-picking care was taken to select 

clean, pure mineral grains. Before and after hand-picking the grains were ultrasonically cleaned in 

H 2 0 to remove dust particles. 

The mineral separates were loaded on a 2 em diameter aluminium tray with 20, 2 mm wide, holes. 

On each tray 4 holes were loaded with flux monitors (AND standard biotite GAlS 50, K/Ar age 97.9 
Ma). The 16 remaining holes were loaded with the separates from the samples. The trays were 
wrapped in aluminium foil and stacked in an aluminium can. Samples were irradiated in a rotating 
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facility in the ECN/EU high flux research reactor in Petten (NL) for 150 hours. The irradiation para


meter] was determined separately for each tray and was 0.04364, 0.04361 and 0.04363 depending on
 

the tray. The uncertainty of] was 0.3% per tray.
 

The separates were degassed stepwise, using a defocused laser beam. Details of the extraction and
 

purification have been described in Wijbrans et at. (1995). The isotopes of the purified argon gas were
 

measured using a MAP 215-50 noble gas spectrometer.
 

Corrections were made for interferences by atmospheric argon and argon isotopes produced from
 

potassium and calcium during irradiation (correction factors for this irradiation: ('OAr/'"Ar)K=
 

0.07361, ("ArI"Ar)Ca= 0.000699 and ("Ar/,7Ar)Ca= 0.00027). The measured amounts of'9Ar and
 

J7Ar were corrected for radioactive decay. The discrimination factor for the mass spectrometer was
 

determined at I.0030±0.3% per mass unit for this study, using small aliquots of air argon. System
 

blanks were measured every five steps and were used for a blank correction on the data, based on
 

two blanks for each correction. Over the course of the experiments, the range of observed blanks
 
was: "Ar 4.3-22.6xIO·.c mole, "Ar 2.8-12.2XIO·" mole, ,sAr IO.6-94.IXIO·.c mole, J9Ar I.5-3.4xIO·.c
 

mol and "Ar 12.6-12I.4XIQ·'o mole. Within a single experiment (1-2 days) the variation was less than
 

a third of the observed total range.
 

Most samples were measured once, but duplicates were measured of sample T94/87 and T94129.
 

8.2.4 Results of 4'Arj3'Ar dating.
 
The complete data set of all experiments are given in Appendix I. The age spectra for all experiments
 
are shown in Figure 8.2. Most age spectra show plateau segments with ages ranging from 3530 to
 

2785 Ma. All errors in the text and figures are 2(5 values. In the following section, the term plateau
 

is used as defined by McDougall & Harrizon (1988), i.e. at least 3 subsequent steps within 2(5 error.
 
Where plateaus are less well defined, for example where one or two steps are not within 2(5 error,
 

the term semi-plateau is used. In all hornblende step-heating experiments the K/Ca ratios are low «
 

0.1) except for some of the initial steps with excess argon. The results are summarized in Table 8.1,
 

only samples with irregular or in some way anomalous results are discussed in more detail here.
 

T93/r22 biotites produced so much argon gas in the first two steps of the experiment that it sur


passed the measuring capacity of the mass spectrometer. The first two steps (50% of total J9Ar released)
 
are not shown in the age spectrum and the age spectrum is therefore not reliable. However some
 

information can be gained from the last 6 steps. These define a plateau with an age of 2987±IO Ma,
 

which is interpreted to be the cooling age of the biotites.
 
T94/222 and T94/r96 resulted in age spectra with good plateaus, although these contained a num

ber of significantly lower steps. In T94/222 the anomalous step coincides with an increase of K/Ca
 

so it may be caused by exsolution effects in the hornblende or may be due to some fractionation
 

problem in the mass spectrometer. In T94/r96 the K/Ca ratio is constant over all the steps (at ca.
 

0.08) and does not offer an explanation for the two lower steps.
 

For sample T94/r85 age spectra of two different grain size separates were determined (i = IOO-25 0
 

11m, ii = 500-rooo 11m). T94/r85i was accidentally heated too fast, causing the release of83% of the
 

total "Ar within the first step. The plateau age is 2959±I5 Ma whereas the total fusion date is 2993±9
 
Ma. T94/18Sii shows a convex shaped age spectrum with the initial step at ca. 2000 increasing to a
 

well defined plateau at 2993±21 Ma. The total fusion date of the fine-grained hornblende and the
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Eastern Coongan Belt and Corunna Downs Batholith 
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Figure 8.2 4oAr/39Ar age spectra for all samples in this study, errors are 2cr, in both figure and plateau age. 
All analytical data are given in Appendix 1. 

plateau age of the coarse-grained hornblende are indistinguishable and are interpreted as the cooling 
age of both hornblendes types. 
T94/50 hornblendes show a distinctly U shaped age spectrum with an anomalously high first step 

followed by anomalously low steps (ca. 1000 Ma). The last three steps could be used to define a 
plateau at 3II0±60 Ma. In view of the extremely disturbed age spectrum the geologic value of this 

date remains unclear. The inverse isochron plot shows that the anomalously low steps are due to an 
increase of J9Ar. 

Two step heating experiments were carried out on hornblendes from sample T94/87. The first age 

spectrum shows irregularities in the first four steps followed by a semi-plateau over 3 steps (88.4% of 

the total 39Ar released) with an age of 3466±I 3 Ma. The plateau contains a number of small steps with 

first lower dates followed by higher dates, then returning to the level of the plateau. It is not clear 

what caused the variation in these small steps: the K/Ca ratio remained constant. It may be due to 
a fractionation problem in the mass spectrometer. The second experiment (T94/87duplo) shows a 

similar variability in the first steps (40% of J9Ar released) and is followed by a well defined plateau 

over 60% of the 39Ar released at 3522±13 Ma. 

The two plateau ages are not within error of each other. The age spectra and the K/Ca plots show 

different pattern for the two experiments and the total fusion age is different (3439±10 Ma vs. 
3599±I I Ma). This may indicate that the two experiments were done on grains wirh differenr geo

logical histories, although they are derived from the same sample. Inverse isochron plots show that 
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Figure 8.2 Continued. 
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North of the Cooglegong Adamellite 
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Figure 8.2 Continued. 

the anomalous initial age steps in 94/87 are due to mainly 39Ar loss and gain, possibly due to recoil,
 
whereas in 94/87duplo all steps plot close to each other on the 19Ar/,oAr axis, with some disturbance
 
due to increase of4'Ar (excess argon). This seems to indicate that the grains measured in 94/87duplo
 

are less disturbed than 94/87.
 

Although the discrepancy in results is not easily explained, it is possible that the first separate con

tained only the coarse large hornblende grains from the hornblende + quartz zone next to the aplite
 

dyke, whereas the duplo separate also or mainly contained hornblendes from the finer-grained part
 

of the sample. The plateau age of the first experiment (3467±6 Ma) is within error of the U-Pb zir

con age of the North Shaw Suite (3466±r 3 Ma, McNaughton ct 01., 1988), and i, thnefore inter


preted as the hornblende cooling age of contact metamorphism. The older plateau age of
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Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex 
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T94/87duplo can be the interpreted in various ways: 

I The differences in plateau ages are the result of variable irradiation conditions. This is not likely, 

because other repeated experiments in this study show consistent results within 2(J error, but it 

can not be ruled out completely. 

2 The older plateau age is due to excess argon that was present in the duplo experiment. However, 

the plateau is defined as the youngest and middle part of the spectrum, for which the inverse 
isochron plot shows no indication of excess argon. 

The fine-grained part retained the magmatic signature resulting in an older plateau age. As the 

rock contains a mixture of coarse and fine grains, and is veined with quartz and granitoid, some 

degree of inhomogeneity is expected. 

T94/34 hornblendes from the greenstone enclave in the Shaw batholith show a very irregular age 

spectrum. The first steps are low (ca. 2100 Ma) increasing in the next four steps to an irregular semi

plateau. This semi-plateau consists of steps alternating between ca. 2950 Ma and ca. 2880 Ma. It is 

not possible to define a single plateau age for this spectrum. Two separate semi-plateau ages were cal

culated for the high and low age steps; 2950±J4 Ma (32% "Ar) and 2877±r8 Ma(24% "Ar). Inverse 
isochron plots indicate that the variation in step ages is mainly due to variations in "Ar, possibly due 
to recoil, and may not have a geological significance. The variations in the dates in the semi-plateau 
can not be explained by fine-grained biotite or exsolution in the hornblendes because the K/Ca ratio 

remains constantly low «0. I) over the semi-plateau. The meaning of the two age groups in the 

semi-plateau remains uncertain. 
The two step heating experiments carried out on hornblendes from the Black Range dolerite dyke 

give similar shaped age spectra, starting with high dates in the first step, followed by a flat part over 

most of the released"Ar. T94129 shows two slightly higher last steps, T94129duplo shows a slightly 
lower last step. In both spectra plateaus can be defined with integrated ages of 2804±10 Ma and 

2785±r4 Ma respectively. The weighted mean of the plateau ages, 2796±9 Ma, is the cooling age of 
the hornblendes in the dolerite dyke. 

8.2.5 Synthesis and structural;metamorphic implications 
The step heating experiments generally resulted in age spectra with well defined plateau ages. The 

spectra typically show disturbances in the first steps, with up to ca. 15% "Ar released. The first step 
often gives an unrealistically high age, followed by a very low step with subsequent steps increasing 

to or slightly above the level of the plateau. In inverse isochron plots the first high step typically falls 
slightly below the atmospheric argon and radiogenic argon mixing line, indicating an increased 'OAr 
component, i.e. excess argon. The subsequent steps usually plot close to the "Ar/4°Ar axis, but vary 
on a horizontal line, indicating either )9Ar increase or loss. These effects may be due to weathering 

of the surface of the hornblende grains or may be due to recoil effects in the rims of the hornblendes. 
In many cases a low initial step can be attributed to 'OAr loss, possibly during a later event, if the analy

sis of the step plots above the mixing line. 

The plateau ages determined for the mineral separates are all within the age brackets defined by other 

dating methods (V-Pb and Pb-Pb) for this part of the Pilbara Craton, i.e. 3.5-2.8 Ga, suggesting that 

the plateau ages are meaningful in the context of the regional geology. Since the plateau ages of the 
minerals are all cooling ages, they provide nlinim.um. ages for the structures or mctarl1orphisrn. 
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Eastern Coongan Belt and Corunna Downs Batholith 
Two plateau ages, 334r±I3 Ma (T94I203, hornblende) and 2987±10 Ma (T931r22, biotite), provide 

information on the cooling of the Corunna Downs batholith. They show, in combination with the 

3398±12 Ma hornblende cooling age in the southeastern Coongan Belt (Davids et aI., in press), that 

cooling after intrusion of the granitoids occurred at a relatively early stage, in the range between 3341 

Ma and 3398 Ma. The younger biotite cooling age indicates that the area was reheated at ca. 2990 

Ma to above the biotite closure temperature (300°C), but below the hornblende closure temperature 

(5 00°C). 

The Warrery Shear Zone was active during granitoid intrusion next to sample T941203, hence the 

minimum age of activity on the Warrery Shear Zone is 3341±I3 Ma. 

The activity on the Central Coongan Shear Zone is constrained by post-kinematic actinolites ofsam

ple T941r82 to older than 3197±44 Ma. Since the CCSZ post-dates the 3325 Ma Wyman Formation 

(McNaughton et al., [993; Thorpe et al., 1992, Chapter 5), its age is further constrained to between 

3325 and 3200 Ma. 

The Split Rock Shear Zone, North Shaw Suite and western Coongan Belt 
The southern traverse, which was set up to constrain the age and nature (extensional vs. compres

sional) of the Split Rock Shear Zone, shows the following plateau ages (Figure 8.1), rounded at to 

Ma, from west to east: footwall Shaw Batholith gneisses 2880-2920-3030 Ma, in SRSZ North Shaw 
Suite 3030-3220 Ma, hanging wall Coongan Belt 2960-2990-3080 Ma. There is no consistent 
increase or decrease of plateau ages in the traverse. The variation of ages does not appear to be relat

ed to their position with respect to the SRSZ. This is particularly obvious for T941r93 and T941r81, 

which were both sampled in the same structural position, in the SRSZ, but give different plateau 

ages (3028±I2 and 3222±13 Ma respectively). The plateau ages do show a relation to vicinity to 

younger granites (3.0-2.85 Ga, Bickle et al., 1989), with T941r81 giving the oldest plateau age and 
further away from late granites. 

This shows that this sequence of plateau ages can not provide good constraints on the age and nature 
of the SRSZ, because they are statically reset by heating due to post-tectonic granite intrusion. The 

oldest age 3222±13 Ma in the SRSZ provides a minimum age for the shear zone. 

In the southwest Coongan Belt two amphibolite samples (T941r85 and T941r89) from the green
stones give interesting results when compared to each other. The two different grain size fractions of 

the mylonitic amphibolite T941r85 gave plateau ages within error of each other (2993±21 Ma for the 
coarse grain size and 2959±15 Ma for the fine grain size), indicating post-deformational heating at 

ca. 2950-3000 Ma, probably due to granite intrusion. The undeformed amphibolite sample T941r89 

gave an older plateau age (3075±15 Ma), although the samples were collected very close (20 m.) to 
each other. This may be an indication that deformed hornblende grains have a lower closure tem

perature than undeforrned grains. Davids et aI. (in press) report similar ages for an amphibolite 

mylonite (3017±14 Ma) from the SRSZ and a greenschist facies shear zone (2941±22 Ma) further to 

the north. They interpreted these ages as direct evidence for activity of the greenschist facies shear 

zone at ca. 2950 Ma . This study shows that such an interpretation is not warranted; the cooling age 
can only provide a minimum age of last activity on the shear zone, but the last activity may have 
been 500 Ma prior to the cooling age. 
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North if the Cooglegong Adamellite 
The samples north of the Cooglegong Adamellite include three samples taken next to the intrusive 

North Shaw Suite. Of those T94/50 resulted in a very disturbed spectrum, with a small plateau with 
a plateau age of 3I IO±59 Ma. The disturbance may be due to its vicinity to the Cooglegong 

Adamellite. Of the two other samples next to the North Shaw Suite, the undeformed metadolerite, 

T94/46, gave a single plateau at 3309±II8 Ma, whereas the last sample of the three, T94/87, on 
which two experiments were done, gave the oldest plateau ages recorded in this study. The younger 

of the two plateau ages (3466±I3 Ma) is interpreted to be the cooling age of intrusion or contact 
metamorphism of the North Shaw Suite, dated at 3467±6 Ma (U-Pb, single zircon) by McNaughton 

et al.(I988). The older plateau age ofhornblende form the same sample at 3522±I3 Ma can be attrib
uted to analytical problems (inhomogeneous radiation ofsamples), excess argon or as a geological sig
nificant age related to magmatic cooling age of this part of the Warrawoona Group, the Talga TaIga 

Subgroup. More experiments on a similar rock would be needed to rule out analytical problems and 
inhomogeneously distributed excess argon. If the oldest age is a geologically meaningful age this has 
important implications, because it would indicate that metamorphic resetting can occur on centime
tre-scale. Similar ages were obtained from the base of the Warrawoona Group (3 560±]2 Ma, whole 
rock Sm-Nd on a suite of mafic to felsic samples) by Hamilton et al.(I98I) and for the Coonterunah 
Succession (35I5±3 Ma, U-Pb zircon) by Buick et al. (I995). Davids et al (in press) report a 4°Ar/N Ar 
isochron age of 35I8±I6 Ma for cores ofhombIendes in a sample from the SRSZ in the Taiga TaIga 
Subgroup in the Coongan Belt (see Figure 8.1). Xenocrystic zircons (this study) from granitoids in 
the Shaw Batholith are in the same age range, i.e. 3509±I5 Ma and 3524±6 Ma. 
Sample T94/34 in the western Shaw Batholith gneisses, structurally below the SRSZ, gave a dis

turbed spectrum, with an estimated cooling age between 2950 and 2880 Ma, i.e. in the range of the 
late granites and probably reset by contact metamorphic effects. 

The Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex 
All samples from the MSZC gave hornblende cooling ages between 2944 and 2887 Ma. This indi
cates a minimum age for the MSZC of ca. 2900 Ma. To the west of the MSZC two deformed sam
ples from the South Daltons Pluton gave hornblende cooling ages of 3006±I I Ma and 3037±IO Ma, 
slightly older than the samples from the centre of the MSZC. The muscovite from the sillimanite 
gneiss sample T94/23 to the east of the MSZC gave a cooling age of 2949±I4 Ma, which is similar 
or older than hornblende cooling ages from the MSZC. The pattern, with slightly older ages outside 
the MSZC than in the MSZC indicate that the cooling ages within the MSZC, ca. 2900 Ma record 
the cooling age after amphibolite grade deformation in the MSZC. The argon cooling ages are not 
enough to provide definite age constraints for the MSZC, but the SHRIMP dating (§8.3) shows that 
the inferences drawn from the argon cooling ages are correct. 

Black Range Dolerite Dyke 
The youngest cooling ages in this study at 2796±9 Ma are from the Black Range Dolerite Dyke
 

which intrudes the Shaw Batholith. This cooling age is within the time range for intrusion of the
 
dolerite dyke as constrained by intrusive relations of 2.85-2.77 Ga (Bickle et al., 1989; Arndt et aI.,
 
1991) and is interpreted as the cooling age after crystallization of the dolerite dyke.
 

Of all the age spectra six showed low temperature overprinting ages at ca. 2800, which is likely to
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have been caused by the intrusion of the Black Range Dolerite Dyke swarm. 

One of the specific aims of this argon dating study, i.e. to provide constraints on the timing and 

nature (extensional vs. compressional) of the SRSZ, could not be achieved. This is due to the fact 

that most samples in the Shaw Batholith show cooling ages related to late to post-tectonic granite 

intrusion (3.08-2.80 Ga). In the resulting plateau ages of this study 4 groups can be distinguished: 2.8 

Ga (Black Range Dolerite Dyke), 3080-2880 Ma, 3340-3200 Ma and >3.4 Ga. The significance of 
the second and third group is further discussed below. 

Most cooling ages that were determined are in the range between 3080 and 2880 Ma. This is with

in the age range ofa group oflate to post-tectonic granites (3007±48, 2948±50 and 2847±34 Ma, Pb
Pb, Bickle et al., 1989). These granites occur as a number of large plutons with many smaller satel

lites in the older gneisses and granitoids. These granites postdate structures in the eastern Shaw 

Batholith and Coongan Belt (see Chapter 4,5 and 6). The only area where these late granites show 
a foliation is in the MSZC in the western Shaw Batholith (Chapter 6). In the rest of the Shaw 

Batholith they occasionally show brittle deformation. Apparently large parts of the southern Shaw 

Batholith were statically heated above the hornblende closure temperature during these intrusive 

events. This thermal resetting efiect was particularly strong in the Shaw Batholith, but also occurs in 

the SW Coongan belt. Wijbrans & McDougall (1987) reported similar ages for post-tectonic olive 
green hornblendes in the Tambourah Belt. The implication of this regional resetting event is that 

these late granites are more extensive in the subsurface than apparent from the geological map. The 
greenstones of the Coongan Belt are not as strongly affected by this late resetting as the Shaw 

Batholith. This is partly explained by the pattern that late granites preferentially intrude into existing 

granitoids, but another reason may be that the thermal conductivity of basalts is lower than of gran

ite (1.3-2.9 vs. 2.4-3.8 Wlm K, Turcotte & Schubert, 1982), so that the granite-greenstone contact 

acts as a thermal boundary. 
The biotite cooling age of the Corunna Downs Batholith (2987±IO Ma) shows that this late thermal 

event also occurred in the Corunna Downs Batholith, but the temperatures reached were not high 

enough to reset hornblendes (Davids et a!., in press) from greenstones next to the granitoid. 

Of the group with cooling ages between 3340 and 3200 Ma the oldest is the 3341±13 Ma (T94I203) 
cooling age of the metabasalt next to the Corunna Downs Batholith, dearly related to granite intru

sion. Other cooling ages from this group come from an undeformed metadolerite T94/46 (3 309±1 18 

Ma), a mylonite in the SRSZ T94!I81 (3222±13 Ma) and post-Central Coongan Shear Zone acti

nolites T93!I82 (3197±44 Ma). 
This group of ages between 3300 and 3200, recorded in the central and western Coongan Belt, can 
not be related to any intrusive event in the Shaw Batholith. Davids et al (in press) recorded a simi

lar age in the western Coongan Belt (3240±16 Ma). Wijbrans & McDougall (1987) record ages in the 

same range (ca. 3200 Ma) for the blue-green pre-tectonic hornblendes, which they interpreted as a 

regional metamorphic event. The data from this study confirm that interpretation for the Coongan 

Belt. The post-tectonic actinolites from the CCSZ show that this metamorphic event occurred after 

a thrusting and folding phase, and may be the regional metamorphic event associated with crustal 
thickening. England & Thompson (1986) showed th"t the pe"k thermal event of regional metamor
phism associated with crustal thickening can post date the actual thrusting event 40-60 Ma. 
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The timing constraints for this group of structures (3.0-3.2 Ga) is long, and may represent several 
phases of compression and associated metamorphism. 

One of the aims of this study: the timing and nature of the Split Rock Shear Zone could not be 
achieved with the 4°Ar1"Ar dating method and is better constrained with the U-Pb zircon method 

(§8.3). Although large areas show the 3075-2850 Ma resetting event, it is surprising to see that some 

local pockets do preserve the oldest signatures, possibly even the cooling age after extrusion of the 
lower Warrawoona Group (3522±I3 Ma). This is only possible if thennal effects occur on a local 
«10 km) to very local «10 ern) scale. This very local effect of resetting is best explained by the 
activity of fluids which use existing structures, such as major shear zones, as their channel way. The 

activity of fluids provides a double way to reset the argon systematics: 
1. by causing low temperature alteration/metamorphism 
2. by acting as a heat transport medium, causing thennal resetting
 
The effects of resetting should in this case not be seen as a thennal plane moving through a rock vol

ume, but as a network of resetting channels, leaving unaffected pockets in between.
 

8.3 V-Ph ZIrcon dating 

Five granitoid samples from the Shaw Batholith were dated using the U-Pb zircon method. The
 
analyses were done on the SHRIMP-II at Curtin University of Technology in Perth, Western
 
Australia.
 

The specific aim of this dating study was to place robust temporal constraints on the Split Rock Shear
 
Zone, the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex and the gneisses in the central Shaw Batholith
 

(Chapter 4 and 6).
 
All five samples were from deformed and metamorphosed rocks. The zircons were therefore expect

ed to show various populations per sample and complex overgrowth/dissolution patterns.
 
Consequently care was taken to characterize the zircon populations, analyzing the morphology
 
(shape, color, internal growth zoning) using an optical microscope and cathodoluminescence imag

ing on the SEM (XL30 Phillips).
 
Previous dating (U-Pb and Pb-Pb) in the Shaw Batholith (see Chapter 3 for details) showed that the
 
Shaw Batholith consists of a major granodioritic-tonalitic component (North Shaw Suite and gneiss

es) dated between 3470±25 Ma (U-Pb, SHRIMP, Williams et al., 1983) and 343 r±4 Ma (U-Pb,
 
SHRIMP, McNaughton et aI., 1993), with minor anorthositic enclaves dated at 3578±4 Ma (U-Pb,
 
SHRIMP, McNaughton et aI., 1993), and late to post tectonic granites dated at 3007±48 Ma,
 

2948±50 Ma and 2847±34 Ma (Bickle et al., 1989). These dates were collected without recognizing
 
the major structures in the Shaw Batholith described in this thesis. Sample locations and structural
 
relations are not always accurately documented, leaving doubts as to which rocks exactly have been
 

dated.
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8.3.1 Structural context and description of samples for V-Ph dating. 
Figure 8.1 shows the summarized structures and lithologies of the Shaw Batholith and V-Pb sample
 
locations. Detailed description of structures are given in Chapter 4 and 6.
 
In Table 8.2 the characteristics and sample locations of the V-Pb samples are summarized.
 

Table 8.2 U-Pb sample co-ordinates and characteristics of sample and characteristics of zircons per sample, see 
Figure 8.4 for cathodoluminescence images of zircons showing the variety of textures and shapes of the zircons. 

Sample charaderistics 

Sample Co-ordinates characteristics structural implication 

T94/31 

T94/193 

T94/221 

T94/222 

T94/227 

742.0E 

768.5E 

747.9E 

747.9E 

767.6E 

7616.05 

7583.65 

7582.55 

7582.55 

7621.25 

biotite granite dike 
with a mylonitic 
foliation/lineation 
medium grained biotite 
granodiorite, 
weakly foliated 
fine grained biotite 
granodiorite gneiss 
complexely deformed and 
recrystallized 
coarse grained quartz diorite, 
weakly foliated and 
recrystallized 
mylonite in 
granitidgranodioritic rock 

intrudes during deformation 
in the M5ZC 

Intrusion partly postdates 
5R5Z fabric 

expected to be older than 
5R5Z 
relation to diorite 

relation to grey gneiss? 

maximum age of 5R5Z 

Zircon characteristics 

Sample 

T94/31 

T94/193 

T94/221 

T94/222 

T94/227 

shape 

short prismatic 
slightly rounded 

short prismatic 

short prismatic 

oval to short 

prismatic 
variable, 
often small long 
prismatic 

Length! 
width 
3.7-1.8 

3.9-2.4 

3.6-2.4 

2.5-1.7 

variable 

cores 

featureless and 
recrystallized cores 
(20%) 
featureless, 
truncated zoned and sector 
zoned cores (50%) 

truncated zoned, 
featureless and sector zoned 
cores (50%) 

no cores 

zoned truncated cores 
(10%) 

texture 

irregular planar 
zoning 

well developed 
planar zoning 
around cores 
planar zoning 
around cores 

homogeneously 

sector zoned 
sector zoned 
and planar 
zoned 

I 

I 
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Gneisses in the central Shaw Batholith 
Two samples were collected in the central Shaw Batholith, away from the SRSZ and the MSZC. So 

far no reliable data are available for the migmatic grey gneiss (sample T94/221) and dioritic compo

nents (sample T941222) associated with it. The only dated sample that was assumed to be from the 

grey gneiss (3470±25 Ma, U-Pb SHRIMP, Williams et al., 1983) is from rocks located in the MSZC 

and it is uncertain whether or not they are the same rock as the central Shaw Batholith migmatic 

grey gneiss. The second aim is to resolve the timing relation between the grey gneisses and dioritic 

components. 

T94/22 I was collected in the riverbed of the Shaw River where there is a large outcrop of fresh grey 

gneiss. The gneisses consist of mainly homogeneous fine-grained biotite granodiorite gneiss with 

nebulitic compositional banding and minor bands (10 em) of quartz diorite composition. The origi

nal relation between the grey gneiss bands and the dioritic bands could not be established. The band

ing, which is locally folded with a fold axis plunging moderately (20-40°) to 330, is generally NNE 
trending and 30-40° E dipping. The mineral lineation, formed by aligned biotite clots and horn

blende grains on the foliation parallel to the banding, is parallel to the fold axis. Sample T94/221 is 

from the homogeneous biotite granodiorite part. 
The microstructure of the grey gneiss is completely recrystallized to a granoblastic texture. The min

eralogy consists of plagioclase, minor K-feldspar, quartz, biotite, accessory sphene, epidote and 

opaques. 
The dioritic sample T941222 was collected in a ca. 50 by 20 m outcrop ca. I km west ofT94/22I. 
The outcrop consists completely of coarse-grained foliated quartz diorite. The tectonic foliation is 

WSW trending and steeply west dipping with a weakly developed mineral lineation plunging 400S. 

The microstructure is recrystallized to a granoblastic texture. Minerals include plagioclase, clinopy

roxene, hornblende, quartz and accessory sphene and zircon. 

Hornblende from this sample was used for 4'Ar/"Ar dating. 

The Split Rock Shear Zone 
Two samples were collected to constrain the timing of the SRSZ: a granodiorite (T94!I93) with an 

intrusive relation to the SRSZ mylonitic foliation in the greenstones and a mylonitic granitoid 

(T94/227) from the highest strain part of the basal SRSZ. The two samples will provide a minimum 

(T94!I93) and a maximum (T94/227) age of deformation in the SRSZ. 

T94!I93 is a biotite-hornblende granodiorite collected in an area with good outcrops ca. 300 m from 
the granitoid-greenstone contact. The contact itself is complicated by contact parallel intrusion of 
garnet bearing granites and a complex array ofpegmatites. The biotite-hornblende granodiorite crops 

out in a long zone between the basal SRSZ and the greenstones. It is weakly foliated and lineated 
parallel to the SRSZ close to the contact with the greenstones, with the strain intensity increasing 

toward the basal SRSZ. At the contact with the greenstones the relation was frequently found to be 

intrusive, with foliated amphibolite enclaves in the granodiorite close to the contact (see Figure 4.5c). 

Sample T94/193 shows a weak subvertical foliation and down-dip lineation. It contains plagioclase, 

K-feldspar, quartz, biotite, green hornblende and accessory sphene and epidote. Quartz grains show 

undulose extinction and subgrain formation . 
Hornblende from this sample was used for 4OAr/39Ar dating. 

Sample T94/227 was collected from a river bed outcrop in the central part of the basal SRSZ. It 
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shows a strong mylonitic foliation and a, strong stretching lineation, with asymmetric clasts indicat

ing an east up sense of shear. The sample shows compositional layering parallel to the foliation ofgra

nodiorite and pegmatite bands, all equally deformed. Minerals include K-feldspar, plagioclase, quartz, 

biotite slightly altered to chlorite, garnet in pegmatite layers, minor epidote and opaques. On 

microscale the fabric is mylonitic with quartz ribbons and asymmetric clasts in a fine-grained dynam

ically recrystallized matrix. 

The Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex 
The ultramylonite zones in the MSZC are intruded by granitic dykes during deformation (see 

Chapter 6). The crystallization age of these dykes provides a direct age of the MSZC. One of these 

dykes was sampled (T94/31) in a large riverbed outcrop in the Shaw River (see Figure 6.s£). The 

dyke is approximately 2 m. wide and cuts across the ultramylonitic foliation at a small angle, but 

shows the same ultramylonitic foliation and lineation. 

The granitic dyke contains K-feldspar, plagioclase, quartz, biotite partly altered to chlorite, and epi
dote. The sample shows a mylonitic microstructure with quartz ribbons, asymmetric clasts and 

reduced grain size of the matrix. 

In Appendix 2 whole rock geochemical analyses of these five samples are given. 

8.3.2 Sample preparation and analytical method 

Zircon separation and sample preparation 
The zircon separation and sample preparation were done in the mineral separation lab at the Free 

University in Amsterdam. Rock samples with a weight of ca. 10 kg were crushed and ground to a 

particle size smaller than 500 /lm and subsequently sieved in fractions larger and smaller than 250 /lm. 
The zircons were separated from the latter by successively: 

- removing particles smaller than 32 /lID, by sieving in water 
- removing the light quartz-feldspar fraction with a large overflow centrifuge (LOC-soo) devel

oped at the Free University (IJlst, [973) using a sodium polytungstate solution (d = 2.8 gr/cm3). 

- removing magnetic ores with an ore magnet and subsequently separating magnetic fractions with 

a Carpco magnet separator. 
- density separation to remove minerals such as hornblende from the denser fraction, using a lab

oratory overflow centrifuge (LaC-50, {jIst, 1973) with di-iodomethane (d= 3.28 gr/cm3). 

The heavy fraction was then sieved into size fractions «30 /lIll, 30-60 /lm, 60-90 /lm and 90-[20
 

/lm) using anisotropic sieves with oblong holes, whereby crystals are separated based on their width.
 
These fractions were further separated using a Frantz isodynamic magnetic separator.
 

The final zircon separation was done by hand-picking ca. 50-150 clear, preferably whole grains for
 

each sample.
 

During the mineral separation procedure particular care was taken to avoid sample cross-contamina


tion.
 
The selected zircons were mounted in epoxy and sectioned approximately in halt: The mount sur

face was then polished to expose the grain interiors. All zircons were then photographed in trans
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mitted and reflected light under a microscope. Cathodoluminescence images were made on the SEM
 

(XL-30) of the larger grains.
 

U - Th - Pb measurements were made using the ion microprobe SHRIMP-2 at Curtin University
 

of Technology, employing the operating and data-processing procedures similar to those described
 

by Compston et al. (1984) and Williams et al. (1984). Pb/U ratios were determined relative to that
 

of the standard Sri Lankan zircon CZ-3, which has been assigned a ,o'Pb/"'U value of 0.0914 corre


sponding to an age of 564 Ma.
 

Reproducibility of the Pb/U ratio of the standard was in most cases better than ±3.0%. Where this
 

was not the case for part of the session, the standards were grouped separately so that the repro


ducibility per group was better than 3 %. One of the standard measurements was treated as an out


lier and was not used in the data reduction procedure. This uncertainty is included in the quoted
 

analytical errors. Errors given on individual analyses are based on counting statistics and are at the 10"
 

level; those given on pooled analyses are at to" (where t is Fisher's t) or 95% confidence. Error boxes
 
shown in the Figures are at the 10" level.
 

The processing of the raw data and plotting on conventional concordia plots was undertaken using
 

computer software written by D.R. Nelson. Experience with the Perth Consortium SHRIMP con

firms that the relationship between Pb/U and UO/U is best described by a power law (see Claoue


Long et al.,I995). This relationship has been incorporated into the data reduction procedures.
 
Similar and generally low "'Pb counts were measured on both standards and unknown samples and
 
common-Pb corrections have therefore been applied using the measured 'O'Pb abundance and assum


ing the isotopic composition of Broken Hill common-Pb, as this is the composition of ambient lead
 

in the environment. Where this is inapplicable (see Table 8.3), common-Pb compositions have been
 

determined using the model of Cumming and Richards (1975). In general terms, Cumming and
 
Richards (1975) common Pb compositions have been assumed when the measured 'O'Pb counts Oess
 

those measured at the baseline at mass 204.1) on the unknowns are more than six times the average
 
,o'Pb counts (less those measured at the baseline at mass 204.1) measured on the standards during the
 
analyses session. Corrections for ,o'Pb hydride isobaric interference at "'Pb and excess 'O'Pb counts
 

(commonly observed during measurements on the SHRIMP-I) were not required for any of the
 

samples reported here.
 

The samples investigated in this study were granitic in nature and the zircon populations recovered
 

from most samples were dominated by a single morphological type. Features such as zircon mor

phology (size, shape, zonation etc.) and chemistry (U and Th contents, Th/U ratios), degree of dis

cordance of each analyses and evidence of radiogenic Pb loss were taken into account in the assess


ment of the validity of pooled analyses.
 

Analyses obtained for the majority of samples were either concordant or defined radiogenic-Pb loss
 

trajectories indicating recent Pb loss. Dates were therefore determined using the mean ,o'Pbl,06Pb
 

ratios determined from pooled analyses. Individual analyses were weighted according to the inverse
 

square of the individual analytical error (based on counting statistics) of the analyses, for the deter

mination of the mean ,o'Pb/,oOpb ratio ofpooled analyses. Analyses more than ±20" from th" vvcight

ed mean value were treated as outliers and deleted from the pool, and the weighted mean value then
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recalculated. This process was repeated until all pooled analyses were all within ±20" of the weight
ed mean value and the remaining pooled data were normally distributed about the mean. A chi

square test was applied to grouped analyses in order to assess the relative effects of analytical sources 

of error, such as counting statistics and uncertainty in the common Pb composition, and geological 

sources of error, such as that arising from the inclusion of analyses of slightly older xenocryst zircons 

or of analyses that may have lost small amounts of radiogenic Pb during ancient disturbances. Chi

square values for grouped analyses ofless than or equal to unity indicate that scatter about the weight

ed mean value determined for the grouped analyses can be accounted for by analytical sources of 

error alone. A chi-square value significantly greater than unity indicates that analyses are not nor

mally distributed about the weighted mean value and that other (geological) sources of error are pre

sent within the grouped population. In these cases, the 95% confidence error is based on the 
observed scatter about the weighted mean w'Pb/,o6Pb ratio of pooled analyses. 

8.3.3 Results of V-Pb zircon dating 

8.3.3.1 Zircon morphology 
All samples contained enough zircons so that ca. 50 grains larger than [00 ~m could be selected. In 

Table 8.2 the zircon characteristics have been summarized per sample. AD zircons have a light to dark 
brown colour. Figure 8.3 shows cathodoluminescence images of typical textures. 

Sample T94/3 I, T941r93 and T941z2I contain similar zircons: short prismatic, planar zoned with in 
many cases (rounded) cores. These cores can be either featureless, planar zoned or sector zoned 

(Figure 8.3). Different types of cores may occur in one sample. An unusual texture found in some 

domains of various zircons is shown in Figure 8.3a. The growth zonation has almost disappeared in 

the core and the core region is subdivided in three almost featureless domains. The boundary 

between the core region and the zoned rim is gradual in parts but well defined in others. This tex
ture is very reminiscent of a recrystallization texture and has previously been described as such by 

Pidgeon (I992). 
The growth zoning can be very sharp and planar as shown in the rim of Figure 8.3a, but is often 

irregular as illustrated in Figure 8.3b. The zircons from sample T94/222 are distinctly different: they 
are oval to short prismatic and all show the characteristic sector zoning texture (Figure 8.4g). They 

show no cores or other textural inhomogeneities. 

Figure 8.3 (Next pages). Cathodoluminescence images of zircons. 
a) Sample T94/31 zircon 13, the featureless recrystallized core of the zircon is replacing the planar zoned texture 
that is still preserved in the rim in an inherited zircon. The spot age is 32S1±3 Ma, which is a typical metamorphic 
age in this study. 
b) Sample T94/193 zircon 19, showing a fine, but in parts irregular zoning. The age of the core is 3472±S Ma, 
which corresponds to the earliest magmatic event, the age of the rim is 3449±4 Ma, which is similar to the crystal
lization age of the grey gneisses 
c) Sample T941221 zircon 1, showing planar zoning in the core and irregular zoning in the rim 
d) Sample T94/31 zircon 28, planar zoned zircon with irregularly recrystallized patches 
e) Sample T94/221 zircon 18, rounded planar zoned core with a younger rim 
f) Sample T94/227 zircon 13, finely planar zoned zircon 
g) Sample T94/222 zircon 9, .Qctor zoned texture and oval shape typical for zircons from the diorite 
h) Sample T94/227 zircon 26, xenocrystic zircon from the sample in the SRSZ, the spot is partly in a recrystallized 
area, and may have a mixed xenocrystic and metamorphic age 
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The zircons in sample T94/227 were less abundant and smaller (frequently < 30llm). The smaller zir
cons have a long prismatic shape. The larger zircons vary in shape from long prismatic with well 
developed crystal faces (Figure 8.4g) to extremely rounded zircons. The rounded zircons occasion
ally show pitted surfaces indicating resorption. The textures include all textures found in other sam

ples (planar zoned, sector zoned, irregular zoned) but cores are uncommon. 

8.].].2 Results of SHRIMP analyses 
The analytical data are summarized in Table 8.3. Only groups of ages that have passed the chi'-test 

are quoted as pooled ages. Where analysis had to be left out ofa group for this group to pass the chi' 
test, younger rather than older analysis were left out, because disturbances of the V-Pb systematics 

generally produce younger ages rather than older ages. All data are shown in concordia plots (Figures 
8.4,5,6,7,8). 

Sample T94/JI- syn-Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex granite 

Zircons from sample T94/3 r were analysed in 26 spots of which 3 zircons were analysed in 2 spots.
 
The majority ofanalyses give close to concordant w'Pbr'Pb ages between 2945 and 2909 Ma (n:=15).
 
Of those II analyses give a pooled age of 2934±2 Ma (chi':= 1.37). This age is interpreted as being
 
the crystallization age of the magma. Three analyses give slightly younger pooled age of 29 I 1±4 Ma,
 
but those are all reverse discordant, indicating V loss or excess radiogenic lead.
 
The rest of the analysed spots give older apparent ages ranging from 3434 to 2981 Ma, those are inter

preted as being xenocrystic zircons.
 
A considerable number of analyses are discordant. This is assumed to be the result of recent Pb loss.
 

A small number of analyses are reverse discordant, due to gain of radiogenic Pb at the analyses site.
 
These spot areas do not have particular textural or chemical characteristic in common.
 

Of the three zircons that were analysed in two spots one grain (A3 I02) gave a younger core age
 
(2909±5 Ma) than the rim (2937±7 Ma), possibly indicating recrystallization of the core (Pidgeon,
 
1992). The second multiple spot zircon (B3123) gave two xenocrystic ages with the core 3434±5 Ma
 

and the rim 3369±3 Ma.
 
The third multiple spot zircon (A3II8) gave a core age within the pooled 2934±2 Ma group and an
 
anomalously young rim age, probably due to radioactive damage as indicated by the very high V
 
content.
 
One zircon with a recrystallized core (A3 II3) gave a concordant ,o'Pb/,o6Pb age of 3251±3 Ma.
 

T94/r93 Syn-Split Rock Shear Zone granodiorite 
Zircons from sample T941r93 were analysed in 26 spots, of which 5 zircons were analysed in two 
spots. The analyses show a distinct cluster of concordant ages at ca. 3460 Ma, one distinctly older 
analyses and a scatter of more discordant analyses with younger ,o'Pb/,o6Pb ages. 

Pooling the data of the 13 concordant analyses gives an age of 3462± 3 Ma with error in excess of 
that expected from analytical error alone (chi':=2.66). Leaving the three youngest points out results 

in a pooled age of 3468±2 Ma (chi'= 0.87). This age is interpreted as being the age of crystallization 
of the granodiorite. The older zircon with an ,o'Pb/,o6Pb age of 3524±6 is interpreted as a xenocrys
tic zircon. 
Of the scattered discordant analyses the six youngest, with 2O'Pb/206Pb ages between 3I 50 and 2489 
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unframed ages represent other pooled ages. See text for discussion. 

Ma, are considered to be unreliable because they have either high U contents (>1000 ppm) and lor 
are very discordant. The relation between high U content, and unreliable ages and discordance is 

shown in Figure 8.9 for this sample. The w
7Pbl'°'Pb age for the spots are constant at the crystalliza

tion age up to U= 350 ppm, then remains constant at ca. 3250 Ma up to U= 500 ppm, after which 
the age decreases with increased U content. The approximately linear relation between the age and 
the U content in the high U range of the plot is a good indication that those ages are unreliable due 

to Pb loss as a result of radiation damage. Other samples show similar trends in age versus U plots 

with the downward bend starting at ca. 500 ppm U, indicating that this is a threshold value above 

which the resulting w
7Pbl"'Pb age is not reliable. 

The ca. 3250 Ma group does not show this behaviour and their ages are interpreted as significant geo
logical ages, although they are more discordant than the crystallization age group. They are inter

preted as new growth ofzircon and recrystallization ofzircon during a metamorphic event at ca. 3250 
Ma. One analyses in this group is concordant with an ,o7Pbl"'Pb age of 3308 Ma. 

Of the multiple spot zircons one gave unreliable analyses (AI9308). Zircon AI9303 shows a slightly 

younger core (3454±4 Ma) than the rim (3476±6 Ma). Zircon AI9JI9 (Figure 8.4c) shows an older 

core (3472±5 Ma) with a younger rim (3449±6 Ma). Both latter grains give analyses within the con
cordant group, vvith the younger ages just out of the pooled :lge group (3468±2 Ma). The two spots 
in zircon AI9321 give results within error of each other. 
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3750 -,---------------------, Figure 8.9 Plot of the 207Pbf206Pb age of 
spots in sample T94/193 vs. the U content. 
The crystallization age of the sample is 
3468±2 Ma as defined by the spots with low 
U (0-350 ppm), the spots between 350 ppm 
and 500 ppm U are recrystallized areas or 
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Zircons ofsample T941221 were analysed in 21 spots, of which 3 zircons were analysed in two spots.
 

The analyses show one distinct concordant group with a pooled age of34SI±1 Ma (chi'= 0.62). This
 

age is interpreted as being the crystallization age of the granodioritic magma. The rest of the analy

ses are either discordant or reverse discordant and give younger ,o'Pb/,,6Pb ages up to 3359 Ma. In
 

those analyses a group of4 analyses can be distinguished with a pooled age of 3427±S Ma (chi'= 1.35).
 

Two samples have U contents higher than 1000 ppm and are considered to be unreliable.
 

Of the three multiple spot zircons the analyses of zircon A22 112 are within analytical error. Zircon
 

A22118 (Figure 8.4e) shows an older core (3466±S Ma) with a younger rim (3433±7 Ma). Zircon
 
B22I01 (Figure 8.4d) shows a core of 3416±7 Ma and a rim of 3177±2 rna. However the rim has a
 

high U content and may not be reliable.
 

T94/222 Diorite
 
Zircons of sample T941222 were analysed in 17 spots in 17 different zircons. The analyses show a
 

single group of 14 analyses which are generally concordant but may be slightly discordant or reverse
 
discordant. The pooled age for this group is 3463±2 Ma (chi'= 0.96), which is interpreted as the crys

tallization age of the magma.
 

Three analyses give slightly younger ages, those have a pooled age of 3419±8 Ma. There is no dif


ference in morphology or chemical characteristics between the two groups.
 

T94/227 Mylonite from the SRSZ
 
Zircons from sample T941227 were analysed in 19 different spots of which 2 zircons were analysed
 

in two spots. The analyses show a close to concordant cluster between 3.40 and 3.38 Ga and one
 

older than 3.5 Ga zircon and a number ofstrongly discordant analyses. The oldest zircon has an irreg


ular planar texture with a recrystallized area. The spot is partly situated in the recrystallized part
 

(Figure 8.4h). The "'Pb/,o6Pb age of this spot is 3S09±lS Ma, but this may be a mixed age between
 

the recrystallized and unrecrystallized part.
 
The cluster of analyses can be divided in three age groups vnth pooled ages 3469±3 Ma (chi'= 0.85),
 

3440±S Ma (chi'= 0.65) and 341S±4 Ma (chi'=1.28). However, they do form an almost continuous
 



Table 8.3a Ion microprobe analytical results for sample T94/31, syn-kinematic granatic dyke in the Mulgandinnah Shear Zone Complex. 

labels graintype U Th Pb f206 2081206 +/- 2081206 +/- 206/238 +/- 207/235 +/- cone Age7/6 +/- Pool 

ppm ppm ppm (%) a a % Ma 

A3114.1 pI. zoned 205 78 134 0.010 0.21513 0.00081 0.10555 0.00079 0.5758 0.0103 17.079 0.319 100 2945 6 2934±2 

A3103.1 featureless cor 691 200 441 0.035 0.21464 0.00048 0.07831 0.00044 0.5729 0.0101 16.954 0.304 99 2941 4 2934±2 

A3119.1 pl.zoned 241 103 155 0.036 0.21449 0.00077 0.11714 0.00091 0.5601 0.0099 16.563 0.306 98 2940 6 2934±2 

A3102.2 pl.zoned rim 312 132 177 0.690 * 0.21406 0.00093 0.09642 0.00153 0.4908 0.0087 14.485 0.271 88 129371 7 2934±2 

A3117.1 featureless core 375 173 242 0.029 0.21414 0.00064 0.12552 0.00073 0.5592 0.0099 16.510 0.302 97 2937 5 2934±2 

B3122.1 pI. zoned rim 374 146 235 0.222 0.21367 0.00087 0.10605 0.00119 0.5506 0.0179 16.220 0.538 96 2934 7 2934±2 
(l

B3128.1 irr. zoned core 656 426 433 0.094 0.21344 0.00061 0.17246 0.00083 0.5509 0.0178 16.212 0.532 96 2932 5 2934±2 0 

B3105.1 pl.zoned 338 180 254 0.045 0.21316 0.00076 0.13655 0.00093 0.6457 0.0069 18.976 0.221 110 2930 6 2934±2 0 

B3133.1 irr. zoned 500 215 314 0.353 * 0.21296 0.00079 0.11820 0.00115 0.5420 0.0176 15.916 0.526 95 2928 6 2934±2 

A3101.1 in. zoned 588 317 392 0.019 0.21296 0.00045 0.14613 0.00051 0.5685 0.0100 16.694 0.299 99 2928 3 2934±2 

A3118.1 featureless core 234 75 103 1.095 * 0.21167 0.00131 0.12228 0.00237 0.3697 0.0065 10.788 0.210 69 [?m] 10 2934±2 " ~ 

~ 

B3125.1 irr. zoned 862 431 580 0.037 0.21118 0.00058 0.13407 0.00074 0.5807 0.0188 16.908 0.554 101 2915 4 2911±4 
0 

A3102.1 featureless core 308 123 210 0.102 0.21046 0.00070 0.10666 0.00086 0.5987 0.0106 17.373 0.320 104 129091 5 2911±4 " 
B3111.1 sector zoned 358 155 191 0.182 0.20892 0.00156 0.11082 0.00231 0.4660 0.0052 13.424 0.190 85 2897 12 2911±4 

"" B3123.1 pI. zoned core 327 212 297 0.265 0.29307 0.00102 0.16919 0.00131 0.7173 0.0233 28.985 0.959 102 5~ 
B3101.1 dirty core 534 12 419 0.146 * 0.28969 0.00067 0.00628 0.00054 0.6997 0.0073 27.948 0.304 100 3416 4 

B3106.1 irr.zoned 1083 970 939 0.221 * 0.28764 0.00051 0.24590 0.00071 0.6516 0.0067 25.843 0.274 95 3405 3 S 

B3134.1 pI. zoned 995 260 791 0.029 0.2B745 0.00050 0.06808 0.00034 0.6810 0.0220 26.990 0.879 98 3404 3 " {JQ 

A3115.1 featureless core 1053 169 876 0.058 0.28624 0.00039 0.04360 0.00026 0.7255 0.0127 28.635 0.507 104 3397 2 
0 
-,B3123.2 irr. zoned rim 955 214 701 0.076 0.28110 0.00053 0.05394 0.00039 0.6378 0.0206 24.720 0.805 94 3
 

A3113.1 recryst. core 793 23 551 0.070 0.26063 0.00047 0.00811 0.00035 0.6348 0.0111 22.811 0.407 97 3 
p..
 

" -,
B3107.1 irr.zoned 507 110 341 1.234 * 0.25968 0.00099 0.09292 0.00169 0.5527 0.0057 19.791 0.228 87 3245 6 0 

B3132.1 irr. zoned 871 4 562 0.062 0.23434 0.00054 0.00038 0.00038 0.6062 0.0196 19.586 0.640 99 3082 4 
~ 

S 
B3104.1 pl.zoned rim 369 60 250 0.396 * 0.23317 0.00086 0.05724 0.00116 0.6009 0.0063 19.319 0.223 99 3074 6 

A3109.1 irr.zoned 110 22 69 0.057 0.21999 0.00133 0.05777 0.00172 0.5710 0.0103 17.319 0.343 98 29B1 10 0 

A3118.2 pI.zoned rim 2857 119 420 0.398 * 0.10450 0.00036 0.01240 0.00061 0.1509 0.0026 2.174 0.040 53 liliiii 6 " 
~ 

p..f206 =100x (common 206Pbltotal 206Pb), * spots for which common Pb correction using Cumming and Richards (1975) correction 

a) ratios corrected for common Pb using the measured 204Pb abundance, All errors given are 1sigma ~ S 
cone =100x (206Pbl238U age}J('07Pb/206Pb age) 

pool =pooled age group -core 

" 

S 
0 
~ 

OJ 

.. "" . 
~.. ~ 

'0 S 
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c: Table 8.3b Ion microprobe analytical results for sample T94/193, North Shaw granodiorite from the eastern Shaw Batholith. 

labels graintype U Th Pb f206 2081206 +1- 2081206 +/- 206/238 +/- 207/235 +/

ppm ppm ppm ('!oj a a 
8193221 pI. zoned core 333 370 311 0.142 0.31059 0.00114 0.32348 0.00160 0.6590 0.0355 28.223 1.537 

A19303.2 pI. zoned rim 165 162 156 0.093 0.30117 0.00108 0.26224 0.00143 0.7006 0.0126 29.094 0.547 

A193151 featureless core 286 269 232 0.450 0.30049 0.00097 0.23224 0.00141 0.6069 0.01 08 25.146 0.463 

A193191 irr. zoned core 276 273 261 0.066 0.30035 0.00104 0.26660 0.00141 0.6985 0.0125 28.929 0.540 

A193212 pI. zoned core 95 40 84 0.079 0.30001 0.00146 0.11228 0.00141 0.7243 0.0134 29.962 0.589 

A193211 pI. zoned core 72 60 68 0.048 0.29956 0.00185 0.21868 0.00258 0.7122 0.0136 29.418 0.611 

A19322.1 pI. zoned core 110 150 110 0.052 0.29920 0.00133 0.36347 0.00205 0.6989 0.0128 28.831 0.558 

A19309.1 pI. zoned 314 229 295 0.031 0.29861 0.00075 0.19393 0.00082 0.7321 0.0130 30.143 0.549 

A193181 sector zoned (ore 114 125 110 0.069 0.29827 0.00135 0.28887 0.00192 0.7067 0.0130 29.062 0.565 

A193101 sector zoned 134 206 138 0.035 0.29803 0.00124 0.40816 0.00206 0.6999 0.0127 28.759 0.549 

819327.1 pI. zoned core 235 352 238 0.074 0.29727 0.00114 0.39496 0.00188 0.6937 0.0226 28.434 0.946 

A19303.1 dirty core 320 493 326 0.068 0.29692 0.00074 0.40136 0.00120 0.6940 0.0123 28.411 0.516 

A19319.2 pI. zoned rim 312 338 303 0.051 0.29591 0.00078 0.28587 0.00103 0.7103 0.0126 28.978 0.529 

A19301.1 pI. zoned core 278 237 183 0.552 * 0.29394 0.00110 0.29927 0.00185 0.4712 0.0083 19.095 0.354 

819321.1 irr. zoned 393 136 276 0.126 0.28991 0.00084 0.09692 0.00085 0.5852 0.0315 23.391 1.269 

A19323.1 dirty core 314 219 242 0.672 0.28846 0.00121 0.21917 0.00194 0.5825 0.0104 23.165 0.436 

A19324.1 pI. zoned rim 502 240 400 0.053 0.27036 0.00058 0.12581 0.00056 0.6615 0.0116 24.658 0.444 
819327.2 pI. zoned rim 439 103 253 0.194 0.26861 0.00090 0.07552 0.00096 0.4959 0.0161 18.366 0.606 

819340.1 pI. zoned rim 367 159 269 0.068 0.26521 0.00087 0.11298 0.00091 0.6161 0.0332 22.529 1.225 

A19329.1 pI. zoned rim 496 333 374 0.095 0.26048 0.00063 0.17709 0.00079 0.6085 0.0107 21.852 0.395 

819328.1 irr. zoned 522 78 291 0.335 * 0.25770 0.00089 0.04661 0.00105 0.4903 0.0159 17.420 0.574 

A19308.1 featureless core 539 211 383 0.122 0.25509 0.00061 0.10840 0.00066 0.6031 0.0106 21.214 0.383 

A19312.1 pI. zoned 721 395 486 0.073 0.25098 0.00051 0.15149 0.00058 0.5568 0.0098 19.269 0.345 
819308.1 pI. zoned 716 825 416 0.503 * 0.24458 0.00083 0.28792 0.00145 0.4329 0.0140 14.598 0.480 

A19308.2 pI. zoned rim 600 348 267 0.206 0.22383 0.00067 0.15182 0.00096 0.3737 0.0066 11.533 0.209 

819336.1 pI. zoned 728 352 331 0.263 0.21932 0.00069 0.13439 0.00099 0.3873 0.0208 11.713 0.635 
819337.1 featureless core 1118 621 609 0.388 * 0.20774 0.00056 0.15925 0.00089 0.4566 0.0245 13.077 0.708 

A19326.1 pI. zoned rim 979 700 431 0.357 * 0.18953 0.00054 0.206049 0.00092 0.3619 0.00633 9.456 0.171 

A19313.1 pI. zoned 1145 939 424 0.211 0.16316 0.00045 0.21401 0.00080 0.3106 0.0054 6.987 0.126 

f206 = 1DOx (common 206Pb/total 206Pb), * spots for which common Pb correction using Cumming and Richards (1975) correction 

a) ratios corrected for common Pb using the measured 204Pb abundance, All errors given are lsigma 

cone = 1DOx (206PbP'8U age)/(207PbP06Pb age)
 

pool = pooled age group
 

0 
:r 

cone Age7/6 +/ Pool " '"% Ma 

93 3524 6 

98 134761 6 3468±2 

88 3473 5 3468±2 

98 3472 5 3468±2 

101 3470 8 3468±2 

100 3468 10 3468±2 

99 3466 7 3468±2 

102 3463 4 3468±2 

100 3461 7 3468±2 

99 3460 6 3468±2 

98 3456 6 

98 3454 4 

100 3449 4 

72 3439 6 

87 3417 5 

87 3409 

99 3308 3 

79 132981 5 

94 3278 5 

94 3250 4 

80 3233 5 

95 4 

89 3191 3 

74 5 

68 5 

71 5 

84 4 

73 5 

70 5 
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Table 8.3e Ion microprobe analytical results for sample T94/221 , grey migmatic gneiss from the central Shaw Batholith. 

labels graintype U Th Pb f206 2081206 +/- 208/206 +/- 206/238 +1- 207/235 +/- cone Age7/6 +1- Pool 

ppm ppm ppm (%) a a % Ma 

A22101.l featureless core 54 23 46 0.107 0.29980 0.00285 0.11314 0.00431 0.6893 0.0095 28.495 0.504 97 3469 15 3451±1 

622123.1 sector zoned core 3S 16 30 0.064 0.29811 0.00217 0.12081 0.00255 0.7167 0.0179 29.458 0.794 101 3460 11 3451±1 

622121.1 pI. zoned core 39 15 24 0.848 0.29744 0.00302 0.07805 0.00500 0.5128 0.0126 21.029 0.585 77 3457 16 3451±1 

822125.1 irf. zoned 222 135 196 0.053 0.29698 0.00080 0.16225 0.00085 0.7021 0.0167 28.749 0.696 99 3455 4 3451±1 

A22112.2 irf. zoned rim 207 29 136 0.012 0.29694 0.00139 0.03617 0.00149 0.5726 0.0064 23.443 0.298 84 3454 7 3451±1 

822142.1 pI. zoned 269 332 266 0.044 0.29691 0.00070 0.32633 0.00103 0.7050 0.0167 28.862 0.695 100 3454 l 4 3451±1 
n 

A22112.1 featureless core 209 68 174 0.042 0.29647 0.00115 0.08442 0.00103 0.6979 0.0077 28.528 0.346 99 3452 6 3451±1/ 0 

0822132.1 featureless core 291 151 257 0.044 0.29612 0.00068 0.13292 0.00065 0.7188 0.0170 29.346 0.707 101 3450 4 3451±1 

822104.1 zoned core 726 356 638 0.063 0.29620 0.00042 0.12839 0.00040 0.7158 0.0169 29.233 0.696 101 3450 2 3451±1 

B22146.1 in. zoned 282 76 236 0.033 0.29569 0.00066 0.07415 0.00055 0.7093 0.0168 28.917 0.695 100 3448 3 3451±1 
0 
~622150.1 pI. zoned core 54 29 50 0.186 0.29560 0.00196 0.14757 0.00272 0.7418 0.0183 30.234 0.798 104 3447 10 3451±1 
~ 

622149.1 pI. zoned core 214 233 209 -0.004 0.29513 0.00081 0.31364 0.00115 0.7027 0.0167 28.595 0.693 100 3445 4 3451±1 
0 

622134.1 pI. zoned core 141 76 121 0.122 0.29358 0.00140 0.13991 0.00181 0.6906 0.0166 27.956 0.701 98 3437 7 3427±5 0 

A22118.2 irf. zoned rim 312 141 247 0.290 0.29282 0.00130 0.11804 0.00168 06458 0.0070 26.075 0.318 94 13433/ 7 3427±5 

622110.1 pI. zoned core 219 115 210 -0.104 0.29063 0.00185 0.13252 0.00270 0.7867 0.0191 31.523 0.813 109 3421 10 3427±5 "" 
A22101.2 featureless rim 196 42 173 0159 0.28967 0.00136 0.05367 0.00134 0.7569 0.0085 30.232 0.384 106 3416 7 3427±5 

A22118.1 pI. zoned core 374 671 438 0.025 0.29924 0.00091 0.47318 0.00157 0.7662 0.0082 31.612 0.362 106 3466 5 S-0822148.1 irf. zoned 263 107 198 0.216 0.28674 0.00129 0.10152 0.00155 0.6266 0.0150 24.774 0.615 92 3400 7
 

B221091 featureless cor 207 96 196 0.108 * 0.27934 0.00188 0.10512 0.00255 0.7897 0.0191 30.417 0.789 112 11 '"
 
0 ,..,6221011 featureless cor 1228 580 792 0.082 0.24873 0.00034 0.12461 0.00037 0.5440 0.0128 18.658 0.443 88 2 

622103.1 zoned core 1991 6605 1063 0.418 * 0.18339 0.00036 0.88562 0.00117 0.2961 0.0070 7.488 0.179 62 3 0

",.., 
0 

206 = 100x (common 206Pb/total 206Pb). * spots for which common Pb correction using Cumming and Richards (1975) correction 

a) ratios corrected for common Pb using the measured 204Pb abundance, All errors given are 1sigma 

cone = 100x (206Pb/238U age)/(207Pb/206Pb age) 
0 

pool = pooled age group 0 
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V> Table S.3d Ion microprobe analytical results for sample T94/222, dioritic gneiss from the central Shaw Batholith. n 
" "" labels graintype U Th Pb f206 208/206 +/ 208/206 +/ 206/238 +/ 207/235 +/ cone Age7/6 +/ Pool " '0 

ppm ppm ppm (%j a a % Ma 

822b34.1 sector zoned 135 132 126 0.025 0.30008 0.00102 0.26178 0.00128 0.6954 0.0166 28.772 0.706 98 3471 5 3463±2 

822b30.1 sector zoned 92 99 93 0.063 0.29992 0.00146 0.28483 0.00199 0.7404 0.0180 30.615 0.778 103 3470 8 3463±2 

822b25.1 sector zoned 113 125 109 0.003 0.29963 0.00135 0.29789 0.00173 0.6981 0.0170 28.841 0.729 98 3468 7 3463±2 

822b33.1 sector zoned 176 197 171 0.011 0.29957 0.00090 0.29774 0.00117 0.7080 0.0169 29.244 0.713 100 3468 5 3463±2 

A22210.1 sector zoned 121 116 122 0.Q15 0.29924 0.00163 0.25395 0.00227 0.7494 0.0090 30.920 0.428 104 3466 8 3463±2 

822b15.1 sector zoned 134 175 160 0.192 0.29877 0.00165 0.33636 0.00265 0.8421 0.0143 34.691 0.643 114 3464 9 3463±2 

822b28.1 sector zoned 137 142 130 0.169 0.29887 0.00124 0.27481 0.00170 0.6975 0.0167 28.742 0.714 98 3464 6 3463±2 

822b37.1 sector zoned 135 117 121 0.000 0.29851 0.00132 0.22525 0.00142 0.6811 0.0164 28.035 0.702 97 3463 7 3463±2 

822b21.1 sector zoned 134 151 114 0.020 0.29839 0.00278 0.30921 0.00390 0.6161 0.0158 25.348 0.718 89 3462 14 3463±2 

822b35.1 sector zoned 96 95 91 0.020 0.29804 0.00120 0.26301 0.00158 0.7030 0.0169 28.889 0.718 99 3460 6 3463±2 

A22207.1 sector zoned 90 97 86 0.276 0.29782 0.00215 0.28928 0.00344 0.6973 0.0088 28.634 0.436 99 3459 11 3463±2 

822b36.1 sector zoned 115 112 107 0.105 0.29782 0.00116 0.25612 0.00160 0.6976 0.0167 28.648 0.709 99 3459 6 3463±2 

822b27.1 sector zoned 118 110 107 0.100 0.29685 0.00114 0.24684 0.00150 0.6814 0.0163 27.887 0.688 97 3454 6 3463±2 

822b14.1 sector zoned 115 115 121 0.044 0.29613 0.00105 0.24818 0.00134 0.7902 0.0129 32.265 0.553 109 3450 5 3463±2 

822bl8.1 sector zoned 104 62 102 0.022 0.29174 0.00257 0.15466 0.00278 0.7874 0.0199 31.674 0.880 109 3427 14 3419±8 

822b20.1 sector zoned 256 333 225 0.212 0.29144 0.00161 0.32635 0.00255 0.6255 0.0150 25.134 0.635 91 3425 9 3419±8 

822b22.1 sector zoned 94 74 95 0.005 0.28718 0.00223 0.19654 0.00230 0.7834 0.0196 31.018 0.841 110 3402 12 3419±8 

f206 = 100x (common 206Pb/total 206Pb), * spots for which common Pb correction using Cumming and Richards (1975) correction 

a) ratios corrected for common Pb using the measured 204Pb abundance, All errors given are lsigma 

conc = 100x (206PbJ23BU age)/(207PbJ206Pb age) 

pool = pooled age group 



Table 8.3e Ion microprobe analytical results for sample T94/227, Split Rock Shear Zone mylonite from eastern Shaw Batholith. 

labels graintype U Th Pb f206 208/206 +/ 208/206 +/ 2061238 +/. 207/235 +/ cone Age7/6 +1 Pool 

ppm ppm ppm (%J a a % Ma 

B22726.1 38 18 36 0.338 0.30756 0.00304 0.11604 0.00441 0.7632 0.0235 32.363 1.084 104 3509 15 

B22706.1 sector zoned rim 435 105 330 0.281 * 0.30096 0.00085 0.06625 0.00094 0.6389 0.0416 26.513 1.736 92 3475 4 3469±3 

822706.1 sector zoned core 113 85 100 0.091 0.29976 0.00154 0.19996 0.00188 0.6877 0.0449 28.424 1.880 97 1 13469 8 3469±3 

B22724.1 sector zoned 141 186 153 0.001 0.29907 0.00142 0.35027 0.00200 0.7666 0.0501 31.613 2.089 106 3465 7 3469±3 

A22703.1 sector zoned 105 109 106 0.126 0.29871 0.00143 0.27368 0.00201 0.7403 0.0137 30.490 0.598 103 3464 7 3469±3 

B22711.1 sector zoned 234 217 214 0.154 0.29820 0.00126 0.23882 0.00170 0.6858 0.0200 28.197 0.847 97 3461 7 3469±3 

A22707.1 sector zoned 127 103 121 0.174 0.29594 0.00145 0.22930 0.00195 0.7241 0.0134 29.544 0.581 102 134491 8 3440±5 
(l 

0 

B22719.\ sector zoned 101 95 99 0.047 0.29470 0.00176 0.24354 0.00247 0.7387 0.0220 30.017 0.932 104 3443 9 3440±5 " 
A22706.1 sector zoned 93 89 84 0.482 0.29291 0.00297 0.24167 0.00506 0.6757 0.0132 27.288 0.632 97 3433 16 3440±5 ~ 

B22731.1 115 92 95 0.178 0.29252 0.00166 0.22478 0.00231 0.6279 0.0185 25.324 0.777 92 3431 9 3440±5 
.-
" A22705.1 sector zoned 119 116 111 0.068 0.29209 0.00292 0.24553 0.00455 0.7071 0.0136 28.477 0.648 101 3429 16 3440±5 

B22718.1 pI. zoned 868 560 693 0.269 * 0.29023 0.00058 0.19557 0.00077 0.6183 0.0402 24.743 1.616 91 3419 3 3415±4 
0 

B22707.1 pI. zoned core 222 178 164 0.369 0.28821 0.00125 0.16398 0.00174 0.5838 0.0170 23.199 0.696 87 3408 7 3415±4 " 
A22702.1 pI. zoned 133 72 100 0.625 0.28760 0.00156 0.18055 0.00238 0.5829 0.0106 23.114 0.453 87 3405 8 3415±4 

"" A227041 sector zoned 138 147 122 0.321 * 0.28699 0.00339 0.25055 0.00581 0.6607 0.0128 26.143 0.624 96 3401 18 3415±4 " 
A227011 recryst. core 181 145 212 1.550 * 0.27543 0.00148 0.29667 0.00281 0.8272 0.0150 31.414 0.614 116 8 

B22714.1 pl. zoned 117 50 155 2.683 * 0.26001 0.00205 0.20853 0.00405 0.9578 0.0283 34.339 1.082 133 12 3 

B22707.2 featureless rim 706 7332 1744 5.367 * 0.23359 0.00089 0.32157 0.00193 1.5643 0.0456 50.381 1.505 197 6 " qq 

822708.1 dirty core 329 5 124 0.043 0.12529 0.00076 0.00457 0.00081 0.3868 0.0112 6.681 0.203 104 11 
0 ,..., 

206 =lDOx (common 206Pb/totaI 206Pb), * spots for which common Pb correction using Cumming and Richards (1975) correction Q. 

" a) ratim corrected for common Pb using the measured 204Pb abundance, All errors given are 1sigma 
,..., 
0 

conc =100x (206PbJ238U age)/(207Pb/206Pb age) ~ 

3 
pool =pooled age group .
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Chapter 8 

group from 3400 to 3480 Ma. The older two groups are mainly spots in sector zoned parts of zir


cons, whereas the youngest group (3415±4 Ma) come from spots in planar zoned parts. This indi

cates that there were distinct zircon growth events, although there is no chemical difference between
 
the groups.
 

The two youngest spots are not reliable because of high U content or an extremely dirty spot loca

tion.
 

8.3.4 Synthesis and structural implications of U-Pb zircon dating 
Figure 8. ro shows a series of histogram plots per sample and one for all analyses. The data presented 
are ,o'Pb/,06pb ages of individual spots. The data have been filtered, leaving out highly discordant ages 

and analyses with high U or Th. The result is a series of peaks which correspond to important age 
components. The peaks are somewhat broad and skewed toward lower ages, an indication that effects 

of non-zero age Pb loss are still present. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~1[0,j", ,m""", ~"" j, mu"" I 11'"""""""""""""" ,I]
T94/31 T94/222 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~II"",,,la"""" ,~Ull ,,'" ~iJ ;1·""""""""""""",,~T94/193 T94/227 

g
~ ~ g 

T94/221 All samples 

Figure 8.10 207Pbt206Pb age histograms compiled from the five samples that were analysed (a-e) and of all spots 
analysed (f). The age scale is in Ma and the histogram interval is 10 Ma. The data have been filtered using the fol
lowing criteria: 1) analyses which were more than 15% discordant were omitted, 2) analyses with more than 100 
ppm. U were omitted. 

The first major age component is the group between 3480 and 3400 Ma (Figure 8. ro£). In this range, 

3 age groups can be distinguished. This is reflected in the pooled ages of T94/r93, T94/22Z and 
T941zz7, which belong to the oldest, 3465 Ma, group, and the pooled age of T941zzl, which 

belongs to the second group at ca. 3450 Ma (see Table 8.4 for a summary of data per sample). Several 
zircons with distinct cores and rims gave eore ages in the 3465 Ma range and rim ages around 3450 
Ma. This indicates that the 3450 Ma event was an important metamorphic event after the initial crys
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tallization oflarge volumes of dioritic and granodioritic magma at ca. 3465 Ma. The 3450 Ma age is 
also the crystallization age of the predecessor of the grey gneiss. 

Figure 8. I I shows the chemical characteristics for zircon spots from all samples. In both the Th vs. 

U plot and the common Pb vs. Th/U plot samples T941r93, T941227 and T941222 fall in the same 

range, although T941222 shows distinctly lower common Pb (Figure 8.I2b). T94/22I and T94/31 
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fall in a different field with generally lower Th/U and low common Pb, with T941221 having even 

lower U contents than T94/3I. The spots with rim ages at ca. 3450 Ma from T941r93 and T941227 

show the same chemical characteristics as T941221 and fall in that field. 
The chemical characteristics confirm the above inference that the North Shaw Suite (T941r93 and 
227) and the diorites (T941222) crystallized at the same time at ca. 3465 Ma, whereas the gneisses 

(T94122I) crystallized at ca. 3450 Ma at the same time that new rims grew or recrystallization 

occurred in older zircon during a metamorphic event. The field observation that diorites occur as 

xenolitic boudins in the grey gneisses is consistent with this age data, showing that the diorites are 

older. 

The peak in ages at 3400 Ma is mainly due to sample T941227, the mylonite, which contains zircons 
from all three age groups. The significance of the 34I5±4 Ma pooled age is uncertain, but it may be 
related to zircon isotopic disturbances due to the intense deformation in this sample. This would sug-
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Chapter 8 

gest that some shear took place at or younger than 3415±4 Ma.
 

A small and broad peak of w7Pbr6Pb ages occurs at ca. 3250 Ma (3300 to 3200 Ma). The spots with
 

these ages are usually in featureless to irregularly zoned areas ofzircons with textures similar to recrys


tallization textures; the featureless areas, often in cores, appear to grow at the cost of planar zoned
 

areas (see Figure 8.4a for a good example). The chemical characteristics (V, Th, common Pb) of
 

those spots are not unusual in any respect. They are interpreted as ages due to recrystallization dur


ing a metamorphic event. The recrystallization appears to preferentially start in the interior of the zir


con. This explains the occasionally observed younger core than rim ages as also noted by Pidgeon
 

(1992). The place where recrystallization starts may be related to the amount of damage to the crys


tal lattice caused by decay of V and Th.
 

The third peak in ages occurs at ca. 2930 ma, which corresponds to the crystallization age of sample
 

T94/3I.
 
Of all the zircons that were analysed, two gave 70

7Pb/706Pb ages> 3500 Ma. These are interpreted as
 
xenocrysts of an older volcanic or granitic basement.
 

Table 8.4 Summarized results of U-Pb SHRIMP dating 

Sample 

T94/31
 
T94/193
 

T941221
 
T941222
 
T941227 

Pooled age- Other Xenocrystic New growth or two spot 
Crystallization pooled age zircons recrystallization zircons 
age groups 

core rim 
2934±2 3434-2981 3251±3 3434±5 3369±3 
3468±2 3524±6 3308±3 3456±6 3298±5 

3454±4 3476±6 
3451±1 3427±5 3359±11 3466±5 3433±7 
3463±2 3419±8 
3469±3 3440±5 3509±15 

3415±4 

Timing of structures 
The main objective of this V-Pb dating study is to constrain the age of the SRSZ and the MSZC 

and to constrain the relation between the grey gneisses and diorites in the core of the Shaw Batholith, 

as well as their relation with the SRSZ. The crystallization ages of the diorites (T941222), the little 

deformed North Shaw Suite (T94!I93) and the SRSZ mylonite (T941227) are aJ] between 3463 and 

3469 Ma. 
The SRSZ is constrained in time by sample T94h93, T941221 and T94/227 (see Figure 8.1). The 
crystallization age ofT941227 (3469±3 Ma) provides a maximum age of the basal SRSZ forming the 

contact between the North Shaw Suite and the grey gneisses. The crystallization age of sample 

T94/193 (3468±2 Ma) shows that the wedge of granodiorite in the southeastern Shaw Batholith is in 

fact the continuation of the North Shaw Suite, which was dated by McNaughton et al. (1988) at 

3467±6 Ma (single zircon V-Pb) It provides a rrunimum age for the mylonitic fabric related to the 

SRSZ in the amphibolite greenstones, since the granodiorite intrudes this fabric and contains 
enclaves with this fabric (see Chapter 4). Therefore the main episode of activity of thc SRSZ systern, 
both in the Shaw Batholith and the greenstones, is constrained to 3468 Ma. 
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However, the grey gneisses, with a crystallization age of 345I±1 Ma, were observed (Chapter 4) to 
be truncated by the base of the SRSZ, indicating that the basal SRSZ must have been active or reac

tivated during or after 3451 Ma. The brittle extensional structures in the Coongan Belt are con

strained by the age of the Duffer Formation at 3452±I6 Ma (Pidgeon, I978a, conventional zircon U

Pb) and more recently using single zircon techniques in other belts of the eastern Pilbara at 347I±3 

Ma, 3465±3 Ma and 3470±2 Ma (Thorpe et aI., 1992), whereas felsic volcanics of the overlying 

Salgash Subgroup were dated at 3454±I Ma, the same age as the crystallization age of the grey gneiss 

at 345r±I Ma (this study). 

This implies that the basal extensional structure, the SRSZ was formed at 3468 Ma and was active 

until or reactivated at 345 I Ma, when massive melting occurred below the SRSZ, forming the grey 

gneisses, and extension occurred in the supracrustals duting extrusion of felsic volcanics. 

Even younger age groups that occur in T941z27 (3440±5 Ma and 34I5±4 Ma) and T941r93 (ca. 3300 
Ma) indicate that there were high grade metamorphic events in the SRSZ area postdating its initial 

activity. These age groups may reflect the moments that the basal SRSZ was re-activated, causing 

disturbances in the zircon isotopic system. It can not be ruled out with the U-Pb dates that a part of 

the basal shear zone of the SRSZ was reactivated at an even later stage, for example during the 3.33

3.20 Ga thrusting event in the Coongan Belt. However the structures in the basal SRSZ show no
 
clear indication for such a later reactivation (Chapter 4).
 

The diorite with a crystallization age of 3463±2 Ma, is older than the gneiss, consistent with the field
 

observation of the diorite as boudins in the grey gneiss.
 

The ultramylonite in the MSZC is constrained in time by the crystallization age of the synkinemat


ic granitic dyke (sample T94/JI) at 2934±2 Ma. This provides a reliable constraint on the age oflate
 
movement on the north trending Mulgandinnah Lineament across the eastern Pilbara, of which the
 

MSZC is part.
 

8.4 Discussion and conclusions 

Combined 4°Arj39Ar dating on hornblende, biotite and muscovite and U-Pb dating on zircons pro

vided a range of new age data on the structural and thermal development of the Shaw Batholith and 
Coongan Belt. The data from this and previous studies and the relation to structural and metamor

phic events in the Shaw area are shown in Figure 8.12. 
The first major intrusive event in the Shaw Batholith occurred between 3470 and 3450 Ma. A large 
volume of granitoids including diorites, North Shaw Suite granodiorites and precursors to the grey 

gneiss have crystallization ages in this range. Two xenocrysts in this study with ages between 3510 

and 3525 indicate that the 3470-3450 Ma granitoids intruded into a slightly older basement. These 
xenocryst ages coincide with the age of the Coonterunah succession at 35 I 5±3 Ma (U-Pb zircon) as 

recorded by Buick et ai. (1995). An even older basement is indicated by the 3578±4 Ma age of 
anorthositic enclaves in the South Daltons Pluton (U-Pb zircon, McNaughton et aI., 1988). 

The main activity on the SRSZ is constrained to 3468 Ma but the basal zone of the SRSZ must have 

been active at least until 3451 Ma, the crystallization age of the gneiss. The activity in the SRSZ must 
have started in the greenstones before 3468 Ma, the crystallization age of the granodiorite wedge that 

intruded the SRSZ mylonitic foliation in the Coongan Belt. 
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Figure 8.12 4OAr/39Ar and U-Pb data from this and previous studies and related structural and metamorphic
 
events in the Shaw area, based on this study and age information from:
 
b= Pidgeon (1978b), c= Williams et al.(1983), f= McNaughton et al.(1988), I=Bickle et al. (1993), m=McNaughton et
 
al. (1993).
 

Figure 8.10 shows a range ofU-Pb zircon ages from this and other studies between 3470 and 3415 

Ma. This study shows that most of the zircon ages younger than 3450 Ma come from rim areas and 
are therefore assumed to be metamorphic ages rather than crystallization ages. The age of the 3415 
Ma rims is from the mylonite sample, indicating that the Split Rock Shear Zone may have contin

ued at least until this age. 
The oldest 4OArl"Ar cooling ages at 3522±I I Ma and 3466±I3 Ma (T94/87) coincide with the U-Pb 

ages of the xenocrysts and first intrusive event. This indicates that at least some areas in the Pilbara 

have never been heated significantly since this early intrusive event. 

The metamorphic aureole of the Corunna Downs Batholith gave hornblende cooling ages between 

3400 Ma (Davids et aI., in press) and 3340 Ma (this study) indicating that the Corunna Downs 
Batholith intruded during a relatively early stage in the evolution of the Pilbara Craton. These obser

vations reinforce the observation that extensive parts of the supracrustal rocks have escaped severe 

overprinting, essentially since the time of first granite emplacement. 
A number of V-Pb ages from recrystallized parts of zircons and 4'Ar/39Ar cooling ages fall between 

3.3 and 3.2 Ga. The microstructural relations of hornblendes in this age range (actinolite in CCSZ) 

indicate that this metamorphic event occurred during or directly after the compressional structural 

event in the greenstones. The main shear zone in the Coongan Belt, the CCSZ is hereby constrained 

to a minimum age of 3.2 Ga. Since there are no granitoids in the area with crystallization ages in this 
range it is likely that these metamorphic ages are related to a regional metamorphic event. Bickle et 
al. (1993) recorded a Pb-Pb whole rock isochron age of 3338±52 Ma in the northwestern Shaw 
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Batholith. In view of the data presented here this age may well have been a metamorphic rather than
 

a crystallization age.
 

The large-scale strike-slip deformation in the MSZC is now constrained to 2932 Ma, this is consis

tent with the 'CArl"Ar cooling ages in and close to the MSZC.
 

In the Shaw Batholith almost all "Ar/)9Ar ages are reset to ages close to the late to post-tectonic gran


itoids (3.0-2.85 Ga), whereas older cooling ages occur in the greenstones.
 

Much of the thermal evolution of the Tambourah Belt - Shaw Batholith - Coongan Belt area can
 

be understood in terms of the effects of granitoid intrusion. This is particularly clear for the large


scale on which the cooling ages are reset at ca. 2950-3000 Ma due to granite intrusion, but some of
 

the oldest cooling ages (3466±I3 Ma) can also be directly related to granitoid intrusion of the North
 

Shaw Suite.
 

Finally, the Black Range dolerite dyke, which indicates the final cratonization of the Pilbara Craton,
 

gave a hornblende cooling age of ca. 2800 Ma.
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Discussion and Conclusions 

9. I Introduction 

During the studies described in this thesis, new insights have been developed concerning the evolu

tion of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain. A number of successive structural events were iden

tified during the 800 Ma tectonothermal evolution of the eastern Pilbara. These structural events 

have been constrained in time by a combination of detailed mapping, structural analysis and isotopic 

dating (V-Pb SHRIMP and "Arj39Ar ). In Figure 9.1 the structural episodes and their relation to 
granitoids, greenstones and metamorphic events, are summarized. A detailed study ofone of the main 
gold deposits in the Pilbara, Bamboo Creek Deposit, provides constraints on the setting and timing 
of this gold mineralization event. 
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Figure 9.1 Figure showing geochronology of supracrustals, granitoids and metamorphic and structural events. 
The granitoids and supracrustals are constrained by U-Pb zircon dating( this study and Pidgeon (1978a), Pidgeon 
(1978b). Williams et al.(1983), Froude et.al.(1984), Pidgeon (1984), McNaughton et al.(1988), Bickle et al. (1989), 
Williams & Collins (1990), Thorpe et al.(1990), Arndt et al. ( 1991), Thorpe et al. (1992), Bickle et al. (1993), 
McNaughton et al. (1993), Horwitz & Pidgeon (1993), Buick et al. (1995), Nelson (1996), Smith et al. (in press), 
upper greenschist to amphibolite metamorphism is constrained by 40Ar/39Ar cooling ages (this study and Wijbrans 
& McDougall, 1987; Davids et aI., in press), gold mineralization is constrained by Pb-Pb model ages (this study and 
Neumayr et aI., 1993) and structures by cross-cutting relations. 
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The aim of the first part of this Chapter is to summarize all new information of this study and to
 

present a syntheses with previous work for the (eastern) Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain. Where
 

possible parts of the tectonothermal evolution will be compared to elements ofmodern analogue tec

tonic settings.
 

In the second part the evolution of the Pilbara will be compared to that of the contemporaneous
 

Kaapvaal Craton and the late Archean Yilgarn Craton.
 

Finally the question of plate tectonics in the mid-Archean Pilbara Craton will be addressed.
 

9.2 Tectonothermal evolution of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain. 

The following description of the tectonothermal evolution of the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone ter

rain is largely based on the results of this study and is best constrained in the Shaw Batholith and 

Coongan Belt where the most detailed mapping and structural analysis was done during the course 
of this study. However, other areas, between the Lionel Lineament and the Mulgandinnah Lineament 

have been studied, but in less detail by means of traverses and local mapping. In Figures 9,2, 9,3 and 

9.4 a three dimensional impression is given of the geometry after the three main structural episodes, 
in the area between the Lionel Lineament and the Mulgandinnah Lineament. 

9.2.1 The basement to the Duffer Formation 
There is now irrefutable evidence for a continental basement, in at least some areas in the Pilbara, to 

the upper part of the Warrawoona Group (Buick et al., [995), consisting of the Coonterunah 
Succession, dated at 3515 Ma which was folded and foliated, intruded by granodiorites and eroded, 

prior to deposition of the Upper Warrawoona Group. The exact age of the succession immediately 

above the unconformity contains no suitable rocks for dating, but Buick et al (1995) interpret the 
sequence as the lateral equivalent of the Strelley Chert and constrain the unconformity between 3-47 

Ga and 3.46 Ga. 
Although attempts have been made (McNaughton, 1993), no reliable U-Pb zircon ages of the Talga 
TaIga Subgroup (lower Warrawoona Group) are available, due to the lack of felsic volcanics. 

McNaughton et ai. (1993) used a dolerite sill in the McPhee Formation and a single pillow from the 
North Star Basalt in the type section of the TaIga TaIga Subgroup for a U-Pb zircon dating study. 

Both samples contained very few zircons, approximately [ per kg sample. The zircons from the 

dolerite sill gave a pooled U-P age of 3308±4 Ma, which is younger than the overlying Duffer 

Formation (3466±4 Ma, McNaughton et aI., 1993), and a small number of ca.3450-3470 Ma 
xenocrysts, indicating that it is a post volcanic sill and does not represent the TaIga TaIga Subgroup. 
In the North Star Basalt, all zircons were younger than 3326 Ma, which is the crystallization age of 

the well documented Wyman Formation (McNaughton et aI., 1993; Thorpe et ai. 1992). The small 

number ofzircons and the ages typical of the DutTer Formation and Wyman Formation, indicate that 

these ages do not represent the age of the TaIga TaIga Subgroup, but are due to intrusives and/or 

hydrothermal zircon growth (McNaughton et al., [993). Thorpe et al. (1992) dated a felsic unit in 

the Mt. Ada Basalt (V-Pb, zircon), which gave two ages: 3449±3 Ma and 3470±3 Ma. Thorpe et al. 
(1992) concluded that this was a felsic sill of the age of the S::tlg::tsh Subgroup (3449±3 Ma) vvith 

xenocrystic zircon from the Duffer Formation (3470±3 Ma) and not a volcanic sample from the TaIga 
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ENE 

Figure 9.2 Schematic 3-d cartoons showing the structural development of the eastern Pilbara granitoid-green
stone terrain at 3.47-3.45 Ga, largely based on the structures and geochronology of the Coongan Belt and Shaw 
Batholith. 
ENE-WSW extension involving brittle faults and block rotations in the upper crust, and detachment zones (Split 
Rock Shear Zone, SRSZ) at the mid-crustal level. The lower crust is intruded by mantle (M) derived magmas, caus
ing partial melting of the lower crust forming the grey migmatic gneisses (gg) with dioritic enclaves in the core of 
the Shaw Batholith. Granodiorites, the North Shaw Suite (NS) in the Shaw Batholith, intrude during deformation 
on the detachment zones, forming culminations. Felsic calc-alkaline volcanism (Duffer Formation, OF), the extru
sive equivalent of the North Shaw Suite, occurs during the main phase of extension, filling in the relief formed by 
fault escarpments. The overall geometry consists of domes, in the footwall of the master faults, and basins, 
although the granites do not surface yet in the domes. The areas where erosion took place in this model are indi
cated by (e), in the footwall of major extensional faults. The felsic volcanics and clastic sediments of the Duffer 
Formation are covered by a 20 metre thick dolomite unit, not indicated in this Figure. In parts where the Taiga 
Taiga Subgroup (TT) was exposed, an angular unconformity may exist between the dolomite and the Taiga Taiga 
Subgroup. The dolomite unit is unconformably covered by pillow basalts and cherts of the Salgash Subgroup. The 
extension direction is drawn as consistently to the WSW. However, this is not certain and the pattern of transport 

Talga Subgroup. Another possibility was raised by van Haaften & White (in press), who showed that 
the type section of the Warrawoona Group is tectonically disturbed by normal faults and low angle 
thrusts. They indicate that what is regarded as the TaIga Talga Subgroup below the Duffer Formation 

may have been tectonically emplaced and may be younger than the Duffer Formation (Salgash 

Subgroup or Gorge Creek Group). However, the stratigraphic sequence of the Talga Talga Subgroup 
in the type section, basalt with a large component of gabbroic and dolerite sills (Hickman, 1983, 

Barley, 1993), is sufficiently different from the stratigraphic sequence of the Salgash Subgroup, pil
low basalt with distinctive chert units (Hickman, 1983, Barley, 1993), to make this an unlikely option. 
Hamilton et al. (1981) dated a suite ofvolcanic samples from the North Star Basalt, in the basal TaIga 
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TaIga Subgroup in the type section, with Sm-Nd whole rock at 3560±P Ma. In this study, a sam

ple from the TaIga TaIga Subgroup, north of the Shaw Batholith, stratigraphically below the dated 

Duffer Formation (3458±2 Ma) gave two cooling ages (3466±13 Ma and 3522±13 Ma) of which the 

higher age could be interpreted as a partially overprinted magmatic argon cooling age. Davids et al. 

(in press) reported a 3518±16 Ma ,oAr/l9Ar isochron age for cores of hornbiendes from the Talga 

TaIga Subgroup in the western Coongan Belt, which may be interpreted as a magmatic cooling age. 

These ages for the Talga Talga Subgroup are close to the V-Pb zircon age of the Coonterunah 

Succession, which raises the possibility that, what is now regarded as the Talga Talga Subgroup in the 

type section and in the Coongan belt, may be the lateral equivalent of the Coonterunah Succession, 

although the Coonterunah Succession has a slight schistosity (Buick et al., 1995) predating the depo

sition of the upper Warrawoona Group, whereas in the type section the TaIga Talga Subgroup is 

internally undeformed. The angular unconformity reported in the Carlindi area may be a local, relat

ed to extension (e in Figure 9.2) or may be related to pre-Duffer Formation compressional defor
mation in the Carlindi area. Both successions consist of mainly mafic and ultramafic volcanics, very 

minor felsic volcanics, minor cherts and a large (50%) component of doleriticlgabbroic sills. The 

Talga TaIga Subgroup is interpreted as a shallow marine marginal setting (Barley, 1979) or an ophi
olite complex (Krapez, 1993), whereas the Coonterunah Succession is interpreted as a deep water 

deposit (Buick et aI., 1995). 
Other fragments of a pre-Duffer Formation basement consist of 3580 Ma anorthositic enclaves in the 

Shaw Batholith (McNaughton et aI., 1988). In addition, the 3.7 Ga xenocrystic zircon in the Duffer 

Formation (Thorpe et aI., 1992) is an indication of an even older sialic basement. 

For a long time the migmatic gneisses in the granitoids were all thought to represent the basement 

to the Warrawoona Group (Hickman, 1983). This is now clearly shown not to be the case because 

of the 345I±1 Ma and 3463±2 Ma V-Pb SHRIMP ages ofmigmatic gneisses and diorites found in 

this study in the central Shaw Batholith (this study, Chapter 8). The implication is, that although 
there was a continental basement to the upper Warrawoona Group, little is left now, and judging 

from the small number of >3.5 Ga xenocrysts found in this and other SHRIMP studies, the felsic 

component of the basement was not very extensive. The sillimanite-kyanite assemblages described 
by Bickle et aI. (1985) in enclaves in the Shaw Batholith have not been dated, but were interpreted 

by Bickle et aI. (1985) as part of the ca poo Ma compressional event. However, it could be argued 

that these assemblages have been part of the pre-Warrawoona Group basement, as medium to high

er pressure assemblages have not definitively been found in other areas of the Pilbara. 

9.2.2 Upper Warrawoona Group evolution 
The stratigraphy of the upper Warrawoona Group has been the subject of many papers (Lowe, 1983; 

Barley, 1979,1993; Buick & Dunlop, 1990; Krapez, 1993) and was recently reviewed in Eriksson et 

aI.(1994). It starts with the Duffer Formation (3460-3470 Ma, Thorpe et al., 1992; McNaughton et 

aI.,1993), which is genetically unrelated to the TaIga TaIga Subgroup (Krapez, 1993), consists offel

sic volcanics and volcanoclastic sediments deposited in and adjacent to volcanic centers (Barley et 

aI.,1984; DiMarco & Lowe, 1989) similar to present day volcanic arcs, but occurring in a large (ca.130 

km' ) area with no linear trend. 
The overlying S~lg~sh Subgroup (3450 Ma, Thorpe et aI., 1992) consists of mainly pillo-wed and m.as

sive tholeiite and high-MgO basalt, with minor chert horizons derived from felsic volcanic sources 
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(Lowe, 1983). Barley (1993) and Krapez (1993) suggest a shallow marine extensional setting, adjacent 

to volcanic islands or arcs. 

Although some authors (Barley, 1993) mention an extensional setting for the Duffer Formation and 

Salgash Subgroup, no mention is made of structures during deposition of the upper Warrawoona 

Group. 

In this study (Chapter 4), evidence was found for extensional structures related to deposition of the 

Duffer Formation in the Coongan Belt and emplacement of the granodioritic North Shaw Suite in 

Shaw Batholith. It has been argued that the geometry of the extensional structures is similar to that 

of a metamorphic core-complex (Figure 9.2). A major shear zone, with a transport direction to the 

WSW, the Split Rock Shear Zone, forms the contact between gneisses and greenstones, with syn

kinematic intrusion of the wedge shaped North Shaw Suite. In combination these produce an initial 

weak domal geometry. The present pronounced dome shape around parts of the batholiths are not 

thought to be the result of this extensional phase, but are a later syn- to post Lalla Rookh Sandstone 

(ca. 2950 Ma) feature. Contemporaneous extensional faults formed in the hanging wall during depo

sition of the Duffer Formation. These extensional structures are constrained in time to 3470-3450 Ma 

(Chapter 4) with the main activity during deposition of the Duffer Formation and intrusion of the 
North Shaw Suite at 3470 Ma, but continued activity on the basal Split Rock Shear Zone in the 
Shaw Batholith until at least 3450 Ma, during deposition of the Salgash Subgroup. The brittle exten

sional faults in the Coongan Belt are covered by a silicified dolomite unit, with characteristic stro

matoloids. This unit was correlated to the Strelley Pool Chert (base of the Salgash Subgroup) in the 
North Pole area by DiMarco & Lowe (1989), which is the unit directly overlying the Coonterunah 

Succession in that area (Buick et a!. (1995). In the conceptual model in Figure 9.2a, parts of the Taiga 
TaIga Subgroup that are eroded during the extensional phase, in the footwall of main faults, are indi

cated with e. In these areas an angular unconformity is expected between the TaIga TaIga Subgroup 

and the dolomite unit. Brittle faults, active during deposition of the Duffer Formation, have been 
identified in a large part of the eastern Pilbara (Figure 5.9) between the Kelly and Mulgandinnah 

Lineaments, but in most cases the directions of transport are not precisely established. Where the 
directions are well established, they indicate transport to the west (Coppin Gap Belt) and WSW 

(Coongan - Shaw). Recent U-Pb SHRIMP dating shows that the Carlindi (Buick et a!', [995), the 
Muccan (Nelson, 1996) and the Yule Batholiths (van Kranendonk, pers.comm.) contain major 3460

3450 Ma components, similar to the Shaw and Mt.Edgar Batholiths (Figure 9.1). No V-Pb SHRIMP 

data are available of the Corunna Downs Batholith, but the argon dating in this study and by Davids 

et a!. (in press) indicates that at least part of the Corunna Downs Batholith is older than 3.4 Ga 
(Chapter 8). Therefore, this magmatic event, associated with extension, occurred in at least the area 

of the Yule, Carlindi, Muccan, Mt.Edgar and Shaw Batholiths and probably the Corunna Down 

Batholith (150 x 200 km), indicating that this large area may have been subject to extensional defor

mation between 3460 and 3450 Ma. 

In the past ten years the tectonic setting of extensional terrains and the causes of extension have been 

the subject of much discussion. In Table 9. I the currently recognized extensional settings in relation 
to modern day plate tectonic settings have been listed. Many of these are controversial, and recent 

extensional areas (Basin and Range, Aegean area, East African Rift) are interpreted in different ways. 
The Basin and Range area has alternatively been interpreted as a back-arc basin (Coney, 1987), late 

stage extensional collapse after delamination (Dewey, [988), due to convective thinning of the lithos
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pheric mantle (Hawkesworth et a!', 1995) or gravitational collapse (Sonder et al., [987) and as the 

result of a mantle plume (Parsons et a!', 1994). 

For the Pilbara Craton, there is no information on the surrounding tectonic setting, nor on the 

amount of extension and the thickness of the crust after extension. Therefore it seems unlikely that 

the unique setting in which the extension at 3450 Ma occurred in the Pilbara can be identified, even 

if plate tectonic processes are assumed to have operated in the same way as now. However, it is pos

sible to investigate which characteristics of the various extensional models are in agreement with the 

structural, geochronological and stratigraphic data from the eastern Pilbara. Table 9. ] shows that the 

main distinguishing criteria are: the basement to the extension, the trend of transport direction and 

the sequence of magmatic events as related to the onset of extension. 

Table 9.1 Characteristics of different extensional tectonic settings 

I 

External forces Body forces 
Continental 
rift 

Back-arc basin 
(Royden, 1993) 

Mid 
oceanic 
ridge 

Mantle plume 
(Hill,1991) 

Orogenic collapse 
(Houseman et aI., 
1981; Dewey, 1988) 

Basement 

geometrical 
trend 

magmatism 
1. pre-extension 

2. extension 

3. post-extension 

continental 

crust 

linear 
unidirectional 

transport 

no 

crustal melt 

mantle melt 

(continental crust) 

oceanic crust 

linear 
unidirectional 

transport 

calc-alkaline 

in arc 

alkaline in 
back-arc 
oceanization 

no crustal 

basement 

linear 
unidirectional 

transport 

Ophiolite 
complex 

oceanic or 

continental 

crust 
semi-circular 

radial transport 

uplift 

high-Mg basalt 
komatiite 
major mafic 

melt 
crustal melt 

orogen 

semi-circular 

radial transport 

crustal derived 

granites 

Uniform transport directions over a large area would be a good indication for externally applied 
boundary forces such as ell.-pected in a plate tectonic type extensional setting (back arcs and conti

nental rifts). Ifhowever the transport directions show a irregular or radial pattern on the largest scale, 
it is an indication of extension due to body or gravity forces similar to extensional collapse (Dewey, 

1988), or possibly related to extension above a mantle plume (Campbell & Hill, 1988). In the Pilbara, 

although incomplete, the extensional transport data set seems to be unidirectional which would argue 
for externally applied forces causing extension. 

The sequence of events in the Coongan-Shaw area can be summarized as follows: a basement (TaIga 

Talga subgroup) is covered by thick felsic volcanic and volcano clastics, deposited during extension 

(3470-3460 Ma) followed by mafic volcanics deposited in shallow water. The complete sequence of 

events took place between the deposition of the Talga TaIga Subgroup, certainly older than 3470 Ma 

(age of intrusive North Shaw Suite) and possibly as old as 3520 Ma (oldest argon dates in the 
Coongan Belt. this study and Davids et aI, in press), and 3450 Ma (youngest age of Warravvoona 

Group, Thorpe et al" 1992), i.e. in less than 100 Ma. 
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The basement to the extension is the Talga Talga Subgroup, which, as argued above, may be equiv

alent to the Coonterunah Succession. The TaIga Talga Subgroup stratigraphy and geochemistry in 

the type area has been likened to oceanic crust (Krapez, 1993; Barley, 1993). At the type location of 

the Coonterunah Succession (Buick et al., 1995), the succession is foliated, and intruded by grani

toids prior to deposition of the upper Warrawoona Group, i.e. it was continental crust prior to depo

sition of the upper Warrawoona Group, starting with the deposition of the Strelley Pool Chert. If 

the correlation between the Coonterunah Succession and the TaIga TaIga Subgroup is correct, it 

could be deformed oceanic crust. It seems unlikely that the pre-Duffer Formation basement was part 

of an orogen, but data is too scarce to rule this out. 

An arc type setting is not easily reconciled with the data on the setting of the Warrawoona Group. 

The main problem with this interpretation is the distinctly non-linear distribution of rocks and struc

tures in the eastern Pilbara. There is no trace of high pressure metamorphism and only very little 

indication of medium pressure metamorphism, and certainly no indication of paired metamorphic 
belts, characteristic of a subduction setting (Miyashiro, 1972). Highly deformed melange zones do 

not occur and neither do turbidites in the Warrawoona Group. The only possible type of setting 

related to a subduction zone that could be reconciled with the data is a marginal- or back arc basin, 
because in such tectonic settings extension may occur during (calc-)alkaline magmatic activity. 

Marginal basins formed by rifting ofisland-arcs are deposited on oceanic crust. However, at least part 

of the Warrawoona Group is deposited on a continental basement (Buick et al.,1995) making this an 
unlikely option. 

Rifting in a continental setting could be caused by the arrival of a plume head under the continent 

as proposed by Hill (1991) and Campbell & Hill (1988) for the Yilgarn Craton. The sequence of 

events as discussed by Hill (1991) for a hot lithosphere can be summarized as follows: uplift and ero
sion, komatiitic volcanism, extensive mafic volcanism associated with rapid extension, and at a late 
stage crustally derived anatectic magmatism due to heating of the crust. 

On the other hand, if rifting is the cause of melting, the volcanism, produced by decompression, will 
start with melts produced high in the lithosphere proceeding to deeper melts (Hawkesworth et aI., 

1995). 
In the Warrawoona Group the main extensional phase, with brittle extensional faults in the 
supracrustals, occurred during calc-alkaline felsic volcanic and granodioritic magmatism, which seems 

to be in better agreement with decompression melting than with a plume model. However the wide

spread alkaline magmas associated with modern continental rifts (Bailey, 1983) do not occur in the 

Warrawoona Group. 
If the extension, during deposition of the Duffer Formation, is related to extensional collapse, rem

nants of the earlier crustal thickening phase would be expected 20-30 Ma prior to the main exten

sional phase (Dewey, 1988). The fragments of this age (ca. 3500 Ma, Coonterunah Succession) are 

small and few and show no clear indication of an earlier crustal thickening event. 

Costa & Rey (1995) describe an example of a Variscan metamorphic core-complex in the Massif 

Central (France) in which intrusion of mantle derived magmas into the base of the crust, granulite 

grade metamorphism in the lower crust, extraction of granites from the deep crust and deposition of 
continental basins associated ",ith nonnal faulting all occur within 40 Ma during the extcn,ional 

phase. No basement pre-dating this extensional event was found in the footwall. This is consistent 
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with the data for the upper Warrawoona Group extension: the complexly deformed diorites (3463 

Ma) and gneisses (345 I Ma) in the core of the Shaw Batholith are in the same age range as the syn

extension granodioritic North Shaw Suite and the syn-extension felsic volcanics of the Duffer 

Formation and fragments of pre-extension basement are scarce. 

Calc-alkaline major element trends, such as reported for the Duffer Formation (Barley, 1993), are 

usually interpreted as subduction related magmatism. However, Hawkesworth et al. (1995) show that 

they can equally well be related to continental extension in the type area ofmetamorphic core-com

plexes in the Basin and Range province of the western United States. They attribute the calc-alka

line trend to mixing of mantle derived melts with crustal derived melts. The large amounts of melt 

in the Warrawoona Group as compared to the Basin and Range could well be the result of the high

er geothermal gradient in the Archean lithosphere. 

In summary, the structural, kinematic, metamorphic and magmatic patterns for 3450 Ma extension 

in the Pilbara are most consistent with a continental type extension model, in which extension is 

either caused by external boundary forces, or by a type of orogenic collapse (delamination or con
vective thinning of the lithospheric mantle). A back-arc supra-subduction type setting is less likely 

because there is no strong linear trend of the greenstones and no indication for a nearby subduction 
zone. A mantle plume setting is not likely because the kinematic data of the extensional phase indi

cate unidirectional transport to the WSW and the sequence of volcanics is contrary to that expected 

for a plume model. 
Extension may have occurred after stacking of oceanic crust by obduction as proposed by de Wit & 

Hart (1993). In this model, the calc-alkaline magmatism represents the partial melt of stacked hydrat

ed oceanic crust. This is consistent with models in which TTG suites are best explained as partial 

melt of garnet-bearing amphibolite or hornblende eclogite (Martin, 1994; Rapp & Watson, 1995) 

9.2.3 Gold mineralization 
Lode gold deposits occur in greenschist facies shear zones in the Warrawoona Group. The results 

from this study (Chapter 7) show that the Bamboo Creek Deposit, one of the main gold deposits in 

the Pilbara which is situated in the Bamboo Creek Shear Zone, is in most respects (alteration, tem

perature of alteration and stable isotope composition) similar to lode gold deposits in late Archean 

terrains. However the structural setting is related to, or slightly post-dates the extensional event. 
Cross cutting relations constrain the gold mineralization event between 3454 Ma and 3300 Ma. Pb

Pb dating of galena associated with the gold gives a 3400±40 Ma model age, which is interpreted as 

a maximum age. The gold mineralization event is tentatively inferred to be related to the late stages 

of the extensional event during deposition of the upper Warrawoona Group. The shear zone which 

contains the deposits is reactivated after gold mineralization, but this happened prior to granitoid 

intrusion at 3.3 Ga. However, age constraints on the gold mineralization event are not precise 
enough to establish with certainty whether mineralization occurred during the extensional (3470

3450 Ma) or compressional (3340-3200 Ma) event. 
The large, late Archean gold deposits are usually thought to be associated with the final stages of 

accretion in a subduction setting, related to compressional and strike-slip structures (Kerrich & 

Cassidy, 1994; Groves et al., 1995) or in some cases to post compressional extension (Wang & White, 
1991). This tectonic setting of gold deposits is likened to modern gold deposits associated with vol

canic arc of the Pacific Rim (Nesbitt et al., 1986; Barley et aI., 1989; Kerrich & Cassidy, 1994). 
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However, with respect to the structural setting of the Bamboo Creek Deposit, this type of tectonic 

setting may not be a good analogue for the 3.4 Ga gold mineralization event. 

The lode gold deposits in the Warrawoona Group shear zones may be more similar to the relatively 

few but high grade lode gold deposits in the Basin and Range Province. These have been summa

rized by Thorman & Christensen (1991). The timing of these lode gold deposits is consistent with 

their formation in a continental extensional setting « Eocene) associated with metamorphic core

complexes. A gold district that is particularly similar in setting, alteration style and mineral associa

tion to the Bamboo Creek Deposit is the Bullfrog district (Castor & Weiss, 1992) in Nevada. These 

Miocene lode gold deposits occur in core-complex type extensional settings, in felsic host rocks, and 

are characterized by low grade alteration with open space infillings of quartz, potassic alteration, 

mainly visible gold with low to moderate Ag contents. Minerals associated with gold include chal

copyrite, galena, sphalerite and tetrahedrite (Castor & Weiss, 1992), the same assemblage as found in 

the Bamboo Creek Deposit. The similarity between the Bullfrog district deposits and the Bamboo 
Creek Deposit is an additional indication that the tectonic setting of the Warrawoona Group was 

similar to the Basin and Range Province extensional setting. 

However, direct comparison with modern settings remains tentative, because only a relatively small 

area is exposed of the 3.45 Ga Warrawoona Group and a lack of 'far-field data' (Passchier, 1995) such 
as paleomagnetic plate reconstructions, seismological data, data on spreading and subduction rates of 

relevant plates. This type of data has proven to be indispensable for the analysis of modern geologi

cal terrains. 

9.2.4 Sytt- to post Gorge Creek Group evolution 
The stratigraphy of the Gorge Creek Group (3325-3240 Ma, Figure 9.1) has not been as extensive
ly studied as the Warrawoona Group and appears to be more variable than the Warrawoona Group 

(Horwitz, 1990; Krapez, 1993). In the eastern Pilbara the GCG consists of a felsic basal unit, dated at 
3325 Ma and/ or clastic basal units. The GCG is dominated by clastic sediments, clay, sandstones and 
conglomerates and a thick upper BIF unit. Mafic volcanics are a minor component in the eastern 

Pilbara but increase toward the west (Horwitz, 1990). Ultramafic intrusives and sills are also thought 
to be of Gorge Creek Group age (Krapez, 1993). The stratigraphic position of the sandstone, shale 

and conglomerate Mosquito Creek sequence is uncertain. (Krapez (1993) interpreted this sequence 

as part of the upper Gorge Creek Group. The age of the upper Gorge Creek Group is unknown but 

is interpreted by Krapez (1993) to be of similar age as the Strelley Granite (3238±4 Ma, Smith et al., 

1997). 
Structures formed in an E-W compressional regime are approximately synchronous with deposition 

of the Gorge Creek Group in the domain between the Mulgandinnah and Lionel Lineaments. Shear 

zones within the Warrawoona Belt and northern Coppin Gap Belt acted as transfer faults to the com

pressional structures dividing the domain in a southern subdomain with westward transport, a cen

tral domain with eastward transport and a northern subdomain with westward transport (Figure 9.3). 

These compressional structures appear to have been mostly constrained to the supracrustals, although 

some of the greenstone intercalation in the western Shaw Batholith may be the result of thrusting, 

as proposed by Bettenay et a1.(1981). The thrusting in the greenstones caused local repetitions of the 
stratigraphy producing a geometry in 'Which panels of 'Weakly foliated and sometimes folded strati

graphic sequences are separated by greenschist facies shear zones, preferentially developed in carbon
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Figure 9.3 Schematic 3-d cartoons showing the structural development of the eastern Pilbara granitoid-green
stone terrain at ca. 3.3, largely based on the structures and geochronology of the Coongan Belt and Shaw 
Batholith. 
E-W compression, involving thrusting and folding, occurs in the greenstone belts, causing repetition of the 
Warrawoona Group stratigraphy. The relief of the thrust and fold belt is filled in with clastic sediments of the 
Gorge Creek Group (GC). The domal shape of the granitoids is enhanced by compression and by intrusion of gran
odiorites (Corunna Downs, CD, 3.3 and <3.4 Ga, Mount Edgar, ME, ca. 3.3 Ga). Parts of the granitoids, such as the 
Shaw batholith (SB) are surfacing, shedding clastic sediments to the Gorge Creek Group. E-W trending strike slip 
faults act as transfer faults to domains with opposing transport directions. At the base of the crust a layer of 
granitic melt (gm) accumulates. 

ate altered ultramafic units. These thrusts commonly reactivated the basal shear zones to the brittle 

extensional faults formed during the 3.45 Ma extensional event. Although the thrusts cause stacking 

of the stratigraphy they do not appear to significantly alter the geometry ofweakly developed granitic 
domes formed during the 3.45 Ga extensional phase. The dome shape is probably further enhanced 
by the intrusion of ca. 3300 Ma granitoids in to pre-existing granitoids (Mt. Edgar Batholith, eastern 

Corunna Downs Batholith). These granitoid intrusions occur during or after thrust events in the 

greenstones. According to Collins (1993) the geochemistry of the 3.3 Ga granodiorites is consistent 
with their derivation from partial melting of stacked greenstone sequences. 

The precise timing of the E-W compressional deformation phase is not easily established. Wherever 

the Wyman Formation (the basal felsic volcanic unit of the Gorge Creek Group) is present the E-W 
compressional structures can be shown to post-date this unit. In one case, one of the thrusts was 

found to be unconformably covered by a sandstone unit of unknown age, but probably part of the 

Gorge Creek Group. The upper limit of the Central Coongan Shear Zone is well constrained by the 

3200 Ma argon plateau age of post-kinematic actinolites. This constrains the compressional event to 

3325-3200 Ma. 
A compressional deformation event was described in the western Shaw area by Bickle et al. 
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(I980,I985) and Boulter et aI., (I987). They propose a deformation scheme in which D , is a high 

strain fabric in the western Shaw Batholith, causing intercalation of granites and greenstones, D z are 

isoclinal folds in the Warrawoona and Gorge Creek Group, covered by the Lalla Rookh Sandstone, 

D} are upright N-S trending folds after deposition of the Lalla Rookh Sandstone (Whim Creek 

Group), and D. are N-S trending strike-slip shear zones (Boulter et al., I987). D , and D z are thought 

to be related to a crustal thickening phase (thrusting and folding), with unknown transport direction 

since no kinematic analysis was done. This crustal thickening phase is constrained by Bickle et al 

(I985) and Boulter et ai. (I987) to between deposition of the Gorge Creek Group and before depo

sition of the Lalla Rookh Sandstone (Whim Creek Group), i.e. between 3325 and 2950 Ma. The 

3200-3300 Ma cooling 4'Arl"Ar cooling ages of hornblende in that area (Wijbrans & McDougall, 

[987) are considered to be an indication of the timing of metamorphism associated with D I and D z 

(Bickle et aI.,I985; and Boulter et aI., I987). The compressional nature of the deformation and the 

timing constraints are consistent with the E-W compressional phase found in this study. 

Metamorphism associated with, or post-dating the compressional structures never exceeds greenschist 

facies and no high or medium pressure, low temperature assemblages have been found in this study. 
The low pressure metamorphism and granitoid intrusion are more reminiscent of Hercynian oro

genic belts rather than of Alpine style orogenies. A group of plateau ages (this study, Chapter 8) in 

the range between 3360 and 3200 Ma can not be related to granitoid intrusions of that age range in 
the Shaw area. They are interpreted as the result ofa regional metamorphic event associated with the 

compressional structures, confirming the findings of Wijbrans & McDougall (I986). This leaves a 

long (I60 Ma) period in which the compressional structures may have formed. In some cases 
(Bamboo Creek Shear Zone, Marble bar Belt, van Haaften & White, in press) compressional struc

tures can be further constrained to be older than 3300 Ma. This, combined with the observation that 

compressional structures postdate the Wyman Formation, provides a much narrower time range 

(3325-3300 Ma). However, the possibility that there have been several phases of approximately E-W 
compression in the 3360-3200 Ma range can not be ruled out. 
Thick clastic sequences in the Gorge Creek Group occur to the east and west of the central Marble 
Bar domain. This may indicate that crustal thickening due to E-W compression was largest in the 

central Marble Bar domain, with the Nullagine and Pilgangoora domains forming foreland basins. 

The interpretation by Eriksson et al. (I994) that the Gorge Creek Group was deposited in an NW
SE trending back-arc basin with continent to the NE and a volcanic arc to the SW is inconsistent 

with the observed E-W compression during deposition of the Gorge Creek Group. 

9.2.5 Craton Scale Strike Slip Faults and final doming. 
Craton scale sinistral NNE trending strike-slip lineaments have been proposed by Krapez (I993, 

Figure 3. I) as zones dividing the Pilbara into 5 domains. They were thought to have been active dur

ing deposition of clastic sediments in the Lalla Rookh and Whim Creek Basins at ca. 2950 Ma. In 

this study a detailed structural analysis was carried out of part of the Mulgandinnah Lineament (see 

Figure 6.2 and 9.4) in the Shaw Batholith. This part of the lineament, the MSZC, consists of a com

plex system of amphibolite to greenschist facies shear zones, showing sinistral and subsidiary vertical, 

mainly east up, displacement. A granitic dike, which intrudes during the final stages of the MSZC 
w"s d"ted in this stndy "t 2934±2 M" (U-Pb SHRIMP) pbcing " precise "ge constraint on the final 

stages of movement on this lineament. 
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Figure 9.4 Situation at ca. 2.8 Ga, after north trending sinistral strike slip deformation (Mulgandinnah
 
Lineament), contemporaneous intrusion of granites in the upper crust and deposition of the Lalla Rookh Basin
 
(LR). At 2.85 post-tectonic granites intrude the Shaw Batholith (Cooglegong Adamellite, CAl. In areas where exten

sive late (3.0-2.85 Ga) granite intrusion occurred, the upper greenstone sequences (Whim Creek Group) are steep

ened and folded into synclinal structures (Coongan Belt and SE Kelly Belt).
 

The Lionel lineament in the east consists of a brittle dextral fault called the Lionel Fault (Chapter 5). 
Its age is not well constrained but certainly postdates the Wyman Formation (3325 Ma) and the upper 
Gorge Creek sediments of the Nullagine Block. The straight outcrop pattern ofthe Lionel Fault indi
cates that it was active in the late stages of deformation in the eastern Pilbara, but it is covered by the 

Fortescue Group. Thus, its age is constrained between 3.24 and 2.77 Ga.
 
Spot checks along the Mallina Lineament in the west showed east up senses of displacement in an E


W compressional setting. The Sholl Lineament was shown to be an east west trending dextral duc

tile shear zone, which is lost toward the east as it approaches the Mallina lineament. Smith et al. (in
 

press) constrained the timing of the movement along this lineament to ca. 2960 Ma.
 

The kinematics and positions of major strike-slip shear zones in the Pilbara are not consistent with
 
previous interpretations (Krapez, [993; Eriksson et aI., [994), that show NNE trending sinistral shear
 

lineaments associated with west-ward terrane accretion.
 

In the Superior Province (Card, [990) and the Yilgarn Craton (Myers, [995) a parallel set oflinea


ments with important strike-slip components divide the craton in tectonostratigraphic terranes. The
 

lineaments are the boundary zones formed at different moments, along which terranes of subse


quently younger ages have been accreted (Myers, [995). This pattern is not so clear for the Pilbara
 

Craton. This study shows that the lineaments vary from NE-SW trending (Kelly and Mallina) to N


S trending (Mulgandinnah) to E-W trending (Sholl), and are not all sinistral shear zones, but also dex

tral and reverse shear zones. Only the Mallina Lineament can be interpreted as a terrane boundary
 

with the data now available, because it is the boundary between an older terrane to the east
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(Warrawoona Group, Gorge Creek Group and minor Whim Creek Group) and a younger terrane 

with substantial 3.2 Ga volcanism to the west (Krapez, 1993). A more reliable interpretation can not 

be made until more geochronological data are available. However, at this stage the data do not sup

port a general terrane accretion model along NNE trending lineaments. The pattern of lineaments 

and the kinematics, with the exception of the Lionel Lineament, are more consistent with conjugate 

sets of shear zones in a WNW-ESE compressional setting. The upright NE to N trending folds 

(Figure 9.4) in the area between the two main strands of the Mulgandinnah Lineament (I:250,000 

geological map, Hickman, 1983) are considered to be another result ofthis compressional event, con

sistent with the interpretation by van Kranendonk & Collins (in press), who attribute these folds and 

the sinistral strike-slip faults to one progressive event. The NE trending folds post-date or are syn

chronous with the Lalla Rookh Sandstone, and can be correlated to D 3 (Boulter et al., 1987) 

In a craton scale NW-SE compressional model, the lineaments would be expected to all have a sim

ilar age. This is more consistent with the 2930 Ma and 2960 Ma age constraints of the MSZC and 

the Sholl Shear Zone (Figure 6.6). In the studied area there is no indication for considerable crustal 

thickening during the 2950 Ma deformation. Deformation appears to have been localized in major 
shear zone systems, leaving major unaffected blocks in between. 

Sleep (1992) showed that large-scale strike-slip zones can only form if lithospheric plates have 

obtained a similar rigidity as present day plates. Therefore the system of strike-slip shear zones in the 

Pilbara at ca. 2950 Ma is a good indication that the rheological properties of the lithospheric plates 
were no barrier for plate tectonic processes to take place. 

In many areas in the eastern Pilbara the youngest clastic sequences, thought to belong to the Whim 

Creek Group, have moderate to steep dips and show only a small angular unconformity with the 

underlying sequences, indicating that a large component of the steepening of greenstone sequences 

in the belts into synclinal structures, occurred relatively late in the overall evolution, after deposition 
of the Lalla Rookh sandstone, i.e. after movement on the MSZC if the interpretation of the Lalla 

Rookh Basin as a pull apart basin related to the MSZC is correct (Krapez & Barley, 1987). 

This steepening of older structures and stratigraphic sequences may be related to the intrusion of2.85 

Ga granites. Ridley (I992) proposed a model for late stage granites, in which partial melt of the crust 

accumnlates at the base of the crust as granitic melt until the density of the melt is low enough to 
allow intrusion of granites into the upper crust. The late granites follow and intrude older granites 

domes. The extraction of melt in the lower crust from under greenstone belts will cause sinking of 

the greenstone belts in a diapiric pattern. The steep dips of late greenstone sequences around the 

Shaw Batholith with a large late granite component and the shallow dips of greenstones surrounding 

the North Pole granite with no known late granite component provide support for this model. 

However, the late granites must have caused no or very little pervasive deformation during their 
intrusion. 

9.2.6 Dolerite dykes 
Finally the granitoid-greenstone terrain was intruded by NNE trending dolerite dikes, dated at 2.8 

Ga (this study). This emplacement age is consistent with the suggestion that they have been feeder 
dikes to the basal sequences of the Fortescue Group, dated as older than 2775 Ma (U-Pb, single zir

con, Arndt et al., I99 I). These dolerite dykes mark the final cratonization of the Pilbara Craton. 
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9.2.7 The role of solid sate diapirism 
In the past, and in some cases even today, the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain is described as the 

best example of terrains formed by solid state diapirism (Hickman, 1983; Choukroune et al., 1995)· 

This model is based on the assumption that there was a felsic-gneissic basement prior to deposition 

of the greenstone sequences. The difference in density between the basement and the supracrustals 

is assumed to lead to gravitational sinking of the greenstones in troughs surrounding rising gneissic 

domes in solid state, i.e. not by intrusion of granite magmas. 

A number ofpapers (Dixon, 1975; Schwerdtner et al., 1978; Schwerdtner and Troeng, 1977) describe 

the strain pattern in the diapirs and adjacent synclines as resulting from centrifuge models with sili

cone putty. In more recent numerical models (Weinberg & Schmeling, 1992; Weinberg & 

Podladchikov, 1994,1995) polydiapirs and the effects of power law rheology of the deforming rocks 

are studied. Although models show increasingly complex geometries depending on the rheology and 
interaction between various diapirs there are a number of basic characteristics of deformation as a 

result of solid state diapirism that can be compared to field data (van den Eeckhout et al., 1986; 

Weinberg & Podladchikov, 1995) and which need to be present before solid state diapirism can be 

assumed to have taken place. They are: 
Diapirs are circular to ovoid in plan and have a domal geometry; 

2 Foliations are parallel to the contact in the granitoid and increase toward the contact where a 

shear zone is likely to develop; 

3 Stretching lineations form radial, down-dip patterns; 

4 The sense of shear at the contact is consistently greenstones down; 

5 The greenstones between two diapiric domes have a symmetrical synclinal geometry. 

Of these criteria only the first is valid for the Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain. When studied in 

detail structures and kinematics are in disagreement with a diapiric model. Foliations in granitoids are 
not always parallel to the granitoid-greenstone contacts, many of the actual contacts are intrusive, 

shear zones do not necessarily develop at the contacts, lineations do not form radial patterns and kine
matic analysis often shows greenstone up movements. This means that the structures observed in the 

Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain can not have resulted solely from solid state diapirism. 
Collins (1989) interpreted the structures in and around the Mt. Edgar Batholith as the result ofa com
bination of solid state diapirism and intrusion of granitoids. However, the structural and kinematic 
data are limited to a small area (one side of the batholith) and can be interpreted in more ways than 
solid state diapirism alone (van Haaften & White, in press). 

The whole stratigraphic sequence, from the Talga TaIga Subgroup until the Lalla Rookh Sandstone, 
must have been relatively flat lying until after deposition of the Lalla Rookh Sandstone, although ini

tial weak doming developed during the extensional phase. The strong doming, developed in some 
areas, is related to the intrusion of late granites, which are themselves undefonned, precluding solid 
state diapirism as an important process during this doming event. 

It can not be ruled out that solid state diapirism had some influence, either together with other defor

mation processes or at some stage of the evolution, but most of the structures that have been mapped 
and analysed must have resulted from different processes. 
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9.3 Comparison to other Archean terrains 

The similarities between the Pilbara Craton and the Kaapvaal Craton in age and structural style has
 

been noted by many workers in the past.
 

The crustal evolution of the Barberton Greenstone Belt is summarized in an overview paper by de
 

Ronde & de Wit (1994). In Table 9.2 these data are compared to the data from the Pilbara.
 

Table 9.2 Comparison between the Pilbara and Kaapvaal Craton. 

Pilbara Barberton 

>3.47 Ga 

3.47-3.45 Ga 

mafic ultramafic Coonterunah
Taiga Taiga succession. Oceanic? 
calc-alkaline granitoids/ felsic 
volcanics minor cherts-BIF 
core-complex extension 

<3.5 Ga 

3.47-3.43 Ga 

mafic ultramafic oceanic 
sequence extension, BIF, chert 
calc-alkaline magmatism 
turbidites. BIF. chert, felsic 
magmatism thrusting 

3.33-3.20 Ga 

3.1 Ga 

2.95 Ga 

gold mineralization at 
Bamboo Creek 
felsic and mafic granitoids/ 
volcanics clastic sequences 
thrusting and folding 

volcanic and plutonic event 
in the western Pilbara 
crustal scale strike-slip 
granite intrusion 

3.26-3.13 Ga 

3.25 Ga 
3.13-3.08 Ga 

3.11-3.08 Ga 

thrusting. turbidites 
and foreland sedimentation 
felsic volcanism/granitoids 
transpressional strike-slip 
gold mineralization 
transtensional strike-slip 
strike-slip and extension 
granite intrusion 

2.85 Ga 

2.8 Ga 

gold mineralization at Mt.York 
granite intrusion and tilting of 
greenstones to present geometry 
Black Range dolerite dike 

Table 9.2 shows that although both Archean Cratons developed during a polyphase tectonothermal 
evolution between 3.5 and 2.8 Ga, their evolution is different in many respects. The timing of events 

and the sequence of events are different. Speculations that the Pilbara and Kaapvaal Craton were once 

part of one major craton are therefore more difficult to justifY. 

The Yilgarn Craton is a typical example of a late Archean craton and is in many respects similar to 

the Superior Province (Myers,1995). These cratons are characterized by a number of elongated ter

ranes, with diverse early C3. 7-3.0 Ga) basement histories, that have been amalgamated. 
The following summary ofYilgarn tectonics is deduced from Myers (1995). In the Yilgarn, the main 

magmatic (island arc and back arc) events in the three subterranes from west to east occurred at 3.0 

Ga, 2.8-2.7 Ga and 2.73-2.6 Ga. These terranes were assembled between 2.64 and 2.6 Ga with accre

tion proceeding from east to west, involving intense compressional deformation causing the linear 

trend of the craton. Gold mineralization occurred during this compressional event. These compres

sional events are directly followed by strike-slip and late extensional deformation. 
A very similar evolution of accretion is proposed for the Superior Province ",ith final am.algarnation 
proceeding from north to south between 2725 and 2695 Ma (Card 1990). 
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As noted by Myers (1995), the sequence of crustal growth and amalgamation of crustal fragments 

occurred in a shorter timespan than in the Mid-Archean granite-greenstone terrains (3.5-2.8 Ga), but 

the general sequence of events in each terrane (extension + deposition of greenstones, compression 

+/- clastic sediments, strike-slip +/- extension) is very similar. However, the typical linear arrange

ment, caused by compressional deformation, of most terranes and structures in Late Archean cratons 

does not occur in the Pilbara Craton. The compressional event in the Pilbara may have been less 

intense than in the Late Archean terranes or alternatively the linear arangement in Late Archean ter

rains originated from different tectonic processes. 

9.4 Plate tectonics in the Pilbara 

Although elements of the tectonothermal evolution of the Pilbara can certainly be compared to 

modern day type tectonic setting, it is not yet clear whether plate tectonic processes, such as opera
tive at present, can be directly extrapolated to the Mid Archean of the Pilbara Craton. 

In recent years a number of papers on the Pilbara Craton have drawn direct parallels with present 

day tectonic settings. Bickle et al (1993) show that the 3470 Ma North Shaw Suite in the Shaw 

batholith is geochemically very similar to modern subduction related calc-alkaline rocks. Barley 

(1993) comes to a similar conclusion based on the geochemical patterns of the 3470 Ma Duffer 

Formation and similarities between mineral associations in the Pilbara Craton and alteration patterns 

with Phanerozoic marginal-basin assemblages. Krapez (1993) and Eriksson et al. (1994) take this a step 
further and use a sequence stratigraphic model, based on present day plate tectonic processes to cor

relate the lithostratigraphic evolution of the Pilbara Craton to Wilson Cycles, including opening of 

oceanic basins, subduction of oceanic crust and closure of oceanic basins. In this interpretation the 

implicit assumption is made that subduction of oceanic lithosphere did occur in the Mid Archean. 
The most crucial element of the present day plate tectonic model is that subduction occurs. Other 

geologic settings are not exclusive to the present day plate tectonic model. For example, extension

al settings can be related to plumes, compressional structures can be related to obduction instead of 
subduction. The interpretations in terms ofsubduction related models are incompattible with numer

ical models for plate tectonic processes in a hotter Earth (Davies,1992; Vlaar et aI., 1994), which 
invariably indicate that subduction does not occur because the oceanic crust would not reach an 
unstable state. If subduction does not take place, the main driving force for plate movement, slab pull 

(Wortel & Spakman, 1992; Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards, 1995) is not present. The often used 

inference (e.g. Nisbet, 1987, Krapez, 1993) that plate tectonic processes were more rapid in a hotter 
Earth is in that case not correct. Therefore, before interpretations based on subduction setting (vol

canic arcs, Wilson cycles etc.) can be made, it has to be shown independently that subduction did 
take place. Presently, the following elements are characteristic for subduction zone settings: 

I A linear trend of structures, rock associations, metamorphism and sedimentation; 

2 Paired metamorphic belts, in which the high or medium pressure, low temperature facies is most 

characteristic; 

3 Intense compressional deformation shortly after deposition of deep marine sequences (turbidites) 
on oceanic crust; 

4 Melange zones in which structures young downward; 
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Volcanic arcs with tholeiite series, calc-alkaline series and alkaline series during or after compres
sional deformation (Baker, 1982); 

In Late Archean granite-greenstone terrains, most of these criteria are satisfied (1,3,5), However, in 

the Pilbara Craton this is not the case. There is not a well defined linear trend and calc-alkaline mag
matism predates the compressional phase by least 100 Ma, while paired metamorphic belts, and 

melange zones do not occur in the Pilbara. The implication is that subduction can not a priori be 

assumed to have taken place in the Mid Archean Pilbara granite greenstone terrain and that present 

day plate tectonic models still have to be used with caution and that interpretations should not be 
limited to present day style models. In this respect the Pilbara appears to be different from the 

Kaapvaal Craton, where de Wit et al. (1992) argued strongly for arc related processes starting from 

ca. 3.2 Ga. 
The second crucial element of the present day plate tectonic model is the oceanic crust. Although 

there is general agreement that oceanic crust must have existed in the Archean, no convincing 
Archean ophiolites have yet been identified according to Bickle et al. (1994). Bickle et aI. (1994) dis
cussed different claims of Archean ophiolite complexes and concluded that they lack sheeted dike 

complexes and can therefore not be classified as ophiolite complexes. Abbott (1996) argues that 
because shallow sheeted dikes are only developed in slow spreading ridges and Archean spreading 
ridges are expected to be faster than present day ones (Bickle, 1986; Sleep, 1992), Archean oceanic 
crust should not be expected to contain extensive sheeted gabbroic dike complexes. However, the 
assumption that spreading was faster may be incorrect if, as argued by Wortel & Spakman (1992), the 
slab pull and not the ridge push is the most important force acting on the oceanic lithosphere. 
The only irrefutable argument against an oceanic setting of a sequence that consists of subaqueous 
basalts with oceanic affinity, is to prove that the volcanics were deposited on a continental basement. 
This may be the case if older xenocrystic zircons are found in the mafic volcanics. 
The only parts of the stratigraphy in the eastern Pilbara that could possibly be regarded as an ophio
lite complex is the TaIga Talga Subgroup, which consists of mafic and ultramafic volcanics, minor 
BIFs and a large component of gabbroic, ultramafic and doleritic sills. No xenocrystic zircons have 
sotar been reported in the Coonterunah Succession (Buick et aI., 1995) or in mafic volcanics of the 
Talga TaIga Subgroup (McNaughton et aI., 1993), so there is no direct argument against an oceanic 

setting for the Coonterunah Succession or the Talga TaIga Subgroup. 

In the mid Archean evolution of the Pilbara granitoid greenstone terrain there is no definitive evi
dence for subduction processes and therefore, no evidence for present day style plate tectonics, 
although regional compressional and extensional structures occur, which are in many respects simi
lar to present day tectonic settings. Oceanic crust may have been present as, the oldest stratigraphic 
sequences in the Pilbara Craton, the TaIga Talga Subgroup or the Coonterunah Succession. 
Other large-scale models for the downgoing side of the plate tectonic cycle, if subduction could not 

take place are delamination of the lower oceanic crust and obduction of the upper part of the ocean
ic crust (Hoffman & Ranalli, 1988), obduction of the complete oceanic crust (de Wit et al., 1992), 

or drip models in which the lower part of the oceanic lithosphere becomes unstable due to conver

sion to garnet granulite or eclogite and drops off (Campbell & Griffiths, 1992; Davies, 1992; Vlaar et 
a!., [994). The last of these models could cause an effect similar to extensional collapse, but without 

the previous thickening event. However, it does not explain the production of tonalites and trond
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hjemites. This may be an alternative interpretation of the large-scale 3470-3450 Ma extensional event 

seen in the Pilbara Craton. 

With the present data on the Pilbara Craton, it is not possible to determine whether the episodic 

growth models, as proposed by Stein & Hotniann (1994) and Davies (r995), in which Wilsonian and 

non Wilsonian (MOMO) periods alternate, are a good description ofgeodynamic processes that took 

place in the Archean. Geochronological data over a larger area are needed to asses the synchroneity 

of major tectonothermal events. 

In the late stages of evolution the ca. 2950 Ma craton scale strike-slip zone is a good indication for 

rigid lithospheric plates, although this is no proof of present day plate tectonic processes, including 

subduction. 

9.5 Conclusions 

The Pilbara granitoid-greenstone terrain developed in a polyphase tectonothermal evolution 

between 3.6 and 2.8 Ga. The main tectonothermal phases include: 

Earliest greenstone sequence at 3.5 Ga, possibly with an oceanic origin. 

2	 A major magmatic event at ca. 3.46 Ga (upper Warrawoona Group), during extension in a Basin 
and Range style tectonic setting involving formation of metamorphic core-complexes during 
calc-alkaline magmatism. The initial domal geometry is produced during this event. 

Gold mineralization at Bamboo Creek occUrs in greenschist facies shear zones preferentially sit
uated in ultramafic units at ca. 3400 Ma, possibly related to a late stage of the extensional episode. 

4	 An east-west compressive event, constrained between 3300 and 3200 Ma, during deposition of 

the Gorge Creek Group, involving thrusting and folding of greenstone sequences and causing 

disruption of the stratigraphic sequence. 

5 Craton scale dextral and sinistral strike-slip zone at ca. 2950 Ma, consistent with WNW-ESE 
compression and escape tectonics. 

6 Intrusion ofK-rich granites and tilting of the youngest Whim Creek Group in areas with wide

spread late granite intrusion. 

7 Intrusion of the Black Range Dolerite Dike swarm at 2.8 Ga as feeder dikes to the Fortescue 
Group. 

There are no good indications that subduction processes took place in the mid Archean of the Pilbara 

Craton. Therefore, interpretations involving direct comparison with present day plate tectonic set
ting must be approached with caution. 
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9.6 Future work 

This study is the initial part of ongoing research in the Pilbara Craton by the University of Utrecht 

Research School of Geodynamics. Many questions remain after this study, as well as exciting new 

possibilities for further work in the Pilbara. The main areas that need further work as arising from 
this study are listed below. 

The stratigraphy of the Pilbara Supergroup is still a problem. There is no reliable dating of the 

Talga TaIga Subgroup, which is needed to establish its relation to the Coonterunah Succession. 
The age of the Upper Gorge Creek Group remains largely unknown. 

2	 The Talga Talga Subgroup is the only part of the stratigraphy that may be oceanic crust. The 

detailed mapping of relations between the mafic volcanics and dolerite and gabbroic dykes as well 
as a detailed geochemical study of the mafic rocks should be undertaken to show whether or not 
it is an Archean ophiolite complex. This could be done in the type area, close to Marble Bar. 

3	 The volcanics of the Warrawoona and Gorge Creek Groups are intensely hydrothermally altered, 
with alteration often occurring at an early stage. A detailed mapping and geochemical study of 
the various alteration types, related to extrusion or to shear zones and/or gold mineralization, 
may reveal what the reason is for this widespread alteration. 

4	 The two important Mid-Archean structural phases, 3.46 Ga extension and 3.3-3.2 Ga compres
sion, as they have been described in detail in the Shaw-Coongan area have been recognized in a 
larger area between the Mulgandinnah Lineament and the Lionel Lineament. However, the 

details of the kinematics and the precise timing constraints are largely unknown in many cases. 
Both are extremely important for a reliable large-scale interpretation that will provide constraints 
on the tectonic process underlying these structural events. 

5	 The domain boundaries of the Pilbara Craton as proposed by Krapez (1993) need further study. 
The data in Chapter 6 show that their position is not clear in all cases and that they are certain
ly not all sinistral NNE trending shear zones. The Sholl, Mallina and Lionel Lineament need to 
be studied in more detail with regard to the kinematics and especially their timing. This is nec
essary to establish whether they are terrane boundaries of accreted terrains or not. 

6	 The gold mineralization events in the Pilbara Craton are poorly constrained at ca. 2950 Ma 
(Neumayr et al., 1993) and between 3300 and 3450 Ma (Bamboo Creek, this study). The extent 
of the Bamboo Creek gold mineralization event is unknown, although there are some major 
deposits (Warrawoona Belt) and quite a few minor deposits in the Warrawoona Group in the 

eastern Pilbara that show similarities to the Bamboo Creek Deposit. Structural studies and Pb-Pb 

systematics of various deposits will show whether they all belong to the same event. Precise dat
ing of gold mineralization events is difficult at present because minerals that can be used for U
Pb dating are often not present. However, techniques are improving and the V-Pb SHRIMP on 

other minerals than zircon may offer possibilities in the future. 
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7	 Metamorphic studies, including pressure and temperature estimates, are largely lacking in the 

Pilbara. It is especially important for tectonic studies to establish the pressure (differences) dur
ing metamorphism in both batholiths and greenstones. Although the mafic volcanic rocks and the 

commonly low grade ofmetamorphism are not the most suitable for metamorphic studies it is an 

area of research in the Pilbara that has received too little attention and would be especially valu
able if combined 4°Ar/J9Ar dating of metamorphic minerals. 

8	 Paleomagnetic studies, combined with structural studies and precise 4°Ar/J9Ar and U-Pb dating 

of the time-temperature path could provide answers to some of the most important questions in 
Archean Geology: i.e. whether, and at what rate did lithospheric plates move in the Archean. 
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Appendix I Data set of 4°Ar/39Ar step heating experiments 

Sample Number T93/182b 
Material actinolite 
Irradiation Number VU11 

95M02538.DAT 0.01044 0.000 0.0094 0.010 4.437 3528.6 ± 3407.1 30.5 0.5 0.5 1042.091 

95M0253C.DAT 0.01726 0.362 0.0228 0.048 8.848 2663.2 ± 438.1 42.3 2.6 3.1 0.066 
95M0253D.DAT 0.01183 3.789 0.0498 0.088 11.586 2913.2 ± 140.5 69.8 4.7 7.9 0.011 

95M0253E.DAT 0.01590 4.628 0.0553 0.068 12.366 3203.4 ± 198.1 62.0 3.7 11.6 0.007 
95M0253F.DAT 0.00974 9.983 0.0690 0.088 13.660 3332.6 ± 114.8 78.9 4.8 16.3 0.004 

95M0253G.DAT 0.00974 7.879 0.0432 0.065 10.274 3211.2 ± 167.8 72.0 3.5 19.9 0.004 

95M02531.DAT 0.00702 12.739 0.0665 0.105 13.782 3189.9 ± 58.7 84.9 5.7 25.5 0.004 

95M0253J.DAT 0.00689 16.430 0.0799 0.117 15.394 3223.3 ± 54.1 86.7 6.3 31.9 0.003 

95M0253K.DAT 0.00452 18.017 0.0866 0.129 15.928 3218.0 ± 50.1 91.6 6.9 38.8 0.003 

95M0253L.DAT 0.00296 11.738 0.0527 0.088 10.348 3145.4 ± 67.9 91.5 4.7 43.6 0.004 
95M0253M.DAT 0.00514 16.714 0.0870 0.121 15.618 3252.5 ± 48.5 90.2 6.6 50.1 0.004 

95M0253N.DAT 0.00459 24.198 0.1078 0.165 19.909 3200.0 ± 36.9 93.1 8.9 59.1 0.003 

95M0253P.DAT 0.00568 30.540 0.1413 0.217 25.776 3187.7 ± 27.8 93.4 11.7 70.8 0.003 

95M0253Q.DAT 0.00263 12.111 0.0468 0.081 9.242 3099.9 ± 72.3 91.5 4.4 75.1 0.003 

95M0253R.DAT 0.00291 17.570 0.0672 0.118 13.277 3101.9 ± 49.6 93.5 6.4 81.5 0.003 

95M02535.DAT 0.00110 7.442 0.0368 0.047 5.428 3166.4 ± 119.1 94.0 2.5 84.1 0.003 

95M0253T.DAT 0.00779 46.739 0.1939 0.295 35.680 3213.0 ± 21.5 93.5 15.9 100.0 0.003 

K1Ca 
J 
sd-l (ls) 
1/A 

= 0.49 

= 0.043625 

0.000131 

= 1804.077 

Weighted Mean 
of Plateau 

Total Fusion 

111.945 ± 3.253 3197.1 

3176.7 

±44.4 

± 9.0 

Sample Number 
Material 
Irradiation Number 

T94/203 
hornblende 

VUll 

95M0248A.DAT 0.02946 1.794 0.3472 0.369 49.405 3176.0 ± 24.69 82.3 1.3 1.3 0.101 

95M02488.DAT 0.01372 56.622 12.8732 9.108 1144.357 3366.2 ± 11.39 99.6 32.7 34.1 0.079 

95M0248C.DAT 0.00428 24.731 5.5375 3.980 494.547 3350.9 ± 11.10 99.7 14.3 48.4 0.079 

95M0248D.DAT 0.00257 12.195 2.6344 1.920 237.242 3341.6 ± 12.87 99.6 6.9 55.3 0.077 

95M0248E.DAT 0.00216 12.434 2.7779 2.020 247.406 3328.7 ± 13.21 99.7 7.3 62.5 0.080 

95M0248F.DAT 0.00257 14.402 3.1789 2.254 276.491 3330.6 ± 11.99 99.7 8.1 70.7 0.077 

95M0248H.DAT 0.00131 6.930 1.6437 1.097 134.793 3333.5 ± 14.58 99.7 3.9 74.6 0.078 

95M0248I.DAT 0.00243 8.978 1.9117 1.449 175.744 3312.2 ± 13.63 99.5 5.2 79.8 0.079 

95M0248J.DAT 0.00089 8.894 1.9702 1.392 170.763 3332.9 ± 16.06 99.8 5.0 84.8 0.077 

95M0248K.DAT 0.00078 2.192 0.4256 0.336 40.382 3294.3 ± 24.34 99.4 1.2 86.0 0.075 

95M0248L.DAT 0.00187 8.399 1.7221 1.270 156.570 3337.7 ± 12.34 99.6 4.6 90.6 0.074 

95M0248N.DAT 0.00081 5.596 1.1444 0.855 101.581 3283.4 ± 17.81 99.7 3.1 93.7 0.075 

95M02480.DAT 0.00324 15.975 2.2119 1.763 208.894 3275.3 ± 12.37 99.5 6.3 100.0 0.054 

K1Ca =0.49 

J = 0.043625 Weighted Mean 111.945 ± 3.253 3197.1 ±44.4 
sd-J (ls) = 0.000131 of Plateau 
1n. = 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3176.7 ±9.0 
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Sample Number T93/122 

Material biotite 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0252ADAT 7.41734 2.139 1.5745 18.031 1429.357 0.0 ± 50.9 -53.3 19.0 19.0 4.131 

95M02528.DAT 2.46833 1.789 2.8925 28.936 1428.623 1298.7 ± 7.4 48.9 30.5 49.6 7.924 

95M0252C.DAT 0.39694 0.795 1.3104 12.964 1360.293 2968.3 ± 9.6 91.3 13.7 63.2 7.987 

95M0252D.DAT 0.16789 0.634 1.1892 11.613 1179.177 2989.2 ± 10.0 95.7 12.3 75.5 8.969 

95M0252G.DAT 006323 0.466 1.0074 9.442 943.500 2999.5 ± 10.1 97.9 10.0 85.4 9.919 

95M0252H.DAT 0.04158 0.417 0.6392 6.203 622.809 3006.4 ± 10.2 98.0 6.5 92.0 7.283 

95M02521.DAT 0.02897 0.324 0.4452 4.192 416.359 2989.3 ± 10.0 97.9 4.4 96.4 6.333 

95M0252J.DAT 0.02286 0.259 0.3567 3.398 335.263 2980.2 ± 10.5 97.9 3.6 1000 6.418 

KlCa 0.49 

J 0.043625 Weighted Mean 97.096 ± 0.321 2986.7 ± 10.0 

sd-J (IS) 0.000131 of Plateau 

In. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2046.1 ± 7.3 

Sample Number T941220 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0250A.DAT 0.02365 0.386 0.1894 0.060 36.863 5635.9 ± 79.7 81.0 0.2 0.2 0.08 

95M0250C.DAT 0.00190 0.066 0.0034 0.013 1.357 2344.5 ± 704.8 58.5 0.0 0.2 0.10 

95M0250D.DAT 0.00270 0.335 0.0088 0.052 4.733 2634.9 ± 145.3 83.1 0.2 0.4 0.08 

95M0250E.DAT 0.00133 1.024 0.0238 0.135 13.184 2946.0 ± 49.1 97.0 0.4 0.8 0.06 

95M0250H.DAT 0.00023 0.435 0.0096 0.053 5.269 2998.9 ± 105.9 98.7 0.2 0.9 0.06 

95M0250l.DAT 0.00330 2.513 0.0790 0.326 34.378 3067.3 ± 20.1 97.1 0.9 1.9 0.06 

95M0250J.DAT 0.00149 2.294 0.0682 0.349 33.348 2945.9 ± 20.7 98.6 1.0 2.9 0.07 

95M0250K.DAT 0.00086 2.169 0.0661 0.377 35.528 2934.6 ± 18.3 99.2 1.1 4.0 0.09 

95M0250L.DAT 0.00359 13.651 0.4468 2.823 266.127 2938.1 ± 10.1 99.5 8.2 12.1 0.10 

95M0250N.DAT 0.00277 14.274 0.4670 2.937 273.368 2921.1 ± 13.3 99.6 8.5 20.7 0.10 

95M02500.DAT 0.00306 14.420 0.4725 3.017 275.864 2894.7 ± 11.1 99.6 8.7 29.4 0.10 

95M0250P.DAT 0.00364 18.853 0.6260 3.928 367.966 2930.5 ± 9.4 99.6 11.4 40.8 0.10 

95M0250Q.DAT 0.00237 9.519 0.3186 1.952 181.410 2917.6 ± 12.8 99.5 5.7 46.5 0.10 

95M02505.DAT 0.00236 11.443 0.3901 2.429 224.130 2908.3 ± 12.8 99.6 7.0 60.4 0.10 

95M0250U.DAT 0.00094 6.871 0.2327 1.440 131.645 2895.8 ± 12.5 99.7 4.2 64.6 0.10 

95M0250V.DAT 0.00144 4.245 0.1356 0.842 77.838 2908.3 ± 16.7 99.4 2.4 67.0 0.10 

95M0250WDAT 0.00119 8.556 0.2622 1.712 158.242 2911.7 ± 11.7 99.7 5.0 72.0 0.10 

95M0250X.DAT 0.00151 16.922 0.5348 3.437 320.607 2926.3 ± 10.1 99.8 10.0 82.0 0.10 

95M0250Y.DAT 0.00328 30.487 0.9957 6.224 582.335 2930.3 ± 9.7 99.8 18.0 100.0 0.10 

J 0.043625 Weighted Mean 92.996 ± 0.429 2924.0 ± 11.0 

sd-J (IS) 0.000131 of Plateau 
Ill. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2933.1 ± 8.7 
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Sample Number 94/222 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M01638 0.03489 0.138 0.0424 0.087 26.000 3933.7 ± 47.0 60.3 0.4 0.4 0.31 

95M0163C 0.02684 0.527 0.0175 0.256 10.715 701.2 ± 142.5 25.9 1.2 1.6 0.24 

95M0163D 0.00680 4.376 0.1357 0.807 68.262 2746.8 • 10.6 97.0 3.8 5.5 0.09 

95M0163E 0.00242 2.262 0.0683 0.396 34.764 2812.2 • 11.5 97.9 1.9 7.3 0.09 

95M0163F 0.00147 4.672 0.1496 0.827 74.116 2862.8 ± 11.3 99.3 3.9 11.3 0.09 

95M0163G 0.00104 5.424 0.1712 0.961 86.418 2870.2 ± 10.8 99.6 4.6 15.8 0.09 

95M0163H 0.00248 25.066 0.8029 4.468 407.047 2892.3 • 9.7 99.7 21.2 37.0 0.09 

95M0163J 0.00243 3.556 0.1183 0.746 56.787 2623.2 • 10.5 98.6 3.5 40.6 0.10 

95M0163K 0.00053 5.329 0.1670 0.935 83.959 2871.7 • 11.3 99.7 4.4 45.0 0.09 
95M0163L 0.00045 4.095 0.1260 0.719 65.024 2880.9 ± 11.9 99.7 3.4 48.4 0.09 

95M0163M 0.00054 2.187 0.0669 0.383 34.807 2884.7 ± 14.8 99.5 1.8 50.2 0.09 

95M0163P 0.00000 16.726 0.5098 2.973 268.885 2884.5 ± 10.5 99.9 14.1 64.4 0.09 
95M0163Q 0.00084 6.077 0.1898 1.083 96.597 2860.1 ± 12.1 99.7 5.1 69.5 0.09 

95M0163R 0.00062 2.666 0.0818 0.469 41.986 2864.2 ± 11.9 99.5 2.2 71.7 0.09 

95M01635 0.00035 2.055 0.0631 0.360 32.196 2865.1 ± 12.8 99.6 1.7 73.4 0.09 

95M0163T 0.00054 2.275 0.0685 0.391 35.003 2863.0 ± 11.6 99.5 1.9 75.3 0.08 

95M0163V 0.00028 0.962 0.0294 0.167 14.876 2850.7 ± 22.2 99.4 0.8 76.1 0.09 
95M0163W 0.00027 1.244 0.0372 0.213 19.278 2878.3 ± 16.8 99.5 1.0 77.1 0.08 

95M0163X 0.00014 1.355 0.0418 0.235 21.370 2888.5 ± 17.4 99.7 1.1 78.2 0.09 
95M0163Y 0.00025 0.702 0.0215 0.123 11.113 2872.3 ± 23.5 99.2 0.6 78.8 0.09 
95M0163Z 0.00019 1.311 0.0401 0.225 20.384 2879.8 ± 15.3 99.6 1.1 79.9 0.08 
95M0163@ 0.00127 4.734 0.1323 0.760 69.477 2892.2 ± 10.7 99.4 3.6 83.5 0.08 
95M0163# 0.00265 22.931 0.6233 3.481 325.450 2928.5 ± 9.7 99.7 16.5 100.0 0.07 

KlCa 0.49 
J 0.043625 Weighted Mean 90.019 ± 0.503 2877.5 ± 11.8 

sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/l. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2864.2 ± 9.2 

Sample Number T94/196 

Material hornblende 
Irradiation Number VU11 

± 102.6 93.1 0.395M0244A.DAT 0.01252 0.368 0.1650 0.056 53.789 6648.9 0.3 0.075 
95M02448.DAT 0.00250 0.705 0.0510 0.133 12.149 2808.2 ± 58.6 93.9 0.7 1.0 0.092 

95M0244C.DAT 0.00011 1.435 0.0916 0.226 20.982 2915.9 ± 34.2 99.8 1.2 2.2 0.077 

95M0244D.DAT 0.00049 3.938 0.2448 0.620 59.494 2965.7 ± 15.0 99.7 3.3 5.5 0.077 
95M0244E.DAT 0.00022 6.873 0.4242 1.111 107.259 2977.4 ± 12.2 99.9 5.9 11.5 0.079 
95M0244F.DAT 0.00121 14.871 0.9223 2.452 244.135 3020.6 ± 10.0 99.8 13.1 24.6 0.081 
95M0244H.DAT 0.00002 2.285 0.1407 0.377 35.519 2943.4 ± 22.0 99.9 2.0 26.6 0.081 

95M02441.DAT 0.00081 9.381 0.5211 1.466 148.107 3042.3 ± 12.1 99.8 7.8 34.5 0077 
95M0244J.DAT 0.00159 20.777 1.1251 3.223 329.580 3060.2 ± 12.7 99.8 17.2 51.7 0.076 

95M0244M.DAT 0.00000 1.163 0.0661 0.184 18.102 3006.8 ± 37.0 99.9 1.0 52.7 0.077 

95M0244N.DAT 0.00096 9.225 0.5206 1.490 146.926 3005.9 ± 12.1 99.7 8.0 60.7 0.079 
95M02440.DAT 0.00043 8.624 0.4885 1.363 135.476 3019.3 ± 12.2 99.8 7.3 68.0 0.077 
95M0244P.DAT 0.00026 2.308 0.1313 0.361 34.813 2972.1 ± 22.7 99.7 1.9 69.9 0.077 

95M0244Q.DAT 0.00012 3.282 0.1879 0.515 51.726 3033.4 ± 17.4 99.9 2.8 72.6 0.077 

95M0244R.DAT 0.00087 15.240 0.8439 2.395 241.010 3036.8 ± 10.4 99.8 12.8 85.5 0.077 

95M02445.DAT 0.00173 16.844 0.9846 2.717 265.495 2992.4 ± 10.4 99.7 14.5 100.0 0.079 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 100.086 ± 0.698 3030.6 13.5 
sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/l. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3051.6 8.8 
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Sample Number T94/181 
Material hornblende 
Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0236A.DAT 0.017Z6 1.086 0.1815 0.231 41.180 3709.6 ± 29.7 87.6 2.4 2.4 0.104 

95M0236C.DAT 0.00114 1.397 0.1100 0.209 22.834 3136.2 ± 38.5 98.5 2.2 4.6 0.073 

95M0236D.DAT 0.00134 3.514 0.2807 0.501 56.096 3187.5 ± 18.7 99.2 5.2 9.8 0.070 

95M0236E.DAT 0.00202 11.507 0.9146 1.612 184.636 3225.8 ± 11.3 99.6 16.9 26.7 0.069 

95M0236F.DAT 0.00177 12.830 1.0875 1.914 220.312 3234.8 ± 10.7 99.7 20.0 46.7 0.073 

95M0236G.DAT 0.00115 4.973 0.3922 0.708 79.647 3198.1 ± 14.2 99.5 7.4 54.1 0.070 

95M02361.DAT 0.00028 1.950 0.1563 0.271 30.947 3224.5 ± 30.8 99.7 2.8 57.0 0.068 

95M0236J.DAT 0.00074 2.006 0.1628 0.279 31.950 3218.0 ± 29.6 99.2 2.9 59.9 0.068 

95M0236K.DAT 0.00125 6.225 0.5070 0.888 101.486 3222.5 ± 13.7 99.6 9.3 69.2 0.070 

95M0236L.DAT 0.00063 5.738 0.4621 0.827 93.302 3205.8 ± 15.0 99.7 8.6 77.8 0.071 

95M0236N.DAT 0.00044 1.582 0.1159 0.205 23.295 3212.1 ± 30.7 99.4 2.1 80.0 0.063 

95M02360.DAT 0.00058 2.957 0.1817 0.319 35.638 3184.7 ± 21.1 99.5 3.3 83.3 0.053 

95M0236P.DAT 0.00058 3.095 0.2055 0.358 41.004 3226.5 ± 22.1 99.5 3.7 87.0 0.057 

95M0236Q.DAT 0.00164 9.644 0.6851 1.238 141.141 3218.8 ± 11.9 99.6 13.0 100.0 0.063 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 113.851 ± 0.788 3221.9 ± 13.760 
sd-J (ls) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/), 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3230.2 ± 9.018 

Sample Number T94/193 
Material hornblende 
Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0243A.DAT 0.00795 0.417 0.0466 0.107 25.059 4200.4 ± 48.7 90.6 0.9 0.9 0.126 
95M0243B.DAT 0.00147 1.991 0.0781 0.469 46.940 3017.0 ± 16.1 99.0 3.7 4.6 0.115 
95M0243E.DAT 0.00062 4.605 0.1688 1.114 110.977 3021.8 ± 12.9 99.8 8.9 13.4 0.118 
95M0243F.DAT 0.00211 16.238 0.6006 4.021 396.230 3005.4 ± 10.7 99.8 32.0 45.5 0.121 
95M0243G.DAT 0.00055 2.963 0.1074 0.682 67.733 3016.6 ± 13.8 99.7 5.4 50.9 0.113 
95M0243H.DAT 0.00064 3.106 0.1076 0.703 70.103 3020.4 ± 12.5 99.7 5.6 56.5 0.111 
95M02431.DAT 0.00043 6.198 0.2279 1.389 141.508 3055.6 ± 10.4 99.8 11.1 67.5 0.110 
95M0243K.DAT 0.00022 5.060 0.1789 1.094 111.127 3051.9 ± 11.3 99.9 8.7 76.2 0.106 
95M0243l.DAT 0.00000 1.850 0.0684 0.459 44.400 2979.5 ± 17.9 99.9 3.7 79.9 0.122 
95M0243M.DAT 0.00005 1.869 0.0698 0.476 46.456 2993.6 ± 18.1 99.9 3.8 83.7 0.125 
95M0243N.DAT 0.00018 2.352 0.0865 0.592 57.670 2989.4 ± 15.6 99.8 4.7 88.4 0.123 
95M02430.DAT 0.00073 7.061 0.2248 1.458 146.368 3033.0 ± 11.3 99.8 11.6 100.0 0.101 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 99.894 ± 0.579 3027.8 ± 12.241 
sd-J (ls) 0.000131 of Plateau 
11l. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3033.8 ± 8.810 



Sample Number 94/185i 
Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M01658.DAT 0.07077 145.641 3.9909 8.041 808.875 3000.6 ± 39.0 97.3 83.2 83.2 0.027 
95M0165C.DAT 0.00032 0.310 0.0088 0.018 1.483 2693.4 ± 125.6 93.5 0.2 83.4 0.028 
95M0165D.DAT 0.00067 4.142 0.1130 0.230 22.136 2960.3 ± 15.8 99.0 2.4 85.8 0.027 

95M0165E.DAT 0.00020 2.464 0.0637 0.126 12.189 2978.0 ± 19.1 99.4 1.3 87.1 0.025 
95M0165F.DAT 0.00006 1.684 0.0447 0.089 8690 2992.8 ± 25.9 99.7 0.9 88.0 0.026 
95M0165H.DAT 0.00004 0.341 0.0084 0.017 1.675 2991.7 ± 95.1 99.3 0.2 88.2 0.025 

95M01651.DAT 0.00017 0.150 0.0031 0.007 0.707 2859.8 ± 229.9 93.0 0.1 88.3 0.024 
95M0165l.DAT 0.00017 1.411 0.0367 0.074 7.205 2984.3 ± 25.1 99.2 0.8 89.0 0.026 
95M0165K.DAT 0.00103 8.068 0.2113 0.428 40.865 2952.0 ± 11.1 99.2 4.4 93.5 0.026 
95M0165L.DAT 0.00143 11.891 0.3016 0.632 60.552 2958.6 ± 10.5 99.2 6.5 100.0 0.026 

J 0.043640 Weighted Mean 95.250 ± 0.813 2959.2 ± 15.176 
sd-J (15) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/A 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2993.7 :t 8.765 

Sample Number T94/185ii 
Material hornblende 
Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0241A.DAT 0.00586 0.349 0.0114 0.032 3.246 2031.2 ± 190.8 46.6 1.5 1.5 0.044 
95M02418.DAT 0.00108 3.014 0.0910 0.187 17.504 2907.4 ± 19.1 98.1 8.9 10.4 0.030 
95M0241 E.DAT 0.00029 3.069 0.0839 0.169 15.944 2938.9 ± 17.1 99.4 8.0 18.4 0.027 
95M0241 F.DAT 0.00015 13.228 0.3490 0.694 67.759 2993.9 ± 6.2 99.9 33.0 51.5 0.026 
95M0241G.DAT 0.00002 1.478 0.0379 0.077 7.328 2953.7 ± 36.5 99.8 3.7 55.1 0.026 
95M0241H.DAT 0.00034 2.862 0.0758 0.154 14.754 2961.2 ± 18.5 99.2 7.3 62.4 0.026 

95M02411.DAT 0.00049 5.350 0.1457 0.298 28.970 2982.3 ± 10.6 99.4 14.2 76.6 0.027 
95M0241 K.DAT 0.00000 1.283 0.0325 0.067 6.585 3008.0 ± 48.1 99.9 3.2 79.8 0.026 

95M0241 L.DAT 0.00000 1.691 0.0472 0.093 9.207 3014.2 ± 34.8 99.9 4.4 84.2 0.027 
95M0241 M.DAT 0.00000 6.142 0.1647 0.332 32.779 3011.2 ± 11.0 99.9 15.8 100.0 0.026 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 97.548 ± 1.262 2993.0 ± 20.8 
sd-J (ls) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/). 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2969.2 ± 8.7 
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Sample Number T94/189 

Materiql hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0242A.DAT 0.00842 8403 0.1297 0.164 16.564 2807.4 • 44.8 84.9 3.1 3.1 0.010 
95M0242B.DAT 0,00157 16.667 1.5395 1.313 130.448 3014,0 • 11,2 99.6 25,1 28.3 0,039 

95M0242D.DAT 0.00014 8.153 0.6944 0,585 59.874 3063.5 • 16.0 99,9 11.2 39.4 0.035 
95M0242E.DAT 0.00099 22.700 2.0000 1.633 169.705 3083.4 • 10,8 99.8 31.2 70.7 0,035 

95M0242F.DAT 0.00000 2.817 0.2369 0.206 20.650 3033.3 • 33.6 99,9 3.9 74.6 0.036 
95M0242G.DAT 0.00031 4.5B5 0.3887 0.338 34.271 3045.9 ± 22.6 99.7 6.5 81.1 0.036 
95M0242H.DAT 0.00000 2.867 0.2393 0.199 19,955 3036.5 ± 35.1 99.9 3.8 84,8 0.034 

95M0242J.DAT 0.00045 1.887 0.1574 0.124 12.531 3033.5 ± 51.3 98,9 2.4 87.2 0.032 

95M0242K.DAT 0,00007 2.039 0.1741 0.137 13.950 3055.4 ± 44.8 99.8 2.6 89.8 0.033 
95M0242L.DAT 0.00036 7.922 0.6394 0.532 53,651 3038.8 • 16.5 99.7 10.2 100.0 0,033 

J 
,d-J (15) 

Weighted Mean 101.484 ± 0.829 

1IA 
of Plateau 

3075.0 ± 14.9 

Total Fusion 3043.1 ± 8.8 

Sample Number T94/50 
Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0235B 0.03624 37.145 0.3429 0.133 29.353 3543.9 ± 50.9 63.5 10.6 10.6 0.00 

95M0235C 0.00236 24.872 0.1195 0.132 6.861 1999,8 ± 69.9 89.7 10.6 21.1 0.00 

95M0235D 0.00084 6.846 0.0401 0.180 4.130 1198.1 ± 82.3 93.7 14.3 35.5 0.01 

95M0235E 0.00090 2.087 0.0184 0.185 4.129 1168.0 ± 82.1 93.3 14.8 50.2 0.04 

95M0235F 0.00061 1.770 0.0229 0.120 3.489 1424.7 ± 109.8 94.6 9.6 59,8 0.03 

95M0235G 0.00111 3.481 0.0677 0.158 8.965 2199.1 ± 57.9 96.2 12.6 72.4 0.02 

95M02351 0.00017 0.781 0,0093 0.050 2.303 1951.4 ± 212.7 97.6 4.0 76.4 0.03 

95M0235J 0.00112 4.033 0.0610 0.081 9.818 3259.3 ± 78.2 96.6 6.5 82.9 0.01 

95M0235K 0,00011 1.744 0.0123 0,030 3.104 3079.8 ± 218.5 98.9 2.4 85.2 om 
95M0235L 0.00182 6.397 0.0640 0.185 19.656 3080.5 ± 38.9 97.2 14.7 100.0 0.01 

J 
,d-J (1') 

Weighted Mean 105,636 ± 4.159 3110.2 ± 59.0 

Total Fu'ion 2374.1 ± 36.4 



Sample Number T94/46 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0234A.DAT 0.00979 0.814 0.0341 0.027 6.524 3480.3 ± 901.0 55.6 5.7 5.7 0.016 
95M0234B.DAT 0.00110 6.673 0.1977 0.098 12.365 3336.3 ± 156.2 97.3 20.8 26.4 0.007 
95M0234C.DAT 0.00061 11.713 0.3938 0.153 18.552 3307.2 ± 100.3 99.0 32.3 58.7 0.006 

95M0234D.DAT 0.00027 3.006 0.0718 0.032 3.770 3263.0 ± 478.4 97.8 6.7 65.4 0.005 
95M0234E.DAT 0.00028 2.362 0.0633 0.026 3.189 3314.8 ± 580.0 97.4 5.4 70.8 0.005 
95M0234G.DAT 0.00000 1.953 0.0397 0.015 1.775 3253.5 ± 839.9 99.9 3.2 74.1 0.004 

95M0234H.DAT 0.00018 1.010 0.0417 0.014 1.658 3232.0 ± 969.0 96.8 3.0 77.0 0.007 

95M02341.DAT 0.00001 0.723 0.0156 0.006 0.679 3243.5 ± 2230.5 99.5 1.2 78.3 0.004 

95M0234J.DAT 0.00025 1.478 0.0314 0.013 1.482 3204.7 ± 1077.9 95.0 2.6 80.9 0.004 

95M0234K.DAT 0.00000 0.583 0.0169 0.007 0.825 3305.0 ± 1888.1 99.9 1.5 82.4 0.006 

95M0234L.DAT 0.00000 10.773 0.1967 0.083 9.960 3294.8 ± 154.4 99.9 17.6 100.0 0.004 

KlCa 0.49 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 120.620 ± 9.346 3309.1 ± 117.8 
sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 

1/A 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3311.6 ± 9.1 

Sample Number 94/87 

Material hornblende 
Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0164C 0.14654 1.279 0.5385 0.757 136.006 3332.9 ± 18.0 68.1 6.5 6.5 0.29 
95M0164D 0.03100 1.910 0.6637 0.532 66.370 3138.0 ± 13.7 86.1 4.5 11.0 0.14 
95M0164E 0.00327 0.130 0.0259 0.071 7.070 2809.4 ± 23.2 86.3 0.6 11.6 0.27 

95M0164F 0.05343 73.634 43.5638 6.543 888.159 3463.1 ± 11.3 98.2 55.9 67.5 0.04 

95M0164H 0.00596 28.569 19.5125 1.548 210.357 3479.4 ± 10.7 99.1 13.2 80.7 0.03 

95M01641 0.00163 5.212 3.5734 0.344 46022 3452.9 ± 12.7 98.9 2.9 83.7 0.03 

95M0164J 0.00034 0.958 0.5438 0.080 9.750 3310.2 ± 35.9 98.9 0.7 84.4 0.04 

95M0164K 0.00035 0.951 0.5115 0.071 8.910 3343.0 ± 37.2 98.8 0.6 85.0 0.04 

95M0164L 0.00055 2.571 1.2482 0.156 19.829 3372.5 ± 21.2 99.1 1.3 86.3 0.03 

95M0164M 0.00036 2.551 1.3988 0.158 20.420 3405.8 ± 21.9 99.4 1.4 87.7 0.03 

95M01640 0.00053 1.666 0.9782 0.099 13.572 3482.8 ± 38.9 98.8 0.8 88.5 0.03 

95M0164P 0.00184 5.103 3.1497 0.263 38.115 3570.5 ± 17.0 98.5 2.2 90.7 0.03 

95M0164Q 0.00580 16.257 9.6362 1.084 146.579 3467.4 ± 11.0 98.8 9.3 100.0 0.03 

J 0.043640 Weighted Mean 133.603 ± 0.823 3466.3 ± 13.2 
sd-J (ls) 0.000131 of Plateau 
l/A 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3439.2 ± 10.0 
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Sample Number T94/87 duplo 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0238B 0.23333 1.124 0.7410 0.129 136111 5714.8 ± 105.2 49.3 1.1 1.1 0.06 

95M0238C 0.00958 0.439 0.1002 0.063 6.672 2337.2 ± 148.4 57.5 0.6 1.7 0.Q7 

95M0238D 0.00819 3.269 1.2997 0.177 27.810 3574.5 ± 33.8 91.3 1.6 3.3 0.03 

95M0238E 0.00978 15.195 7.2778 0.707 111.169 367B.2 ± 17.0 97.4 6.3 9.5 0.02 

95M0238F 0.00243 7.254 4.0614 0.286 39.862 3504.6 ± 23.2 98.1 2.5 12.1 0.02 

95M0238G 0.01826 49.992 31.2886 2.912 428.2B5 3594.7 ± 14.1 98.7 25.8 37.9 0.03 

95M02381 0.00426 16.371 10.5771 1.055 147.191 3519.3 ± 13.2 99.1 9.4 47.3 0.03 

95M0238J 0.00436 13.670 8.8635 0.899 125.497 3517.1 ± 16.1 98.9 8.0 55.2 0.03 

95M0238K 0.00158 3.768 2.4488 0.261 36.541 3514.8 ± 29.B 98.7 2.3 57.5 0.03 

95M0238L 0.01049 38.809 25.4407 2.652 370.785 3522.3 ± 10.3 99.1 23.5 81.1 0.03 

95M0238M 0.00141 4.168 2.2586 0.244 34.127 3518.7 ± 30.2 98.7 2.2 83.2 0.03 

95M02380 0.00187 5.128 2.8891 0.290 41.539 3549.7 ± 25.5 98.6 2.6 85.8 0.03 

95M0238P 0.00138 5.010 2.6841 0.315 44.389 3535.2 ± 23.4 99.0 2.8 88.6 0.03 
95M0238Q 0.00676 23.061 13.0245 1.285 185.002 3563.7 ± 11.7 98.9 11.4 100.0 0.03 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 138.627 " 0.864 3522.3 " 13.4 
sd-J (ls) 0.000131 of Plateau 

1/A. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3599.2 "11.1 

Sample Number T94/34 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0233A 0.02304 0.991 0.0792 0.580 3B.076 2182.1 ± 26.2 82.0 3.6 3.6 0.29 

95M0233B 0.00261 1.751 0.1353 0.604 31.622 2113.4 ± 23.3 97.4 3.7 7.3 0.17 

95M0233C 0.00148 3.953 0.3439 0.967 65.698 2475.1 ± 14.9 99.2 6.0 13.3 0.12 

95M0233D 0.00076 3.286 0.2604 0.643 46.790 2571.2 ± 19.7 99.4 4.0 17.3 0.10 

95M0233E 0.00080 4.081 0.3191 0.646 50.846 2680.6 ± 19.2 99.4 4.0 21.3 O.OB 

95M0233F 0.00104 7.696 0.6113 1.045 98.430 2937.B ± 13.2 99.6 6.5 27.8 0.07 

95M02331 0.00098 12.554 0.8500 1.879 179.572 2960.8 ± 12.2 99.8 11.6 39.4 0.07 

95M0233J 0.00056 4.144 0.3617 0.642 57.528 2865.4 ± 15.9 99.6 4.0 43.4 0.08 

95M0233K 0.00109 7.913 0.6571 1.268 119.992 2944.4 ± 13.0 99.7 7.9 51.2 0.08 

95MomL 0.00067 5.318 0.3612 0.912 81.907 2869.8 ± 16.1 99.7 5.6 56.9 O.OB 

95M0233M 0.00073 4.208 0.2982 0.735 65.096 2848.2 ± 15.5 99.6 4.6 61.4 0.09 

95M02330 0.00084 2.487 0.3028 0.385 36.837 2954.1 ± 23.1 99.2 2.4 63.8 0.08 

95M0233P 0.00038 3.621 0.4195 0.524 50.271 2966.1 ± 23.8 99.7 3.2 67.1 0.07 

95M0233Q 0.00104 4.535 0.2776 0.545 49.498 28BO.8 ± 21.7 99.3 3.4 70.4 0.06 

95M0233R 0.00116 4.801 0.2754 0.561 52.227 2916.6 ± 20.3 99.3 3.5 73.9 0.06 

95M02335 0.00074 4.236 0.1916 0.612 54.869 2864.7 ± 19.2 99.5 3.8 77.7 0.07 

95M0233T 0.00305 24.419 1.8158 3.602 307.992 2798.7 ± 11.2 99.6 22.3 100.0 0.07 

KlCa 0.49 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 90.071 " 0.979 2877.4 :l: 17.8 

sd-l (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 94.720 :l: 0.369 2950.1 :l:14.3 

l/A. 1804.077 
Total Fusion 2797.1 :l: 10.5 
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Sample Number T94/32 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0228A.DAT 0.00728 0.227 0.0229 0.076 20.767 4430.0 ± 37.5 89.6 0.5 0.5 0.164 

95M0228B.DAT 0.00065 0.244 0.0091 0.073 5.132 2478.9 ± 30.6 96.1 0.5 1.1 0.147 

95M0228D.DAT 0.00017 0.655 o.om 0.140 12.123 2819.8 ± 22.1 99.5 1.0 2.0 0.104 

95M0228E.DAT 0.00002 0.477 0.0144 0.096 8.258 2814.6 ± 31.8 99.9 0.7 2.7 0.098 

95M0228F.DAT 0.00021 6.555 0.2331 1.408 133.223 2947.8 ± 9.7 99.9 10.0 12.7 0.105 

95M0232B.DAT 0.00057 5.273 0.1969 1.288 120.401 2928.9 ± 10.9 99.8 9.1 21.9 0.120 

95M0232C.DAT - 0.00088 9.801 0.3473 2.591 245.726 2950.1 ± 9.6 99.8 18.4 40.3 0.130 

95M0232D.DAT 0.00047 7.478 0.2210 1.980 188.732 2958.3 ± 10.6 99.8 14.1 54.3 0.130 

95M0232E.DAT 0.00199 12.202 0.3989 3.091 292.938 2947.8 ± 9.7 99.7 21.9 76.3 0.124 

95M0232F.DAT 0.00098 1.627 0.0514 0.420 38.937 2907.0 ± 21.6 99.2 3.0 79.3 0.127 
95M0232H.DAT 0.00000 1.070 0.0350 0.277 25.947 2932.7 ± 35.6 99.9 2.0 81.2 0.127 

95M02321.DAT 0.00014 0.726 0.0219 0.182 17.007 2926.5 ± 51.6 99.7 1.3 82.5 0.123 

95M0232J.DAT 0.00000 0.502 0.0154 0.127 11.831 2928.1 ± 73.0 99.9 0.9 83.4 0.124 
95M0232K.DAT 0.00003 0.505 0.0159 0.123 11.542 2932.6 ± 75.2 99.8 0.9 84.3 0.119 

95M0232L.DAT 0.00lD5 9.335 0.2885 2.212 205.976 2923.4 ± 10.4 99.8 15.7 100.0 0.116 

KlCa 0.49 
J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 94.338 ± 0.427 2944.3 ± 10.9 

sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 

1/A 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2950.3 ± 8.7 

Sample Number T94/215 

Material hornblende 
Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0249B.DAT 0.01331 0.407 0.1511 0.097 55.310 5747.6 ± 40.3 92.9 1.0 1.0 0.116 

95M0249C.DAT 0.00116 0.812 0.0340 0.139 15.344 3143.0 ± 39.7 97.7 1.4 2.4 0.084 

95M0249D.DAT 0.00078 2.014 0.0679 0.314 31.264 3013.5 ± 20.0 99.2 3.2 5.6 0.076 

95M0249E.DAT 0.00141 10.154 0.3013 1.601 147.711 2908.1 ± 12.1 99.6 16.3 21.9 0.077 

95M0249F.DAT 0.00078 10.476 0.3725 1.972 182.436 2915.0 ± 11.0 99.8 20.1 41.9 0.092 
95M0249H.DAT 0.00022 3.514 0.1286 0.673 61.439 2896.0 ± 13.3 99.8 6.8 48.8 0.094 
95M02491.DAT 0.00022 2.260 0.0862 0.455 41.948 2908.0 ± 18.2 99.8 4.6 53.4 0.099 
95M0249J.DAT 0.00055 4.602 0.1716 0.930 84.373 2885.0 ± 12.3 99.7 9.5 62.9 0.099 

95M0249K.DAT 0.00048 4.428 0.1606 0.893 82.009 2903.8 • 12.5 99.7 9.1 71.9 0.099 
95M0249L.DAT 0.00035 2.035 0.0714 0.397 36.434 2899.6 ± 18.2 99.6 4.0 76.0 0.096 
95M0249M.DAT 0.00040 1.452 0.0499 0.277 25.088 2878.6 • 24.7 99.4 2.8 78.8 0.093 
95M02490.DAT 0.00009 0.943 0.0306 0.166 15.563 2930.8 ± 38.8 99.8 1.7 80.5 0.086 
95M0249P.DAT 0.00035 1.214 0.0432 0.216 20.313 2931.3 ± 30.5 99.4 2.2 82.7 0.087 

95M0249Q.DAT 0.00034 2.897 0.1030 0.572 52.651 2906.9 ± 15.1 99.7 5.8 88.5 0.097 

95M0249R.DAT 0.00061 6.016 0.2086 1.129 103.323 2898.2 • 11.2 99.7 11.5 100.0 0.092 

KlCa 0.49 

J 0.043625 Weighted Mean 92.007 ± 0.734 2908.5 ± 14.4 

sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 
11l. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2978.1 ± 8.7 
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Sample Number T94/17 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M02278.DAT 0.00768 0.515 0.0196 0.028 6.510 3640.7 ± 80.6 65.1 0.4 0.4 0.545 

95M0227C.DAT 0.00015 0.001 0.0000 0.000 0.092 6138.0 ± 36242.2 52.3 0.0 0.4 0.542 
95M0227D.DAT 0.00140 0.439 0.0183 0.094 8.710 2848.6 ± 20.7 95.2 1.4 1.9 0.704 
95M0227E.DAT 0.00047 1.084 0.0418 0.197 18.085 2891.0 ± 17.8 99.2 3.0 49 0.672 

95M0227F.DAT 0.00026 2.289 0.0956 0.446 40.599 2889.7 ± 11.8 99.7 6.8 11.6 0.685 

95M0227H.DAT 0.00005 2.162 0.0889 0.425 38.412 2880.7 ± 11.9 99.9 6.5 18.1 0687 

95M0227I.DAT 0.00023 6.014 0.2610 1.203 109.322 2888.7 ± 9.4 99.9 18.3 36.4 0.690 
95M0227J.DAT 0.00025 4.026 0.1532 0.694 62.554 2876.6 ± 11.1 99.8 10.6 47.0 0.662 

95M0227K.DAT 0.00076 13.682 0.4680 2.130 194.419 2894.9 ± 10.0 99.8 32.4 79.4 0.646 

95M0227L.DAT 0.00015 1.779 0.0623 0.276 24.868 2875.1 ± 14.8 99.7 4.2 83.6 0.645 

95M0227N.DAT 0.00027 1.116 0.0414 0.193 17.219 2855.1 ± 17.3 99.5 2.9 86.5 0.663 

95M02270.DAT 0.00000 1.545 0.0657 0.307 27.604 2875.0 ± 12.2 99.9 4.7 91.2 0.689 

95M0227P.DAT 0.00023 3.430 0.1272 0.581 52.908 2891.7 ± 10.1 99.8 8.8 100.0 0.659 

KlCa 0.49 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 90.666 ± 0.415 2886.9 ± 10.9 

sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/1. 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2890.7 ± 8.6 

Sample Number 94/23 

Material muscovite 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0294A 0.07180 0.000 0.0016 0.018 23.201 3143.8 ± 2058.9 8.5 0.1 0.1 946.236 

95M0294B 002911 0.000 0.0090 0.100 17.607 2878.7 ± 70.2 51.1 0.5 0.6 5147.305 

95M0294C 0.05071 0.037 0.0681 0.719 82603 2940.1 ± 14.7 81.8 3.6 4.1 9.432 

95M0294D 0.04902 0.050 0.0841 0.890 98.763 2950.1 ± 13.3 85.3 4.4 8.5 8.649 

95M0294E 0.06926 0.255 0.1340 1.431 156.688 2957.9 ± 13.6 86.9 7.1 15.6 2.750 

95M0294H 0.03454 0.026 0.0442 0.474 54.592 2933.9 ± 16.2 81.3 2.3 18.0 8.945 

95M02941 0.05520 0.155 0.1237 1.315 140.647 2948.2 ± 13.6 88.3 6.5 24.5 4.156 

95M0294J 0.05735 0.149 0.1175 1.249 135.704 2956.7 ± 12.8 87.5 6.2 30.6 4.096 

95M0294K 0.09903 0.175 0.2036 2.187 237.409 2958.0 ± 12.8 87.6 10.8 41.4 6.107 

95M0294L 0.04090 0.132 01526 1.643 169.719 2969.3 ± 13.5 92.8 8.1 49.6 6.100 

95M0294N 0.03362 0.075 0.1702 1.822 185.244 2973.9 ± 12.6 94.6 9.0 58.6 11.957 

95M02940 0.02116 0.145 0.1401 1.485 150.790 2990.1 ± 13.3 95.8 7.3 65.9 5.011 

95M0294P 0.01210 0.138 0.0929 0.992 99.402 2980.1 ± 13.8 96.3 4.9 70.8 3.514 

95M0294Q 0.01242 0.157 0.0922 0.971 98.438 2993.8 ± 13.7 96.2 4.8 75.6 3.037 

95M0294R 0.01351 0.119 0.0880 0.921 93.710 2991.3 ± 13.8 95.7 4.6 80.2 3.786 

95M0294T 0.01207 0.082 0.0670 0.680 70.589 3008.1 ± 15.4 94.9 3.4 83.5 4.069 

95M0294U 0.01265 0.141 0.0555 0.567 59.991 3017.5 ± 16.7 93.7 2.8 86.3 1.976 

95M0294V 0.02670 0.507 0.0915 0.941 101.384 3019.9 ± 15.2 92.2 4.7 91.0 0.910 

95M0294W 0.02640 1.464 0.1042 1.072 113.640 3011.4 ± 14.0 93.1 5.3 96.3 0.359 

95M0294X 0.02354 0.365 0.0719 0.748 79.355 2981.7 ± 14.6 91.2 3.7 100.0 1.005 

J 0.043630 Weighted Mean 96.230 ± 0.461 2949.0 ± 14.0 

sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 

In 1804.077 
Total Fusion 2974.6 ± 11.7 
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Sample Number T94/9 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0224B.DAT 0.00421 0.361 0.0148 0.115 9.631 2574.9 ± 22.7 87.0 1.8 1.8 0.157 

95M0224CDAT 0.00258 2.142 0.1773 0.938 82.158 2823.9 ± 9.2 99.0 14.4 16.2 0.215 

95M0224D.DAT 0.00119 9.804 1.0837 2.711 267.385 3007.3 ± 9.4 99.8 41.6 57.7 0.135 

95M0224EDAT 0.00000 1.900 0.2006 0.490 48.366 3010.9 ± 1U 99.9 7.5 65.3 0.126 

95M0224G.DAT 0.00030 2.614 0.2657 0.675 66.173 2998.0 ± 10.5 99.8 10.4 75.6 0.127 

95M0224H.DAT 0.00000 0.487 0.0426 0.107 10.407 2982.1 ± 23.3 99.9 1.6 77.3 0.108 

95M0224LDAT 0.00010 1.596 0.1279 0.315 30.727 29911 ± 14.9 99.8 4.8 82.1 0.097 

95M0224J.DAT 0.00000 1.042 0.0669 0.159 15.666 30018 ± 17.4 99.9 2.4 84.5 0.075 

95M0224L.DAT 0.00000 0.581 0.0396 0.094 9.326 3014.5 ± 21.0 99.9 1.4 86.0 0.079 

95M0224M.DAT 0.00000 1.110 0.0839 0.205 20.337 3017.3 ± 14.0 99.9 11 89.1 0.091 

95M0224N.DAT 0.00568 4.722 0.2171 0.522 50.886 2942.1 ± 24.6 96.6 8.0 97.1 0.054 

95M02240.DAT 0.00031 2.733 0.0685 0.135 11709 3041.1 ± 20.9 99.3 2.1 99.2 0.024 

95M0224N.DAT 0.00018 0.397 0.0217 0.052 5.074 2982.0 ± 32.1 98.9 0.8 100.0 0.064 

K1Ca 0.49 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 98397 ± 0.466 3005.6 ± 11.2 

sd-l (ls) 0.000131 of Plateau 

1n 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2968.9 ± 8.7 

Sample Number T95/13 

Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0226B.DAT 0.01087 1.076 0.1172 0.040 34.241 6417.6 ± 47.8 90.6 1.2 1.2 0.D18 

95M0226CDAT 0.00038 0.110 0.0043 0.013 1.130 2630.5 ± 136.2 90.1 0.4 1.5 0.060 

95M0226D.DAT 0.00117 0.622 0.0341 0.042 4.734 3100.4 ± 42.6 92.7 1.2 2.8 0.033 

95M0226E.DAT 0.00089 1.015 0.0583 0.060 6.715 3138.7 ± 25.3 96.0 U 4.5 0.029 

95M0226EDAT 0.00073 2.717 0.1705 0.149 16.794 3187.8 ± 14.9 98.7 4.3 8.8 0.027 

95M0226G.DAT 0.00061 1546 0.2192 0.192 19.877 3066.1 ± 14.1 99.0 5.6 14.4 0.027 
95M0226H.DAT 0.00055 9.813 0.6053 0.517 52.180 3037.4 ± 10.1 99.6 15.0 29.5 0.026 
95M0226LDAT 0.00065 11.518 0.7181 0.612 61.515 3032.2 ± 10.2 99.6 17.8 47.2 0.026 
95M0226K.DAT 0.00071 5.443 0.3385 0.290 29.081 3020.5 ± 12.5 99.2 SA 55.7 0.026 

95M0226LDAT 0.00060 10.829 0.6702 0.568 57.670 3047.8 ± 10.4 99.6 16.5 72.2 0.026 

95M0226M.DAT 0.00031 5.215 0.3240 0.278 28.062 3037.2 ± 11.8 99.6 8.1 80.3 0.026 

95M0226N.DAT 0.00061 5.638 0.3604 0.301 30.761 3052.3 ± 13.8 99.3 8.7 89.0 0.026 

95M02260.DAT 0.00043 1.052 0.0651 0.056 5.756 3024.5 ± 29.4 97.7 1.6 90.7 0.026 

95M0226Q.DAT 0.00029 1.223 0.0762 0.067 6.883 3048.2 ± 26.3 98.7 2.0 92.6 0.027 
95M0226R.DAT 0.00059 4.792 0.2870 0.254 26.437 3075.9 ± 15.5 99.3 7.4 100.0 0.026 

K1Ca 0.49 

J 0.043610 weighted Mean 100.581 ± 0.492 3037.8 ± 11.4 

sd-J (15) 0.000131 of Plateau 
l/A 1804.077 

Total Fusion 3161.0 ± 10.2 
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Sample Number T94129 
Material hornblende 

Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0225B 0.01634 0.599 0.1030 0.030 12.171 4441.6 ± 57.9 60.3 0.5 0.5 0.02 

95M0225C 0.00514 9.512 4.0255 1.203 108.101 2853.4 ± 9.3 9B.5 20.B 21.4 0.06 

95M0225D 0.00396 15.659 8.0530 2.322 200.591 2809.2 ± 9.4 99.3 40.2 61.6 0.07 

95M0225E 0.00165 7.240 3.1100 1.097 94.175 2800.7 ± 9.9 99.4 19.0 80.6 0.Q7 

95M0225F 0.00081 2.656 0.9027 0.394 33.698 2792.7 ± 10.7 99.2 6.8 87.4 0.07 

95M0225H 0.00051 1.860 0.6680 0.235 20.312 2804.8 ± 14.1 99.2 4.1 91.5 0.06 

95M02251 0.00020 0.200 0.0808 0.023 2.081 2819.1 ± 69.1 97.1 0.4 91.9 0.06 

95M0225J 0.00063 2.457 0.9266 0.286 24.805 2812.4 ± 12.3 99.2 5.0 96.8 0.06 

95M0225K 0.00053 1.280 0.48.41 0.145 13.113 2862.3 ± 17.1 98.7 2.5 99.3 0.06 
95M0225L 0.00039 0.333 0.1231 0.038 3.673 2918.0 ± 40.1 96.8 0.7 100.0 0.06 

KlCa 0.49 

J 0.043610 Weighted Mean 85.586 ± 0.383 2804.3 ± 10.6 
sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/A 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2831.5 ± 9.0 

Sample Number 94/29 duplo 
Material hornblende 
Irradiation Number VU11 

95M0293A.DAT 0.00191 0.091 0.0107 0.006 1.561 3720.7 ± 286.6 63.9 0.6 0.6 0.034 
95M0293B.DAT 0.00025 0.319 0.0095 0.012 1.113 2872.5 ± 153.3 93.4 1.2 1.8 0.018 
95M0293C.DAT 0.00026 0.144 0.0189 0.009 0.855 2813.1 ± 205.1 91.0 0.9 2.7 0.031 
95M0293D.DAT 0.00036 0.2S9 0.0777 0.024 2.242 2883.5 ± 76.9 95.2 2.4 5.1 0.045 
95M0293E.DAT 0.00069 2.114 1.1692 0.293 25.122 2795.5 ± 8.7 99.1 29.3 34.3 0.068 
95M0293H.DAT 0.00049 1.960 1.1733 0.295 24.839 2774.0 ± 9.1 99.3 29.4 63.8 0.074 
95M02931.DAT 0.00023 1.163 0.6618 0.162 13.757 2782.7 ± 13.2 99.4 16.2 80.0 0.068 
95M0293J.DAT 0.00014 0.641 0.1574 0.053 4.464 2765.8 ± 34.7 99.0 5.3 85.3 0.041 
95M0293K.DAT 0.00000 0.175 0.0602 0.018 1.398 2695.1 ± 105.5 99.9 1.8 87.0 0.050 
95M0293l.DAT 0.00005 1.183 0.4354 0.130 10.344 2702.0 ± 16.0 99.8 13.0 100.0 0.054 

KlCa 0.49 
J 0.043630 Weighted Mean 84.388 ± 0.749 2784.9 ± 13.8 
sd-J (1s) 0.000131 of Plateau 
1/A 1804.077 

Total Fusion 2782.9 ± 5.7 
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Appendix 2 Whole rock XRF analyses of SHRIMP samples 

T94/31 T94/193 T941221 T94/222 T941227 

Si02 
Ti02 
AI20 3 
Fe20 3 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
Na20 
K20 
P20 S 
LOI 
total 

Ni 
Rb 
Sr 
V 
Zr 
Pb 
Cu 
Zn 
Co 
Nb 
Ga 
Th 
U 

wt% 
69.81 

0.33 
14.84 

2.43 
0.04 
0.47 
1.92 
4.42 
3.43 
0.06 
0.73 

98.47 
ppm 

<10 
139 
381 

11 
190 
24 
10 
57 

6 
8
 

18
 
12
 
<7
 

66.09 
0.41 

15.49 
3.31 
0.06 
1.25 
3.16 
5.17 
2.05 
0.09 
0.81 

97.90 

20 
92 

374 
25 

202 
16 
14 
70 

6
 
12
 
22
 

9
 
<7
 

71.85 
0.34 

15.74 
2.34 
0.04 
0.65 
2.63 
5.93 
0.92 
0.07 
0.44 

100.94 

<10 
62 

308 
14 

191 
16 

<10 
58 

6 
12 
21 

7 
<7 

60.89 
0.51 

15.01 
5.81 
0.11 
3.03 
6.39 
4.93 
2.44 
0.39 
0.81 

100.31 

34 
62 

953 
21 
85 
17 
18 
76 
18 
9 

17 
7 

<7 

74.10 
0.06 

13.08 
1.15 
0.03 

<0.30 
1.13 
4.30 
3.95 

<0.04 
0.42 

98.22 

<10 
191 
100 

15 
113 
37 

<10 
31 
<3 

6
 
16
 
23
 
9.2 
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